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DRUG ABUSE EDUCATION A311,14NDMENTS, 1974

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1974

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ALCOHOLISM AND NARCOTICS

OF THE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10:15 a.m. in room 4232, Dirksen Senate
Office Building, Senator Harold E. Hughes, chairman of the sub-
committee, presiding.

Present: Senators Hughes, Randolph, and Javits.

OPENING STATEMENT

Senator Huon Es. The Subcommittee on Alcoholism and Narcotics
will come to order for the specific purpose of hearings on drug abuse
education legislation.

We are here this morning to consider the Federal Government's
responsibility to encourage education programs that will help to re-
duce the abuse of drugs among young people. I hope that we can all
agree that drug abuse is still a serious national problem and that we
must maintain a vigorous and determined preventive program.

I was interested to see that in his state of the Union message last
week the President reviewed past drug abuse programs, prevention
and control programs, and then said:

Nevertheless, the drug battle is far from over. For the sake of the next genera-
tion, I am determined to keep the.pressure on, to ensure that the heartening

iprogress made to date is translated into a lasting victory over heroin and other
drugs.

I took these words as a hopeful sign until I saw the fiscal 1975 budget
statement that Federal support for programs under the Drug Abuse
Education Act would be terminated at the end of fiscal 1974. Funds
for drug law enforcement activities and for the treatment and rehabili-
tation of those who have become dependent on drugs will be continued.
At another time we may question whether support for these programs,
and particularly for alcohol programs, is adequate, but at least the
Federal effort with respect to treatment and rehabilitation is not
being annihilated.

I cannot understand why the education program, which is the
one set up "for the sake of the next generation," to use the President's
words, should be terminated. This decision is tragically shortsighted,
from a human as well as a budgetary standpoint.

During this past year we have heard reports from all parts of the
Nation telling that children at younger and younger ages are experi-
menting with the whole range of drugs of abuse, from alcohol to heroin.
They are mixing them in extremely dangerous combinations, and all

(1)
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too often these young people are not just seeking a mild alteralion of
mood; instead, for whatever reason, they are reaching for profound
and potentially explosive impacts. cannot believe the time has come
for the Federal Government to abandon an important educational,
preventive pro ;rare, particularly one that has cost so little thus far.

The Drug Abuse Education Act of 1970 has been carried out
through a very nuttiest program in the U.S, Office of Education.
The budget indicates that it cost only $12.3 million in fiscal 1973,
and it estimates expenditures of just $5.7 million in fiscal 1974. Yet,
in its small way, this program has reached schools throughout the
country through small training grants and the assiAance it has given
in organizing local program leadership. Perhaps most important,
because it is administered by the Office of Education, the program
has credibility with State and local education agencies.

We have heard much criticism of some of the local drag education
programs on the ground that providing information about drugs
and issuing dire warnings against them won't work, and may even
arouse young people's interest in trying drugs.

Wo can all agree here that this is a valid criticism of those programs
which have been poorly planned and limited strictly to furnishing
information. Those schools that have been reacluAt by the Office of
14:titivation and have been willing to accept the advice and guidance
available to them under the Drug Abuse Education Act have not
wasted their money on such unproductivo or even harmful programs.
I am convinced that if the act is not extended, we will see much more
of this misguided, if well-meaning, effort by local people who have
neither the resources nor the expertise to establish effective programs
without help.

We have before us today two bills that would extend the Act for
three more years--11.11. 9456, passed by the House last year, auk,
S. 2S4S, introduced by Senator davits at the end of the last session
of Congress, Five members of our subcommitteeSenators Williams,
Dominick, Cranston, Beall, and 1, are cosponsors of S. 2S4S.

IA copy of the bills referred to and the House report on 11.11. 9456
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151' SEssios S. 2848

IN TIIE SEN.VIT, I)1.' ''U UNITED ;.iTATEs

197:1

Mr. .1As its ( for hiinsrlf 1 frcairs. Mr. 1m'. Mr, l) otistett. lfr.
%;,..-slos. mot NIr. tit.) inIro(Incr.1 the following bill; which \\its read

t wire ;tinl referred to tho t'onitnittre on Labor and Public 'Welfare

A BILL
To extend and ituvove the Drug Abuse Education Act of 1970.

1 Be it cnachd 1,,q the Senate and House of Bepresentn-

2 aces of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 'chat this Aet may he iled as the "Alcohol and Drug Abuse

4 Education Art Amendments of 1974".

5 SIX. 2. (a) Section l of the Drug Abuse Education

6 AO of 197(1 (21 r.S.C. WOO is amended to read as

7 follows: Act may he cited as the 'Alcohol and Drug

8 Ala's'. Education Act..".

9 (1) Section 2 of such Act is amended to read as fol-

10 lows:

/I
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1 "SEc. 2. (a) The Congress hereby finds and declares

2 that drug and alcohol abuse diminishes the strength and vital-

3 ity of the people Of our Nation; that art increasing number

4 of silly:mutes, both legal and illegal, are being abused by in-

5 creasing numbers of individuals; that abuse of arty substance

6 is complex human behavior which is influenced by many

forces spool, faruily, utrch, community, media, peer

S groups; and that prevention and early intervention require

9 cooperation and coordination of all of these in strategies de-

to signed to respond to carefully defined problems.

" (h) It is the purpose of this Act to provide leadership

12 to schools and other institutions in the community by sup-

13 porting projects to identify, evaluate, demonstrate and dis-

14 seininate effective drug and alcohol abuse prevention and

15 early intervention strategies and to provide training and

16 technical assistance to schools and other segments of the

17 community in adapting such strategies to identified local

18 needs."

19 (e) Section 3 of such Act is untended to read as follows:

20 "SEC. 3. (a) The Secretary shall carry out a program

21 of making grants to, and contracts with, institutions of higher

22 education, State and local educational tgencirs, and public,

23 and private education or community m4envivs, institutions

24 and organizations to support and evaluate demonstration

25 projects and to disseminate these nationally. to train educa-
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1 tional and community personnel that have or should have

2 atl important influence on the behavior of young people and

3 to provide technical assistance in program development.

4 "(b) Funds appropriated for grants and contracts under

5 this Act shall be available for snc activities as-

6 " (1) comprehensive demonstration programs in

7 school-communities which focus on the causes of drug

8 and alcohol abuse rather than the symptoms; which

9 emphasize the affective as well as the cognitive up-

10 proach; which reflect the specialized needs of local

11 contuttuities; and which involve, in planning and devel-

12 opmeut, school personnel, the target population, comma-

13 pity representation, and parents;

14 - " (2) creative primary prevention and early inter -

15 vention programs in schools utilizing an interdisciplinary'

16 'school team approach' to prepare ednoational personnel

17 together with students better to respond to the drug

18 and alcohol problems in the schools by developing in

19 them skills in planning comprehensive school dnig, and

20 alcohol abuse prevention programs to include such ac-

21 tivities as peer group and individual counseling, group

22 leadership training rap groups, training of drug and

23 alcohol education specialists, student involvement in

24 intellectual, cultural and social alternatives to drug and

25 alcohol use;



1 " (3) grants to Stale education departments to sup-

2 port specific projects for-

(A) inservice training of educational person-

4 nel,

(B) technical assistance to local school districts,

(0) creative leadership in iirograming for in-

7 digenons minorities, and

8 (I)) training of peer counselors;

9 "(4) evaluations of the effectiveness of programs

10 described in paragraphs (1) , (2), and (3) ;

11 " (5) preservice and inservice training programs on

12 dnig and alcohol abuse prevention for teachers, conn-

13 selors, and other educational personnel, kw enforcement

14 officials and other public service and community leaders

15 and personnel;

16 " (6) training of educational personnel in the sehec-

17 lion and use of support materials in drug and alcohol

18 abuse prevention;

19 "(7) community education programs on drug and

20 alcohol abuse, especially for parents and others (as rip-
:

21 propriate) in the community;

22 "(8) evaluations of the training and community

23 education programs described in paragraphs (5) and

24 (7), including the examination of the intended and ac-

25 tual impact of such programs, the identification of
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5

1 strengths and Nvtaknesses in such programs, and the

2 evaluation of materials used in such programs;

3 "(9) programs or projects to recruit, train, orga-

4 nize, and employ professionals and other persons, in-

5 eluding former drag and alcohol abusers or drug- and

6 aleolml-dependent persons to organize and participate

7 in programs of public education in drug and alcohol

8 abuse; and

9 " (10) projects for the dissemination of valid and

10 effective school-community drug and alcohol abuse eau-

1 1 cation programs.

12 " (e) There arc authorized to he appropriated to carry

13 out the purposes of this section $26,001000 for the fiscal

14 year ending June 30, 1974, $30,000,000 for the fiscal year

15 ending June 30, 1975, and $34,000,000 for the fiscal year

16 ending June 30, 1976."

17 Sre. 3. The Drug Abuse Education Act of 1970 is

18 furiher amended by striking out "drug abuse" each time
19 ii appears in section :1 and inserting in lieu thereof "drug

20 and alcohol abuse.".
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S. 1845

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Mix 17,1973
111r. BAY n introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred

to the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare

A BILL
To authorize the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare

to make grants to conduct special educational programs and

activities concerning the use of drugs and for other related

educational purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 fives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 SHORT TITLE

4 Si cnox 1. This Act may he cited as the "Drug Abuse

5 Education Extension Ad of 1973".

ST AT E NI ENT OF PURPOSE

7 SEC. 2. The Drug ,Abuse Education Act of 1970 is

8 amended to read as follows:

9 " (a) The Congress hereby finds and declares that drug
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2

1 abuse, diminishes the strength and vitality of the people of

our Nation; that such abuse of dangerous drugs is increasing

in urban and suburban areas; that that s a dearth of ere-olp.,.

4 alive projects designed to educate students and ()tilers about

5 drugs and their abuse; and that prevention and control of

6 suck drug abuse require intensive and coordinated efforts on

7 the part of both governmental and private groups.

8 "(b) It is the purpose of this Act to encourage the

9 development of new and improved curriculums on the prob-

10 leers of drug abuse; to demonstrate the use of such cur -

11 in model educational programs and to evaluate the

12 effectiveness thereof; to disseminate curricular materials and

1.3 significant information for use in educational programs

14 throughout the Nation; to provide training programs for

15 teachers, counselors, law enforcement officials, and other

16 public service and community leaders; and to over corn-

17 munity education programs for parents and others, on

18 drug abuse problems.

19 "DRUG ABUSE EDUCATION' PROJECTS

20 "Sm. 3. (a) The Secretory shall carry out a program

21 of making grants to, and contracts with, institutions of

22 higher education, State and local educational agencies, and

23 other public nod private education or research agencies, in-

24 stitutions, and organizations to support research, demonstra-
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1 tion, and pilot projects designed to educate the public on

2 problems related to drug abuse.

3 (1 Funds appropriated for grants and contracts under

4 this section shall be available for such activities O. 5-

(1) projects for the development of curriculums on

the use and abuse of drugs, including the evaluation and

7 selection of exemplary existing materials and the prep-

8 ;ration of new and improved curricular materials for

9 use in elementary, secondary, adult, and community

10 education programs ;

11 " (2) projects designed to demonstrate, and test the

12 effectiveness of curriculums described in clause (1)

13 (whether developed with assistance under this Act or

11 otherwiv) ;

15 "(3) in the ease of applicants who have conducted

111 projects under clause (2) , projects for the dissernina-

17 tion of curricular materials and other significant infor-

18 oration regarding the use and abase of drugs to piddle

19 and private dem/Rory, secondary, adult, and community

20 education programs;

21 "(4) preservice and inservice training programs on

drug abuse (including courses of studs', institutes, semi-

roars, workshops, and conferences) for teachers, coun-

''t selors, and other educational personnel, law enforcement
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I officials, and other public service and community leaders

2 and personnel;

3 " (5) community education programs on drug abuse

4 (including seminars, workshops, and conferences) espe-

cially for parents and others in the community ;

ti " (6) programs or projects to recruit, train, orga.

7 nize, and employ professional and other persons, includ.

8 in;; former ding abusers or drug dependent persons, to

9 organize and participate in programs of public education

10 in drug abuse.

" (c) In addition to the purposes described in subsection

12 (1)) of this section, funds in an amount not to exceed 5

13 per centuu of the sums appropriated to carry out this sec-

1 1 tion may be made available for the payment of reasonable

15 and necessary expenses of State educational agencies in

iG assisting local educational agencies in the planning, develop-

17 molt, and implementation of drug abuse education programs,

is " (d) (1) Financial assistance for a project under this

19 section may be made only upon application at such time

20 or times, in such manner, and containing or accompanied

21 by such information as the Secretary deems necessary, and

22 only if such application-

23 "(A) provides that the activities and services for

24 which assistance under this title is sought will be ad-

ministered by or under the supervision of the applicant;
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1 " (B) provides for carrying out one or more proj-

2 ects or 'programs eligible for Assistance under subsection

:3 b) of this section and provides for such methods of

4 administration as are necessary for the proper and

5 efficient operation of such projects or programs;

fi " (C) sets forth policies and procedures Which assure

7 that Federal funds made available under this section for

8 any fiscal year will be so used as to supplement and, to

0 the extent practical, increase the level of funds that

would, in the absence of such Federal funds, he made

available by the applicant for the purposes described in

12 subsection (b) of this section. and in no ease supplant

such funds; and

14 "(D) provides for making such reports, in such

15 form and containing such information, as the Secretary

16 may reasonably require, and for keeping such records

17 and for affording such access thereto, as the Secretary

18 may find necessary to assure the correctness and verifica-

19 tion of such reports.

20 "(2) Applications from local educational agencies for

21 financial assistance under this section may be approved by

22 the Secretary only if the State educational agency has been

23 notified of the application and been given the opportunity to

24 offer recommendations.
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" (3) Amendments of applications shall, except as the

2 Secretary may otherwise provide by or pursuant to regola-

3 tion, be subject to approval in the same manner.

4 " (e) There are hereby authorized to be appropriated

5 $14,000,000 for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1973, for

6 the purpose of carrying out this section. Sums appropriated

7 pursuant to this section shall remain available until expended.

8 "COMMUNITY EDUCATION PROJECTS

9 ",SEC. 4. There is authorized to be appropriated $14,-

10 000,000 for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1973, for

11 grants or contracts to carry out the provisions of this section.

12 Front the sums available therefor for any fiscal year, the

13 Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare is authorized

14 to make grants to, or enter into contracts with, public or

15 private nonprofit agencies, organizations, and institutions

16 for planning and carrying out conummity-oriented education

17 programs on drug abuse and drug dependency for the benefit

18 of interested and concerned parents, young persons, com-

19 immunity leaders, and oilier individuals and groups within a

20 community. Such programs may include, among others,

21 seminars, workshops, conferences, telephone counseling and

22 information services to provide advice, information, or as-

23 sistance to individuals with respect to drug abuse or drug

24 dependency problems, the operation of centers designed

25 to serve as a locale which is available, with or without ap-
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pointment or prior arrangement, to individuals seeking to

tscuss or obtain information, advice, or az.sistauce with re-

sped to drug abuse or drug dependency problems, arrange-

mews involving the availability of so-called peer group

5 leaership programs, and programs establishing and making

available procedures and means of coordinating and exchang-

7 ing ideas, information, and other data involving drug abuse

8 and drug dependency problems. Stich programs shall, to the

9 extent feasible, (A) provide for the use of adequate per-

sonnet from similar social, cultural, age, ethnic, and racial

backgrounds as those of the individuals served under any

12 such program, (B) include a comprehensive and coordinated

range of services. and (C) be integrated with, and involve

the active participation of, a wide range of public and non-

governmental agencies.
15

11;
"TECIIN1CAL ASSISTANCE

"Six. 5. The Secretary and the Attorney lieneral (on
17

matters of law enforcement) shall, when requested, render

technical assistance to local educational agencies, public and
19

private nonprofit organizations, and institutions of higher

eihwation ita the development and implementation of pro-

grams of drug abuse education. Such technical assistance
2

may, among other activities. include making available to

such agencies or institutions information regarding effective
2.1

methods of coping with problems of drug abuse, and making
25
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1 available to such agencies or institutions personnel of the

2 Department of Health, Education, and Welfare and the

Department of Justice, of other persons qualified to advise

and assist in coping with such problems or carrying out a

5 drug abuse education program.

"EVALUATION

7 "SEC. 6. (a) The Secretary shall provide for hide-

s pendent, thorough evaluation, at least annually, of all drug

9 abuse education projects funded under section 3 and all cm-

!nullity education projects funded under section 4 of this Act.

11 Such evaluation shall inelude, but is not limited to, the lol-

l...! lowing factors:

13 "(I) a careful assessment of the impact of such pro -

14 grams and the materials used in such programs, hi-

lt') chiding curriculums in use in elementary, secondary. ;11111

16 adult and community education programs involved in

17 projects described in section 3 (b)' (2), in reducing the

18 incidence and frequency of the abuse of narcotic and

19 uonnarcotic dangerous drugs in the communities served;

20 "(2) an examination of the strengths and weak-

21 messes of such programs, particularly with regard to

22 reaching different age and socioeconomic groups in the

2:3 communities served; and

24 " (3) the relative effectiveness of these types of
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1 programs in reducing drug abuse as compared to other

2 possible preventive efforts.

3 " (b) On the basis of these evaluations and other in-

4 formation, the Secretary shall make a comprehensive annual

5 report to the Congress on the immediate and long-range merit

6 of programs funded under this Act in reducing drug abuse in

7 the United States, with particular emphasis on the relative

8 strengths and weaknesses of such programs. The report shall

9 also include the Secretary's reeonunendation for any legis-

10 lative or programmatic changes necessary to make drug abuse

It education efforts more effective.

12 "(c) At least 10 per cent= of the funds appropriated

13 under this Act shall be used for evaluation purposes as pro-

11 vided by this section.

15 "PAYMENTS

16 "SEe. 7. Payments under this Act may be made in

17 installments and in advance or by way of reimbursement,

18 with necessary adjustments on account of overpayments or

19 underpayments.

20 "ADMINISTRATION

21. "SEC. 8. In administering the provisions of this Act, the

22 Secretary is authorized to utilize the services and facilities

23 of any agency of the Federal Oovernment and of any other

tt. 24 public or private agency or institution in accordance with
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1 appropriate agreements, and to pay for such services either

2 in advance or by way of reimbursement, as may be agreed

3 upon.

4 "DEFINITIONS

5 "Sw. 9, As used in this Act -

6 " (a) The term 'Secretary' means the Secretary of

7 Health, Education, and Welfare.

8 " (14 The term 'State' includes, in addition to the sev-

9 eral States of the Union, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico,

10 the District of Columbia, Guam, American Samoa, the Virgin

11 Islands, and the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands."
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R. 9456

N TH E SENATE. OF THE UNITED STATES

NovEm an 2,1973

IGvio I twice and referred to the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare

AN ACT
To extend the Drug Abuse Education Act of 1970 for three years.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That section 3 (c) of the Drug Abuse Education Act of 1970

4 is amended by inserting ", whichever is greater," after "not

5 to exceed", and by inserting after "this section" the follow-

6 ing: ", or the amount provided in subsection (e) ,".

7 SEC. 2. (a) Section 3 (e) of the Drug Abuse Education

8 Aet of 1970 is amended to read as follows:

9 " (e) (1) There is hereby authorized to be appropriated

10 $14,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1974,

1i $16,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1975, and

II
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$18,000,000 for the fiscal year ending ,Tnne 30, 1976, for

purposes of carrying out this section.

3 " (2) Of the finals appropriated to carry out this sec-

4 lion for a fiscal year, $0,000,000 may be used by the See-

s retary only fur grants and contracts under subsection (a) .

"(3) Prom the hinds appropriated to carry out this

7 section for a fiscal year, $100,000 shall be made available

s by the Secretary to each State agency for paying its expenses

9 under subsection (e) , except that if the funds so appropri-

t0 ated are inadequate for such purpose, the amount made

11 available to each such agency shall he reduced pro rata.

12 " (4) Where the funds appropriated under section 4

1:1 exceed $6,000,000 for a fiscal year and where such funds

14 arc available fur expenditure under the proviso of section

15 4, the Secretary, out of funds appropriated to carry out

16 this section, may, in addition to payments authorized by

17 paragraph' (2), make payments for expenses of State da-

is canna] agencies under subsection (c) in an amount not

ig aggregating more than $2,400,000, but the amount paid

20 any State shall not exceed an amount which bears the same

21 ratio to the total amount available under this paragraph

22 for payments to all the States as the population of the State

23 bears to the population of all the States.

24 " (5) From the funds appropriated to carry out this

25 section for a fiscal year, not more than $500,000 shall be
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1 used by the Secretary for an independent analysis and eval-

2 nation of the effectiveness of drug and alcohol abuse and

3 drug and alcohol dependency education programs.

4 " (6) Funds appropiated to carry out this section which

5 remain after the application of the preceding paragraphs may

(1 be used to nary out this seetiat without restriction.".

7 (11) The Drng Abuse Education Act of 1970 (21 17.8.0.

S 1001-1007) is further amended (1) by striking out "drug

Ii abuse" each time it appears and inserting in lieu thereof

9: "drug and alcohol abuse", (2) by striking out "abuse of

11 drugs" each time it appears in section 3 (b) and inserting in

12 lieu thereof "abuse of drugs and alcohol", (3) by striking

1:1 out "drag abusers or drug dependent persons" in section

11 3 (b) (8) and inserting in lieu thereof "drug or alcohol

15 abusers or drug or alcohol dependent persons", (4) by strik-

lai ing out "drug dependency" each time it appears in section

17 4 and inserting in lieu thereof "drug and alcohol depend-

is ency", and (5) by inserting after "Drug" in section 1 the

19 following: "and Alcohol".

20 SEc. 3. (a) The first sentence of section 4 of such Act

2i is amended to read as follows: ''There is authorized to be

0., appropriated $12,000,000 for the fiscal year ending .Tune 30,

23 1974, $14,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1975,

'Si and $10.000,000 for the fiscal rear ending ,Tune 30, 1976,

2: for grants zind contracts to carry out this section: Provided,

4
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1 That no funds appropriated for any fiscal year to carry out

2 this section may be expended until the amount appropriated

3 for that year to carry out section 3 exceeds $11,500,000.".

Passed the House of Representatives October 30, 1973.

Attest: W. PAT JENNINGS,

Clerk.
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93o Comumss HOUSE OF RE1'RESENTAT1 \'ES REPORT
1.4t Session f No. 93-605

EXTENDINO THE DRUG A1317SE EDUCATION At" I'

°clout-at 23, 1973.--Conunitted to the Cottnnittee of the Whole Ilone on the
State of the Union and ordere0 to be printed

rf:RK xs, front the Committee on Conunittee on Education and
Labor. solunitted the following

REPORT
together NVitit

MINORITY, ADDITIONAL, SUPPLE:NI FATAL. A N I)
ADDITIONAL SITPLENIENTAL VIEWS

[To accompany Mt. 9 IN(

The Committee on Committee on Education and Labor, to whom
was referred the bill (MR. 9456) to extend the Drug Abuse Education
Act for :3 years, haring considered the same. report favorably thereon
with an amendment and recommend that the bill as amended do pass.

The amendment strikes out all after the. enacting clause and inserts
a substitute text which appears in italic type in the reported hill.

13Actionotso

In November 1970, Congress, realizing that the problem of the abuse
of dangerous drugs had reached ephrentio proportions, gave over-
whelming support to passage of the Drug Abuse Education Act of
1970 as a tur-Ans of teaching our citizenry about the dangers of abusing
drugs.

Evidence of the wide Congressional support for the Drug Abuse
Education Act arc the recorded votes during the debate on the original
measure? The Drug Abuse Education Aet was approved in the !louse
of Representatives in October 196) by a vote of 2:14-0, and in the
Senate in November 1970 by a vote of 79-0.

The bill was thereafter signed into public law by President Nixon
on December 3,1970 (EL 91-527).

(I)
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Pt' IZOSt: Ti IE DE 1,1: ABUSE EDCNUON AcT

In attempting to provide drug abuse education, the Act provides
flexible and broad authority for support of drug idolise education par-
ticularly in elementary and secondary schools n ad in local intim mutt ies.

Tlw Committee. noted in the 1970 Repm.t, which accompanted the bill
(Report 91-599) that "There must be several components of an effec-
tive program of drug abuse education."

And the Report listed what the Committee considered to be the most
critical elements of such an educational program.

First, education on the dangers of the abuse of drugs can
be. provided through a variety of institutions, of which the
schools and community organizations at the local level are
among the most important.

Second, the curriculums for such courses must take account
of the different factors, social, medical, legal, psychological,
involved in drug abuse. It is essential, therefore, to develop
scientifically valid and credible materials for drug abuse
education.

Third, it is also essential to provide training in drug abuse
education to teachers and others who offer such courses.

Fourth, it is necessary to evaluate the effectiveness of both
curriculums and training.

Concluded the Committee:
. . there is a serious lack of teachers and counselors to

provide instruction on the dangers of drug abuse and that our
schools and educational institutions generally are ill equipped
to provide objective scientifically valid instruction on drug
use and abuse.

The Drug Abuse Education Act of 1970, therefore, was aimed at
alleviating two problems of : 1) inadequate scientific materials for the
teaching at all levels of society about the dangers of drug use and
abuse: and 2) the lack of adequately t rained teachers.

. THE 'Imposes or 11.1. 9156

The Committee bill, II.R. 9156, would extend for three years the
Drug :Abuse Education Act of 1070 and would authorize $90 million
over a three `tar period.

In addition, the bill provides for earmat king in the following
manner:

the first $6 million appropriated would he available to the Sec-
retary of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, tofund drug abuse education programs under Section 3 of theAct ;

the next $5.6 million would be allotted to the state education
agencies to enable them to assist local education agencies in the
planning, development and implementation of drug abuse educa-
tion ',mgt .:this ;

the next $6 million would be .provided to the Secretary of
health, Education, andpAel fare to Support community education
projects under Section 4 :
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the next, $2.4 million would be allotted to the state education
agencies on the basis of population;

the remaining money would be used to fund corium:114y proj-
ects under Section 4.

NEED eon DRUO ABUSE Ent-caTiox

The 1970 Committee Report (91-599) indicated that the problem
of drug use and abuse in the United States had been increasing at an
alarming rate.

The Report noted:
Early in 1969 the Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare issued a statement indicating that drug abuse had
almost reached epidemic proportions. In the annual crime
report of the FBI, issued in August 1969, the Bureau of Nar-
cotics and Dangerous Drags revealed that the number of ar-
rests for drug violations had increased by 329 percent since
1960.

Recent indications in a variety of newspaper accounts, however,
leave the impression that the problem may be receding.

The September 12, 1973, New York Times, for example, carried a
story headlined, NIXON OPTIMISTIC ON DRUG ABUSES, and
noted that the President felt the United States had "turned the corner
on drug addiction."

The Committee would like to be able to share this view, but finds,
unfortunately, that it cannot do so in good conscience.

For although the United States is making some progress in the fight
against the use of dangerous drugs, we clearly, as President Nixon
pointed out on September 11, 1973, before the Conference on Treat-
ment Alternatives to Street Crime, have "a long road after turning
that corner before we get to our goal of getting it (drug addiction)
under control."

Dr. Jerome II. Jaffe, M.D., Director of the Special Action Office for
Drug Abuse Prevention, stressed the same theme before the Special
Studies Subcommittee of the House Government Operations Com-
mittee, on May 1, 1973, when he said:

Despite the progress which has already been made in com-
bating drug abuse, available techniques continued to estimate
the number of heroin addicts in the United States at 500,000
to 600,000 in 1972. In addition, hundreds of thousands of
Americans use other non-narcotic drugs to excess.

Indeed, although public reports tend to indicate that the problem of
heroin addiction is declining, Dr. Jaffe told the Special Studies Sub-
committee that 1972 studies:

point to a downturn in the rate of increase in heroin addiction.
(emphasis added)

The 'Committee is encouraged by this development, but it affords no
justification for the Federal government to abandon the variety of
Federal efforts, including law enforcement, rehabilitation and treat-
ment, as well as education, which have contributed to the drop in the
rate of addiction.
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For the drug abuse problem in the United States is still, clearly,
very much with us.
Thug abuse in schools

In March of this year, for example, the Second Report of the Na
florid Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse reported that the
incidence of use of heroin and other opiates had increased from 2% in
1969 to 6% in 1072 among secondary school and college students.

The Commission further found that junior high school use of one
or inure of the opiates had increased during the same period by 118%;
senior high school usage had increased by 58%; and college usageby 18%.

Clearly, little comfort can be derived from these figures.
State and local surveys

State and local surveys are just as alarming.
The Select Committee on Crime, reported to the House of Repre-

sentatives on June 29, 1973, that :

45% of New York City high school students, and 20% of
its junior high school students are current drug users;

Marihuana usage in Pennsylvania secondary schools
ranged from 9% in grade 7 to 28% in.grade 12. Comparable
figures for LSD usage in Pennsylvania schools were 8% in
grade '7 and 13% in grade 12. Overall secondary usage of
heroin was reported to be 8%.

Brookline, Massachusetts, found that 46% of its high school
students had used marihuana ; 12% had used amphetamines;
8% had used LSD; and 2% had used heroin.

Other surveys reported from Cincinnati, Ohio, Houston, Texas,
Dade County, Florida, Las Vegas, Nevada, San Mateo County, Cali-
fornia, Suffolk County, New York, and New Jersey; revealed that
drug use and abuse is a problem that respects no boundaries of race,class or income level.
Out-of-school we

As the National Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse re-
ported non-student nse of drugs is also clearly a matter of nationalconcern.

Said the Commission's report. in March of this year :
The most widely used mood-altering drug in America

is alcohol. Retail sales of alcohol ... in 1971 amounted to
$24.2 billion and sales have increased nearly $7 billion in the
five-year period from 1966 to 1971. Put another way, Amer-
icans consumed almost four and one-half billion gallons ofbeer, wine, and distilled spirits in 1971, a record high forAmerican alcohol consumption.

And the report continued :

In 1970, barbiturates and barbiturate substitutes accounted
for 28.6% of the 214 million prescriptions issued for psycho-
active drugs. Anti anxiety agents, the so-called "minor" tran-
quilizes, accounted for almost 39%. Prescriptions for stimu-
lants (13.2%), anti-psychotics (10.2%), and anti-depressants
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(0q) made lip the rest Of the total, which represented alto-
gether an estimated $972 million in retail sales. . . .

At the same tiine, Americans were also obtaining large.
quantities of over the- counter (non-prescription) nio4-alter-
ing agents. In 1970!, proprietary sales totalled $28,320.000
worth of sleeping agents, $4,401,000 worth of tranquilizing
agents. . . .

There is then clearly cause for continued national concern about the
use and aline of drugs in America, and there is clearly, also, in the
Committee's opinion, a continued national need for a program to better
educate the citizenry about the uses, and potential abuses, of a wide
variety of drugs.

SUPPORT FOR LEGISLATION

The Committee received extensive testimony from concerned citi-
zens, youth services representatives, drug abuse prevention personnel,
teachers and school administrators, state and local officials, as well
as the Administration on the wisdom of continuing the Drug Abuse
Education Act of 1970.

With the exception of Administration officials, the witnesses unani-
mously urged the Committee to extend the Act.

Diana luaus, Executive Director of the Drug Abuse Council of
Everett, Inc., Everett, Washington, said :

The monies provided through Office of Education grants
have multiplied its effects into places far removed from the
classroom. The effects of the Office of Education funds have
been to develop a total community response to drug abuse
that will remain after the sense of a drug crisis has passed.

Gavle and Frank Lemons, Associate Directors of the Na-
tional Coordinating Council on Drug Education, Inc., concurred with
these views and said:

The role of the Federal Government, therefore, must be to
assist those private institutions (schools, churches) wherever
possible, in assuming a most effective education and preven-
tion role. As best we can determine, the most logical place to
direct effort is the U.S. Office of Education's Office of Drug
Education.. . .

We heartily endorse, therefore, the extension of the pro-
grams and provisions of the Drug Abuse Education Act of
1970,

Kenneth M. Rozelsky, Principal of the. Coatesville Area Senior
High School, Coatesville, Pennsylvania, told the Committee:

As I ant sure you are aware and can see from my testimony.
drug use and abuse is a very serious problem and there is
no easy way out of this dilemma. We feel that it is abso-
lutely necessary that P.L. 91-257 be continued and additional
funds be allotted. I personally feel that new programs, ad-
ditional research and continual dialogue are the major ways
in which we are going to overcome this problem. There is no
easy way out, but we must continue to work for answers.
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Finally, the Honorable Patricia Crawford, a Member of the Penn-
sylvania I house of Representatives. told the Committee

We believe that prograi,s based upon these seven prin-
ciples have an hicr.eased probability of successfully prevent-
ing a young person from becoming a drug abuser. However,
in order to continne in the development of these programs, it
is necessary to have resources made available by the Federal
government. While we recognize how important it is to pro-
vide funds for treatment. we submit that the Federal goven-
ment, like the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. must require
that some fonds be allocated to the development and imple-
mentation of preventive education programs.

Concluded Representative Crawford:
The Drug Abuse Education Act of 1970 will shortly expire.

flopefully, this Committee will support the preparation of
a new Federal Drug Education Act.

P trNiel e thttements of support
The Committee is pleased to note that these statements of support

echo the many calls for effective educational programs about the dan-
gers of drug abuse mule by President Nixon.

tur example. the President said on July 14.1969:
Thy, American people need to know what dangers and what

risks are inherent in the use of the various kinds of drugs
readily available in illegal markets today. Therefore. I have
directed the Secretary of !health. Education, and Welfare,
assisted by the Attorney General through the Bureau of
Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs, to gather all authoritative
information on the subject and to compile a balanced and ob-
jective educational program to bring the facts to every Amer-
ican--especially our young people.

And the President returned to his theme in December, 1969, when
he hosted the ( iovertiors' Conference on Narcotics and Drugs and said
that drug abuse had become "a national problem requiring a nation-
wide campaign of education . . ."

On March 11, 1970. prior to the enactment of the Drug Abuse Edu-
cation Act, the President, releasing $3.5 million tinder authority of
the Education Professions Development Act, for teacher training
about drug abuse, said :

There is no priority higher in this administration than to
see that childrenand the public learn the facts about drugs
in the right way and for the right purpose through education.

Finally, the President told the participants at the White Ilouse
Conference on Treatment Alternatives to Street Crime, on Septem-
ber 10 of this year, that the h7nited States had not yet solved the prob-
lem of drug addiction, but added "we have turned the corner."

And, he added, that we should continue a four-way approach to the
problem of drug abase by cutting off sources of supply. strengthen-
ing last enforcement, providing better treatment programs, and, con-
chided President Nixon, "we intend to continue in our program of
education."
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The Committee is pleased to have these past and current endorse-
ments of drug abuse education programs on the part of the President.

ADMINISTRATION TESTIMONY

The Committee regrets to note that of all the witnesses who gave
testimony, only the Administration %vitesses opposed extending the
Drug Abuse Education Act.

Testifying on behalf of the Administration on June 4, 197;3, Dr.
Peter Bourne, Associate Director of the special Action Office for Drug
Abuse Prevention (SOADAP), told the Committee that Seetions 409
and 410 of P.L. 92-255, the Drug Abuse Office and Treatment Act of
1972, contain sufficient flexibility under which the Director of
SAODAP and the Secretary of I fealth, Education, and Welfare can
conituct drug abuse education prevention programs, including drug
abuse education.

(hi duly 20. 1073, Dr. John Ottina, United States Cotnmissioner of
Education. reiterated this position on behalf of the Administration.

The Committee does not for several reasons share this view.
The Administration's position with respect to extending the Act

echoes the testimony presented by Administration witnesses in opposi-
tion to enactment of the Drug Abuse Education Act in 1970.

At that time. the Committee was told that the National Institutes
of Mental Health had sufficient authority to conduet drug abuse educa-
tion programs, and that NIMII was, indeed, engaged- in such pro-
grams. Questioning, however, revealed that only $000,000 was being
spent by NIMI1 on drug abuse education, and that that amount was
being used primarily for the production of a film strip and pamphlets
about drug abuse.

The Committee paid the closest attention to the administration's
statement that Sections 409 and 410 of P.L. 9-255 provided sufficient
authority for drug abuse educational activities. However, the re-
sponses to questions during the hearings did not assure the Committee
that such was the case.

SECTION 409

Section 09 provides formula grants to states for dung abuse pre-
re.mtion programs. and Dr. Bourne's testimony indicated that states
have been "encouraged to provide for drug abuse education activities
under their state plans,"

The Committee thinks it signilicat it. however. that a large handbook
prepared for the states by SAODAP HANDBOOK: Single State
Agency for Drug Abuse Prevention ollot8 ooly one porayro to thwg
eft Preol;on.

Further. the Committee was advised by Dr. Bonnie that only $30
million had been requested by the Administration for the implementa-
tion of Section 109, and that the appropriation would be directed not
only toward education but also toward treatment and rehabilitation
as part of a comprehensive drug abuse prevention program. While
the COD unittee supports and applauds such programs. such meager
funding does not augur well for the emphasis on drug abuse education
which the Congress and the President have agreed is necessary.
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The Committee was also advised that only one-half of the $30 mil-
lion would actually be expended on prevention programs, since $15
million is required to assist the states in developing state plans.

The Committee, therefore, rejects the contention that $15 million
earmarked for drug abuse rehabilitation, treatment, and education,
can effectively or realistically replace the $12,4 million appropriated
in Fiscal 1973 for the office of Ding Abuse Education.

SEcnox 410

Section 410 of P.L. 92-255 provides in part special grant and eon-.
inlet authority for the Secretary of HEW to provide training semi-
nars, educational programs, and technical assistance for prevention,
treatment, and rehabilitation programs for employees in the private
and public sectors.

Initially. the Committee expressed its concern that the provisions,
while desirable, hick the focus on drug abuse education which this high
priority program requires.

Under Section 410, the Secretary has requested S3 million for the
Office of Drug Education to conduct pre- and in-service training pro-
grams for teachers.

In addition, the Secretary has requested for the National Institute
of Mental I lealt h, $2.7 million for conimunity-based drug abuse educa-
tion and prevention activities.

The Committee notes, first, that the $2,7 million requested for N IMI
is not "new money," as the Administration witnesses before the Com-
mittee implied. since N IMI I spent, m Fiscal 1973. $1.6 billion on drug
education programs.

The Committee further wishes to :point out that NIMII is primarily
concerned with the graduate training of scientists, researchers, and
doctors and allied health professionals.

Indeed, Dr. Bertram Brown, Director of the National Institute of
Mental Ilealth. advised the Special Studies Subcommittee, of the
Government Operations Committee. that the training activities car-
ried out bv NINTH wmild be directed toward graduate training.

Iar:4 llestenlan. Deputy Director of the Division of Narcotics
at NI NW. forther advised the Special Studies Subcommittee that
NIMII lacked the necessary contacts to conduct school-based pro-
groins.

Said Mr. liesteman. referring to Nowlis. the Director of
the Office of Education's Office of Drug Abuse Education

We have no Ileleti Nowlis on our staff. . . We need to
find a Helen Nowlis or someone with that special contact to
the state educational systems . to augment our present

NINIII. therefore, by its own admission, does not have the experi-
ence with either the school-based. or community-based. leaders which
will be necessary for the effective implementation of drug abuse edu-
cation activities.

The Committee, in sum, concludes that the $15 million requested
under Section 409 for a wide variety of drug abuse prevention pro-
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grams cannot replace the :.;:;1.1 million available to the Office of Deng
Education activities. And the Committee concludes, as well;

that the $5.i million requested for the Office of Drug .Abuse Educa-
tionand is at step backward when compared with the activities
carried Out by these two agencies during Fiscal 1973.
Other administration testimony

T Che ommittee wishes to express its concern over contradictory
statements with reference to drug abuse education which have been
presented to Congress by the Administration,

The budget rationale for elating back the Drug Abuse education
activities notes:

Although the problems addressed by these programs are
still very much present, it is believed that the Federal sup-
port provided to date has focused sufficient attention on these
problems and has provided models for dealing with them so
that the Federal effort can now be diminished anti increased
reliance placed upon state and local agencies for continued
work in these areas.

\Viten advised of that statement, however, Dr. I [e'en Now lis, Direc-
tor of the Office of Drug Abuse Education, told the Committee: "1
know of no models that I will stand behind at this point." The Com-
mittee, distressed at the conflicting nature of these statements, at-
tempted during the hearings to (4401'11111W Nviivtiter or not here had,
indeed. been any attempt to evaluate the effectiveness of the programs
funded under the Drug Alalse Education Act.

The responses, by Dr. Peter Bourne, Associate Director of the
Special Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention, as well as by Dr.
John Ottina, I.S. Commissioner of Education, indicated that an eval-
uation of drug abuse programs and projects had not, in fact, been
completed.

The Committee, therefore. finds no justification for the assertion
contained in the budget rationale that adequate educational models
for dealing with drug abuse have been developed. Indeed, the testi-
mony Unheated an even greater need for such models in the near
f uture.

SeEct.t CoxcEt: NS

Considerable discussion v.-as evidenced during the hearings con-
ducted on extending the DrugiAbuse Education Act, as well as during
the subcommittee and Committee markups of the bill, on the advis-
ability of specifically including the words "and alcohol" everywhere
tlw terni "drug :liaise" appeared in the bill.

The proponents of including such language argued that alcohol
abuse is, increasingly. l::!:-oming the substance roost abused in the
American culture, and that such language would explicitly indicate
that alcohol abuse is an area of concern within drug abuse education
programs.

The Committee. however. for a number of reasons declined to accept
this language.
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First. the Committee felt that alcohol abuse is clearly included
in the term "drug abuse." Certainly, Dr. Helen Nowl is, Director of
the Office of Drug Abuse Education. understood the intent of Congress
with respect to including alcohol among abused substances, iten she
responded during the hearings to a question about alcohol as a drug:

Certainly, I define drugs broadly so as to include what
almost anyone else would, mcinding prescription drugs, over -
the- counter drugs, illegal drugs, substances that we prefer to
mil Leverages or cigarettes, food additives, industrial chemi-
cals, even pollutants.

And. she continued, a drug is:
Anything that interacts with and affects the structure or

function of the living organism.
The committee agrees with Dr. Now lis' definition of the use of

drugs, and wish.es to stress, at this time, its belief that alcohol abuse
should he an integral part of drug education programs.

But the Connuittee felt not only that the addition of the term
"alcohol abuse" would be redundant, but also that the specification
of alcohol would reqhire the specification of other substances such
as nicotine.

The Committee prefers. thi refore. to retain the current widely
accepted term "thug abuse" awl wishes to stress that the intent of the
legislation is that drug abuse education encompassee a wide variety of
suhstauces. including those, such as alColtoi and nicotine, winch are
widely used. and abused. in out society.

Indeed, the Committee notes the conclusion of the National Com-
mission on Marihuana and Diu!" Altuse that. "The most widely nsed.
mood altering- drug in America is alcohol" and trusts that the Office
of Edwat ion in further developing its drug abuse education pro-
grams will allocate. sufficient resources to this area which has so rapidly
become a matter of major public concern.
.1/htignmt.q

The evidence produced before the Committee during its oversight
heai-vily's. as well as the hearings conducted on the extension of the

.Abuse Education Act. indicated that the major thrust of the
Oth of Education's prn!"rams in drug abuse has been toward sup-
port of the so-called "Mini-Grant Program."

The Mini-Grant Program provides small grants of between t13-2.000
;toil :-.:41..1100 so that community teams of between et and S people. inelnd.

one teacher and one st udent, may t ravel to regional t raining centers
for training in drug abuse education.

Over S million of the SI'2.; million appropriated for Fiscal 197:?.
were spent in support of the Mini-Grant Program in that year. The
total figure cited includes the funds for supporting 8:20 Mini-Grant
teams. as iv ii as the Nut; required to operate the R centers providing
the training for the teams.

The Committee wishes to note several concerns w ith this approach.
First. the tennis do not appear to have snllicient representation front

the edwational community. and, indeed. are made Itp primarily of
local community leaders. The Committee does not by means of this
comment. wish to imply that local community representatives cannot
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make valuable contributions to the fight against drug abuseclearly
the inclusion of Section 4, which provides for community-based pro-
grams on drug abuse recognized the importance of community efforts.
The Committee is, however, concerned that the community-based pro-
visions of the Act are being stressed at the expense of the major pur-
poses of the program, namely, school-based efforts.

Second, the Committee wishes to express its concern that the Mini-
Grant Program does not provide funds to initiate and conduct
programs in local schools and communities.

Finally, the Committee notes that almost 50% of Federal funds
available under this Act are. spent for the Mini-Grant Program. 'fliese
grants are of such limited amounts as to produce little visible results.

Filially, the Committee wishes to express its distress that the milli-
gram concept does not encompass the provision of funds to the mini-
grant teams to initiate and conduct programs upon their return to
their local schools and communities.
information rer.,eas education

Itecent studies and statements by experts on the problems of drug
abuse have indicated that merely providing information On the haz-
ards of drugs may result in more damage than assistance in that the
curiosity of the listener might be aroused.

Indeed. Dr. Peter, Bourne of SAODAP, appeared to indicate dur-
ing his testimony before the Committee, that part of the Adminis-
tration's opposition to the extension of the Drug Abuse Education Act
resulted from the conviction that purely informational programs
might I 'Ail to greater drug use and almse.

The Committee, however, notes the testimony of Dr. John Oahu',
to the effect that the Office of Drug Abuse Education has attempted to
fowl programs of an edireationoi, and not merely an hifonnittionai,
!tante.

Said Dr. Ottina:
The Office of Educatioll has not supported the purely in for-

mational programs that are now in question. Simply stated
WV do not equate education with information. nor learning
with teaching.

The Committee applauds this interpretation on the. part of the
Commissioner of Education, lull wishes to stress that his statement
is completely in accordnace with the intent of the original sponsors
of the Drug Abuse. Education Act. Indeed, the Committee points out
that the Act was originally developed as a result of the realization,
on the part of several 3Ieinbers of Congress. of the inadequacy of the
informational approach being pursued at the National Institutes of
Mental health.

But, since the question of the value of informational approaches to
drag abuse has been raised with respect to the Drug Abuse Education
Act, and since adequate and timely evaluations of the programs
funded under this Act are not available, the Committee has accepted
an amendment allotting up to $500,000 for an evaluation of the ef-
fectiveness of the programs funded under the Act.

Indeed, it. is the Committee's expectation that the evaluation con-
ducted as a result of this amendment, will mean that the contradictory
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statements made on behalf of the Administration, with respect to the
development of models. as well as the confusion over informational, as
opposed to educational. programs will cease.

ram implementation
The Committee expresses its grave concern that the funds expended

by the Office of Drug Abuse Education have not, apparently, been
sufficiently directed toward the two major problems cited by the Con-
gress in approving the Drng Abuse Education Act in 1970, namely, the
P-development of scientifically valid curricula and the training of
teachers.

In this regard. the Committee notes that it has had great difficulty,
in oversight hearings conducted in Washington, D.C., on July 20
and 21, as well as on July 26, 1973, determining the amount of money
directed toward cnrricnhuin developmentor teacher training.

Data were. finally provided for the hearing record following the July,
1973, hearing, and they indicate that of the $30.8 million appropriated
over the three years of the Act, only $2,834,179or 8% of the total
had been directed toward un development, evaluation, and
dissemination.

It is difficult, front the (Iota provided, to ascertain with certainty
the amonnt expended on teacher training, since the figures provided
for teacher training include $3.5 million used for in-service training
prior to the enactment of the Act. But, apparently, only $1,733,931 of
the $30.8 million appropriated over three yearsor just 6% of the
totalhas been targeted on teacher training.

The Committee recognizes, of course, that other funds expended on
training centers, mini-grant teams, as well as State Departments of
Education. do trickle Ilown into teacher training and curriculum
development. But the Committee must express its grave reservations
about the manner in which the Office of Education has been expending
these funds as well as about the inability to accurately specify the
purposes for which the funds are used.

ACTION OF' THE 9 3RD CONGRESS

I killings began on ILR. 4715, 4970 and related billson May 21,1373,
and continued on May 30, June 4, June 26 in Washington, D.C. Addi-
tional hearings were field in Miami, Florida on June 11 and in Millers-
ville, Pennsylvania on Jtine 23.

The witnesses from the public sector were unanimous and enthusi-
astic in their support of legislation to extend the Drug Abuse Educa-
tion Act.

On July 17, the Select Subcommittee on Education reported a clean
bill. RP. 9450 by a voice vote. The full Education and Labor Com-
mittee, thereafter, on September 11 ordered MR. 9156 as amended re-
ported by a voice vote.

COST

In accordance with Rule 13, the Committee estimates the cost of
I In 9450, over three years, to be as follows:
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millionsi

_

Sec 3 Drug abuse education projects
Sec. 4 Community education projects _____

Total

1974

$14
12
_

26

Fiscal year --

1915

$16
14

_ ______ _.___ _
30

1976

$18
16

----34
34

SEcarox-rry-SEcriox A.NaLysis
Sr?ction

This section amends section 3 of the present Drug Abuse Education
Act which provides grant authority to the Secretary of I lealth, Edu-
cation. arid Welfare to make grants and contracts with ritions
of higher education, state and local education agencies and other
private or nonprofit agencies. organizations or institutions, to support
research, demonstration, and pilot projects fur curriculum develop-
ment and evaluation, training programs for educational personnel,
law enforcement officers and community leaders, as well as community
education programs on drug abuse.

The present Act ( Sec. 3(e) ) authorized to be appropriated :4:000.-
000 for FY 1971; $10,00n.000 for FY 1072 and $14.000.nno for FY
1:173.

11.1{. 9.1:; authorizes to be appropriated for the purpose of funding
section 3, Drug Abuse Education Projects, $1.4.000.000 for FY 19741
$10300.000 for FY 1917) and $18.000,100 for FY 197(i.

The bill also provides that of the funds approi;riated for this sec-
tion, the first $0,000.000 may be used by the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare for carrying out the purposes of section 3.

Section 3(c) Of the .pct also provided that 5r,i, of the sums appro-
priated to can out this section could he made available for reason-
able and necessary expenses for state awl educational agencies in as-
sisting local educational agencies in the planning, development, and
implementat ion of drug abuse education programs.

9456 also provides that each state shall then receive $100,000.
In addition, it provides that after the Secretary of Irealth. Education,
and IVO fare has made $11 million available for community projects,
the next $'2.4 million shall be allotted to the state education agencies
according to the population of each state.

In addition. the trill also provides that. not more than $:100,000 shall
be used by the Secretary for an independent analysis and evaluation
of the effect iveness of drug abuse education programs,
.pert ion 3

Section 3 would amend section .1 of the present Act %%Adel pro-
vides grant authority for community education projects such as
seminars. workshops, conference;, telephone colinseling. and informa-
tion services.

The .Act authorized to he appropriated $.).(00.901) for FY. 1971;
$1o,00n.ono for FY 1972. arid $1 LI 11 10,4100 1.1)1' I. 1973.

11.IZ. 91'56 authorizes to be appropriated ti1.2.000,000 for 1:1" 1971;
:.1,900.090 for FY and $10.ono,1aoo for FY 1970.
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In addition, the hill provides that no funds appropriated for any
fiscal year to carry out section 4, Community Projects, may be ex-
pended until the amount appropriated for that year to carry out sec-
t ion 3 exceeds $11.6 million. In other words, the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare must first receive $6,000,000 to early out
drug abuse education projects tinder section :3 and each state must re-
ceive $100,000 each (or $5.6 million total for all states) before any
community projects under section 4 may be funded.

Exisalso I,Aw ItY THE BILL., .S IEINMTED

In cOlilpillifice with clause 3 of rule XIII of the Rules of the House
of Representatives. chiinges in existing law made by the bill. as re-
ported. are shown as follows (ixistimg law proposed to he omitted is
eneloed in black hrackets, nerr nuttter is prilile(1 ni italics, existing law
hi which no change is proposed is shown in roman) :

)lu-o Aitust: Eot.c.vi toN .lcr or 1970

la:VG EDUCAIoN 1..14).11.:("CS

SE('. . (a) * ".
* * * * * * *

(e) In addition to the purposes described in subsection (b) of this
section. finals ill au amount not to exceed. fehirheeer i. !treater, 5 pot
cvntoin of flu! stuns nropiattql to cam' out Ibis section. or the
unlnrlut 10wehleel ill ,,a105ertion (e), inay be wade available for the
payment of reitsonable and necessary exonses of State educational
a wigene s n assisting local educational agencies in the planning devel-
opment, and implementation of drug abuse education programs.

* * * * * * *
[(v) There are hereby authorized to he appropriated ;;.:-,,,(uomou for

the fiscal year beginning July 1, )70. $10.0(.1.Hit) for the fiscal year
beginning July 1. WTI: and $14.000,000 for the fiscal year beginning
.11ily 1. 197.1, for the purpose of 4%11'1011g out this !ection. Sums apro-
priated pursuant to this sect ion shall remain available tint it expended.]

(r)(/) There iN lo'reloy ootliorizfel to he f 1/1101/11'illiell 614.000/Xl0
for the year emlinq ,;(1, ;,.,,mi,00,00t,t for the fisral year
eialiaq Jaw 40. 1.016. awl :q8.01)0,00it for the fisoll year ebding Jane

twf.;, foe tare/amp. 01 r0reyiby 0at ser-tio),.
(2) f the foods oppPoprioteil to ori i i/i thiN .sert;on fora fiNe

moy tie axed by the e-rptory old y file (fro oix coo-
t eilf.18 ',oder solmertion (0).

(,1) Prom the furl!.( appropriated to curry 11111 th;,,,,,,del;00 fora 11,e01
year, NI(10,(1(10 shall he' mode 0P oilolde hq the Seerrtory to !welt Stole

flew, y for poyioty c.rio 104'8 olode r f'cl;o0 10, rxrcpt 1 hot if thef oppf opt;otril 1, 1")0.1g)"'. fhe 10110) 001
10/1' 1le,11111.1rf' 101111 aqew.y.rhall he 1'1'1110'01 11171 Ol(o.
(.;) Jr.:tie/'e finals el pioropriotrel. oirdp .; r.rcrrof .*:',(;.(111(011(1

for o yroe OM/ wher' tub< o re 1,011;11,h1c 1,1111'111111111"C
00111 e fife 111'001.'40 of Neel .j, tie SerP1101'11, 011, of f1in11"4 1111111'0111'1-
atilt to carry oot ibis 8ertioo. 0/, ilr yoldition 1u paywHits aathori:ol
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by paragraph (2), .makr pay»tents for expenses of Stale educational
agencies under subsection (c) in. an amount not aggregating more than
$4,4i0,000, but the amount paid any State shall not exceed an amount
which bears the same ratio to the total amount at'ailable under this
paragraph for payments to all the States as the population of the State
bears to the population of all the States.

( :) Prom the funds appropriated to carry out this section for a fis-
cal year, not mote than $;00000 shall be used by the Secretary for an
independent analysis and evaluation of the elfictieeness of drug abuse
and drug dependency education programs.

(6) F ands appropriated to carry out this section which remain. after
the application of the preceding paragraphs may be used to early out
this section without restriction.

COMMUNITY EDUCATION PROJECTS

Si:e. 4. [There is authorized to be appropriated $5,000,000 for the
fiscal year beginning July 1. 1970, $10,000,000 for the fiscal year begin-
ning July 1, 1971, and $14,000,000 for the fiscal year beginning July 1,
1972, for grants or contracts to carry out the provisions of this section.]
There is authorized to be appropriated $12.000,000 for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1974, $14,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June .30,
197,;, and $16,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 19W, for
grants and contracts to carry out this section; Provided, That no
funds appropriated for any fiscal year to carry out this section may be
expended until the amount appropriated for that year to carry out
section exceeds 811,500,000. From the sums available therefore for
any fiscal year, the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare is
authorized to make grants to, or enter into contracts with, public or
private nonprofit agencies, organizations, and institutions for planning
and carrying out community-oriented education programs on drug
abuse and drug dependency for the benefit of interested and concerned
parents, young persons, community leaders, and other individuals and
groups within a community. Such programs may include, among
others, seminars, workshops, conferences, telephone counseling and
information services to provide advice, information, or assistance to
individuals with respect to drug abuse or drug dependency problems,
the operation of centers designed to serve as a locale Ivideli is available,
with or without appointment or prior arrangement, to individuals
seeking to discuss or obtain in formation, advice, or assistance with
respect to thug abuse or drug dependency problems, arrangements in-
volving the availability of socalled "peer group" leadership pro-
grams, and programs est ablisging and making ;tvailable procedures
and means of coordinating and exchanging ideas, information, and
other data involving drug abase and drug dependency problems. Such
programs shall, to the extent feasible, ( A) provide. for the use of ade-
quate personnel from similar social. cultural, age, ethnic, and racial
backgrounds as these of the individuals served under any such pro-
gram. ( ft) include a comprehensive and coordinated range of services,
and f(') be integrated with, and involve the active participation of a
wide range of public and nongovernmental agencies.
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VILWS

Wu join with the Administration and the Department of I fealth,
Education. and Welfare in opposiir., this bill. lVe do not think that
anyone can seriously question the President's dedication to eradicating
drug abuse in this country. The fact that 'HEW has requested no
new funding for this progyip Lutd,opposes this bill does not indicate
that the Administration lailliabtlilikmed its strong commitment to
drug abuse prevention. Rather it is indicative of the Administration's
ethwt to consolidate the wide variety of Federal ding abuse preven-
tion programs. including drug abuse education.

'nue Administation is attempting to consolidate the ntauy p1.0-
graffiti s:nttered throughout the Federal bureaucracy and to eliminate
overlapping and duplicative authorities that have. in the past. led
to much confusion and wasted effort. To this end the President's
budget would increase the funding for dung abuse prevention pro-
grams under the Special Action Oilice for Drug Abuse Prevention
to $1 million, an increase of $15 million over fiscal 1973. This Special
Action ()thee. as mandated by the Congress in P.L. 92-2)5. is our
best alternative for achieving an effective. coordinated attack on dung
abuse problem.; in our nation's cities and schools.

Certa+nl most people would agree that educational programs
aimed at reducing drug abuse are worth' of pursuit. But tine people
should be assured that their tax dollars for these programs are bring-
ing about the hoped-for results. In this light. we want to remind our
colleagues that recent reports of the Commission on Marihuana and
Drug Abuse. the '['ask Foroe of the National Education Association,
the Engineers Strategic Study Group of the Army, to mention only
a few. have damned dung abuse education as not only ineffective, but
connterprothictive as they often have the effect Of actually increasing
drug abuse.

A recent study by the University of California School of 3Iedichte
at Los Angeles contended that the drug abuse eibleation programs
may be doing more to encourage than to prevent the use of illegal
drugs by students. The report of a Los Angeles high school survey
noted that "following a drug education program more than one-third
of the students thought the programs encouraged the use of illegal
dngs." )1eanwhile. it is sahl: "Five Los Angeles junior high school
pupils went out and bought drugs after haying been shown them in
It drug education van because ',the drugs in the van looked so good
we wanted to try them."

In addition. severill witnesses apt waving before the Select Snhcom-
mittce have stated that it is it waste Of the taxpayers' money.

I fow can we justify authorizing $90 million over the next three
years to be spent on this narrow categorical program of dobions valise

1171
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while rejectin!, out of hand the President's reasonable request for a
coordinated drug abuse prevention program?

In our opinion, curtailing drug traffic should have the highest
national priority. However, the (hug abuse education programs funded
under this Act have been a failure, and possibly have even aggravated
the drug abuse problems in our schools. Therefore, we urge our col-
leagues to join us in opposing H.R. 9456 when it is brought to the
Floor of the House.

EMU, F. LAN DOREBE.
J011 N M. AS1 10104..ac.
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:11)1)1'1'IoNAL viEws

Di;uu EDITATInN

There is nmeh confusion about whether alcohol is a "drug" in the
sense most p,!ople use that term. There is no confusion about the fact
that alcohol abuse is one of our Nation's most urgent national health
problems. We should make certain that our educational programs on
drug. abuse also include information about the abuse of alcohol. We
believe this Act should be amended to make that point clear

1)1.. Helen Knowlis, the Director of the Office of Education's Drug
Education/Health and Nutrition Program. said at a conference in
Chicago on September 7, WM:

Alcohol is It good example for understandhig how a drug works
because most people are fantiliar with it.

She added:
Unfortunately, many Americans are reluetant to even think of

alcohol as a drug.
Aaron T. Beck of the University of Pennsylvania's Medical

School said in a copyrighted U.S. News and World Report interview
On September 24. 1973 :

Alcoholism has become a major problem. Once a drink is ad-
vocated us a means, of relaxation, it opens the door for two
drinks Mid MOM 1 think that the mental health profession
has targeted alcoholism as really the No. 1 addictive prob-
lemfar greater than drugs.

Dr. Warren "Sam" Miller, Project Director of the Training Re-
sources and Developmental Assistance Center in Minneaolis. Min-
nesota, writing in a recent U.S. Office and Education publication ell -
titled "abuse" said :

Abuse tai be seen as a life style. in which abuse itself is a
more significant factor than the thing abused. Some persons
who may tend to look with scorn upon drug addiction and
"dope fiends" overuse (and abuse) alcoholAmerica's No 1
drug of abuse.

Statements like these are increasing'y commonplace today as indi-
riduals from all walks of life and professions recognise to a greater
degree the (hungers of alcohol. It seems critically important that edu-
cation be expanded on the dangers stemming from the abuse oft he use
of alcohol. And vet when we, during markup of this legislation, at-
tempted to add the words "and alcohol.' to the words "drug abuse",
the amendment W:1:4 narrowly defeated in the ('ommittee. At a tines
%Then thy- National Institute of Alcohol Abuse anti Alcoholism esti-
mates that there are approximately nine million alcoholics in the
United States or about of the total adult population-4:1r more

119)
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than the users of any other drugs or probably the combination of all
other drugswe. find it incredible that alcohol abuse should not be a
major focus in this legislation.

The principal reason given for not including the words "and alco-
hol was the contention that alcohol is already considered to be a drug
and. therefoiv, it would be redundant to so list it in the bill. While it is
absolutely true that alcohol is a drug, in common conversation and
publi 01111:g, it often tits in it separate category.

It was further contended that there is ample evidence that alcohol
abuse is included in drag abuse education programs throughout the
country and, therefore, in addition to bong redundant, this amend-

ent wonld only put into law what is in fact already being done. The
contention that alcohol isp art of drug education projects is not borne
out by information received from the Department of Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare %vhich conducted a survey out this question at our
request. IIEW reported that there are a total of 111 Drug Education
Programs projects (NDEP) (21 college based, 35 community and
school based, and state based). Of the Ill which were surveyed, 82
responded (13 college based, 28 community and school based, and 41
state based). The following is a summary made by the HEW Office
of Legislation.

Of the 82 NDEP projects which responded, S (or about 10
percent) specifically mentioned alcohol as a concern of the
project. However, the N DEP program staff considers that by
now these projects assume that alcohol is a drug and do not
bother to separate it out. Iii support. of that general state-

ent, the program staff has included a "Special Analysis of
Alcohol Abuse-Related Activities in NDEP Projects." The
"Special Analysis" shows 8 projects which specifically men-
tion alcohol (these are 8 different projects from the 8 men-
tioned in the survey). At the risk of statistical invalidity
one could say that 16 of the total of 111 projects are specifi-
cally identifiable with concern about alcohol (or better than
10 percent).

These results do not indicate that the problem of alcohol and its
abuses is being emphasized in schools throughout the country. The
facts are that in sonic places the term "drug" is considered as includ-
ing alcohol while in other places when they deal with the term they
are clearly not dealing with alcohol. It is our intent that alcohol abuse
is to be a high priority in this legislation.

On September 18,-1973, Brigadier General Leslie R. Forney, Jr.,
Chief of the Department of the Army's Alcohol and Drug Policy
Division. testifying before the Subcommittee on Drug Abase of the
Senate Armed Services Committee, described three basic decisions
that the Army has made on the subject of alcohol and drug abuse.
Tlu, first Was "that the program would be a command program, ad-
ministered by the eomanders who are responsible for it. This decision
was based on the belief that the problem of alcohol and other drug
abuse is far more than it medical problem." The second was that the
Army "would have a decentralized program and would attempt to
achieve drug abuse prevention and rehabilitation at a local level."
And thirdly. that the "program would include alcohol with other
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drugs." (ieueral Forney added, "The last basic decision, which WtIS
to combine the alcohol and other drug programs into one consolidated
program, has proved to be a very good one. Not only has it enhanced
our credibility because we can bilk about abuse of legal as well as
abuse of illegal drugs, but recent surveys have shown that we are
dealing with the same vulnerable group of individuals for the abuse of
both alcohol and the other drugs."

The United states Army has recognized alcohol as a distinct prob-
lem and now as a matter of policy lists alcohol and drug abuse to-
gether lit its terminology. The State of Arizona entitles its program
'funded under this Act ."Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education."- The
State of Montana's drug abuse projeet works with the "Alcohol and
Drug Abuse Bureau" of the State Department of Health and Envi-
ronmental Science. In Nebraska one of the State's Drug Education
projects works through the "Lincoln Council on Drug and Alcohol-
ism." These exatuples ate not the rule yet, but we think they should
lw! No State or program director shoula be in doubt about the author-
ity to include alcohol abuse in any comprehensive program, There-
fore, we will offer on the Floor an amendment to the bill to add the
words "and alcohol" wherever the word ''drug'' is found throughout
the bill.

We feel through this amendment we will he placing new focus and
emphasis on the problems of alcohol abuse which is ruining the lives
of so tunny of our citizens. We hope that through education programs
such as those authorized by this legislation young Americans will
become conscious not only about how hard drugs can ruin their lives,
but how the abuse of alcohol can do the same.

JOHN DELLENBACK.
ALBERT H. QOM
AfARIO I3TAGOL
At.rtioNzo BELT,.
.Tottx N. ERLENITORN.
WILLIAM LEHMAN.
3fattviN L. Escit.
Eowts D. ESHLEMAN.
EDWIN B. FORSYTHE.
1)AvID ToWEt.I..
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suPl'I,E11ExTA1. VIEWS
As just discussed in the Additional Views the problem of alcohol as

an abused drug has not been given the attention in this legislation that
we believe it needs and are hopeful that the amendment to add the
words "and alcohol" after "drug" wherever it appears in the bill will
be adopted by the House. The addition of the words "and alcohol"
will in our opinion do much to bring focus and direction to programs
hilt we believe that the fundamental method of distributing program
dollars must also be changed in order to produce the maximum pro-
gram impact within each state. It is our feeling that drug and alcohol
abuse curriculums should be developed, tested, disseminated and eval-
uated within the context of each state's problems and needs. In addi-
tion, since there are limited dollars available under this program.
rather than use as shotgun approach, as is the existim, practice, that
each state bad upon the knowledge that has been accumulated na-
tionally through this program over the last three years and use it to
build its own programs. As all of our colleagues know, problems of
drug and alcohol abuse vary greatly from city to city, urban, snburban
and rural areas, from state to state, and even region to region. In one
place the problem might he hard narcotics whereas in another it might
only be marijuana or pills abuse. Still in other areas the problem
might. be predominantly with alcohol, with other drugs not even
being used. And of course, in some areas a combination of all three
might pitviul.

13Itt whatever the specific problem it is clear to us that abuses do
exist and, therefore. the amendment which will be offered in addition
to including the words "and alcohol" will give $100,000 to each state.
Of the remaining dollars 8.% will be distributed to the states on the
basis of population. The can be used by the Secretary
of IIEIV to fund any programs nut lioriv.cd wafer the Art which he
feels have special merit. By distributing money in this way we are not
changing the intent or direction of the Act. All of tlw activities that
sire authorized in the Committee bill are authorized in this amendment.
The difference is that the states who are closer to the proldes, who
know the people. will carry out the responsibilities that the Secretary
of HEW now has. In this way we believe we will not only eliminate
several blyers of bureaucracy hnl will pint the states in a position of
developing programs and curriculmns whieh are 'tubule to their own
needs. Also we believe the programs will not only have more meaning
but will continue after Federal funding is terminated.

ALBEIrr Q1'11:.
11.11VEN I.. ESCH,
EPWIN EstILEMAN.
EMVEN

(23)
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ADDITIONAL SUPPLEMENTAL VIEWS

At the appropriate time (hiring the consideration of this bill an
amendment will be offered to REDUCE the authorization levels to
$15 million for fiscal year 1974 and such stints as may he necessary for
fiscal years 1975 and 1976.

I mast state emphatically that I am totally in supp at of the concept
and intent of the bill and firmly believe that anything that can be done
to eliminate abuses of drugs and alcohol throughout the country should
be done. I am however, realistic enough to recognize that this bill with
an authorization of $90 million will encounter great difficulty when it
reaches the Floor. The actual appropriated dollars available for this
program in FY '74 will be $12.6 million. An authorization of $15 mil-
lion sets a level which has a chance of being reached through the appro-
piation process. The $26 million, $30 million and $34 million for a
total of $90 million that the Committee bill authorizes is unrealistic
and offers just another empty promise to the American people. I be-
lieve that a $.1 million increase over the existing appropriation level is
a justifiable expenditure within the tight money constraints we find
onrsel yes today.

EDWIN D. Esur,E3rx.
(21)
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Senator lItrou.s, Both bills would authorize a total of 890 million
over the next 3 years for drug abuse education; S. 2848 would amend
the act of 1970 in the interest of greater flexibility. It responds to
some recent research on effective drug education programs. We gill
have testimony on this. kind or program and the philosophy behind it.

Working with these bills and with the recommendations of the wit-
nesses we will be hearing during these two days, oar subcommittee will
do its best to seek prompt agreement on a measure that will extend
the Drug Abuse Education Act, increase funds, and make certain
changes inthe direction of flexibility and improved management.

I am convinced that the Congress and the American people want
every child to have appropriate education on the use and abuse of
alcohol and other drugs. I am equally convinced that to achieve this
goal we must have a visible and firmly established program within
the Federal Government's education agency, the U.S. Office of
Education.

I would like to apologize for being 15 minutes late this morning. I
had to make an appearance at the Armed Services Committee, where
the Under Secretary was appearing this morning to answer questions
along these same

My apologies to you, Mr. Carlucci, and the members of your staff,
and good morning.

Senator Randolph?
Senator RANDOLPH. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Your

statement is, of course, one that follows naturally your feeling about
the need for a continuing process of education, as you have often ex-
pressed, in matters of drug abuse. I join you in the belief that programs
of education must be continued.

I am sure that you and other members of the subcommittee and the
Senate will want to consider very carefully the best means by which
these educational processes and programs can be advanced, and that
would be my attitude also.

I would like the privilege, as a member of your subcommittee,
Mr. Chairman, to be included as a sponsoras a cosponsor of Senate
bill 2545.

Senator HUGHES. Yes, sir. We will be glad to include you as a co-
sponsor,

Senator liAxow.pn. Thank yon. That is all I would NViS11 to say
this morning. I will be interested in the testimony of the witness, who
brings expertise and also undet:tanding to this problem.

Senator IlronEs. Senator have you a statement?

STATEM ENT or SE NATon JACOB K. JAvrrs, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF NEw YORK

Senator JAY rrs. Mfr. ( ilairman, I am most gratified by these
early hearings on our Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Act of 1974
S. 2.S,P4,

This bill is designed to implement an innovative program for coping
wilh the changing patterns of drug abuse in America. These patterns
have developed into an alarming poly-drug use, with some young
people taking drugs in combinationamphetamines, barbiturates,
tranquilizers and others, frequently mixed with alcohol.
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for educational entities and community progrtints with authority to
make grants to State education departments to support the stated
specific proposals and programs.

Support for the bill and its project grant approach to achieve the
desired goalsin lieu of the cited formula grant approachis seen
by the mail I have received on the subject. I ask unanimous consent
that a list of the comment,: and the full text of the letters received be
printed in the hearing record.

Such programs can be successful and this has been demonstrated by
several school team approaches now being utilized around the country.

The success of the city of New York's Board of Education program
entitled School Prevention of Addiction Through Rehabilitation and
Knowledge (SPARK) program in New York City is in large part due
to its meaningful use of students themselves as teachers in the overall
educational process.

The problems of alcohol and drug abuse are at epidemic levels in
America and we are in dire need Of effective, new programs. 1 believe
New York City's SPARK program is a model upon which we should
pattern our national educational commitment.

The legislation I have introduced, S. 2848, is intended to allow us
to begin down this road and I am most interested in learning how my
viewsset forth in S. 2848respond to the drug abuse prevention
needs as expressed by the witnesses.

[List of comments referred to above follows on p. 47. Letters received
front constituents referred to above begin ou p. 256.1
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SUMMARY OF COMMENTS ON S.2848

"I have read your Senate Bill OS.2848. This bill on alcohol
and drug abuse education *** is needed in the public school of the
United States"

Fayetteville Elementary Schools
Fayetteville, New York

"Your bill, Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Education Act (S.2848),
is certainly a step in the right direction."

Commack Public Schools
Commack, New York

"I am writing to you to very strongly support your proposed
bill, 'Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Education Act of 1974' (S.2848)."

Community school District 28
Queens, New York

We believe, then, that the original Drug Abuse Education
Act of 1970, and especially your at (S.2848), 'Alcoholism and Drug
Abuse Education Act' are needed to provide the necessary seed money
to initiate programs where they do not exist or to assist in the
expansion of successful existing programs."

Arlington Central School District
Poughkeepsie, New York

"Please pass Senate Bill 2848"

Highland Park
Michigan

"As an educator and parent, I support the 'Alcoholism and Drug
Abuse Education Act' (S.2848)."

Ft. Stanwix School
Rome, New York

"I read your bill entitled 'Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Education
Act (S.2848.' / feel if this legislation is passed, it would be of
immeasurable help in a school situation"

Central High School District
Franklin Square, New York
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page 2

"It is indeed encouraging to see that your proposed legislation
calls for a commitment of federa, funds to deal with this grave
social issue. Those of us who are currently engaged in programs deal-
ing with drug and alcohol abuse certainly need the help."

Gloversville Enlarged School District
Gloversville, New York

"Your continued efforts on behalf of this cause is well founded
for the good of our youth. It must be remembered that drug abuse is
a symptom and must be considered as such."

Brentwood Public Schools
Brentwood, New York

"Were your bill to be enacted, the possibilities of finding
better means in schools and communities of preventing such abuse
would certainly be enhanced."

Syosset Public Schools
Syosset, New York

"We commend you for introducing the 'Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Education Act' (S.2848)."

American School Health Association
Kent, Ohio

"I heartily support Senate Bill If2848 which' extends the Education
Act until 1978."

Drug Commission
Bloomington, Indiana
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Senator Iltwims. Thank you, Mr. Carlucci, as you know, I have
not had on opportunity to go over your testimony, so 1. will have to
ask you to summarize it or to use whatever techniques you think

give 115 the complete information that we need in order to ask
questions of members of your staff.

STATEMENT OF FRANK C. CARLUCCI, UNDER SECRETARY, DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE; ACCOMPANIED
BY DR. ROBERT DuPONT, DIRECTOR, SPECIAL ACTION OFFICE
FOR DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION, AND NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON
DRUG ABUSE; CHARLES M. COOKE, JR., DEPUTY ASSISTANT
SECRETARY FOR LEGISLATION (EDUCATION) ; DR. MORRIS E.
CHAFETZ, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON ALCOHOL ABUSE
AND ALCOHOLISM ; DR. HELEN H. NOWLIS, DIRECTOR, DRUG
EDUCATION PROGRAM, OFFICE OF EDUCATION

Mr. CAnixect. Thank ,you, Mr. Chairman. Let inc apologize that
my testimony was not submitted in advance; I had many problems to
work out, and was out of town last night. I think it would perhaps
be best if I did go over the entire testimony.

Let me first introduce my colleagues at the table. To my immediate
right is Dr. Robert DuPont, who is Director of the National Institute
on Drug Abuse; to his right is 11r. Morris Chafetz, who is Director of
the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse anti Alcoholism. To my far
left is Charles Cooke, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Legislation,
and to my immediate left, Dr, Helen Nowlis, Director, Office of
Drug Education and Health and Nutrition, of the Office of Education.

Mr, Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I appreciate the
opportunity to be here this morning to discuss the activities of the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, and the Special
Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention in the area of alcohol and
drug abuse education and the various legislative proposals before
this subcommittee which relate to these actiVities: 11.R. 9456, S. 1845,
and S. 2848.

As a basis for an informed discussion of the bills before. this committee,
I would like to describe the drug and alcohol abuse prevention and
treatment activities of the Federal Government,

This administration has done more than any before it to provide
for treatment of drug abuse and for the pmvention of drug abuse in
this cow itry. Total spending for treatment and prevention activities
in the drug field has increased elevenfold from t060 to a total spending
level of $460 million proposed for fiscal year 1975 in the President's
budget now before the Congress.

These outlays, are in addition to law enforcement activities, for
which spending is proposed at $293 million for fiscal year 1975.

These activities have included the development and dissemination
of new techniques in the educational field to prevent drug and alcohol
abuse. With regard to the educational efforts which are the subject
of the bills now before this committee, the administration believes
they can best be handled at the local level by those who are closest to
the problem and who are primarily responsible for designing, operat-
ing, and financing elementary and secondary programs. We believe
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PENDING DILLS

would like now to discuss the bilk pending before the Subcom-
mittee. HI. R. 9456, which was passed by the House of Representatives
on October 30, would extend for 3 years the Drug Abuse Education
Act of 1970, :11111 wolticl :Mt htniZP a total of $90 million over a 3-yea
period. The first 811 million of a total of $20 million to he appropriated
in this fiscal year would be used by the Secretary of Ifealth, Education,
and Welfare to fund drug abuse education programs under section 3 of
the Act. The next $5.6 million would be. allotted to State education
agencies for the purpose Of assisting local educational agencies in
planning,p'lanning, development, and implementation of thug abuse education
programs. Additional funds would be available to the Secretary of
IIEW to fund community education projects and to the State educa-
tion agencies. on the basis of population.

S. 1845, introduced by Senator Bay 11, of Indiana, closely parallels
the present law, but in addition includes. a requirement for thorough
and independent evaluation, at least annually, of all drug abuse

meducation projects and all coinunity education projects funded
under the Drug Abuse Education Act of 1970.

Both of these bills are narrow and categorical in nature. In addition,
II. R. 9456 includes rigid appropriation priorities, which serve to
place unwarranted emphasis on the development and dissemination
of intriculinn and informational materials approaches which have
not proved to be productive.

' c prefer a broad and flexible approach, given the perplexity of the
problem, in order to nice,. State and local needs. This is the kind of
approach suggested in S. 2S4S.

We urge therefore that this subcommittee not take favorable
action in regard to II.R. 9456 or S. 1845.

As you are all aware, the President has not requested any funds
in the fiscal year 1975 budget for the Drug Abuse Education Act.
As we have testified previously before the Congress, there is much
ambiguity involved whenever anyone tries to determine conclusively
which approaches to alcohol and drug abuse work and which ap-
proaches are unproductive. Under these circumstances we do not
believe that funds expended under a narrow categorical program
such as the present Drug Abuse Education Act can be justified.

However, we believe that the philosophy and implementing activi-
ties of the administration's policy of alcohol and drug abuse education
are basically compatible with the concepts embodied in S. 2S4S, the
Alcohol and Diu!, Abuse Education Amendments of 1974, as intro-
duced by Senator davits and cosponsored by the chairman of this
subcommittee, Senator Hughes, by the chairman of the full committee,
Senator Williams, and by Senator Dominick, Senator Cranston,
Senator Randolph, and Senator Beall. This legislation not only places
emphasis on training teachers anti community personnel in the kinds
of early intervention techniques that have proven to be effective in a
inunlwr of pThgratw: across the country, but contains -sufficiently
broad authority to permit imy approach which may be effective in a
given situation. bill, which would authorize coinprehensive
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demonstration programs, is sufficiently flexible and comprehensive
to permit approaches to alcohol and drug abuse education which
focus on the causes of abuse and the development of creative primary
and early intervention programs. Funds could be used for inservice
and preservice training of educational personnel, recruitment and
employment of professionals for the programs, technical assistance to
local school districts, for evaluation of programs, and dissemination
of all valid and effective drug, abuse education programs.

We are prepared to support the approach contained in S. 2848
if it is incorporated into a program consolidation proposal similar to
the proposed Special Projects Act in S. 1539. States are now moving
more and more effectively in this area. This format would allow its to
continue the training of the Help Communities Help Themselves
training centers until States have demonstrated the capacity to
assume responsibility for them. Given the progress to date, we do not
think this will be too far off.

CURRLNT FEDERAL DRUG ABUSE EFFORTS

Let me now discuss our efforts with State and local school districts
to deal with problems of drug abuse.

The Special Action Office. for Drug Abuse Prevention is operating
a formula grant program under section 409 of Public Law 92-255,
under which the States must develop comprehensive State programs
which deal with all aspects of the response to drug abuse. The De-
partment expects, in its 1975 guidelines, to place greater emphasis on
Inclusion of prevention and education as part of the State's compre-
hensive plan. In addition, the Special Action Office is cooperating
with the Office of Education to develop a nationwide demonstration
program in fiscal year 1974 to train teachers and community personnel
in adapting drug education and prevention techniques derived from
several highly successful programs, such as the SPARK program in
New York City, to their own needs. The SPARK program provides
principles rather than specific models that can be applied to the drug
and alcohol abuse problems of communities throughout the Nation.
In fiscal year 1974, the Special Action Office will commit to the Office
of Education $1 million from the Special Fund authority (section 223)
in Public Law 92-255 to assist in the implementation of this new
program.

The purpose of the. new program is to provide training and technical
assistance to school-based and community-based teams so that they
will be better able to address the needs of youth as they relate to
drug abuse. More specifically; it will be the goal of the school-team
approach to develop school-based early intervention programs for
secondary school students. The specific goal of the community-team
approach is to catalyze community resources. The end goal of both
program components is to prevent self-destructive behavior, particu-
larly drug abuse behavior, among youth or to intervene at an early
stage to prevent or alter this behavior.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, the National Institute of Drug Abuse,
established in September 1973, pursuant. to Public Law 92-255, is in
the process of assuming most of the programmatic responsibilities for
drug prevention and treatment now exercised by the Special Action
Office and HEW. With specific regard to drug abuse education, the
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Office of Education will assume initial primary responsibility for the
development of school- based education and prevention programs
through the training of teams at their regional training centers. The
National Institute on Drug Abuse plans an evaluation of training
activities currently being conducted by the Office. of Education.

In the 3 years it has administered the Drug Abuse Education Act,
the Office of Education had had a three-pronged approach for the
implementation of our basic philosophy. The first objective has been
to increase the response capability of the schools to both the students
and parents by providing for the training of school/community
personnel through 55 State and territorial education agencies. The
second thrust is aimed at those young people. net in schools, or suffici-
ently alienated so t hat school programs will have little impact on them,
through the support of 57 demonstration school/community projects.
A third prong has been to increase the community's capacity to deal
with the problem in ways which reflect the specific needs of that com-
munity.

The Office of Education, therefore, views its mission as helping
institutions, primarily State school systems and their local communi-
ties, to identify and understand drug abuse behavior and its causes,
and to develop the skills needed to make their institutions more re-
sponsive. To the degree that these institutions become more respon-
sive, and progress has been good, the Federal Government can move
from a direct financing approach to more general forms of support.

In keeping with this strategy, in fiscal years 1972 and 1973, OE
has trained interdisciplinary leadership teams representing all seg-
ments of the community in skills to assess their problem and their
financial, human and cultural resources, a thorough understanding of
drugs, drug use and the dynamics of the drug scene, skills in communi-
cating with each other and with young people, exposure to a wide
variety of materials and techniques, and training in skills in evaluating
them and selecting those most appropriate as tools in solving their
carefully defined problem. In order to facilitate their access to local
community resources, upon return, it is expected that the teams will
work in close cooperation with the local authorities. By March 1974,
over 1,700 community teams will have been trained at eight regional
training and resource centers under this help community help them-
selves program.

The experience gained from the last 2 years will be applied in fiscal
Year 1974 to the new school-based drug abuse prevention and early
intervention program. At the same time, support for community-
based teams will be continued, with the exception that even closer
linkages between schools and their communities will result.

The entire program is commited to a timely and comprehensive
evaluation of its efforts.

The National Institute of Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism was estab-
lished within the National Institute of Mental Health by the Com-
prehensive Alcohol'Abuse and Alcoholism Prevention, Treatment and
Rehabilitation Act of 1970, Public Law 91-616. As the primary focal
point for Federal activities in the area of alcoholism, the Institute. has
the responsibility for formulating and recommending national policies
and goals regarding the prevention, control, and treatment of alcohol
abuse and alcoholism, and for developing and conducting programs
and activities aimed at these goals. The program of State formula
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grants authorized by hiblic Law 01-916, a $45 million program in
risco) year 1975, will be modified by 1075 regulations to place greater
emphasis on education-related prevention activities.

In addition, the National Institute for Alcohol Abuse and Alcohol-
ism established, during fi. 'al 1973, a National Center for Alcohol
Education, Where leaders in a variety of fields- business executives,
mayors, Governors, and health providers working in the alcohol
fieldmay come together and discuss the issues and develop more
effective approaches to alcohol abuse and alcoholism. The Center
also includes an experimental educational laboratory for educating
alcoholism practitioners and educators; a resident scholar program in
which distinguished behavioral experts develop scholarship and multi-
disciplined professional expertise in the field; and a resident fellowship
program for recently graduated behavioral scientists. It also serves as
a model for the development, of regional centers. In addition, the
Center intends to undertake a comprehensive survey of public and
private education and training programs related to the delivery of
services in alcohol abuse and alcoholism. The results of this survey
could identify effective program components, as well as areas of need
which could influence future Federal mental health policy initiatives.

SUMMARY

In summary, Mr. Chairman, we believe there no longer exists a
need for separate legislation such as the Drug Abuse Education Act
of 1970. We believe drug abuse education activities can best be carried
out through:

1. The State formula grant programs administered by the National
Institutes of Drug Abuse and the. National Institute for Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism, and

2. Drug abuse education authority such as that contained in S. 2S48
as a part of a consolidated innovative program package.

We are looking forward to continuing our cooperative effort with
the Senate Committee on ,;Labor and Public Welfare to develop
necessary solutions to drug and alcohol abuse in this Nation.

Mr. Chairman, that completes my prepared testimony; I and my
colleagues are prepared to answer any questions you may have.

Senator IfuottEs. You know, I am a rather simple man. Could you
tell me rather simply, in spite of the analysis at the end of your
statement, what you plan to do in the future?

Mr. CARLUCCI. Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman. There are essentially two
components to the activities of the Office of Education that have
taken place under the Drug Abuse Education Act.

One is an effort to develop State rapacity to t rain teachers and other
school leaders.

Senator HuottEs. Does this mean that you are planning to turn this
all over to the States.

.NEr.CAuweci. Mr. Chairman, if I can finish, I believe I can describe
how we plan to do this.

The second aspect of OE's activities has been the eight training
centers. -which will be reduced to five in fiscal year 1974, where Inter-
disciplinary community teams are trained to identify the problem
and to identify their own resources, and go back and take appropriate
action in their communities.
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We think the continuation of the live training centers will be an
appropriate activity for t he consolidated portion of S. 1539, the ex-
tension of the Elementary and Secondary Ilklucation Act. The con-
solidated portion in the bill as now drafted is known as the "Special
Projects Act," and deals with a variety of programs.

It would essentially give the Commissioner of Education discretion
on how various fads would be spent. We think that these centers
could be continued under that authority until States had developed
their full training capacity to take over the responsibility themselves.
At present we think maybe 11 States or so have the capacity. The
State of California, for example, has a very good training program.

The other piece of it, of building State capacity to develop their own
State. training programs. we think can be. handled by the increased
funds that are available from the formula grants administered by the
National Institute of Drug Abuse and the National Institute of Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism, and we would be working over the course of the
next couple of months to analyze the regulations that accompany
these State formula grants to see that the approaches that the Office of
Education has been using in drug abuse education are built in to the
formula block-grants that will go to the States.

So we think that that particular activity, building their own capacity
for training; is an activity that can conic out of the formula grant
moneys, and there arc increased funds in the formula grants to do this.

Senator lItIonEs. In general, if I understand you, you seem to be
endorsing the principles of S. 284S without endorsing the bill.

Mr. CARLUCCI. 'HIM is correct, Mr. Chairman, we endorse the
principles, and we think there will be adequate resources available
in the formula grants, and we would like to see the principles built
into the special projects section of the extension of Elementary and
Secondary Education Act, assuming, of course, that we are able to
work with the Congress to develop an act which is generally acceptable
to the administration.

Senator IluonEs. That is a pretty vague assumption right now.
Mr. CAmArcci. I am optimistic, sir.
Senator Ilunni ;s. Well, we need optimism above all things right now.
You have eight training centers now, if I understand you.
Mr. CArn.ucci. Well, there are seven training centers and one that

is working in conjunction with the National Institute of Drug Abuse.
Senator HUGHES. When are You reducing them to five?
Mr. CAuLucci. Let me ask Dr. Nowlis to give you the specifics

of that.

STATEMENT OF DR. HELEN H. NOWLIS, DIRECTOR, DRUG EDUCA
TION PROGRAM, OFFICE OF EDUCATION, DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

Dr. Nowi.is. Their full funding will end on April 1, 1974, and
because when ve make a commitment to a team we make it a commit-
ment for follow-up, on-site further training and assistance, the techni-
cal assistance capacity of the centers will go on until .June 30, 1974.

Senator IluonEs. Could you, Dr. Nowlis, explain the length of
the training, what training they get, how you are selecting these
teams you are training, and where they are receiving the training?

Dr. Nowms. Yes, we have now hart almost 2 years of experience
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with this. We asked communities to select their own teams according
to careful guidelines; wo asked that there be representation from the
school in terms of a teacher, administrator, or counselor, an we asked
that there be one or two students on the team, because. our experience
has indicated that it is extremely important to have students involved
in any such plans that are made. We also asked them to get two to
three other people from the community that they feel can help most
in their community. In some cases, this is a policeman, a chief of
police or a representative of a social agency, or health agency, or a
school board member, or the mayor's wife. They put the team together.
As soon as they receive the grant, within ideally 6 weeks, a representa-
tive from the Center goes to the community and helps them plan
what information about their community they need to bring for
training.

Senator IlynnEs. What are you calling a community?
Dr. Nowils. We have defined a community very broadly as a

group of Manageable size that perceives a common need, and has a
realistic chance of having an impact on that need. We have had
Indian reservations, prisons, military reservations, whole small
towns, innercity ethnic groups, consolidated school districtsabout
a third of the teams have been initiated by school districts.

Senator II youEs. Where are these training centers? Is that fairly
important?

Dr, NOWLIS. Where are they?
Senator IltronEs. Physically, where are they located, the seven you

have now?
Dr. NowLis. They are located in the Northeast, at the Drug

Dependence Institute at Yale University; in New York, at Adelphi
University; in Miami, at the University of Miami; in Chicago, at a
foundation closely associated with the University of Chicago; at
Trinity University, in San Antonio; at a nonprofit group located in
northein California and connected with the John F. Kennedy Univer-
sity, and in Minneapolis at the University of Minnesota.

Senator IltronEs. And what two are you going to eliminate?
Dr. Nowus. Minneapolis and New Ilaven.
Senator IfuonEs. Minneapolis and New Haven?
Dr. NOWLIS. Yes.
Senator IluouEs. At what point are you going to eliminate the

other five? You are obviously in the business of getting out of the
business, the way it looks to me, and I would like to know what you
are looking to iu the future.

Mr. CARLUCCI. Mr. Chairman, that would depend on how rapidly
the States develop the capacity to pick up this training function
themselves.

As I indicated earlier, we think a number of States can move very
rapidly, and we would encourage them through our various formula
grant programs under the National Institute for Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism to continue the .progress, they have made.

I don't think that we are in a position right now to give a concrete
date on which the centers could be phased out or the point at which
we could phase out one or two more of them in particular geographic
areas.

Senator HUGHES. Are you going to make that determination your-
self, or is the State going to make it?
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Mr. CAnhucci. We would make the determination, obviously, Mr.
Chairman, and we will be glad to consult with the committee on that
process.

Senator IltrOfIES. Did 1 understand that you have trained 1,700
teams so far?

Dr. NOWLis. By March 30, 1974, it will be 1,700 funded teams, but
each center is also a resource to its region.

For instance, in one region, a team from the Job Corps Center
was trained, and they now want to send their whole staff through in
teams of six, at their own expense. So they do more than just fund
teams.

Senator lkonEs. What sort of research or followup are you doing
on these teams and their effect?

Dr. Now Lis. Throughout, our program, and tying it all together,
is what we call an information support system. We have carefully
designed the system, which operates for the minigrant teams out of our
University of Chicago center, so that through the field service, and
through the reports Aich the teams are willing to give us, even though
we are not supporting their activities in the communities, we have a
very good idea of what is going on.

The Special Action Office is in the process of letting a contract which
will take two of these centers and the teams they have trained and
evaluate them.

We feel that evaluation has two parts: one is ongoing developmental
evaluation, which will help us develop better training, design and more
effective technical assistance; and, by now some of the teams have been
operating in the communities for a year or more, and we will begin to
look at the impact that they have had on the communities,

Senator IluouEs. 'What is the attrition rate of these teams, as you
have studied them?

Dr. Nowus. Attrition rate? You mean in terms of those--
Senator IluonEs. That leave the field.
Dr. Nowms. That leave the field? It is very low, if you took at a

team as an ,ongoing activity. For instance, we have had one team
where, within a year, three people on the team left the community.
But with the help of additional onsite training from the. centers, they
reconstitute the team, and will now have 10 people instead of 6.

Senator Iluoims. [low long does this training take at the centers?
Dr. Nowus. It varies from 10 to 13 days of intensive training.
Senator Iluc.ImEs. Can you tell me precisely what they do, without

being too broad? Just give me an outline.
Dr. NOWI.B. All of them have the same basic goals and objectives,

but each one uses slightly different styles of responding to those.
Essentially, for the first 5 days,the teams learn a great deal about

drug use, the dynamics of the drug scene, they develop skills in relating
to young people, skills hi cross-disciplinary research, communications.
They are exposed to a wide variety of models, whether it be informa.-
tional materials or strategies, methodologies, programs: and then skills
in evaluating those materials and processes, and selecting those which
apply to thew problem.

filen in the second week each one, working with a facilitator, de-
velops its plan for when it returns to its community. We emphasize
that this is a tentative plan and they must improve and develop it,
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but they go back with a plan, and they 'also go back with the as-
surance that they can call on the center for assistance, by phone, by
asking the center staff to come, or by asking the center to provide
someone who has skills that they need, who can do it better than the
center's staff can do it, such as consultants.

Senator IluonEs. Can you furnish me a list of the teams that you
have trained which arc working in Iowa?

Dr. NOWLIS. Yes.
Senator HUGHES. If you would, please. I don't need it right now,

but I would just like it for the record so I can see where they are
located,

Dr, Nowus. I have it here.
Senator lIucitEs. I would like some structural information on how

they reach out, The reason I have asked this question is that I have
had a lot of complaints recently of serious and rapid increase in drug
usage in small towns. My hometown is an example; within the last,
year the arrest rate has gone up tremendously, and consumption of
drugs has gone up tremendously, and the size of my town is 2,000
people.

A man I went to high school with is now chief of police in a town of
3,000 people, and has just written me, last month asking me to come
out, because no one knows how to cope with the. problem in that little
townasking Inc to come out and tell him how. As you know I don't
know any more than he does how to cope with an educational problem,
projection, and so on.

But lie and the people are tremendously up in arms about it; they
can't cope with it. Now, States should be able to reach not only the
center cities. I suppose they are trying to reach both cities and rural
areas, but we have programs operating in the cities, and our little
towns just don't seem to have ally, at least at present.

Dr. NOWLIS. Well, this is one of the reasons that we designed this
program, because it call and does respond. I can also give you a break-
down of the number of small towns, the number of suburban areas,
the number of ethnic groups.

Senator IlunnEs, Well, I would like to see a cross-section, if I
could, Dr. Nowlis, with one to go to Senator Javits for New York
City and New York State. Give me one for Iowa and another for some
intermediate size State, to give ine an idea of how you are proliferating
these training teams and what their objectives are in getting them
out into the States.

Dr. N owLts. I will provide listings of grants for Iowa, New York,
and Texas. We are also building in !inks among the teams that are in
training. Now in some of the States we have 10, 12, 15, or 20 teams
that have been trained, and they are even forming State associations
to help each other and to help cettuminities that have not been trained.

[The information referred to previously and subsequently supplied
follows:!
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Grants to lova Communities under USOE Help Communities Help Themselves Program: FY 172

IDWA

Mr. John Gelland
District XI Drug Abuse Authority
R.k. 112

Ames, Iowa 50010
515/232-7899 Project Number: 2337

Bernardo G. Pineda, N.U.
Drug Use Committee
522 North 3rd Street
Brulington, Iowa 52601
515/754-5749 Project Humber: 2336

Mrs. Barbara Buxton, Assistant
Grants and Services Division
Community Drug Council - Kirkwood

Community College
6301 Kirkwood Boulevard, S.W.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52406
319/39o-5503 Project Number: 2259

Mr. Wayne Kelderman

Chariton Community School
Chariton High School
Chariton, Iowa 50049
515/774-2166 Project Number: 2264

Mr. William Taylor
Tri-County Drug Abuse Council
101 South 2nd Street
Clinton, Iowa 52732
319/242-0573 Project Humber: 225.3

Mr. William A. Quiram
Acting Coordinator of Federal Programs
Davenport Community School District
Davenport Public Schools
1001 Harrison Street
Davenport, Iowa 52803
319/323.9951 Project Number: 2260

Dr. E. Keith Hyde
Independent School District
Des Moines Ind. Community
School District

IWO Grand Avenue
Des Moines. Iowa 50307
515/284-7871 Project Number: 2253

31-356 0- 74 - 5
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IOWA (Continued}

Lloy FliCkinger
Area V Drug Abuse Council
215 Federal building
Fort Dodge, Iowa 50501
515/576-1327or573-7197(Office) Project Number: 2330

Mr. Merlin F. Raymond, Superintendent
Garnavillo Community School
Garnavillo, Iowa 52049
515/964-2321 Project Number: 2267

Mr. Jaime Duran
Migrant Action Program
P. U. Box 778
Mason City, Iowa 50401
515/423-7572 ProjeCt lumber: 2262

Or, koy L. Sloan
YOU Coordinated Drug Program,
Jasper County

2009 First Avenue, East
Newton, Iowa 50208
515/792-4012 Project Number: 2306

Mr. Paul H. Ebbers
Central College 8 Pella Community
211 East 9th Street
Pella, Iowa 50219
515/628-4151-X362 Project Number: 2303

ur. R. W. Fisher
Red Oak Community School District
408 Coolbaugh Street
Red Oak, Iowa 51566
712/623-9140 Project Number: 2265

Mgr. Richard Thomson

District 1Y Iowa State Drug
Abuse Authority

205 South Washington Street
kemsen, Iowa 51050
/12/786.1155 Project Number: 2254

Mr. M. H. Krohn
Iowa Great Lakes Drug Council
506 - 20th Street
Spirit Lake, Iowa 51360
712/336-2312 Project limber: 2261
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Grants to Iowa Communities under CSOC Help tomojnities Help Themselves Program: FY ,73

JOIfA

DAVID HYKES
ANKENY TEEN ACTION COUNCIL
513 E. 7th STREET
ANKENY, IA 50021

LARRY JOHNSON
BLAKESBURG DRUG ED PROGRAM
BOX 98
BLAKESSURG, IA 52536

ROGER KUETER

UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA
COLLEGE OF EOUCATION
CEDAR FALLS, IA 50613

BOB T. HICKMAN
S.W. COMMUNITY COLLEGE
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION PROJECT
CRESTON. IA 50801

BEVERLY KUBOWSKI
FIELD HOUSE A'INEX
DRAKE UNIVERSITY
DES MOINES, IA 50311

WILLIAM C. BLEEKER
IOWA CITY COMM SCHOOL DISTRICT
1040 WILLIAM STREET
IOWA CITY, IA 52240

REX PIERCY
McGREGOR KIWANIS CLUB
127 CENTER AVENUE
MCGREGOR, IA 52151

MONICA MURRAY
C.S.T.E. ADV BOARD DRUG COMM
512 SOUTH VERMONT
MAQUOKETA, IA 52060

DENNIS HINER
EDDYVILLE COMM DRUG ABUSE COUN
2515 KENW000
OTTUMWA, IA 52501
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IOWA (coot)

1KEN STAIN
PTA, OTTUMWA COMMUNITY SCHOOL
1132 EAST MARY STREET
OTTOMWA,IA 52501

JOHN HOWE
QUINT-CITIES DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL
2847 8th AVENUE
ROCK ISLAND, IA 61201

.

THOMAS E. SELLES
NO IA YOUTH INVOLVEMENT COMMITTEE
OPERATION THRESHOLD
604 MULBERRY
WATERLOO, IA50703
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Grants to New York Commnittes under USOE Help Communities Help Themselves Program:
FY '72

NEW YORK

Mr. William Fairlig
buffalo Public Schools
721 City Hall
Buffalo, New York 142U2
716/842-3685 Project Number: 0620

Mrs. Rosemarie Stango
Yorkville Committee on Urug Abuse, Inc.
331 East 70th Street
New York, New York 10U21
212/734-1955 Project Number: 0591

Mr. William R. Williford
Cornwall Central School
122 Main Street
Cornwall High School
Cornwall, New York 1251d
914/534-8050 Project Number: 004

Mr. Alan U. Willsey
Research Foundation of the State
University of New York

State University College
Cortland, New York 13045
607/753-4215 Project Number: 0640

Mr. O. J. Purcell
Federal Projects Coordinator
East Islip School District
8 Laurel Avenue
East Islip, Hew York 11730
516/581-1564 Project Number: 0653

Reverend Uurstan k. McOonald
Hobart b William Smith Colleges
Hobart College
Geneva, New York 14456
315/789-5500-X279 Project Number: 0626

Mrs. Ellen Tietjen
Administration of the Village of

Gouvernear
33 Clinton Street
Gouvernear, New York 13642
315/287-2150 Project Number: 0652
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NEN YORK (Continued)

MO. Mortimer J. Abramowitz
Superintendent
Great Neck Public Schools
345 Lakeville Road
Great Neck, New York 11020
516/482-8650 Project Number: 0062

Mrs. Cecilia Cmnpoverde Murmur
Vocational Education Extension Board (CASA)
Coordinating Agency for Spanish - Americans
102 Main Street
Hempstead, New York 11550
212/485-9700 Project Number: 0658

Mr. Amadeo Tomaini
Hicksville Public Schools
Administration Building
Division Avenue
Hicksville, New York 11801
212/935-9000-X242 Project Number: 0665-A

Dr. Frank L. Smeragliuolo
Jamestown Public Schools
200 East 4th Street
Jamestown, New York 14701
716/487.1101-A1255 Project ;lumber: 0666

Or. Felton E. Lewis
bistrict 12 Narcotic Abuse Prevention

Program
708 East Tremont Avenue
Bronx, New York 10457
212/299-6000 Project Number: 0638

Dr. Burton Ramer
Oswego County Board of Cooperative
Educational Services

P. O. Box 488
Mexico, New York 13114
315/963.7161 Project Number: 0629

Reverend James J. O'Brien
Midele Village D.A.R.E., Inc.
66-05 - 79th Place
Middle Village, New York 11379
212/894-2399or326.1911 Project Number: 0730

Or. Fred D. Phelps
Herbert H. Lehman College of the

City University of New York
Bedford Park Boulevard
Bronx, New York 10468
212/960-8157 Project Number: 0609
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Ai.. Dennis Gardner, Director
Morrisania Community Corp.
3225 Third Avenue
Bronx, New York 10456
212/292-4600 Project Number: 0616

Sister Catherine Crumlish
Pastoral Planning Program
172 Bainbridge Street
Brooklyn, New York 11233
212/493-8471 Project Number: Od08

Ur. Patricia Fleming
Queens Court College of LUNY
6 Burns Street
Forest Hills, New York 11375
212/269-0416 Project Number: 0632

Hr. James J. Downey, Jr.
Administrative Assistant for Drug Abuse
New Hyde Park Narcotics Guidance Council
Central Nigh School District 02
820 Hempstead Turnpike
Franklin Square, New York 110)0
516/354-1500 Project Number: 0633

Mr. Alonzo H. Shockley, Jr.
Freeport Public Schools
P. O. Box 50
Freeport, New York 11520
516/623-2100 Project Number: 0728

Mrs. Ellen Goldner
Narcotics Prevention Program
3d Park Row - loco 317
New York, New York 10038
212/433-6275 Project Number: 0733

Mr. Steven Baker
School District 01 Drug Abuse Project
P. S. 134
293 East Broadway
New York, New York 10002
212/228.2300 Project Number: 0595

Mr, George O'Toole
Williamsburg Youth Council,
Manpower 11 Career Development
Office of Staff Development
220 Church Street, Room 569
New York, New York 10007
212/433-4577 Project Number: 0723
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Hrs. Elizabeth Young
Chinatown Planning Council
27 Eldridge Street
New York, New York 10002
212/431-8756 Project Number: 0581

Mr. Lawrence Holder
Executive Director
two Bridges Neighborhood Council
179 Cherry Street
New York, New York
212/227-4555 Project Number: 0767

Mr. John Curry
Narcotics Prevention Program
Youth Services Agency
38 Park Row
New York, New York 10038
212/433.6275 Project Number: 0540

Mrs. Andrea Villnsky
SCORE
31-58 - 51st Street, Woodside
New York, New York 11377
212/721-4932 Project Number: 0656

Mr. Daniel Clark
Citizens Drug Advisory Council of

Niagara County
P. O. Box 121
Niagara Falls, New York 14301
715/285-3515 Project Number: 0726

Mrs. Barbara Naprstek
Chenango County Narcotic Guidance

Council

11 South Broad Street
Norwich, New York 13815
607/334.7121 Project Number: 0718

Mr. George B. Krahl
Oneida City School District
Box 327, 288 main Street
Oneida, New York 13421
315/363 -5800 Project Number: 0651
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Kr. Edward Waters
bean
Special College Programs
liarist College

North Road
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
914/471.1825 Project Number: 0604

Mrs. Gal) N. Chapman
Town of Randolph
Randolph Central School
Randolph, New York 14712
716/358.3965 Project Number: 0020

Mr. Douglas best
Cooperative College Center
50 West Rain Street
Rochester, New York 14614
716/546-2630 Project Number: 0766

Mr. Charles A. Siciliana
City of Saratoga Springs
Wells Street

Saratoga Springs, hew York 12866
518/584-7510-X202 Project Number: 0668

Mr. Harvey Handel

Rotterdam Community Action Program
825 Winesburg Road
Schenectady, New York 12306
518/355-6110 Project Number: 0654

me. W. C. Rochelle
Schenectady City School District
106 Main Street
Schenectady, New York 12305
518/371 -6486 Project Number: 0661

Mr. J. Richard Lynch
Town of Skaneateles Narcotics

Guidance Council
2-4 Fennell Street
Skaneateles, New York 13152
315/685-3416 Project Number: 0605

Reverend Howard E. Yelzy
Southampton-Tuckahoe Drug Abuse Council
160 Main Street
Southampton, New York 11968
516/283-0951 Project Number: 0734
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Mr. Rand Timmerman
P.E.A.C.E., Inc.
111 Gifford Street
Syracuse, New York 13205
315/475-0176 Project Number: 0674

Ur. Richard lerer
Superintendent of Schools
Planning Team of the Tarrytowns
Public Schools of the Tarrytowns
200 North Broadway
North Tarrytown, New York 10591
914/631-9400 Project Number: 0592

Mr. Joseph Fraccola
Mayors Narcotic Guidance Council
and Force

Office of Human Resources
City Hall
1 Kennedy Plaza
Utica. New York 13502
315/79d-3213 Project Number: 0649

Mrs. Carol lutker
New York Institute of Technology
Wheatley Road
Old Westbury, New York 11560
516/626.3400 Project Number: 0660

L. Norman Burg
Woodstock Narcotics Guidance Council
Glasco Turnpike
Woodstock, New York 1249u
914/657-2451 Project Number: 0663

Mr. Alexander Levy
Peer Group leadership Program

In Drug Abuse Prevention
George Washington High School
121141 Street and Audubon

New York, New York 10040
212/927-1841 Project Number: 0643
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Herbert Hughes
Parents Against Drugs
189 Clinton Ave.
Albauy, N.Y. 12210

518/434+8646
Project Number: 2231
Grant Number:. 1659

Robert Chlrles
Archdiocese of N.Y. I
915 Hutchinson River Parkway
Bronx, N.". 10465
212/597-6348
Project Number: 2245
Grant Number: 1672

John S. Sich

Manhattan College
Manhattan College Parkway
Bronx, N. Y. 10471

212/548-1400 ext. 218
Project Number: 2211
Grant Number: 1641

David Marcus
School District 23
320 Rockaway Ave
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11233
212/485-8100
Project Number: 2222
Grant Number' 1651

Martin Hirsch
Greenpoint Hospital
300 Skillman Ave
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11211
212/387-3010 ext. 424
Project Number: 2237
Grant Number: 1664

Ina R. Tranberg

Williamsburg Health Ed. Inc.
260 Broadway 2nd Floor
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11211

212/964-8700 ext. 321
Project Number: 2239
Grant Number: 1666
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Rev. Lewis A. Maynard
Transfiguration Church Youth Ctr
263 Marcy Ave.
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11211
212/3884773
Project Number: 2251
Grant Number:' 1677

Ralph T. Brande
School Dist. 22
3109 Newkirk Ave.
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11226
212/856-5879
Project Number: 2205
Grant Number: 1616

Robert F. P. Hartl
Center for Human Serv. Trg. Inc. I
170 Franklin St. Suite 525
Buffalo, N.Y. 14202
716/853-0009
Project Number: 2253
Grant Number: 1678

Robert F. P. Hartl
Center for Human Serv. Trg. Inc. II
170 Franklin St. Suite 525
Buffalo, N.Y. 14202
716/853-0009
Project Number: 2254
Grant Number: 1679

Robert F. P. Hartl
Center for Human Serv. Trg. Inc. III
170 Franklin St. Suite 525
Buffalo, N.Y. 14202
716/853-0009
Project Number: 2255
Grant Number: 1680

Leonora Resnick
Lawrence Public School
Really Road
Cedarburst, N.Y. 11514
516/295-2700 ext. 233
Project Number: 2214
Grant Number: '443
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Rev. Neil Kneafsey
College' Point R.A.R,E.
123-06 14th Ave.
College Point, N.Y. 11356
212/3594209
Project Number: 2201
Grant Number:, 1633

Michael J. Dundon
YMCA Cheektowaga Drug Ed. IV
3140 Walden Ave.
Depew, N.Y. 14043'
716/684-7635
Project Number: 2256
Grant Number: 1681

Dr. Martin T. Walsh
East Meadow Public Schools
Carman Ave
East Meadow, N.Y. 11554
516/485-7000 ext. 220
Project Number: 2215
Grant Numbers 1644

Martin Petersen
Onion Free School Dist. 16
Elmont Road
Elmont, N.Y. 11003
316/354 -4917 ext. 4
Project Number: 2202
Crane Number: 1634

Robert Chirles
Archdiocese of N.Y.
John S. Burke High School
Fletcher Street
Goshen, N.Y. 10924
914/293-5481
Project Number: 2244
Grant Number: 1671

Near Smith
Industry Lodge 0889
c/o Imperial. 129 W. 129th St.
Harlem, N.Y. 10030
212/560-1351
Project Numbers 2238
Grant Number: 1665

Donald L. Costlow
Freeport Public Schools
P.O. Box 50
Freeport, N.Y. 11520
516/623-2100 ext. 200
.Projecl Numbers 2217
Grant Number: 1646
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Morton rind
York College
150-14 Jamaica Ave.
Jamaica, N.Y. 11432
212/96944057
Project Number: 2226
Grant Number:. 1655

Or. Frederick J. Feuerbach, Jr.
Larchmont-Mamaroneck Narcotics Guidance Council
740 W. Boston Post Rd.
Mamaroneck, N.Y. 10S43
914/698-8300 ext. 320
Project Number: 2208
Crane Number: 1639

Gloria Selton
CeWal High School Dist. 3
1691 Meedos,brook Rd.
Merrick, N.Y. 11566
516/826-2200 ext. 219
Project Numbers 2218
Grant Numbers 1647

Matthew J. Rosso Jr.
Moriches Narcotics Guidance Council
Box 215
Moriches, N.Y. 11934
516/345-3978
Project Number: 2204
Grant Numbers 1635

Robert Chirles
Archdiocese of N.Y.
Blessed Sacrament
24 Shea Place
Nev Rochelle, N.Y.
914/632-1595
Project Number: 2246
Grant Number: 1673

Robert Chirles
Urauline Academy
Archdiocese of N.Y.
1354 North Ave.
New Rochelle, N.Y. 10804
914/636-3950
Project Number: 2247
Grant Number: 1674
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Roland paletoon
SCORE
32-32 71st St. Jackson Mts.
New York, N.Y. 11372
212/478-6377
Project Number: 2206
Grant Numbers 1637

Melvyn Morris
S.U.N.Y. Drug Ed. Committee
Stony Brook '

New York, N.Y. 11790
516/246-6730
Project Numbers 2209
Grant Numbers 1640

Peter Rodenrys
'Muth Service Agency
98 Norfolk St.
New York, N.Y. 10002
212/982-5544
Project Number: 2213
Grant Numbers, 1642

Rafael Valdivieso
Youth Leadership Project
600 East 6th Street
New York, N.Y. 10009
212/673-8212
Project Numbers 2220
Grant Numbers 1649

Sara Latten
Community School Dist. 3
300 W. 9th St.
New York, N.Y. 10025
212/850-0050
Project Numbers 2221
Grant Number: 1650

Stephen A. Swift
Chelsea Coordinating Committee
239 W. 19th St.
New York, N.Y. 10011
212/691-5710
Project Number: 2223
Grant Numbers 1652
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Joseph Coviello
Youth Services Agency-CPD 9
5002 Church Ave.
New York, N.Y. 11203
212/342-6620
Project Numbet 2224
Grant Number: 1653

A. T. Bartlett
Columbia Univ. Teachers College
S25 W. 120th St.
New York, N.Y. 10027
212/870-4011
Project Number: 2225
Grant Number: 1654

Prank DeSilva
Westside Rehabilitation Center
103 -7 West 108th St.
New York, N.Y. 10025
212/666-3127
Project Number: 2228
Grant Number: 1656

Obafummi Adefemmi
Community Awareness on Drug Abuse
25 Lenox Ave
New York, N.Y. 10026
212/865-7272
Project Number: 2220
Grant Number: 161

Sidney Mann
Street Workers Inc.
130 E. 40th St.
New York, N.Y. 10016
212/685-6070

Project Number: 2230
Grant Number: 1658

Jewel Johnson
Harlem SPAN Inc.
62 W. 127th St.
New York, N.Y. 10027
212/534-6422
Project Number: 2232
Grant Number: 1660
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Carlos A. foster
Outreach Drug Ed. Program
217 E. 2nd Et.
New York, N.Y. 10009
212/260-5303 -

Project Number! 2234

Grant Numbers . 1662

burleigh Hobson
Narcotics Institute,
1425 Welt 126th St.
New York, N.Y. 10024
Project Number: 2240
Grant Number: 3667

Edward Wong

N.Y. Chinatown Research Team
544 W. 113th St.
New York, N.Y. 10028
212/925-3815
Project Number: 2241
Grant Number: 1668

Cheryle Stevens
Lower Eastside Youth Center
71 Eldridge St.
New York, N.Y. 10002
212/966-1938
Project Number: 2249
Grant Number: 1675

Helen R. Taylor
Neighbors United of Hamilton Hgts.
535 W. 157nd St.
New York, N.Y. 10036
212/960-6528 or 6502
Project Number( 2250
Crent Number: 1676

Eva M. Sereghy
Planning Team of N. Tarrytown
95 Beekman Ave
No. Tarrytown, N.Y. 10591
914/631-3026
Project Number: 2236
Grant Number: 1663

31366 0.74.6
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Robert Chides
Hary Immaculate Archdiocese
Eagle Park
Ossining, N.Y. 10562
914/941-0500
Projee Number: 2242
Grant Number: . 1669

Sister Carol Evans, S.C.
Diocese of kuckville Center
Roe Blvd.
Patchogue, N.Y. 11772
516/475-4848
Project Number: 2207
Grant Number: 1638

James Galloway
Roosevelt Public Schools
1 Wagner Ave
Roosevelt, N.Y. 11575
516/FR8-7302 ext. 53
Project Number: 2219
Grant Number: 1648

Adele Wallenstein
Union Free School Dist. #3
Harbor Hill Rd., P.O. Box 367
Roslyn, N.Y. 11576
516/621-4900 exc. 208 or 209
Project Number: 2216
Grant Number: 1645

Robert Taylor
Blue Heaven Farms
P.O. Box 53 Schoolhouse Rd.
Stuyvesant, N.Y. 12173
158/732-2606
Project Number: 2233
Grant Number: 1661

Norman Freedman
YMCA Tonawanda Drug Center V
3350 Delaware
Tonawanda, N.Y. 14207
716/875-2131
Project Number: 2257
Grant Number: 1682
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Robert Chirles
Archdiocese of N.Y.
Our Lady of Good Counsel
52 N. Broadway
Alto Plains, N.Y. 10603
914/949-0178
Project Number: 2243
Grant Number: 1670

Dr. Robert. P. Alioto
Yonkers Board of Edlcation
145 Palmer Road
Yonkers, N.Y. 10701.
914/963-4567
Project Number: 2200
Grant Number: 163?
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Eigene T. Reville
Buffalo Public Schools
721 City Hall
Buffalo, New York 14202
716/852-2847 Project Number: 1165

Ronald J. Hilton
Rochester Institute of Technology
TUT Metropolitan Center
50 West Main Street
Rochester, New York 14614
716/262-2702 Project Number: 1157

Dr. Donald Schwartz
S.U.N.Y. College at Buffalo
1300 Elmwood Avenue
Buffalo, New York 14222
716/862-5901 Project Number: 1153

Mr. Robert Parr
S.U.N.Y. at Buffalo

P.O. Box 7126
Albany, New York 12224
518/462-53?1 Project Number: 1148

James C. Doremus
Human Interaction, Inc.
210 Ceaesee Street

Utica, New York 13502
315/735-7122 Project Number: 1146

Julia E. Brandon
Montgomery Neighborhood Center, Inc
10 Cady Street
Rochester, New York 14608
-716/436-3090 Project Number: 1143

John P. Cook
Lewis County Drug Advisory Council
Glenfield, New York 13343
315/376-6501 Project Number: 1142

Justus A. Prentice
Rockland County Board of Cooperative Services
61 Parrott Road
We Nyack, New York 10994
914/623-3828 Project Number: 1140
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G. Wayne Click
Keuka College
Department of Education
Keuka Park, Lew York 14478
315/536-4411 Project Number: 1139

Paul P. Ceibel
Monroe County Mental Health
111 Westfall Road
Rochester, New York 14620
716/442-4000 Project Number: 1137

Dr. Donald T. Cannon
Canisius College
2001 Main Street
Buffalo, New York

716/883-7000 Project Number: 1135

Lester Wooten
S.U.N.Y. at Albany
Capitol District Drug Abuse Prevention
99 Washington Avenue
Albany, New York 12212
518/462-6516 Project Numbers 1134

Philip J. LoCuidica
Chatququa County Board of
Cooperative Educational Services

Box 250
Fredonia, New York 14063
716/672-4371 Project Number: 1130

Mrs. Gerald R. Clark
Community Youth Counselors
15 Court Street
Cortland, New York 11045
607/756-7523 Project Number: 1128

Leeland N. Jones
S.U.N.Y. at Buffalo Urban Center
220 Delaware Avenue
Buffalo, New York 14202
716/852-6181 Project Number: 1127

Dudley P. Van Arnam

The Enlarged City School District
of Troy

1950 Burdett Avenue
Troy, New York 12180
518/271-8637 Project Number: 1126
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Delores Walker
Baden - Ormond Welfare Rights
10 Vienna Street, Apt. ID
Rochester, New York 14605
716/325-2890 Project Number: 1025

Don R. Roesler
YMCA Syracuse/Onondaga County.
340 Montgomery Street
Syracuse, New York 13202
315/474-6851 Project Number: 1021

Kenneth A. Gant
State University College at Potsdam
Pierrepont Avenue
Potsdam, New York 13676
315/268-2925 Project Numbers 1018

L. Jed Berliner
Mainline and Open House
412 Linn Street (Sheldon Court)
Ithaca, New York 14850
607/273-1137 Project Numbers 1016

Grady Armstrong
Cooperative College Center
120 Franklin Street
Rochester, New ;York 14604
716/232-2730 Ext. 46 Project Numbers 1015

Murphy Greer J.
Western Monroe Community Project, Inc.
462 Parma Center Road
Post Office Box 371
Hilton, New York 14468
716/392-4165 Project Numbers 1014

Deloris L. Hunter
Project Upward Bound
50 Main Street West
Rochester, New York 14614
716/262-2727 Ext. 2726 Project Numbers 1012
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Ronald E. Armstrong
South Glens Falls Central School District
7914 Bluebird Road
South Glens Falls, New York 12801
518/792-5891 Ext. 20 Project Number: 1009

L. Keith Cheney
Boughton College - Education Department
Houghton, New York 14744
716/567-2211

Lawrence B. Nutty, M.D.
Glens Valle Hospital Mental Health
Center

97 Park Street
Glens Falls, Nev York 12801
518/793-5148
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Grants to Texas Communities Under USOE Help Communities Help Themselves
Program, Fiscal Year 1973

TEXAS

'CHARLES RANDALL CARROLL
COMMUNITY AFFAIRS INSTITUTE, INC.
BOX 729
BELTON, TX 76513
817-939-1481
R93.7I32 -- 0EG-0.73-2151

ROBERT L. DENNIS
COMMUNITY ACTION AGENCY
1002 COKE STREET
CORPUS CHAISTI, TX 78401
512-884-2192
R93-7131 -- OEG-0-73-2150

JEANETTE LIZCANO
MENTAL HEALTH OUTREACH PROGRAM
402 E. NUCCES
CRYSTAL CITY, TX 78839
SI2-374.2707
R93-7101 -- OEG-0-73-2121

fRANCibLO KODR1GUt2
CITY OF CRYSTAL CITY
P.O. BOX 550
CRYSTAL CITY, TX 78839
513-374.3478
R93-7102 -- OEG-0-73.2122

JAKE NARCOMY
AIC INDIAN ALCOHOLISM REHAB
4320 SCURRY
DALLAS, TX 75222
214-824.1321
R93-7113 -- OEG-0-73-2133

ALFREDO GUTIERREZ, MAYOR
CITY OF DEL RIO
P. O. DRAWER DD
DEL RIO, TX 78840
512-775-8868
R93-7150 OEG-0-73-2149

C. C. NOLEN
NORTH TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY
CTR FOR COMM SERVICES 6 CONTINUING ED
P.O. BOX 5344, NTSU STATION
DENTON, TX 76203
817-788-2307
R93-7117 -- OEG-0-73-2137
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TEXAS (Cont)

JOSE L. DE LOS SANTOS
HIDALGO CO HEALTH CARE CORP
1425 SOUTH 9TH
EDINBURG, TX 78534
512. 383:4985 x9
R93-7105 0EG-0-73.2125

ANDY MOIRA
UNION Y DIGNIDAD
815 E. UNIVERSITY DRIVE
EDINBURG, TX 78539
512-787-6571
R93-71I9 OEG-0. 73-2139

LARRY JUANCHO
EAST EL PASO YOUTH PROJECT
P.O. BOX 17579
EL PASO, TX 79917
915-859.7913
R93-7129 -- OEG-0-73-2148

tOGLII0 SOLI?, JR
BROOKS CO DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL
PROBATION DEPARTMENT
P.O. BOX 212
FALFURRIAS, TX 78355
512-325-2414
R93-7I08 OEG-0-73-2128

JODIE'R. THOMPSON
INTERNATIONAL GUIDANCE SYSTEMS
2816 1/2 MORTON STREET
FORT WORTH, TX 76107
817.336-2481
R93-7104 -- OEG-0-73-2124

HAROLD A. GOOLISHIAN
MENTAL HEALTH-MENTAL RETARDATION
CENTER FOR GALVESTON COUNTY
1124 24TH STREET
GALVESTON, TX 77550
713.763-2373

R93-7001 -- 0EG-0-73-2099
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HELEN MORRIS
.

TEJAS CENTER FOR ALC $ DRUG ABUSE
215 SOUTH MAIN STREET
HENDERSON, TX 75632
214-6574391
R93-7107 -- OEG-0-73-2127

DAVID N. SHOUP
HISPANIC INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY
SOCIAL SERVICES
3520 MONTROSE - SUITE 204
HOUSTON, TX 77006
713-523-2519
R93.7115 -- OEG-0-73-2135

RORY HARPER
INLET DRUG CRISIS CENTER
708 HYDE PARK
HousTon, TX 77006
713-526-5873
R93-7134 -- OEG-0-73-2153

BILLY D. LANGFORD
DEEP E. TEXAS COUNCIL OF GUVERNMENTS
272 EAST LAMAR STREET
JASPER, TX 75951
713-384-5704 x12
R93-7133 -- 0EG-0.73-2152

JOSEPH H. STEVENSON
COMMUNITY SERVICE COUNCIL, INC.
HEALTH SERVICES COMMITTEE
123 KELLOGG BLDG
KERRVILLE, TX 78028
512-257-7700
R93-7004 -- OEG-0-73-2102

REV. JOHN McGRATH
ST MARTINS PARISH
715 N. 8TH STREET
KINGSVILLE, TX 78363
512-592-4602
R93-7124 -- OEG-0-73-2144
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RUBEN E. FARIAS
LA JOYA IND SCH DIST
BOX SS
LA JOYA, TX 78560
512-585-4855
R93 -7121 OEG-0-73.2141

DAVID J. PENNINGTON
LAREDO AFB/SOCIAL ACTIONS OFFICE
SL (BLDG 374,RM 8) . .

LAREDO AFB, TX 78040
512-723.1111 x2547
R93 -7111 -- OEG -0 -73 -2131

CLAYTON MALLET?
LUBBOCK MENTAL HLTH MENTAL
RETARDATION CENTER

1318 MAIN STREET
LUBBOCK, TX 79401
806-76S.421S
R93 -7I36 OEG-0-73-2155

CLARENCE RANKIN
MIDLAND COMM ACT, INC
100 N. CARVER
MIDLAND, TX 79701
915. 694-18BI

R93-7116 -- OEG-0-73-2136

L. R. BISSETT
NEW DEAL INDEP SCHOOL DISTRICT
NEW DEAL, TX 79350
806-746-5933
R93 -7114 OEG-0-73.2134

RAYMUNDO LOPEZ
C.U.P.M. INC
P.O. BOX 475
PHARR. T1 78577
512-787-6571
R9S-7118 OEG-0-75.2138

ANDY MEDINA
UNION Y FUER2A, INC.
SO9 NORTH CAGE
PHARR, TX 78577
512-787.6571
R93-7122 OEG -0 -73 -2142
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JUAN SANDOVAL
UNITED NEIGHBORH000 COUNCILS, INC.
611 NORTH FLORES - P.O. BOX 1265
ROBSTOWN, TX 78380
512-387-1693 or 1527
R93-7017 -- OEG-0-73.2114

DAVID FIELDER

ROCKWALL YMCA
BOX 714
ROCKWALL, TX 75087
514-722-6111
R93-7110 :: OEG-0-73-2130

AURORA V, HERNANDEZ .

SOUTHWEST MIGRANT ASSOCIATION, INC
2327 CASTROVILLE ROAD
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78237
512-434-0626
R93-7100 -- OEG-0-73-2120

JUAN J. PATLAN
MEXICAN-AMERICAN UNITY COUNCIL, INC.
615 PEREZ STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 76207
512-225.4241 x23
R93 -7106 OEG-0-73-2126

ABRAM EMERSON
ELLA AUSTIN COMMUNITY CENTER.
1023 N. PINE
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78202
512-224-2351
R93-7125 -- OEG-0-73-2145

MARIE W. PORTER
DRUG ABUSE CENTRAL
815 S. PRESA
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78210
512-225-4066
R93.7126 OEG-0-73-2146

JOIN VELTMAN
NORTH EAST INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DIST
10214 SOMMERS
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78286
512-655.4210
R93 -7127 OEG-0.73-2147

4
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ABEL A, REYNA. JR.
ADGEWOOD INDEPENDENT SCH DIST
5358 W. COMMERCE
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78237
512-433-2361
R93.7135 1- OEG-0-73-2154

NANCY S. BOMAN
PROJECT FREE
325 NEBRAW STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78203
512-533-0175 x5
R93-7137 -- 0E0-0-73-2156

REV. HECTOR R. RODRIGUEZ, OMI.
MIGRANTES POR SALUD, INC,
P.O, BOX 1196
SAN JUAN, TX 78589
512 -787-7381
495-7109 -- 0EG-0-73-2129

CHESTER R. HASTINGS
MCLENNAN COMMUNITY COLLEIJZ
I400 COLLEGE DRIVE
WACO, TX 76708
817-756-6551 x205 or 206
R91-7120 0EG-0-73-2140

GERALD G. FOX -

CITY. OF WICHITA FALLS
REPT: OF PUBLIC SAFETY
P. BOX 1431
WICHITA FALLS, TX 76307
817-322-5611 x221
R93-7I12 OEG-0-7I-21.32

I
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Grants to Texas Communities Under USOE Help Communities Help Themselves

Programs Fiscal Year 1972

TEXAS

Mr. Hugo Hernandez
Team Ega Project - Abilene
Consejo del Barrio

4825 South 5th
Abilene, Texas 79605
915/692-1848 Project Number: 2162

Mr. Argus Burnett
Texas Panhandle Community Action

Committee
1605 West Seventh Street
Amarillo, Texas 79102
806/313 -6881 Project Number: 2653

Mr. John Li trio
Regional Center for Individual and
Community Development - Graduate
School of Social Work

University of Texas at Arlington
Arlington, Texas 76010
214/265-3444 Project Number: 2665

Mr. Joseph 8aressi
Eanes independent School District
601 Camp Craft Road
Austin, Texas 78746
512/327-1760 Project Number: 2801

Mrs. Marilynn Dierschke
Austin Drug Central
5501 Colton Road
Austin, Texas 78704
512/385-6219 Project Number: 2670

Mr. H. W. Eikenhorst
The Community Connittne on Drug Abuse
P. 0. Box 1141
Brenham, Texas 77833
713/836-5672 Project Number: 2643

Mr. Harry J. Segapeli
Canutillo Independent School District
Canutillo, Texas 99835
512/987-3147 Project Number: 2659

Mr. Newnan Smith
Carrollton-Farmers Branch Independent

School District
1121 Walnut Street
Carrollton, Texas 75006
214/242-4281 Project NLAber: 2609
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TEXAS (Continued)

Mr. J. L. Jackson
Corpus Christi Drug Abuse Council
425 South Broadway
Corpus Christi, Texas 78401
512/883.7483 Project Number: 2711

Mr. Jerome Vacek
Navarro County Action Committee, Inc.
P. 0. Box 612
Corsicana, Texas 75110
214/872 -3841 Project Number: 2805

Mr. Erasmo Andrade
City of Crystal City
P. 0. Drawer 550
Crystal City, Texas 78839
512/374-2496 Project Number: 2649

Mrs. Clydia Steenson
Dallas Independent School District
3700 Ross Avenue
Dallas, Texas 75204
214/824-1620-X322 Project Number: 2819

Mrs. Mary M. Williams
American Indian Center of Dallas
722 North Beacon Street
Dallas, Texas 75214
214/826-8856 Project Number: 2713

Brother Adrian Gaudin, S.C.
Catholic School System of Dallas
3900 Rugged Drive
Dallas, Texas 75224
214/339-6561 Project Number: 2652

Mr. James N. Daniel
Deer Park Independent School District
203 Ivy Street
Deer Park, Texas 77536
214/479-2831 Project Number: 2639

Mrs. Dorothy F. Byrd
North Texas State University Center

for Community Services
1510 Maple Street
Denton, Texas 76201

817/788-2307 Project Number: 2627
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TEXAS (Continued)

Mrs. Charles Brazil
Eagle Pass
54e Quarry Street
Eagle Pass, Texas 78852
512/773.2371 Project Number: 2658

Mr. Joe H. Ramon
Model Cities of Edinburg
10th at McIntyre
Edinburg, Texas 78539
512/383-5686 Project Number: 2761

Mr. Keith Tucker
University of Texas
215 Vaquero Lane 0131
El Paso, Texas 79912
915/542-0819 Project Number: 2613

Honorable Bert Williams
Mayor
City of El Paso
500 East San Antonio
El Paso, Texas 79901

915/543.6060 Project Number: 0078

Mr. Robert Godfrey
Greater Fort Worth and Tarrant
County Community Action Agency

1008 Macon Street
Fort Worth, Texas 76102
817/332-9121 Project Nuraeri 2778

Mr. Jack Frost
Ceorgetown Independent School District
1201 Church Street
Georgetown, Texas 78626
512/863-3451 Project Number: 2663

Miss Donna Steuver
Houston Independent School District
3830 Richmond
Houston, Texas 77027
713/623-5232 Project Number: 2650

Dr. Cynthia Shepard Perry
Chicano por la Rata
3602 South McGregor
Texas Southern University
Houston, Texas 71021
713/528.0318 Project Number: 2608
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TEXAS (Continued)

Mrs. Maria Elena Salinas
Kingsville Barrio Consejo
328 West Avenue 8
Kingsville, Texas 18363
512/592-6700 Project Number: 2673

Mr. Bill Gerber '

Lamesa independent School District
P. 0. Box 261
Lamesa, Texas 79331
806/872-5461 Project Number: 2616

Mr. Pete Cantu
Laredo Community Action Agency
1104 Salinas

Laredo, Texas 18040
512/723.2412 Project Number: 2634

Mr. Howard Maddera
South Plains Community Action

Association
P. 0. Box 61, City Park
Levelland, Texas 79336
806/894-3644 Project Number: 2617

Mrs. Bettye A. Libby
Midland Community Action Agency, Inc.
P. D. Box 5112
Midland, Texas 79701
915/682-2822 Project Number: 2623

Mr. Cecil M. Everett
North Law Independent School

District
P. 0. Box 68
Powderly, Texas 75473

214/785-4252 Project Number: 2789

Mr. David Gonzales

United Neighborhoods Council, Inc.
1008 Elizabeth
Robstown, Texas 78380
512/387-3668 Project Number: 2656

Mr. Juan Patlan
Mexican American Unity Council
615 Perez Street
San Antonio, Texas 78207
512/225-4241 Project Number: 2660

4
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TEXAS (Continued)

Mr. Stephen Catalani
San Antonio Independent School District
141 Lavaca Street

San Antonio, Texas 78210
512/227-3561 Project Number: 2625

Reverend Rene Garcia
Migrantes Por Salud
P. 0. Box 747

San Juan, Texas 78589
512/787-7381 Project Number: 2788

Mr, James E. folts
San Marcos Drug Abuse Council
P. 0. Box 931

San Marcos, Texas 78666
512/392.2859 Project Number: 2615

Mr. Frank L. Dzierzanowski
Fort Bend Independent School District
500 Dulles Avenue
Stafford, Texas 77477
713/494-3151 Project Number: 2666

Mrs. Theresa Allen
Sweetwater Independent School District
1205 Ragland Street
Sweetwater, Texas 79556
915/235-9204 Project Number: 2629

Mr. E. E. Collins
Bowie County Economic Advancement Corp.
1510 Plum Street
Texarkana, Texas 75501
214/794-3386 Project Number: 2657

Mr. W. W. Mathis
Liberty -Eylau RHSD #708
RTE. 2, Box 161
Texarkana, Texas 75501

214/193 -6561 Project Number: 2802

Mr. W. E. McGuire

Texarkana Independent School District
4241 Summerhill Road
Texarkana, Texas 15501

214/794-6686 Project Number; 0035
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TEXAS (Continued)

Mrs. Totsie Ross
Texas City Indepandent School
District - Secondary Division

P. 0. Box 1150
Texas City, Texas 77590
713/948.2521 Project Number; 2641

Mr. Ronald L. Nash
Community Action Committee of Victoria
City Hall
Victoria, Texas 77901

512/573.2401 Project Number: 2626

Mrs. Loraine Khoury
WacoMclennan County Drug Abuse

Steering Committee
P. 0. Box 971
Waco, Texas 76703

214/754-7746 Project Number: 2661
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Senator Evan Es. Mr. Carlucci, you mentioned that you thought
11 of the States had almost achieved the capacity to fly. Now, is that
right?

Mr. CARLUCCI. That is the figure indicated; yes.
Senator Maims. When do you figure all 50 of them will be ready

to fly?
Mr. CARLUCCI. In response, I would like to have Dr. Nowlis talk

about the progress in some of the other States. It varies a great deal;
some of the issues are involved in getting the State people to talk
with the State education people, and that is an issue which is very
acrimonious in some States, and in other States we can anticipate.
rather rapid progress.

Dr. NowLis. It is very difficult to predict ; we will he a little bit
hampered in that, because of our reduction this year, we will not be
able to maintain our grants to State education departments, which
form another network. In other words, we would have the network at
the top, which works downward, and a network at the bottom which
works upward. But we are working out ways to try to keep it up.

Mr, Cmit,uum Let me add, Mr. Chairman, what we want to do,
and this is consistent with the human resources philosophy that we
have tried to follow, is to try to treat an individual as a whole. That
is, not to provide him with an education piece and a health piece and
an income-maintenance piece. We have made a concerted effort to
try to put programs together at HEW, and a number of States are
moving in this direction, and what we would like to do is to take the
formula money that is essentially flowing through single State agencies
in the health area, and say to the States: "You ought to be paying
attention to the sociological aspects of this problem, the educational
aspects of this problem, and let's get together and form a concerted
strategy," because only when you form such a strategy can you deal
effectively with what you describe in your bill as the problem of com-
plex human behavior which is influenced by many forces. If you just
gear it through one channel, whether it is a health model or education
model, I don't think we are going to make progress as rapidly as we
can if we deal with it as a human problem.

Senator HuotiEs. How can you require that the States use their
formula grant money on an education program? By what means and
by what law can von require this?

Mr. Cmauccr..Well, this is one of the things where I think we have
sufficient flexibility.

Senator IluonEs. You mean to deny them formula grant money?
Mr. CAtti,ucci. We can write guidelines suggesting how they spend

the money.
Senator IlunuEs. '['he way the law is written, they would get their

money whether they specify exactly that they will include this type
of activity or not.

Mr. Cmaucci. They have to come up with a general health plan,
which we approve, and we can say that than State plan ought to
include an education component.

Let me ask Dr, DuPont
Senator IluonEs. Well, I really would like to know what you are

planning, because I want to take a look at the other laws and see that
this thing is balanced.
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STATEMENT OF DR. ROBERT L. DuPONT, DIRECTOR, SPECIAL ACTION
OFFICE FOR DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION, AND NATIONAL INSTI
TUTE ON DRUG ABUSE, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION,
AND WELFARE

Dr. pt.PosT. Senator, I would just follow op on what Mr. Carlucci
has said. that the ii1W is tiling brOall, and within broad categories the
States can do what they want with the grant money.

My sense in talking in this regard to ninny of the State agency
direct ON is that they put a very high priority on education and pre-
vention activities. III most States they are no longer concerned with
building treatment capacity in their State, but rather, they are in-
terested in other types of activities, which are most attractive to
many Of them, aside from their own bureaucracies, which of course
is the top priority. But the second priority is education in prevention.

In my judgment of that, as Mr. Carlucci says, we are going to watch
very carefully the State plan., to alike sure that that is given priority,
but we have .to respect the fact that the States do have the capacity
to make their own priority judgments within broad categories, and
we don't have the capacity to define the formula grant, and that is
wino we ore trying to get away froth, to let them have an increased
capacity to set prietrities themselves.

Senatiu. IlcutrEs. I am starting to get the picture. It looks to me
like you are trying to use the formula grant money to replace the
money that we have heel' giving directlyis that what it is?

Mr. CAiii.vcci. There is an increase in formula grant funds. What .

we an, talking about is our desire to try to got the States to do a
comprehensive job in the area of drug abuse prevention and the area
of alcohol abuse education.

Senator Ilumms. I think we all.agree on the goals We are trying
to achieve. What I 11111 trying specifically to find out is what you are
trying to do to the administration, financing, and training in these
programs. and whether you are trying to get out of the business com-
pletely, and if so, when.

If vou have been told to do that, I would like to know it. If you
have beenif it is your goal to do that, I would like to know when

Mr. CAnLycci. We are trying to get out of the business, of just
information dissemination. but--

Senator limilis. I understand but are you trying to get out of the
business of specific Federal grants for projects in this field?

:\ Ir. CAni.c.cri. We do not intend to get away from providing.
resources to States to develop comprehensive programs which would
include education components. We think that that is a better way to
go than to go in separate categories to separate State agencies, saying
to one agency: '4\ ou worry about education," to the Text agency:
"You worry about drug abuse from the perspective of health."

What we are trying to do is use the lever we have in block-grant
money, and in reviewing State plans, to gel them to join together and
develop a comprehensive plan which would include education com-
ponents as well as health components..

Senator lIcotiEs. You inteml to use the leverag,e of the formula
grant money; in other words, if you have a State Education Depart-
ment that won't talk to a State Itealth Department, and the Governor
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can't get them together, you are going to say: "Either write that into
your program and get. them together, or you are not going to get the
money." Is that it?

Dr. DuPoNT. That's it.
Senator HUGHES. That is in essence what I understand you are

saying.
Dr. DUPONT. Absolutely.
Senator Huon Es. They need to come up with a comprehensive

plan that contains the whole package, or you will not approve their
plan, thereby effectively impounding their money.

Mr. CARLUCCI. We prefer not to use that term, Mr. Chairman;
we have gotten away from it these days.

Senator HUGHES. I deliberately used it. It was a preference of
mine.

In other words, we'll impound one way or we'll impound another;
is that it?

Mr. CARLUCCI. What you are talking about is, of course, the
ultimate sanction, but as Dr. DuPont has indicated, we don't an-
ticipate a great deal of difficulty in getting the States to move in that
direction.

Senator HUGHES. I hope not. I think the majority of them would be
eager to do it if they can get the guidance to do it. How are they
going to get the guidance to hold it together? A lot of them don't
have the capacity alone.

Mr. CARLUCCI. Let me ask Dr. DuPont.
Dr. DUPoNT. Absolutely; that is an increasing priority'. We have a

very close liaison with these interstate agencies; in fairness to this
case, it isn't quite that the Federal Government has all the answers
and the States have none of the answers. It is a partnership, and
many of the States feel that they have many better answers than
we do, so we have to work in a very diplomatic fashion to try to pull
our resources together to get the best product out of this.

But we are working quite closely with them. As you say, some of
them 'Lave had no capacity, really, to develop a plan or any kind of
program until recent months. Others, particularly California, as Mr.
Carlucci mentioned, and New York, have bureaucracies that are
larger and more experienced in many ways and have better capabilities.

Mr. CARLUCCI. Let me ask for Dr. liafetz' comments on that.

STATEMENT OF DR. MORRIS E. CHAFETZ, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
INSTITUTE ON ALCOHOL ABUSE AND ALCOHOLISM, DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

Dr. CHAFETZ, If I may, Senator, I think that one of the other
issues that allows the alcoholism endeavor to reinforce this direction
is our effort to use local pressure to bring about these kinds of en-
deavors by making contractural arrangements with the JC's, the
PTA, the General Federation of Women's Clubs, and a number of
organizations that operate at the local level, to reinforce this endeavor
and see that educational programs develop, By the way, the single
State agencies have, in the first year of our formula grant provisions,
used 8 percent of their moneys for educational purposes; it conies to a
total of $2.8 million out of $30 million.
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Senator Ilvon Es. Is that alcoholism alone?
Dr. CHAFETZ, Alcoholism alone.
I might add, Senator, when you talk about your particular situa-

tion in Iowa, I was touched because, while I would not presume to
have the educational answers about drug abuse at hand, I would
suggest to your colleagues that if they were to examine how they use
alcohol perhaps in their own lives, that might be the most important
preventive situation in how their children use alcohol and other drugs.

Senator HUGHES. That's my line. I would like to get them all to
examine that and get the neighborhood pushers out of business.
Usually the very selective, fine father and mother, once a month
have all the neighbors in and push all the booze down their throats
they can, thinking it is a great affair. The kids observe the goings on,
and don't see anything wrong with trying the other stuff.

Senator RANDOLPH, Mister Chairman, I would like to agree with
just exactly the wcials you used.

Senator HUGHES. What. I am really trying to determine, frankly, is
whether you are trying to get the Pectoral Government out of the
business.

Now, you say you don't have that goal. Yet you are trying to turn
the responsibility over to the States, as I understand your goal; you
are going to close down two more training centers, ultimately close
down the five, and retain one in Washington. Is that it?

Mr. CARLUCCI. Mr. Chairman, we think that those closest to the
scene, once they develop the capacity, are best equipped to deal with
the problem, and to the degree that that capacity is developed at the
State and local levels, then the Federal Government can withdraw
f ront.the scene.

It is a question of how we work over a period of time. We have
shifting strategies tomeet shifting needs, and we think that by using
our formula grant program, we can push these in developmental cen-
ters because many States, as Dr. DuPont has indicated, are ahead of
us.

But we would like to develop the kind of incentives that would
move the State programs along, and once they are moving on their
own, then the Federal Government can of course close these centers.

Senator HUGHES. That raises two questionsthe first is: How do you
intend to do that? When you let a State go on its own, do you intend
to have any more follow-through on that State?

Mr. CAtaxco. Iii terms of evaluation?
Senator IluotiEs. Changing cycles of drug abuse and evaluation; as

we all have learned in the last 5 years, if anything, these cycles are
changing constantly.

Dr. Nowlas. We would hope very much to monitor, if we have that
capability, and wherever necessary, give a refresher course. Now, this
might not be a thorough training center; it might be materials, it might
be through some regional conferences, for instance, pulling people
from a group of States together for a 2- to 3-day working confer-
ence, to bring them up to date on what is happening, to introduce new
techniques, and follow up in that way.

I would think there would need to be some sort of small, on-going
problems related to drug and alcohol abuse are going to be on-going.
['here should be someone monitoring the developments in the drug
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scene, and some delivery system for putting new inputs into a response
to a constantly changing tomtit.

Senator HUGHES. Senator Randolph?
Senator RANDLOPII, Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I note on page 10, Mr. Carlucci, of yonr prepared statement, that

in the fiscal year 1975, regulations will emphasize education withor,
in prevention programs for alcoholism.

Now, if we are able to assure that emphasis, and certainly it should
have the thrust that you indicated, if that is to be done in the future,
I would feel that you would want legislative provisionsI think these
are contained in S. 2848which would help you to do exactly what
von believe should be done. It would not be, let's say, a conflict with
Federal and the other levels of Government activity; would it not be
just a joint effort? Should we not write that into )egislation, rather
than to rdy on the hope that you might encourage that it could
possibly and hopefully come into being?

Mr. CARLUCCI, Senator Randolph, that would depend of course on
what type of legislation you are talking about. If it is written into the
general intent of legislation, that would certainly be consistent with
our view.

On the other hand, if it was written into a piece of legislation that
rigidly constrained our ability to develop new programs or to shift.
our resources to meet changing needs, or if it impedes our ability to
relate education programs to health programs and maybe sonic other
programs in the Federal Government as well, then we think that we
are creating a problem rather than contributing to the solution.
That is why we propose broad general authority, particularly since,
in view of the dialog we have had with this committee, philosoph-
ically we are not far apart.

So with a broad authority and the continuing oversight of respon-
sibilities by this committee, I think we can deal jointly and effectively
with the problem.

Perhaps Dr. Chafetz would like to comment.
Dr. CHAFETZ, I think that in the alcoholism activities, the au-

thorities in the comprehensive Alcoholism Prevention and Rehabili-
tation Act of 1970 to work with other agencies, as 'ye have done both
within the Department and the Office of Education and other Depart-
ments, provides us that kind of cohesive flexibility that we have
wanted.

I think, Senator Randolph, that you are quite correct, that if we
do riot work together in this common problem, we will fail separately,
and so we fed it is incumbent upon us not to be territorial, but to
work with other agencies, as we have been, to affect the alcohol pre-
vention situation.

Senator RAxoor,eu. I do not want to make reference to specific
areas, but in or regional development programs, like the Applacluan
programs, as the chairman knows, and there are other sections of the
country where we are operating within the "commission" concept,
the concept is very realthe partnership is very real. The projects
are developed within the framework of the States or areas within the
States, and there is the action at the Federal level, through a co-
chairman and through those who of course work with that chairman
in the various activities.
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There is a final approval by the cochairman at the Federal level,
but the projects do originate, not in any degree on Capitol Hill or
within the administration downtown, but the projects conic from the
areas within the region or regions.

I don't think that example, frankly, is too far away from what I
am thinking about here, because the concept of this type of federal-
ism, I believe, is very sound, and the administration has so recognized,
and in this coming year, indeed, is recommendingrather than lesser
funding, greater funding.

I think it is because there has been a proven success; now, these are
hot just roads being built,

So
are programs that have to do with

health matters and so on. So there is, I think, sonic reason why we
should give em pliasis to a program that has worked.

Are you familiar with that?
Mr. CAnt,ucct. I am familiar with it from one aspect, Senator

Randolph. A year and a half ago, the President sent me up to super-
vise a Iederai disaster relief operation in Pennsylvania, after Agnes,
and, as I recall, we did work closely with the operation that you have
mentioned and pulled their programs together with other programs
that we were following, and I think we had a very satisfactory arrange-
ment.

Senator RANDOLPH. Well, you know about the clinics, do you not,
that have been brought into beingboth mobile and stationary?
The Southern Regional Health Council includes representation from
nine counties. It has really gone into the countryside, the rural sections
and helped the children who, frankly, didn't understand the need for
brushing of their teeth, care of their mouths.

This was done, not from Washington, D.C. It did function first as
a concept there, and then was aided here.

Mr. CARLUCCI. That is fully compatible with the philosophy that
we are developing and the general philosophy of the administration.

One of the problems in implementing tins philosophy, though, is a
tendency in legislation to create vertical hierarchies of agencies, so
that we have a single State agency for social services, a single State
agency for vocational rehabilitation, a single State agency for the
aging, a myriad of single State agencies, and when you get there and
talk to the Governor, he says: "I can't pull these programs together
in the different single State agencies because of the different Federal
requirements, the different eligibility requirements, the different
State plans, the different audit requirements." Therefore, it becomes
very hard for people at the local level to develop a comprehensive
human services approach as long as we persist in looking at each
problem as a vertical slice of the human being.

We would like to reduce these so that local people. can develop the
kinds of programs that you describe.

Senator RAsooLpir. Thank you very much; thank you, Mr. Chair-
man.

Senator HuonEs. Could you give us the precise increases of the
formula grants in 1974-75 which you believe would be used for
purposes of prevention?

Mr. CARLUCCI. In terms of drug abuse in budget authority, the
figure goes from $25 million to $35 million; in terms of outlays, it
goes from $124 million to $148 million. The concerns of alcoholism,.
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Mr. Chairman, is your question which part of this is going to preven-
tion, or what is the increase in the formulas?

Senator fluan Es. Prevention.
Mr. CAnLucct. We would not be in a position to give you that

figure uniSil we have seen the State plan under the various formula
grants, how they would break out the allocation of block grant
formula funds. We haven't funded these plans for drugs; we would
have some good breakout in alcoholism that Dr. Chafetz can give you.

Dr. CHAFETZ. As I indicated, in the first year of operation, for
which appropriations came late in the fiscal year, 8 percent of the
formula grant, $30 ..,'.Ilion at that time, was used for education
purposes by the States.

However, if I understood your question, that beyond the formula
grant, the alcoholism endeavor is spending a little better than $6
million for educational purposes from a total outlay.

Senator IluonEs. Could you tell me, Mr. Carlucci, if the Office
of Education is planning to discontinue all community action pro-
grams, including the drug abuse education programs?

Mr. CARLUCCI, Are you talking about the community action
programs presently in function under 0E0?

Senator IluonEs. Let me read the statement.
As you probably know, HMV's Office of Narcotics Education is planning to

discontinue all community action programs as of July 1, 1974.
Now, what does that mean?
Dr. Nowus. As you know, the original Drug Abuse Education

Act had two sections: section 3, which was primarily formal education
personnel development; and section 1, which was community-based
programs. At the time that fund- .ocarne available for that Act,
we funded on a pilot demonstratH validation basis, 57 community
or local school district communist. prnjects.

We funded these for 3 years a< demonstration projects and the
community people knew that 3 ears was their life expectancy.
We have no plans at this time in the agency to continue to fund
community programs. A program that operates at the funding level
we operate at can not really be a local support program. You would
almost have to go to, I think Congrcs-man Pepper's suggestion was
$500 million, if you were going to =lipif)rt programs on that level.

Senator HuonEs. How much have on been spending on this
program?

Dr. Nowtas. We have been spas;, aln, $6 million; it varies from
year to year.

Senator HuonEs. A leap from $6 'i,:1 to $500 million makes
people think they are getting helped Hie a bit.

Dr. NOWL1S. No. The point is tIn; everywhere we have been they
have been helped quite a bit. In 10-/o, when we put out guidelines,
we had 900 applications for $75 million. If we were to do it today, I
would predict that we would have a minimum of 2,500 applications
asking for many more millions of dollars.

Senator HuonEs. Do you think Illot b Yiad?
Dr. Nowus. No. In the fact of t}: it is very, very difficult.

to be able to fund only 50-60 projc. , 50 States and 5 territories.
It is very difficult to justify conti support. We have made
every effort to give them all kinds ,e1, in developing local support.
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Senator Ifutms. What do you mean, in developing local support?
Their own financial resources?

Dr. Nowtas. Their own financial resources.
Senator lItyonEs. In other words, because the need is too great,

we are not going to do anything.
Mr. CARLUCCI. Mr. Chairman, this is a problem we frequently

get into when we start a demonstration program. We show the cola-
tnunity some of the techniques in development in certain models,
and the pressures automatically build up and then reach the point
where you have to say: "Well, if wo go national on this program we
will eat up a vast amount of resources which will take resources
away from some other priorities."

Now, what we try to do i3 to figure out the appropriate Federal
role and we find that where we get into the direct service delivery
business in individual communities, the Federal Government actually
comes in and funds those projects, and it often turns out to be in-
equitable and sometimes does not respond. It is inequitable in the
sense that we don't have the resources to do it in every community.
If we were to fund HMV's service delivery programs indefinitely in
every community, our budget would be perhaps $250 to $300 billion
instead of $100 billion as it is now. So when we fund a demonstration
project, inherent in the project is the fact that it is time phased,
and that a community would have to pick it up if they find that the
models would not work,

Dr. Noweis. May I add, we use successful practices derived from
these programs in the training centers to disseminate the models,
but there is hardly a conunttnit,y in the country that does not feel
that it has a drug problem and wants to respond to it.

In the face of very limited finances, the best thing we could figure
out to do was to help communities help themselves, and I can provide
for you some data that will indicate that it can work.

Senator HUGHES. Well, what you are saying is that the programs
have been very successful, have they not.

Dr. Nowus. Some of them have been very successful and some of
them have not.

Senator IluottEs. Do you have any guidelines now about what the
success rate has been?

Dr, Nowets, It is very difficult to determine.
Senator IluonEs. I am having difficulty reconciling, what you

are all saying, because what you seem to be saying to me is that you
have been spending $6 million on demonstration programs for 3
years, and this has been a tiemendous need in these areas.

Now these programs will be discontinued by. July 1. The formula
grant increase will be approximately $10 million. By your own words,
you had applications of about $75 million and could only spend $6
million, and the need is growing to where you said the need would be
$200 to $300 million. Now when the need increases, we give them
nothing in the future instead of even the $5 million.

I can't reconcile this either on the ability of the Federal Govern-
ment or the State government or the local governments. I am trying

ito figure out where we are going with these programs, if anywhere.
Dr. Now/3s. I think in terms of reasonable expectations, being a

realist, that however, many thousand communities there are in the
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:sates and territories, they cannot simply expect to have Federal
i.eport in this area,
In other words, I do not see a commitment by the Federal Govern-

, whether you are going to talk about tlw Oongress, or the society
ceprescnts, or the administration, actually to fund this.
.and E also have a strong pel'sonni feeling, that it isn't money we
cl ; it is participation, it is knowledge and tt is skills. I have here, for
lance, one of our writeups of a grantee, where the total money

'-olved is $600, and they operate a very extensive program.
-:',onator Well, my experience with the minigrant programs
Job'Corps, which Mr. Carlucci is familiar with, taught me to realize

that those disappear, too.
Mr. CAnurcet. NEr. Chairman, responding to the comment you

made, I think there are three different types of things that we are
talking about.

We are talking about the community demonstration programs, the
purpose of which is to develop a model to see if something works or
does not work, and once the demonstration perlod is over, it is up to
the local community to decide whether they want to continue with
the model. It usually is up to other communities to look at these
models and see if they want to utilize them.

The second aspect is the "help Communities Help Themselves."
There we are training the multidisciplinary teams. There we are
saying that those should be continued under the consolidated au-
thority, Special Projects Act, when we work that bill out, until the
States develop the capacity to pick ty kind of training on their
own,

The third program is a program where we help the States develop
that capacity and see that they are paying proper attention to drug
abuse education programs in their comprehensive State plans. It is
that part for which we tire talking about utilizing the formula grants.

Senator IlronEs. Well, I think I get the picture, but I don't like
what I see. I guess we cannot reconcile that just by discussing it.

If I understand you correctly, as I listen to your testimony this
morning, we have made a start. We have gone through a drug and
alcoholism crisis which is building up. We have peaked out hopefully
on heroin but other drug abuse, particularly alcohol and polydrug
abuse is increasing.

You established eight training centers to train some sort of regional
teams, who would then be used in the local communities to tram the
personnel there to reach the people, wherever they might be, out in
the country, or the cities or wherever.

You have your - --what you call the "demonstration" grants that we
were just discussing here, which will be abolished as of July 1, 1074.

You are going to abolish gradually the regional training centers,
from seven to five, and then from five to nothing in the future, if I
read the trend. When there are no longer any training centers, then
you are going to insist on a component m the formula grant to replace
this. Tins will then be a sort of a revenue-sharing program not intended
in the beginning, perhaps, but resulting in the Federal Governmen t
saying to the States:

"Out of this. you take over everything that we have been doing;
we'll maintain hero in Washington some sort of a center to
provide you with information, furnish personnel for regional
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conferences to update you and get you together, professionalize
your personnel and put you on your own, other than that sort
Of advice and counsel, for the future."

If I grasp the picture, that is what it looks like to me.
Mr, CAtwucci. Well, there is a very important qualification in that,

of course, and that is that the States develop the capacity to handle it.
We don't accept the assumption that because there is a problem the
Federal Government is the best or only one to solve it

In facl, and especially in this ease, we think that if people closest to
the scene can develop the capacity, they can do a better job than the
Federal Government, and what we are trying to do iA enhance that
capacity,

Senator Iftiou Es. I want to say to you that f don't disagree with
that theory; I wish everybody could handle his problems at home,
von know. fiat they have demonstrated almost universally that they
haven't that capacity in this field.

Mr. CARLUCCI. But we think the States, by and large, are moving
rather well, and with continued assistance from us we can, in effect,
get front here to there, and it will result overall in a better program
than you would get from the Federal Government moving tnto the
direct service delivery business in every community throughout this
country.

Senator Ilyou Es. Well, no one of us wants that. What we want to
do is reach some reasonable compromise between the Congress and
the administration, and also the competing philosophies that exist
here. Because they are competing philosophies. In the struggle that
exists, I hope we reach a solution which will reconcile us.

Would you tell me how will you finance this nationwide demon-
stration program?

Mr. CARLUCCI. The community-baFed program?
Dr. NOWLIS, I am not sure what you mean, other than our Help

Communities Help Theo.sei%.es. .

Senator fluonEs. Yes; that is what I want to know. How are you
going to finance that?

1)r. Now Lts, Oh. We will finance the five training centers, 200
in-school teams, and 270 school-community teams out of our fiscal
1974 moneys. The Special Action Office has transferred to us $1
million to field-test and to add 75 school teams to those 200 that we
will he funding.

Senator Ikon Es. Well, in the 1975 budget, there seems to be no
funds requested under the act, but the special budget analysis docu-
ment shows that the Oilier. of Education will be spending 88 million
in 1975 for drug education,

Mr. C.uu,ucci. That is the difference between budget authority,
which is the request to the Congress, and money actually spent, which
flows out in the subsequent fiscal year.

Senator Iluou Es. I hope someone understood that; I didn't. Was
that the impounded funds?

Mr. Cmti.ucci. No, sir; it was not the impounded funds. The budget
document always developed in terms of outlays, which is, in effect,
the way the money is actually spent. A budget authority--the bud -
get -is the request to Congress for money. Budget authority, when it
is voted by Congress, and then when the money is appropriated, is
translated into expenditures.
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But that is a process that runs over a period of time. So you could
well have a program where no budget authority is requested in 1975
of the Congress yet money from the previous year is still being spent.

Senator lluentr.s. Still a program from the previous fiscal year?
Mr. CARLUCCI. That is right. We may not get around to spending

money until very close to the end of the fiscal year. It then goes to a
State agency and maybe to a local agency, and it may well sit in their
bank account over a period of years. Generally we find that in these
programs, in the aggregate, about one-third of the money authorized
by Congress is spent in that fiscal year, with the rest of it releasing
out in subsequent fiscal years.

Senator HUGHES. I would like to submit some questions to you in
writing. It is not clear in my own mind; I can understand the obliga-
tional authority and the fact that you don't commit the money and it
carries over, but I would like to get a little finer detail for the staff
here to work out some of these questions in relation to that spending.

Mr. CARLUCCI. In the area that we are talking about today, there
was no so-called impoundment. There was some impoundment of
alcoholism money, and those funds are now being released.

Senator Ikonns. Well, they should be; we have an increased load of
alcoholism as a result of the impounding, probably, so we are going
to need more

Well, I think I will call it quits, ladies and gentlemen. I could go
on, I guess, interminably about these matters.

I think I generally understand the directions you are going. We will
hold the record open for a few days to submit more technical questions
to you that the staff has. Due to the lateness of receipt of the testi-
mony, I was unable to prepare myself properly. But I think we have
done as well as we can under the circumstances.

If you have anything you would like to give me in addition to what
I have asked, please do. Or do you just feel lucky to be going away?
Have I overlooked something?

Mr. CARLUCCI. Well, Mr. Chairman, though philosophically we
may seem to be far apart; from what I have heard here I think we are
not that far apart.

Senator HuotiEs. I don't think we are far apart; I think we are
pretty close on this. But the question is the timing, the direction, the
lead, and the followthrough, and a lot of other technical details that
are your obligation to work out and ours generally to give you the
latitude to be able to work out.

But by the same token, it is my obligation to prevent you from
terminating programs that I think are essential, no matter what yon
think about them, just as it is your obligation to terminate them,
if the administration wants to terminate them You understand the
conflicts as well as I do, and on some of these points we are going to
disagree. That is all there is to it.

I wish you well, but not too well.
Mr. CARLUCCI. Thank you, Senator.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Carlucci and a letter to him front

Senator Hughes follows:1
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Yr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommitteet

Thank you for the opportunity to be here this morning to discuss

the activities of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare and

the Special Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention in the area of

alcohol and drug abuse education and the various legislative proposals

before this Subcommittee which relate to these activities, H.R. 9456,

S. 1845, and S. 2848.

Administration Position on Drug Abuse

As a basis for an informed discussion of the bills before this

Committee, I would like to describe the drug and alcohol abuse prevention

and treatment activities of the Federal government.

This Administration has done more than any before it to provide for

treatment of drug abuse and for the prevention of drug abuse in this

country. Total spending for treatment and prevention activities in the

drug field has increased eleven-fold from 1969 to a total spending level of

$460 million proposed for Fiscal Year 1975 in the President's budget now

before the Congress. These outlays are in addition to law enforcement

activities for which spending is proposed at $293 million for Fiscal

Year 1975.

These activities have included the development and dissemination of

new techniques in the educational field to prevent drug and alcohol abuse.
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With regard to the educational efforts which are the subjoct of the bills

now before this Committee, the Administration believes they can best be

handled at the local level by those who are closest to the problem and

who are primarily responsible for designing, operating, and financing elemen-

tary and secondary programs. We believe that the Federal government can

and should play a vital role in assisting State and local education

agencies by gathering the best ideas, developing and demonstrating the

best te:hniques; and making these techniques known so that they may be

implemented under the sponsorship of State and local education programs.

At this point, I would like to discuss briefly the philosophical

framework within which Federal drug and alcohol abuse activities are

being conducted.

Over the past few years there has been substantial support for

various types of drug abuse information programs in the belief that

knowledge of the adverse consequances of drug abuse would be effective

in discouraging drug abuse. To date, the lack of evidence to demon-

strate that this information approach is effective has been dis-

couraging. For example, the National Coordinating Council for Drug

Education reviewed 212 Drug Abuse Information films, film strips and

slides for their scientific accuracy and their propriety for drug abuse

education programs during 1971-73. Only 15 of these films were found

to be adequate for use in drug abuse education programs. Similarly,

there has been little to indicate that public and mass media efforts

as currently structured have had substantial impact. In addition, there

are a few studies suggesting that some drug education programs based on

the dissemination of information about drugs and drug abuse may actually

stimulate interest in drugs.

i
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Simply stated we do not equate education with information or

learning with teaching. In administering the Drug Abuse Education Act,

for instance, the Office of Education has not supported the purely

informational programs that are now in question. Rather it has designed

a reseal7h and demonstration program consistent with the best knowledge

available about learning, about motivation, about growth and develop-

ment, about effective teaching and about communication and persuasion.

Prevention in any real sense can be accomplished only by defining drug

abuse as complex human behavior.

Proceeding from the assumption that alcohol and drug use and abuse

are viewed as complex human behavior, three important, widely accepted

assumptions about all human behavior must form the basis of strategies

designed to predict or modify any behavior. No behavior persists which

does not serve some function, real or imagined; ail behavior is deter-

mined by a combination and interaction of physiological, psychological,

social, and cultural forces; both the functions which behavior serves

and the pattern of forces that shape or sustain that behavior vary from

individual and from group to group.

These three factors, among others, dictate that there cannot be

any single approach to drug use and drug abuse. Different individuals

use different substances, in different patterns, for different reasons,

under different circumstances.

Depending on community and culture, the prinary intervention agent

may be the family, the schools, the community, or youth themselves.

The most important factor in solving any problem is defining that

problem realistically and assessing the human, cultural, and financial
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resources available to respond to the problem so defined.

Pending Bills

H.R. 9456,which was passed by the HouSe of Representatives on

October 30, would extend for three years the Drug Abuse Education Act

of 1970, and would authorize a total of $90 million over a three-year

period. The first $6 million of a total of $26 million to be appropri-

4 ated in this fiscal year would be used by the Secretary of Health,

Education, and welfare to fund drug abuse education programs under

Section 3 of the Act; the next $5.6 million would be allotted to State

education agencies for the purpose of assisting local educational agencies

in planning, development and implementation of drug abuse education

programs; additional funds would be available to the Secretary of HEW

to fund community education projects, and to the State education agencies

on the basis of population.

S. 1845, introduced by Senator Bayh of Indiana, closely parallels

the present law, but in addition includes a requirement for thorough and

independent evaluation, at least annually, of all drug abuse education

projects and all community education projects funded under the Drug

Abuse Education Act of 1970.

Both of these bills are narrow and categorical in nature. In

addition, H.R. 9456 includes rigid appropriations priorities which serve

to place an unwarranted emphasis on the development and dissemination

0 of curriculum and informational materials, approaches which have not

proved to be productive. We prefer a broad and flexible approach given

the complexity of the problem in order to meet State and local needs.
4
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This is the kind of approach suggested in S. 2848. We urge, therefore,

that this Subcommittee not take favorable action in regard to H.R. 9456

or S. 1845.

As you all are aware, the President has not requested any funds

in the FY 75 budget for the Drug Abuse Education pct. As we have

testified previously before the Congress, there is much ambiguity

involved whenever anyone tries to determine conclusively which ap-

proaches to alcohol and drug abuse work and which approaches are

unproductive. Under these circumstances, we do not believe that

funds expended under a narrow categorical program such as the preset

Drug Abuse Education Act can be justified.

However, we believe that the philosophy and implementing activi-

ties of the Administration's policy of alcohol and drug abuse educa-

tion are basically compatible with the concepts embodied in S. 2848, the

"Alcohll and Drug Abuse Education Amendments of 1974," as introduced by

Senator Javits and co-sponsored by the Chairman of this Subcommittee,

Senator Hughes, and by the Chairman of the full committee, Senator

Williams, Senator Dominick, Senator Cranston and Senator Beall. This

legislation not only places emphasis on training teachers and commu-

nity personnel in the kinds of early intervention techniques that have

proved to be effective in a number of programs across the country but

contains sufficiently broad authority to permit any approach which may

be effective in a given situation. The bill, which would authorize com-

prehensive demonstration programs, is sufficiently flexible and compre-

hensive to permit approaches to alcohol and drug abuse education which

focus on the causes of abuse and the development of creative primary
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and early intervention programs. Funds could be used for inservice

and preservice training of educational personnel, recruitment and

employment of professionals for the programs, technical assistance to

local school districts, evaluation of programs, and dissemination of

valid and effective drug abqse education programs.

We are prepared to support the approach contained in S. 2848 if it

is incorporated into a program consolidation proposal similar to the

proposed Special Projects Act in S. 1539. States are now moving more

and more effectively in this area. This format would allow us to continue

the training centers until States have demonstrated the capacity to

assume responsibility for them. Given the progress to date, we do not

think this will be too far off.

Current Federal Drug Abuse Efforts

Let me now discuss our efforts with State and local school districts

to deal with problems of drug abuse.

The Special Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention is operating a

formula grant program wader section 409 of P.G. 92-255 under which the

States must develop comprehensive State programs which deal with all

aspects of the response to drug abuse. The Department expects in its

1975 guidelines to place greater emphasis on inclusion of prevention and

education as part of the State's comprehensive plan. In addition, the
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Special Action Office is cooperating with the Office of Education to

develop a nationwide demonstration program in Fiscal Year 1974 to

train teachers and community personnel in adapting drug education and

prevention techniques derived from several highly successful programs,

such as the SPARE program in New York City, to their on needs. The

SPARK program provides principles rather than specific models that

can be applied to the drug and alcohol abuse problems of communities

throughout the nation. In Fiscal Year 1974 the Special Action Office

will commit to the Office of Education Si million from the Special Fund

(section 223) authority in P.L. 92-255 to assist in the implementation'

of this new program.

The purpose of the new program is to provide training and tech-

nical assistance to school -based and community-based teams so that

. they will be better able to address the needs of youth as they relate

to drug abuse. More specifically, it will be the goal of the school

team approach to develop school-based early intervention programs for

secondary students (grades 9-121. The specific goal of the community

team approach is to catalyze community resources. The end goal of

both program components is to prevent self-destructive behavior, par-

ticularly drug abuse behavior, among youth or to intervene at an early

stage to prevent or alter this behavior.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, the National Institute on Drug Abuse,

established in September 1973, pursuant to P.L. 92-255, is in the process

of assuming most of the programmatic responsibilities for drug abuse

prevention and treatment now exercised by the Special Action Office and
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and HEW. With specific regard to drug abuse education, the Office

of Education will assume initial primary responsibility for the develop-

ment of school-based education, and prevention programs through the

training of teams at their regional training centers. The National

Institute on Drug Abuse plans an evaluation of training activities

currently being conducted by the Office of Education.

In the three years it has administered the Drug Abuse Education

Act, the Office of Education has had a three-pronged approach for the

implemintation of our basic philosophy. The first objective has been

to increase the response capability of the schools, both to students

and parents, by providing for the training of school/community person-

nel through 55 State and territorial education agencies. The second

thrust is aimed at those young people not in schools, or sufficiently

alienated so that school programs have little impact on them, through

the support of 57 demonstration school /community projects. A third

prong has been to increase the community's capacity to deal with the

problem in ways which reflect the specific needs of that community.

The Office of Education, therefore, views its mission as helping

institutions, primarily State school systems and their local communities,

to identify and understand drug abuse behavior and its causes and to

develop the skills needed to make their institutions more responsive.

To the degree that these institutions become more responsive, and pro-

gress has been good, the Federal government can move from a direct

financing approach to more general forms of suoport.

In keeping with this strategy, in Fiscal Years 1972 and 1973 OE

hat trained interdisciplinary leadership teams representing all segments

of a community in skills to assess their problem and their financial,

human and cultural resources, a thorough understanding of drugs, drug
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use and the dynamics of the drug scene, -4.111s in communicating with

each other and with young people, expo, to d wide variety of

materials and techniques, and trainir, .n kills in evaluating them

and selecting those most appropriate as to in solving their care-

fully defined problem. In order to facilitate their a,:cess to local

community resourcN, upon return, it is expected that the teams will

work in close cooperation with the local authorities. Ay March 1974,

over 1,700 community teams will have been trained at eight regional

training and resource centers under this Help Community Help Themsalves

program.

The experience gained from the last two years will be applied in

Fiscal Year 1974 to the new school-based drug abuse prevention and

early intervention program. At the same time support for community

based tears will be continued with the exception that even closer

linkage between schools and their communities will result.

The entire program is committed to a timely and comprehensive

evaluation of its efforts.

The National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism was estab-

lished within the National Institute of Mental Health by the "Compre-

hensive Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism Prevention, Treatment, and

Rehabilitation Act of 1970", PA, 91-616. As the primary focal point

for Federal activities in the area of alcoholism, the Institute has

responsibility for formulating and recommending national policies and

goals regarding the prevention, control, and treatment of alcohol abuse

and alcoholism, and for developing and conducting programs and activities

aimed at these goals. The program of state formula grants authorized
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by P.G. 91-616, a $45 million program in FY 1975, will be modified in

FY 1975 regulations to place greater emphasis on education-related prevention

activities.

In addition, the National Institute for Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism

established, during Fiscal 1973, a National Center for Alcohol Education,

where leaders in a variety of fieldsbusiness executives, mayors,

governors, and health providers working in the alcohol fizo.clmay come

together to discuss the issues and develop more effective approaches to

alcohol abuse and alcoholism, The Center also includes an experimental

edu:ational laboratory for educating alcoholism program practioners

and educators; a resident scholar program in which distinguished behav-

ioral experts develop scholarship and multi-disciplined professional

exrertise in the field;and a resident fellowship program for recently

graduated behavioral scientists. It also serves as a model for the

development of regional centers. In addition, the Center intends to

undertake a comprehensive survey of public and private education and

training programs related to the delivery of services in alcohol abuse

and alcoholism. Tee results of this survey could identify effective

program components, as well as areas of need, which could influence

future Federal mental health policy initiatives.

summary

In summary Mr. Chairman we believe there no longer exists a need

for :eva....to legislation such as the Drug Abuse Education Act of 1970.

We believe drug abuse education activities can best be carried out

through:
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1. The State formula grant programs administered by the National

Institute of Drug Abuse and the National Institute for

Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism; and

2. Drug abuse education authority such as that contained in

S. 2848 as a part of a consolidated innovative program

package.

We are looking forward to continuing our cooperative effort with

the Senate Coreattee on Labor and Public Welfare to develop necessary

solutions to drug and alcohol abuSe in this nation.
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1Cnitgb -States 'Senate
COMMI rItt ON

LANON AND Popi IC W

WAINLN0TON, D C. 20510

February 14, 1174

This Hosorable Freak C. Carload
Under Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare
Waskingtoo, D. C.

Doer Mr. Carlucci:

As l indicated to you doting your appearance before the /Subcommittee
co Alcoholism sad Narcotics to February 7, 1 would appreciate haviells
for the record, more detailed information coatereing the amounts which
lave besa obligated from funds appropriated under the autiterity, of the
Drug Abase ltdocatioo Att.

The Fiscal l975 Budget retools no fends for cordinualito of the Drug
Abase tdocaties Act and states that Federal support of the programs
funded ender this Act will be distontiosed at the sad et 1974. Yet, the
Special And/Ivies of the Budget /Micas. that $4 tailliou will be specs by
the Office of Edocatios for Ale paps* is Fiscal 1975. U I wades stood
your testimony correctly, this $$ willies Is from Mods appropriated for
pries fiscal years bet wog expected to be upended meta fiscal 1975.

From Fiscal 1971 to the 'moat, $51. $ nibbler has bees appropriated
wader the authority of the Drug Abase Edocatioa Act. Could you let me
know how mach of the appropirtatlos was actually obligated sad how much
was eitpeaded or is to be expended is each Fiscal Year?

What funds love boon trasoferred to the dreg oducatioa program of the
Office of Education from other sources (either withia or outside the
Department)? Will say of these foods coatis/we to be available for
obligati."' horned Fiscal 1474?

Please peovido me ivith a list olorwiag the amount el Fedewal funds
provided seder this Act to each State is each Fiscal Year.

U you hare the iaformatlos &reliable. I would appreciate hewing how much
mosey Use olgigotod by each state (from elate frods) for drug stools
01114114i0111 programs eines 1971. aid what ieditation the Depertnamt has
comers/lag tho pions of individual states is obligate hods for this purpose.
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The Hoorah le Freak C. Carlucci
February 14, 1974
Page 2

1 appreciated your willingness to tastily before the Subcommittee.
Your testimony and that of you associated was most helpful to me uid
the other members and stall to understaading the Admialetratioste
position.

With slaters good idolises,

HAROLD C. HUCHLS
Chairman, Subcommittee °a

Alto Wiens and ?Urea Hes
liSH
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THtUNOERSECREIARYOFHEAlTKEDUCATION.ANUSNEVARE
V01-,MINCteRi, D.t. 10:01

Let

Honorable Harold D. Hughes
Chairman, Subcommittee on

Alcoholism and Narcotics
Committee on Labor and

Public Welfare
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Hughes:

Thank you for your letter of eabruary 14 requesting addi-
tional information about funding under the Drug Abuse
Education Act (P.L. 91-527). Please accept my apology
for the delay in this response.

I shall reply to your questions and requests for data in
the order in which they appear in your letter.

in the fiscal year 1974 HEW Appropriation, $6 million has
been allocated to the Drug Abuse Education Act. With the
authorized five percent reduction, this amounts to $5.7
million. This has been supplemented by $1 million trans-
ferred to tho U.S. Office of Education by the Special Action
Office for Drug Abuse Prevention under Section 22i of
D.L. 92-255. The total, therefore, available to the Office
of Education for the Program in fiscal year 1974 is $6.7
million.

Tho $6.7 million will be obligated this fiscal year (1974)
but fot programmatic activities which will actually take
place in fiscal year 1975. The obligation of funds in one
fiscal year and expenditures in the next has been standard
since the program's inception. It is a reflection of the
fact that appropriations have been received too late in a
given year to mount activities in that same year.

For your information I have enclosed, as Appendix A, a funding
histuCy for the Program which indicates appropriations, obli-
gations, and expenditures. You will note that practically
all of the funds appropriated under the Drug Abuse Education
Act will ba snent by FY 1976. The $8 million expected to be
expended in fiscal year 1975 consists of $4.7 million from
1974 obligations and $3.3 million in unexpended obligations
from prior years.

The transfer of $1 million in fiscal year 1574 funds from the
special Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention, referred to
earlier in this reply, has been the only transfer of funds
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Page 2 - Honorable Harold r. Hughes

to the Program. It is not possible to say at this writing
if any transfers from other sources might bo available
beyond Fiscal Year 1914. In addition, although it in not
technically speaking a transfer, in Fiscal Year 1971 the
Program administered 01.3 million of projects supported
under Section 306 of Title In, FSEA. Support for those
projeote was assumed boginning with Fiscal Year 1972 under
,rug Abuse education Act funding.

Appendix 9 will provide you with a breakdown of funds going
to each State during the three-year history of the Act.

You have requested data on the amount of money obligated by
oaoh State from cute funds for drug abuse education since
1971. This information is not available in the nepartment
but would have to be obtained from each State. Appendix Co
however, will give you information, as reported to the
Office of education by State educational agency poreonnel,
about state funds which have been generated to supplement
the activities of USer-supported projects in many of the
states. Since not all States responded to this request for
information, the data is unfortunately incomplete.

With regard to the plans of individual States to obligate
funds for drag abuse education in the future, I can assure
you that this Department will make a vigorous effort to
ensure that drug abuse education is given adequate support
in the state Comprehensive Plans to bo submitted for review
by each State under provisions of Section 409 of P.L. 92-265.

Sincerely yours,

ya/Frank C: Carluoot

Frank C. Carlucci
Under Secretary

Enclosures

F) y
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Year

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

Total

121.

Appendix A

APPROPRIATION HISTORY

Drug Abuse Education Act of 1970

APPraPriated Obligated Expended

8 6,000,000 2/ * $ 5,901,000 (FY'71) $ 196,000

13,024,000 2/ A 13,022,000 (FY'72) 6,916,000

12,400,000 4/ . 12,322,000 (VY'7S) 11,936,000

5,700,000 5,700,000 (est.) 1/ 8,435,000 (eot.)

8,000,000 (est.)

1,000,000 (eat.)

$37,124,000 $16,945,000 $36,483,000

1/ With the exception of fiscal year 1971, this column shows cumulative
expenditures in one fiscal year which includes expenditures against
prior year and current year obligations.

2/ The program fAntnistered an additional $1.2 million in ESEA Title III
funds which are reflected in the figures for fiscal year 1971 in
Appendix 8.

3/ This figure includes headquarters administrative expenses which are
excluded on the State table in Appendix B.

4/ Includes $600,000 originally obligated to NMI but not used. This
is not included in Appendix 8.

5/ Estimated obligations. Obligations to date are none. This forward
funded program will be obligated in the fourth quarter.

0Includes administrative expenses of $296,000 in 1971 and
$534,000 iu 1972.
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Funds Allocoted h.) 514to. uodrr 91-61/ i y

FY 71 FY 72 FY 73

o
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Stote Funds Used to Supplement U50E-Supported Projects APPENDIX C .

1971 1972 1973*
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J Connecticut

UI Delaware
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...
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Senator Ultron:s. Doctor Thomas Bryant, Director of the Drug
Abuse Council of Washington, D.C. If you will come forward?

Thank you very much for %Yoking, Dr, Bryant. Would you piens°
identify your associate for its and then proceed.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS E. BRYANT, M.D., PRESIDENT, DRUG
ABUSE COUNCIL OF WASHINGTON, D.C.; ACCOMPANIED BY MISS
ANNETTE ABRAMS, STAFF MEMBER OF COUNCIL

Dr. I3aAvr. Thank you very much, Senn tor. I have with me Miss
Annette Abrams, who is on the stuff of the council, and is responsible
for our activities in the drug education field.

I haven prepared statement which I have submitted to the com-
mittee. With your permission I. will highlight some of the points and
be prepared to discuss. whatever questions you may have.

Let me start by saving I appreciate the opportunity to respond to
your Invitation, and' I especially appreciate the opportunity to as-
sociate myself with this issue.

In considering drug education as moons to prevent drug use,
many difficulties arise, largely because a social problem of great
complexity has grown dramatically in a rather short time. Con-
sequently, society is still trying to catch up with it in terms of language
and concepts nail understanding.

We must now unravel the shorthand terms we have hastily acquired
for describing and discussing the phenomenon known as the drug
problem. We must come to understand the misconceptions we have
unwittingly adopted, and in the process gain son insight into our
reasons for adopting them.

In stating educational objectives we need to be especially cautious
in drawing the analogy between preventive medicine and prevention
of drug misuse. While you may have the freedom to neglect your
health provided you ore not a danger to society, no such freedom is
granted in the consumption of certain drugseven if you are not
demonstrably harming yourself or others. In short, preventive medi-
cine rests upon a foundotion of accepted data and facts. It is agreed,
for example, that a typhoid epidemic must be met by appropriate
public health responses and that certain kinds of immunizations are
universally desirable. But, no such agreement exists when it comes to
usage of certain drugs or certain education methods intended to arrest
drug use.

Educational techniques which influence 501110 are inappropriate
for others; goals which are achievable for some are counterproductive
for others.

Our pursuit of prevention as a primary goal of drug education clearly
reflects the value judgments of government and society as a whole.
As the Second Report of the National Commission on Marihuana and
Drug Abuse observed in March of last year:

Nlicyroakers tend to accept uncritically the proposition "that the societal
objective is to eliminate 'nonmedical' drug use without inquiring whether this goal
is desirable or possible." In fact, the only way society has been able to maintain
its dedication to this purpose is by the fiction that alcohol and tobacco are not
drugs. If we admitted that they were, we would have to rethink our assumptions,

Alcohol is much more dangerous to health than many other drugs,
yet society has decided to retain it as a legal, albeit controlled drug,
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while making illegal other drugs perhaps less threatening to the
individual and to society.

There can be no doubt that, while the use of illegal drugs has risen
markedly during the last decade among American youth of high
school age, particularly the use of marihuana, the traditional-legal
drugsaleohol anti tobaccohave not lost their widespread appeal
and have by no weans been displaced as the preferred drugs among
high school students. In short, those drugs which are sanctioned by the
society are still the most prevalently used by young people.

In approaching the topic of preventive education, it is worth keeping
in mind that there are two quite distinct kinds of questions which mustbe taken into account-- questions of value and questions of fact.
While research can do much to resolve the questions of fact, the value
issues by their very nature are not subject to empirical resolution.
Moreover, these value issues directly shape our educational responses
and they have proven to be decisive factors in public policy about
drug education.

'I he failure to distinguish between facts and values has had especially
deleterious effects upon drug education programs which require honest
information and credibility. As the National Commission properly
noted: ,

To design a rational strategy for drug information and education programs, both
public agencies and private institutions have to resolve the basic dilemma . . . the
present tendency k to treat the various value judgments as it they were objective
facts about the risk of using drugs. The Commission recognizes the various
pressures toward this approach but believes that it is shortsighted. In time,
confusing fact and opinion will discredit all information transmitted, and ulti-
mately the source itself.

By concentrating on the prevention of illegal drug use white con-
sciously or unconsciously sanctioning the use of harmful yet legal
drugs, drug educators oversimplify the issues and attempt to collapse
drug use into one isolated behavior category. Studies confirm the often
overlooked perception that drug use is complex and that no single
set of factors explain, predict or control this phenomenon.

Perhaps the most disturbing fact about drug use and misuse in
America today is the panic and overreaction caused by individuals
and groups speaking on the basis of myths, fears and ill-conceived,
if well-intentioned, "solutions" rather than on careful planning and
analysis. The term "drug abuse" itself, and likewise "drug abuse
education" are so highly emotionally eltargetl and judgmental as to
render them practically useless in a public dialogue.

As the National Commission reported, the terms "connote societal
disapproval and elicit a sense of uneasiness and disquiet. They are
terms that change meaning depending on time and place. According
to one's society, his place on the continuum of history and his reason
for using a particular drug, such use is regarded as either socially
desirable or undesirable."

It is the task of all of us, if we are to perform a valid educational
function, to separate fact from opinion and to inject it balanced and
reasonable tone into the drug dialog. From this perspective I would
like to offer summarized observations of the drug education scene
today, to examine various approaches to drug information and
education, and in response to your invitation, to comment specifically
on the legislation before you today.
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Federal expenditures for all aspects of dealing with drug problems
1111V0 increased markedly over the past several years to a total fiscal
1974 estimate of $71.9 million, as compared to a fiscal 1960 total of
$82 million. Similarly, there have been the creation of new agencies
at all levels of government, and the reorganization of functions,

There seems to be a generally held consensusat least among
Federal officialsthat the "(Inig war" budgets will level off and
probably decline over the next few years. Reductions are already
seen in certain areas, most particularly in drug education.

Any quick assessment of the use and misuse of drugs in our
society can be misleading because that scene changes as rapidly as
taste in music. A drug "generation" is short, since it depends upon
what is the fad at the moment. Perhaps the most accurate statement
is to say that the use of psychoactive drags of all typesstimulants,
hallucinogens, depressants, opiates, marihuana and particularly
alcohol and tobaccoappears to be steadily increasing. From nearly
every recent survey of drug use among the youth of the country,
there can be seen a continuing increase in the use of mind- and
mood-altering drugs, and a developing trend toward frenetic drug
mixing. Alcohol consumption continues to rise, quite often in con-
junction with other drug taking---and alcoholism remains, by all
standards of measurement, the biggest "drug problem" in America.

Marihuana use appears to be steadily increasing. The National
Commission reported to the public that as of 1972, 24 million Ameri-
cans hail tried marihuana. with S million of these using it regularly
and all of them using it illegally. It has been projected that by 1976,
as many as 50 million of our citizens will have at lonst tried marihuana.
It seems clear that marihuana has been established as the recreational
drug of choice by many Americans, youth as well as adults, and
that its prohibition has in actuality had little effect upon its avail-
ability and use. While the evidence is certainly not all in---and
problibly never will be---that which is, a lot of which is based on good
research, would indicate that marihuana taken in moderation seems
relatively harmless when compared to many other drugs.

I offer this brief setting of what has happened in the country today
with drugs, from our perspective, to indicate the complexity of the
educational task which confronts us all. To this end, let me turn to
an examination of the state of the art of drug education.

Until the last decade, the primary responsibility for the .prevention
of drug misuse rested with the law's deterrent force and with various
other Interventions into the lives of the users. When it became clear
that these approaches were failing to achieve the desired result of
drug prevention, we turned to information and education as our
Vehicles for stemming drug misuse.

In the late 1960's, well-intentioned local schools, spurred on by
distraught citizens, earmarked millions f 1 II0, r.n..nr; for dmp education
based on the notion that information would deter drug use among
our youth. A barrage of printed materials, packaged curricula, filing,
and other audiovisinds were hastily developed and incorporated into
our educational programs. By 1970, television and radio spots pro-
duced by the National Institute of Mental Health's Clearinghouse
for Drug Abuse Prevention Information filled public service slots,
their primary service, as seen in retrospect, to transmit often exag-
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mize the high correlation bet ween personal drug use and peer drug
use which has been demonstrated among high school and college
students.

Teachers functioning as group leaders rather than as authority
figures proved to be more effective in that they allowed students to
discuss their real concerns, which were often not drugs but feelings
about self and society.

Other promising educational approaches seek to prevent. drug use
or misuse by enhancing the individual's self-concept, improving his
ability to make decisions, allowing him to examine his values, and to
encourage his participation in nondrug alternative pursuits.

It is my belief, based on available data, that sound and balanced
affective drug education can be responsive to individual needs. This
belief does not ignore, however, the importance of teacher competency
and sensitivity as determinants of educational impact. As we critically
view the Office of Education programs we must acknowledge their

ifunction in providing training and leadership needed to assure respon-
sible growth in drug education across the country.

Too often, drug educators and policymakers have created programs
without It clear understanding of what they expected to achieve, or
how to measure the results of what they have done. Perhaps the most
consistent criticism of federally-created programs has been the lack
of results and the failure to construct model programs with proven
effectiveness. Either way, the central question seems to be one of
clearly stating goals and constructing evaluative yardsticks by which
to gauge them.

The Drug Abuse Council has recently published n handbook for
teachers and administrators to use in evaluating their own drug-
prevention programs. This handbook, Accountability in Drug Educa-
tion, is designed to address the public and private sector need for
assistance in their consideration of methods, techniques, and
approaches neceisary for effective local program implementation and
evaluation.

I have with me copies of the booklet, which I will be pleased to
make available to members of the committee who may be interested
in perusing. it.

In all, we believe the handbook to be potentially useful to all of
those involved in drug education research and planning.

Against the backdrop of what is happening in the drug scene today
and what I consider to be sonic of the main issues and problems in
thug education, let me offer some observations about the specific
legislation before you.

I know there has been some controversy as to whether or not drug
education, especially of the categorical nature authorized under the
Drug Abuse Education Act of 1970, should be housed in the Office
of Education or in .)111( other office. From my point of view, especially
weighed against the evidence that drug education cannot be viewed
in a narrow context divorced from other aspects of education, the
Office of Education seems to be the reasonable and logical place for
such a program.

Given the complexities and ambiguities of this field, I hope you
consider very seriously whether the Congress wants to transfer all
authority for (ineation and training to superagencies or offices whose
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jurisdiction has heretofore been limited to medicine and treatment,
or whether it wants to maintain support for on agency which is, be-
cause of its particuhr strengths and experience, more sensitive to the
volution and future of drug education.

I tlIn particularly plsed that all versions of the legislation contain
adequate provisions for evaluation of the programs which are under
eonsnle-etion. Let me odd a single caveat regarding evaluation, The
Congress, _in line with its legitimate interest in program efficacy,
lutist leave room for creative and innovative approaches to emerge
in drug edufmtion; it must allow for failures as well as successes, by
whatever criteria it chooses to judge them. Failures, I might add, are
often the basis for effective future planning and growth,

One of the out:,tanding features of the Office of Education program
to date is that it has forged ahead and continually supported new
local approaches. There have and always will be admitted failures.
I know Dr. Helen Now !is, the program director, personally, and she
is candid enough to admit them. As she has remarked, exploration
and evaluation should be viewed as exercises in problem-solving, and
any problem-solving process is often one of trial and error. The differ-
ences between what is planned and what actually happens are the
vital raw materials for learning what to do next.

Furthermore, there have been program elements which are not
directly amendable to outcome evaluation and some programs which
are too young to evaluate. Again, it is admitted by Dr. \'owlis that
there is no singl, approach which she would stand behind 100 percent,
The field of drug use is much too complex to expect a single solution
to emerge; indeed, we will probably never find a single, permanent
answer to any dilemma of social behavior.

Any program labeled as "educational" should seek to both affect
and inform individuals, and in microcosm, communities of people.
The Office of Education program, unlike extant programs within other
agencies, comprises a laudable duality of foeus which includes both
the school and the community. Toward a more. workable drug educa-
tion response, the Office of Education has brought the school into a
dialogue with parents professionals, young peoplethe community
as a whole. We now know that in confronting social issues we can
not separate the school and its educational responsibilities from the
broader social responsibilities of the community-at-large. The inter-
play between school and community allows for programmatic re-
sponses to develop when and where they are most neededwithin the
school, in the home, on the campus, inn! so on.

This interFlov allows for the combined perspectives, talents and
experiences of all who are affected by drug use within a community
parents, students, businessmen, young people and, most importantly,
educators. Finally, the interplay between school and community, by
virtue of its disciplinary breadth, promises a strength and prudence
of response unmatched by single institutional attempts at preventive
education..

In all, the Office of Education's community thrust brings us closer
to the important goal of community self-determination in ameliorating
local drug dilemmas. For instance, between 1972 and 1973, many
States, colleges, an mmd counities funded by the Office of Education
garnered $3,341,3311 in dollars and other resources to insure their
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continued operation and to decrease their dependence on Federal
funds.

Lastly, it would be acutely irresponsible for us to overlook the wis-
dom of vesting drug education authority within an ongoing educational
agency. Training educators and other community professionals is a
function for whirl. the Office of Education is uniquely qualified. Let
us remember that a lack of expetieueed Federal leadership can have
pernicious effects at the local level if fear about drugs explodes into
hastily-conceived prevention efforts aimed at detection, control, or
prediction.

I am frankly troubled by so-called intervention programs under-
taken by schools and communities without considering less drastic
options. I refer specifically to it secondary school in New York City
seeking to detect and arrest the use of drugs by conducting random
urine testing among its students; innumerable psychological tests
being administered so as to identify drug users or "socially deviant"
young people; unannounced locker searches, and other questionable
infringements on the personal liberties of students. These are examples
which are intended to emphasize the need for continued training and
program support between the Office of Education and concerned local
citizens. Without adequate training, technical assistance and support,
many communities, in the desperate search for expeditious solutions,
begin to take on the function of police, detectives or doctors, while
deviating from their responsibility to educate.

Finally, I have discussed some of the more recent and more meas-
urably successful approaches to drug education. These approaches
tend to view drug use in a broad societal context and to focus on the
affective and cognitive needs of the individual. The incorporation and
recognition of these approaches in S.2848, sponsored by six members of
this committee, is indeed gratifying. The focus in this bill on the
causes of drug and alcohol misuse rather than the symptoms is one
which I hope will be adopted either through the specific incorporation
of the language into the legislation or through a clear statement of
that legislative intent.

That concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman. I gill be glad to
answer any questions.

Senator lImmEs. Thank you very much, Dr. Bryant.
Would vou tell me what role the Drug Abuse Council plays, just

for my information?
Dr. BRYANT. The Drug Abuse Council was established in 1972 by a

consortium of private foundations to serve as an independent source
of information, policy evaluation and research fowling in the field of
drug use and misuse. The Council was created in response to a widely
felt need for concerted action in the private sector of our society.

We have a wide variety of projects underway designed to help the
American public understand and make more informed, balanced, and
effective judgments about the complex and challenging concerns
arising from the nonmedical use of drugs which is so apparent in our
present society. Clearly, one of the major concerns winch we share
with this committee and Iith society-at-large is how to develop
educational approaches that discourage destructive drug use, en-
courage reasonable alternatives and protect individ.ial freedom of
choice. This is not an easy task, as you \yell know, and it is one which
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can only be pursued after careful deliberation about methodologies,
goals, and expected outcomes.

Senator Moues. Do you get involved in any funding of local
projects?

Dr. BRYANT. We don't fund local treatment and rehabilitation
projects as such. We may, and often do, fund the research components
of local treatment and rehabilitation projects. We tend to concentrate
our scope of work in using the limited powers that we have; we expend
somewhere between $2 to $2.5 million a year. In all, we are a relatively
small organization with a limited fiscal base, For these reasons we
cannot take on the burden of treatment, rehabilitation or education
considering the large number of people that the Government is
responsible for in these broad areas.

Similarly, it is very difficult for us, with our limited resources to
undertake a very largo role in support of particular biomedical re-
search, especially since so many millions of dollars already in the
Federal budget go into that activity.

Senator littonEs. If my information is correct, you testified before
this subcommittee 3 or 4 years ago; is that correct?

Dr. BRYA NT. Yes.
Senator lIttatiEs. How much has your own thinking about educa-

tion and prevention in general changed over these last 3 or 4 years?
Dr. BRYANT. I think we have learned a lot in the last 3 or 4 years.

I think we have learned a lot about education, and more particularly,
we have learned that a lot of our traditional methods don't work. This
is a step in the right direction.

I am (pito encouraged when I hear from many people who come to
us describing these new, effective approaches--approaches that put
drugs in perspective, that don't tend to isolate drugs and concentrate
only on drug use behavior to the exclusion of other kinds of behavior.
I am generally optimistic about our fostering more rational approaches
such as these,

Conversely, I don't think I could be, or want to be, entirely
optimistic that we are going to solve our drug abuse dilemmas very
quickly; or that we 'know everything to do. These steps must be made
possible by Congress.

I guess a good answer to your question, then, is that I feel better
than I felt 3 or 4 years ago.

Senator Iluoims. We didn't know where we were going at all
3 or 4 years ago. At least I didn't. As you pointed out, I think, very
well, we were looking at programs, experimenting with programs,
some of which were failures. But like you, I don't agree that it was a
bad expenditure of money, just as I never agreed that because some
demonstration programs tailed in the Office of Economic Opportunity
that the whole program ought to be thrown out the window.

But if we don t know where we are going, I guess we have to experi-
ment, and there will be some failures.

Dr. BRYANT. That is the way we all learn.
Senator HUGHES, You heard the testimony of the administration

officials here this morning, and what their outlook for the future seems
U be.

Would you care to comtnent on that?
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Dr. BRYANT. As I indicated in my opening remarks, Mr. Chairman,
I want to associate myself and the 1ouncil with the philosophy voiced
by yourself and Senator Randolph for the committee, and that voiced
by the administration witnesses. 1 know all of the administration
witnesses who appeared this morning and I am familiar with their
work; they are very hard-working public servants, and I am in accord
with many of the things that they are trying to accomplish. I do have
some reservations, however. For example, inv service in the Office of
Economic Opportunity taught are to be a little wary in deciding what
is going to work as a result of policy planning.

Senator 'LUG ItES. I am pretty wary myself. l have learned to be that
way in the last 5 years. It appears to me that the administration is
programing many programs for extinction. But I can't say that
because obvioush'y they are not SR.\ lag it.

Dr. BRYANT. I think that is very important. After all, who can
speak out against better coordination and cooperation at the State
level? That is one of the clever things about such phrases. No one can
be outspoken against these concepts, but you have to put teeth into
a concept to make it work, it seems to me. 1 am certainly willing to
take on good faith and assurances of the administration witnesses who
appeared before. you today, as well as others, that they intend to pick
up some of the slack which exists in other parts of the budget or in
other programs such as these we are discussing,.

I think it would certainly behoove us, as a private sector watchdog
agency, to watch these activities very closely to be sure that the
programs don't fall through the cracks because there are no accessible
funds.

Senator IIvonns. Well, you put it pretty well in your statement, but
1. just wanted to reaffirm the question. Do you see any need to tnain-
tum divisional and regionally financed offices of the Office of
Education?

Dr. BRYANT. Yes I do, and I think that is very important, for the
reasons that 1 outlined in my statement. This response does not mean,
however, that I am opposed to some of the other concepts discussed
here this morning. To take onerevenue-sharing, for example. I am
supportive of revenue- sharing in this field as it relates to drug abuse
prevention, rehabilitation and treatment, if there is some revenue to
be shared. Under such circumstances I think many local programs
would also endorse the concept.

On these terms I am supportive of what the Undersecretary said
would be done: using what clout he has to push forward in feasible
directions. At the same time I. can't believe it is necessary to dismantle
what I preceive to be a very good programmatic thrust now housed in
the Office of Education.

Senator Maims. I am for revenue-sharing, too; at least I voted for
the first bill, which was a dog of a bill,.just to support the theory.
But we have seen a lot of things happening out there in the country
that scare me, and I am sure a lot, of my colleagues, about what
might happen in the revenue-sharing in the health field and in the
educational field.

Dr. Bin-ANT. Well, one of the State problems I think we have en-
countered was addressed quite eloquently by Dr. DuPont. I am
afraid that some of the priority work left to be done, particularly in
the drug education field, is not very attractive. I am afraid these
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difficult, remaining tasks are not going to end up very high on anyone's
list of priorities because they require hard work, dirty work, not
necessarily rewarding work; they require that you wander around,
often harassed, while unable to mount a publicity campaign saying
"Look what we delivered for the dollars expended."

That is the hard aspect of making progress. Consequently, I am
fearful that those kinds Of vital, necessary approaches to the problems
we have in this country are going to siifTer unless you have built-in
support to encourage people; incentives to motivate people to move
the things up on their hsts of priorities.

As I went through my testimony this morning I remarked that we
still have some serious problems with drugs in this country, yet
again we create the image that it's all over.

Senator Huai! Es. Well, its I understood you, it is still gradually in-
creasing across the board; is that right?

Dr. BRYANT. Yes, and I think there is no denying the fact that what
has been termed the "heroin epidemic" of the 1980's has topped out.
Nevertheless, that does not relieve us of any responsibility at all in
approaching heroin addiction as a social problem in this country,
especially the associated problems of rehabilitation, the problem of
jobs, the reintegration of largo numbers back into the community.
However many there were, and areheroin addicts and people &-
pendent on substances in this countrythey still require that a lot
of work be done.

I devoted a lot of attention in my testimony this morning to the
new phrase "poly-drug abuse," which is really quite terrifying. It
describes frenetic drug mixing, the use of ninny drugs like barbiturate
and sedative hypnotics which are really pharmacologically much more
dangerous to the individual than heroin.

These kinds of drugs being used indiscriminately and randomly
is a very worrisome problem which is reported from all parts of the
country. In good conscience we should not just sweep massive drug
mixing under the rug.

Senator Iluouts. What is your viewpoint on the Javits' bill? When
you answer that, I will turn the questioning over to Senator Javits.

Dr. BRYANT. I think Senator Javits has taken a very good, sensible
approach to the problems under consideration.

Senator JAV1TS. I RD1 pleased to mote the support which the bill
generally has, and also to invite this witness and other witnesses, if
they have any changes which they would like to recommend, that they
please give theta promptly to us with specificity, so they may be
included in the record.

Generally speaking, I gather the bill is finding favor, I think, with
all concerned.

Senator Huou Es. Miss Abrams, do you have anything you would
like to add to the testimony of Dr. Bryant?

Miss ABRANtS. I think Dr. Bryant has stated our position very
well.

Senator iftrons. Thank you very much, and thank you Dr.
Bryant, for your patience.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Bryant follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, / appreciate the

opportunity that your committees invitation affords to come before

you today to discuss the bills pending before you which would extend

the Drug Abuse Education Act of 1970.

For those of you who may not be familiar with the work of the

Drug Abuse Council, it was established in 1972 by a consortium of

private foundations to serve as an independent source of information,

policy evaluation and research funding in the field of drug use and

misuse. The Council was created in response to a widely felt need

for concerted action in the private sector of our society.

The Council has a wide variety of projects underway designed to

help the American public understand and make more informed, balanced

and effective judgments about the complex and challenging concerns

arising from the non-medical use of drugs which is so apparent in our

present society. Clearly, one of the major concerns which we share with

this committee and with scciety-at-large is how to develop educational

approaches that discourage destructive drug use, encourage reasonable

alternatives and protect individual freedom of choice. This is not

an easy task, as you well know, and it Is one which can only be pursued

after careful deliberation about methodologies, goals and expected

outcomes.
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In considering drug education as a means to prevent drug use

many difficulties arise, largely because a social problem of great

complexity has grown dramatically in a rather short time. Conse-

quently, society is still trying to catch up with it in terms of

language and concepts and understanding. We must now unravel the

shorthand terms we have hastily acquired for describing and discussing

the phenomenon known as "the drug problem," We must come to under-

stand the misconceptions we have unwittingly adopted, and in the

process, gain some insight into our reasons for adopting them.

In stating educational objectives we need to be especially

cautious in drawing the analogy between preventive medicine and

prevention of drug misuse, While you may have the freedom to neglect

your health provided you are not a danger to society, no such freedom

is granted in the consumption of certain drugs -- even if you are not

demonstrably harming yourself or others. In short, preventive medicine

rests upon a foundation of accepted data and facts. It is agreed, for

example, that a typhoid epidemic must be net by appropriate public health

responses and that certain kinds of immunizations are universally

desirable. But, no such agreement exists when it comes to usage of

certain drugs or certain education methods intended to arrest drug use.

Educational techniques which influence some are inappropriate for

others; goals which are achievable for some are counterproductive for

others.
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Our pursuit of prevention as a primary goal of drug education

Clearly reflects the value judgments of government and society as a

whole. As the Second Report of the National Commission on Marihuana

and Drug Abuse observed in March of last years

Policymakers tend to accept uncritically the
proposition "that the societal objective is to
eliminate 'nonmedical' drug use without inquiring
whether this goal is desirable or possible." In
fact, the only way society has been able to main-
tain its dedication to this purpose is by the
fiction that alcohol and tobacco are not drugs.
If we admitted that they were, we would have to
rethink our assumptions.

Alcohol is.much more dangerous to health than many other drugs,

yet Society has decided to retain it as a legal, albeit controlled,

drug, while making illegal other drugs perhaps less threatening to

the individual and to society.

There can be no doubt that, while the use of illegal drugs has

risen markedly during the last decade among American youth of high

school age (particularly the use of marijuana), the traditional-legal

drugs, alcohol and tobacco, have not lost their widespread appeal and

have by no means been displaced as the preferred drugs among high

school students. In short, those drugs which are sanctioned by the

society are still the most 'prevalently used by young people.

In approaching the topic of preventive education it is worth

keeping in mind that there are two quite distinct kinds of questions

which must to taken into account -- questions of value and questions

of fact. while research can do much to resolve the questions of fact,
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the value issues by their very nature are not subject to empirical

resolution. Moreover, these value issues directly shape our educational

responses and they have proven to be decisive factors in public policy

about drug education.

The failure to distinguish between fats and values has had

especially deleterious effects upon drug education programs which require

honest information and credibility. As the National Commission properly

noted'

To design a rational strategy for drug information
and education programs, both public agencies and
private institutions have to resolve the basic
dilemma...the present tendency is to treat the
various value judgments as if they were objective
facts about the risk of using drugs. The Commission
recognizes the various pressures town.] this approach,
but believes that it is short-sighted. In time,
confusing fact and opinion will discredit all
information transmitted, and ultimately the
source itself.

By toncentrating on the prevention of illegal drug use while

consciously or unconsciously sanctioning the use of harmful yet legal

drugs, drug educators oversimplify the issues and attempt to collapse

drug use into one isolated behavior category. Studies confirm the often

overlooked perception that drug use is complex and that no single set

of factors explain, predict or control this phenomenon. Accordingly,

Dr. Lloyd Johnston in his study of drug use among 2200 adolescent

males states, "The use of drugs by young people seems to be woven into

their total life style which appears to be taking place in a society

saturated with many forms of drug taking."
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Perhaps the most disturbing fact about drug use and misuse in

America today is the panic and overreaction caused by individuals and

groups speaking on the basis of myths, fears and ill-conceived, if

well-intentioned, "solutions," rather than on careful planning and

analysis. The terms "drug abuse" itself, and likewise "drug abuse

education," are so highly emotionally charged and judgmental as to

render them practically useless in a public dialogue, As the Nationai

Commission reported, the terms "connote societal disapproval and elicit

a sense of uneasiness and disquiet. They are terms that change meaning

depending on time and place. According to one's sooiety, his place on

the continuum of history and his reason for using a particular drug,

such use is regarded as either socially desirable or undesirable."

It is the task of all of us, if we are to perform a valid educational

function, to separate fact from opinion and to inject a balanced and

reasonable tone into the drug dialogue. FrOM this perspective I would

like to offer summarized observations of the drug education scene today,

to examine various approaches to drug information and education, and in

response to your invitation to comment specifically on the legislation

before you today.

Federal expenditures for all aspects of dealing with drug problems

have increased markedly over the past several years, to a total fiscal

1974 estimate of $719 million, as compared to a fiscal 1969 total of

$82 million. Similarly, there have been the creation of new agencies

at all levels of government and the reorganization of functions.
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There seems to be a generally held consensus--at least among

Federal officials--that the "drug war" budgets will level off, and

probably decline over the next few years. Reductions are already

seen in certain areas, most particularly drug education.

Any quick assessment of the use .:.nd misuse of drugs in our society

can be misleading because that scene changes as rapidly as taste in music.

A drug "generation" is short since it depends upon what is the fad at the

moment. Perhaps the most accurate statement is to say that the use of

psychoactive drugs of all types--stimulants, hallucinogens, depressants,

opiates, marijuana and, particularly, alcohol and tobacco--appears to

be steadily increasing, with many pernicious aspects and other aspects

that seem less likely causes for alarm. From nearly every recent survey

of drug use among the youth of the country, there can be seen a continuing

increase in the use of mind- and mood-altering drugs and a developing

trend toward frenetic drug mixing. Alcohol consumption continues to

rise, quite often in conjunction with other drug taking--and alcoholism

remains by all standards of measurement the biggest "drug problem" in

America,

Marijuana use appears to be steadily increasing. The National

Commission reported to the public that, as of 1972, 24 million Americans

had tried marijuana, with 8 million of these using it rc7ularly--all

illegally. It has been projected that by 1976, as many as SO million
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citizens will have at least tried marijuana. It seems clear that

marijuana has been established as rho recreational drug of choice by

many Americans, youth as well as adults, and that its prohibition has

in actuality had little effect upon its availability and use. While

the evidence is not yet all in--and probably never will be--that which

is--a lot of which is based on good research--would indicate that

marijuana taken in moderation seems relatiVely harmless when compared

to many other drugs.

I offer this brief setting of what is happening in the country today

with drugs to indicate the complexity of the educational task which

confronts us. To this end, let me turn to an examination of the state

of the art of drug education.

Until the last decade, the primary responsibility for the prevention

of drug misuse rested with the law's deterrent force and with various

other interventions into the lives of the users. When it became clear

that these approaches were failing to achieve the desired result of drug

prevention, we turned to information and education as our vehicles for

stemming drug misuse.
1

In the late 1960's, well-intentioned local schools, spurred on by

distraught citizens, earmarked millions of dollars for drug education

based on the notion that information would deter drug use among our youth.
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A barrage of printed materials, packaged curricula, films and audiovisuals

were hastily developed and incorporated into our educational programs. By

1970, television and radio spots produced by the National Institute of

Mental Health's Clearinghouse for Drug Abuse Prevention Information filled

public service slots, their primary service, as seen in retrospect, to

transmit often exaggerated and or laden anti-drug messages to an already

frightened public.

These investments of time, money and effort produced a generation

of sophisticated Junior pharmacologists who, to our disillusionment,

continued and often expanded their drug use despite the plethora of

information which was made available. Trial and error has offered

many lessons to drug educators and to those of us concerned with their

achievements. We have become aware that certain drug education "formulas"

have failed as preventive methods. For example, the notion that facts

lone can serve as persuasive prevention tools has now been discredited.

The prime education/prevention focus to date has centered on the

factual aspect of learning, while ignoring the emotional and behavioral

components. Our notion of drug education should be congruent with our

notions about education and learning in general. For both genres of

education we now know that the information approach, offered in isolation,

often disregards essential needs of the individual learner--his feelings

about drug use and experimentation, and the familial, cultural, and

social imprints which constitute his attitude and belief structure.
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Several research studies concerning the informational approach to

drug education have come to important conclus!ons concerning the validity

of this methodology!

--The more information students have about drugs, the
more likely they are to hold attitudes favoring their use.

--The "one-shot," single focus drug education efforts have
been shown to have little or no imptct on attitudes
regarding drug use behavior.

--Information-oriented drug programs are reported to
result in increased drug experimentation and usage as
a result of the creation of more relaxed attitudes
about drug effects.

--Drug users are more knowledgeable about drugs and their
effects than non-users, their knowledge about drugs is
associated with actual drug use.

--Negative motivational mass media efforts have consistently
failed to discourage the use of alcohol, cigarettes and
other drugs.

--Overall, information-based programs have not prevented
drug use behavior and few have altered drug-related
attitudes.

Based on lessons learned, more promising approaches to drug education

are emerging. Information about drugs is now being incorporated into

programs of more depth, stressing the learner's attitudes and behavior

as well as his knowledge about drug use. These approaches, often referred

to as "affective," take into consideration the individual, his need for

honest, usable information, as well as his emotional requirements.

Research studies of affective approaches are encouraging and i would

like to summarize some of the findings for your
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- -Group counseling methods are being utilized in many
schools and communities to stimulate discussions among
parents, youth and professionals around the issues of
drug use. This approach, and some of its variations,
have proven effective in decreasing drug use, reinforcing
non -drug use attitudes and influencing drug use decisions.

--The consumption of alcohol and cigarettes has often been
reduced in counseling sessions of peer groups involving
discussions of drug use and related social issues. Peer
group orientations attempt to maximize the high correlation
between personal drug use and peer drug use which has been
demonstrated among high school and college students.

-- Teachers functiouiuy as 91Aoup leaders rather than as
authority figures proved to be more effective in that
they allowed students to discuss their real concerns,
which were often not drugs but feelings about self and
society.

--Other promising educational approaches eeek to prevent
drug use or misuse by enhancing the individual's self-concept,
improving his ability to make decisions, allowing him to
examine his values, and to encourage his participation in
non-drug alternative pursuits.

It is my belief based on available data that sound and balanced

affective drug education can be responsive to individual needs. This

belief does not ignore, however, the importance of teacher competency

and sensitivity as determinants of educational impact. As we critically

view the Office of Education programs we must acknowledge their function

in providing training and leadership needed to assure responsible growth

in drug education across the country.

Too often, drug educators and policy- makers have created programs

without a clear expectation of what they expected to achieve or how to

measure the results of what they have done. Perhaps the most consistent
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criticism of federally created programs has been the lack of "rasults"

and the failure to construct model programs with proven effectiveness.

Either way, the central question seems to be one of clearly stating

goals and constructing evaluative yardsticks to gauge them.

The Wig Abuse Council has recently published a handbook for teachers

and administrators to use in evaluating their own drug prevention programs.

The handbook, Accountability in Drug Education, is designed to address the

private and public sector need for assistance in their consideration of

methods, techniques and approaches necessary for effective local program

implementation and evaluation. Accountability looks at the need for

realistic goal selection and discusses a wide array of attainable drug

education objectives. It examines other questions such as evaluation

management, basin experimental designs, instruments for use in measuring

drug attitudes, behavior and knowledge, acid the utilization of new knowledge

in planning more effective programs. In all, we beliese the handbook to be

potentially useful to all of those involved in drug education research and

planning, and I would be pleased to offer copies to members of the ocommittee

who may be interested in perusing it.

Against the backdrop of what is happening in the drug scene today

and what I consider to be some of the main issues and problems in drug

education, let me offer some observations about the specific legislation

before you.

INV
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I know that there has been some controversy as to whether or not

drug education, especially of the categorical nature authorized under

the Drug Abuse Education Act of 1970, should be housed in the Office of

Education or in some other office. From my point of view, especially

weighed against the evidence that drug education cannot be viewed in

a narrow context divorced from other aspects of education, tha Office

of Education seems to be the reasonable and logical place for such a

program. Given the complexities and aioblyullies of this field, I hope

you consider very seriously whether the Congress wants to transfer all

authority for education and training to super-agencies or offices whose

jurisdiction has heretofore been limited to medicine and treatment, or

whether it wants to maintain support for an agency which is, because of

its particular strengths and experience, more sensitive to the evolution

and future Of dmg education.

I an particularly pleased that all versions of the legislation

contain adequate provision for evaluation of the programs which are under

consideration. Let rot add a single caveat regarding evaluation. The

Congress, in line with its legitimate interest in program efficacy, must

leave room for creative and innovative approaches to emerge in drug

educations it must allow for failures as well as successes, by whatever

criteria it chooses to judge them. Failures, I might add, are often the

basis for effective fAure planning and growth. One of the outstanding

features of the Office.of Education program to date is that it has forged

ahead and continually supported new local approaches. There have, and
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always will be, admitted failures. t know Dr. Helen Nowlis, the program

director, personally, and she is candid enough to admit them. As she

has remarked, exploration and evaluation should be viewed as exercises

in problem-Solving, and any problem-solving process is one of trial

and error. The differences between what is planned and what actually

happens are the vital raw materials for learning what to do next.

Furthermore, there have been program elements which are not

directly amenable to outcome evaluation and some programs which are

too young to evaluate, Again, it is admitted by Dr. Nowlia that there

is no single approach which she would stand behind 100 percent. The

field of drug use is much too complex to expect a single solution to

emerge -- indeed, we will probably never find a single, permanent

answer to any dilemma of social behavior,

Any program labelled as "educational" should seek to both affect

and inform individuals and in macrocosm, communities of people. The

Office of Education program, unlike extant programs within other agencies,

comprises a laudable duality of focus which includes both the school and

the community) Toward a more workable drug education response, the

Office of Education has brought the school into a dialogue with parents,

professionals, young people--the community as a whole, We now know that

in confronting social issues we cannot separate the school and its

educational responsibilities from the broader social responsibilities
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of the community-at-large. The interplay between school and community

allows for programmatic responses to develop when and where they are

most needed--within the school, in the home, on the campus, and so on.

This interplay allows for the combined perspectives, talents and

experiences of all who are affected by drug use within a community--parents,

students, businessmen, young people, and most importantly, educators.

Finally, the interplay between school and community, by virtue of its

disciplinary breadth, promises a strength and prudence of response

unmatched by single institutional attempts at preventive education.

In all, the Office of Education's community thrust brings us closer to

the important goal of community self-determination in ameliorating

local drug dilemmas. For instance, between 1972 and 1973 many states,

collegel and communities funded by the Office of Education garnered

$3,341,336 in dollars and other resources to insure their continued

operation and to decrease their dependence on Federal funds.

Lastly, it would be acutely irresponsible for us to overlook the

wisdom of vesting drug education authority within an on-going educational

agency. Training educators and other community professionals is a

function for which the Office of Education is uniquely qualified. Let

us remember that a lack of experienced federal leadership can have

pernicious effects at the local level if fear About drugs explodes into

hastily-conceived prevention efforts aimed at detection. control o. eLediction.
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I am frankly troubled by so-called intervention programs undertaken

by schools and communities without considering less drastic options.

I refer specifically to a secondary school in New York City seeking

to detect and arrest the use of drugs by conducting random urine

testing among its students innumerable psychological tests being

administered so as to identify drug users or "socially deviant" young

people; unannounced locker searches and other questionable infringements

on the personal liberties of students. These are examples which are

intended to emphasize the need for continued training and program

support between the Office of Education and concerned local citizens.

Withou'.: adequate' training, technical assistance and support many

ccrImmities, in the desperate search for expeditious solutions, begin

to take on the function of police, detectives or doctors, While

deviating from their responsibility to educate.

Finally, I have discussed some of the more recent andimore measurably

successful approaches to drug education. These approaches:tend to view

drug use in a broad societal context and to focus on the affective and

cognitive needs of the individual. The incorporation and recognition

of these approaches in S. 2848, sponsored by six members of this committee,

is indeed gratifying. The focus in this bill on the

alcohol misuse rather than

adopted either through the

the legislation or through

causes of drug and

the symptoms is one which I hope will be

specific incorporation of the language in

a clear statement of that legislative intent.
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Senator fluoutts, The Chair calls Miss Janice. Schneider, of the
Colorado drug education project, Colorado State Department of
Education,

STATEMENT OF MISS JANICE R. SCHNEIDER, CONSULTANT IN
ALCOHOL-DRUG EDUCATION, COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF EMT.
CATION

Miss SCHNEIDER. This statement is in support of proposed legis-
lation to extend the Drug Abuse Education Act of 1970 for an addi-
tional 3 years. As requested, 1 will present information about the
drug education program of the Colorado Department of Education
and my views on assistance front the U.S. Office of Education in the
past as well as possible future of drug education.

First, I believe it is important to provide some background for
Colorado's Department. of Education drug education project, espe-
cially as it has existed over the at years.

Colorado's program efforts were enhanced with the designation of
Federal funds as of July 1, 1970, to the Department of Education
under the Education Professions Development Act, part D, for the
preparation of teachers to teach about drug abuse. After a State-level
team completed their training at one of the national training centers
in 1970, training was provided approximately 360 persons from all
areas of Colorado, including students, teachers, and other school
personnel, representatives of community agencies such as public
health, welfare., law enforcement and the clergy.

These school-community teams implemented a variety of drug
education progru11n at their local levels actualizing the concept of
the multiplier effect in training. The teams received technical assist-
ance and follow-up from the State training tennis. The members of
the State team were part of the staff of the Colorado Department of
Education and the Department of 1 lealth.

A follow-up evaluation with the school-community teams showed
that they had implemented a minimum of 85 specific action programs
hi their identified community within 5 months after training. In some
instances the community could have been a group of rural towns, the
geographic areas of school districts, Or in some instances, the county.

he expenditure of the $40,000 Federal grant for training during
1970-71 was supported by special State appropriations for a 1-year
period, beginning July 1, 1970. This included moneys to be distributed
to the public school districts for comprehensive health education
programs emphasizing jrobiems of alcohol and drug abuse. It should
be noted that many of the school districts relied on their State ap-
propriation in order to involve school personnel in the training work-
shops. However, the teams usually had to rely on local soorres and
their own initiative to ;acquire funds for the programs.

In July of 1971, the Drug Abuse Education Act of 1970 provided
the continued support to t1 Colorado Department of Education for
the drug education project. The amount of the grant each of the past
3 years has been for $23,850, and has enabled the Colorado Depart-
ment of Education to--

(1) Provide for a full-time consultant in alcohol-drug educa-
tion. This staff member 1i provided resource assistance to the
degree possible to the State's public school districts as well as
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to institutions of higher education and other agencies and groups;
and

(2) Continue emphasis on programs ,of alcohol-drug educa-
tion. With a decrease in Federal and State funding for drug
education, nionevs under Public Law 91-527 have enabled the
Deiirtinent of blueation to focus On continued education and
training for school and community personnel, and on providing
some resource assistance to schools in program and curriculum
development planning and implementation.

(The Department of Education provided direction for emphasis
On drug education programs that stress attitudinal and affective
areas of education rather than only the dissemination of factual
data on drugs.)

(3) Continue involvement in the State's inter-departmental
approach to alcohol and drug programs. In line with the philos-
ophy that problems of alcohol and drug abuse do not belong to
one agency alone, such as the schools, the Department of Educa-
tion has found it essential that the staff person be actively in-
volved with other State agencies, especially the Colorado De-
partment of Health, the single State agency in Colorado for
coordinating programs regarding alcohol anti drugs. The drug
education consultant is a representative of the department of
education on the State alcohol and drug abuse advisory council
and its subcommittees. The advisory council, according to State
statutes, reviews requests for money for alcohol and drug pro-
grams, makes recommendations regarding program priorities for
funding, and reviews the State plan for alcohol and drug programs.

The drug education consultant also works with the interdepart-
mental task force on alcohol and drugs, assists in the planning and
implementation of sonic of the educational programs of the Colorado
Department of Health and other State and local agencies.

Assistance from the U.S. Office of Education has involved, basically,
the distribution of project funds, collection of evaluative data, and
the providing for liaison between the State and Federal programs.

The assistance received from the -U.S. Office of Education Office of
Drug Education, health and nutrition program, has been limited by
the small staff and their overwhelming responsibilities with the
national drug education program.

Assistance from their office usually, then, must be conducted by
mail or telephone. The Information Support system developed by
USOE and the E. F. Shelley Co., facilitates the process of piuviding
data on a qonrierly basis regarding the drug education programs in
the States. However, this does not provide for extensive monitoring
and evaluation as can be accomplished by regular on-site visits.

i think that the USOE staff are to be commended for their leader-
ship and the philosophical direction of the national drug education
effort, The Colorado Department of Education drug education project
is in agreement with the need for a variety of program approaches for
dealing with problems of alcohol-drug abuse, the necessity of all age
groups and agencies cooperating in such efforts, and even more
basically, that drug education is not solely the providing of cognitive
or faetual information, but deals with an individual's level of decision-
making, self-concepts, values, and other confounding numbers of
variables.
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It has been interesting to note the change in philosophy of the
Special Action Of live for Drug Abuse Prevention from their initial
establishment to the present. It is my perception that drug education
was among their lowest priorities in the Federal strategy; tints a
conflict of expectations of the Federal agencies then involved with
drug education. However, in the fall of 197:3, the materials distributed
by the Special Action Office as a part of Drug Abuse Prevention Week
were expressing the same attitudes as USOE had been voicing for
several yearscooperative efforts among agencies, involvement of
youth, the need for dealing with the underlying problems, and so on.

In short, the level of assistance that USOE has provided has been
of value to the Colorado project. Ideally., wo would have had more
assistance except for the realistic limitations that I have mentioned
earlier,

Considering that the focus in drug education can include many
modern living issues faced by young people today, that wo are basically
concerned with responsible decisionmaking, and opportunities to
learn how to live as well as learning to make a living, I suggest the
following areas of need that could be approached through continued
drug education:

(1) We need to train those who are to become teachers and
retrain those who are already teaches in an effort to humanize
education in order that children and youth can learn to make
responsible decisions, that they can develop and enhance positive
self-images.

(2) We need to expand efforts at helping children, youth, and
adults to continually identify meaningful alternatives to all forms
of self-defeating behaviors including alcohol-drug abuse;

(3) We need to expand programs regarding mental health as
well as physical health, by training or retraining teachers, even
parents, to promote positive mental and physical health; and

(4) We need to support a variety of school and community
based projects in order that resources and services are readily
available to meet the varying needs of people. This can range
from the use of media in providing education to all segments of
the citizenry, to providing alternative educational approaches in
schools, to the walk-in centers within the community.

Continued and increased funding for drug education would enable
us to expand our current education and training efforts, to capitalize
on the changes already effected. Solid funding support in this effort
would certainly substantiate what we have learned and what we
believe in as drug education.

Senator ItuauEs. Thank you very much, Miss Schneider, for you r
testimony. It is an excellent statement.

flow long have you been a consultant in drug education?
Miss Scitsmorm. I have been with the State department of educa-

tion since the Federal project began in 1970.
Senator IluanEs. 1970? Can you tell its whether your program

readies all the schools in Colorado?
Miss SCNEIDER. I would have to answer that it doesn't, and part

of this is due to the was in which the State education agency serves
the school system of the State; we work with time schools more in a
resource capacity, and therefore, toy services or work with the dis-
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trios is at their request or their agreement, for example, to participate
in activities.

Senator HyouEs. And are there school districts that have not
requested your services?

Miss SCHNEIDER, Yes.
Senator IlouEs. Is this a matter of trainingis there a demand

for additional training funds, or have you been able to furnish enough
funds to keep up with the demand?

Miss ScusEma. No; we have not been able to furnish the training
partially because of the lack of supporting funds for this service,
and the time it has taken, especially in the rural committees, in talking
with people and learning, within their tinieframes, to get them in-
volved in new kinds of educational programs.

Senator HuoitEs. Do you have a drug problem in rural Colorado?
Miss Scum:tot:it. We certainly do; not just alcohol.
Senator litfouEs. Even in small communities?
Miss Scusimmt. Yes.
Senator IfuonEs. What sort of evaluation has been done or may now

even be going on to support this?
Miss SCHNEIDER. On the program?
Senator IftrottEs. Yes; on your educational program. Do you evalu-

ate the programs?
Miss Scummt. All right; I guess we have different levels of

evaluation. The Department of Education has an internal and on-
going evaluation of the different projects. This usually provides data
on the number of people reached, types of services provided.

Another level would be the feedback from the recipients of the
service, the immediate feedback of the training program, for example.
Another form of evaluation is that which is provided to USOE.

We are in the process of distributing and hope to have back by
March 1 a survey with a request for information from each of the 181
school districts. This survey will give us current information about the
kinds of programs that tIte schools have going, and give us some
direction as to what they would like in the future.

Senator Maims. Do you maintain through your offices a, coopera-
tive relationship with the State drug abuse and alcoholism offices?

Miss ScitsmoEtt. Yes; of necessity. The State Department of Health
is our single State coordinating agency.

Senator limns. They are the coordinating agency for alcohol and
drugs?

Miss SCHNEIDER. Yes, and for the last 3% years that I have been
involved with the project, we have had excellent cooperation; wo
do much work together; incidentally, they have been responsible for
funding many of the programs that I have conducted.

Senator lieottEs. Is the problem lessening any in Colorado, in
your opinion? lies it leveled off or slowly increased, or what?

Miss SctixEirmt. Even with statewide sampling on levels of drug
abuse, it has been hard to tell whether it has increased or decreased.
It is moving, it seems; as people become more aware of the kinds of
problems, and become aware of how to define the problems, it would
look as if it has increased, especially with alcohol.

Senator lIminEs. The alcohol pi oblem is increasing among teenagers
and even younger children, I suppose.
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Denver used to he known as the "Crystal City." Does it still have
that glorious title now?

It was an entry point for amphetamines during ont earlier investi-
gations. There was a wide distribution system. That would affect
your local schools, wouldn't it?

ui. I think as Dr. Bryant mentioned earlier, one of
the major problems we recognize now is the poly-drug situation.

Senator Iltroit Es, Do von have a special emphasis on alcohol
education? Is it separated from the others, or are they all tied together?

Miss SCHNEIDER. IVe are trying to keep the two of them together.
One of the things we recognized in our training program in the State
3% years ago was our lack of emphasis on alcohol, with the emphasis
on other drugs, and since that time we have used the phrase "alcohol-
drugs" in order to emphasize to people that we are lumping them
together.

Senator HUGHES. If I understand you thoroughly, you want to see
these programs of the Office of Education continued; is that correct?

Miss SCHNEIDER. Yes, sir.
Senator IIttoirEs. Expanded, if they can be?
Miss SCHNEIDER. Yes.
Senator liuonEs. More money available?
Miss SCHNEIDER. Yes.
Senator Ryon Es. And more training available so you can reach

further into your State.
Miss SCHNEIDER, Yes, I think that it is essential to have a Federal

agency provide leadership as well as some sort of capability, which
gives us credibility for that program in the State. I think there is a
need to provide a source of current, up-to-date information. As you
know, the whole drug picture changes; people in leadership positions
should have correct information as well as the scene shifts and changes.

Senator HUGHES. Senator Javits?
Senator JAVITS. Yes. Miss Schneider, I would like to compliment

you on your work and on your statement, and tell you that Senator
Dominick wanted very much to be here, and you should know that.
You're from his State, and ho is very proud of what you have done,
but he has to testify before the Interior Committee. Ho asked me
to make this statement so that you would understand why ho could
not be here.

Also, Miss S c h ne id e r
Senator HUGHES. If you would yield Senator, I would like to inter-

lect , as chairman of the subcommitt PP., that, Senator Dominick, has, as
has Senator Javits, been a most active member of this subcommittee
over the years of its existence. They have been very strong proponents.

Senator AVM. Also, Miss Schneider, Senator Dominick is a co-
sponsor, as is our chairman, of thy bill, which the administration st.!p-
ports, S. 2848.

I would greatly appreciate it if you would look that bill over, and
by letter give us a critique of the bill; one, if you like it, two, if there
are changes you might suggest, and I ask unanimous consent that that
miglit be incorporated

Senator HUGHES. Without objection, so ordered.
[The information referred to and subsequently supplied follows:)
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cde
COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
State 011,ce Bwid,ng 201E Colfax
Denver. Colorado 80203
telephone 1.30318924212

Ca 1v,n M Fraz er, Commmoner

COMENTS REGARDING S. 2848
From

Miss Janice R. Schneider
Consultant in Alcohol/Drug Education
Colorado Department of Education

The proposed bill (5.2848) to extend and improve the Drug Abuse Education Act of
1970 would provide for positive direction for future educational efforts in
dealing with problems reyalding alcohol and drug abuse.

by amending the bill to be cited as the "Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Act"
Congress is emphasizing their concern for the great problems we continue to
confront regarding the abuse of alcohol as well as those problems regarding other
drugs. The combined terminology supports Colorado's education efforts in that we
have attempted to approach alcohol/drug education as part of a total program, not
as two separate curriculum entities.

The proposed bill appears to be favorable in its support of prevention and early
intervention programs. However, it may be appropriate to clarify the phrase
"primary prevention" -- does this include those educational endeavors with stu-
dents and adults who are not identified as users or abusers in an attempt to
prevent problems with alcohol and other drugs? Can "primary prevention" deal
with educational efforts regarding other forms of self-defeating behaviors
including alcohol/drug abuse?

I would like to also commend you for your efforts to provide continuing support
for alcohol/drug education programs that emphasize an affective approach to
working with students and the stress on training and education for adults,
including parents and teachers.

) 71-
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Senator lItToncs. Thank cii, Senator Javits, Nliss Schneider, did
you Fo through a special training program Yourself?

Miss SCHNEIDER. In 1970, the U.S. Office of Education had four
training centers. These were different than the training centers that
Dr. Bryant was speaking about before. I did attend one at that
particular time.

Senator Huour.s. Where was (hat held?
Miss SCHNEIDER. San Francisco State College.
Senator 1IuouEs. What was the duration?
Miss SCHNEIDER, Four weeks.
Senator II-calms. Was it a good program, in your opinion?
Miss SCHNEIDER. I think it was; I think we had the opportunity to

be exposed to as much as was available to people then, knowledge wise,
programwise, and in a way that was humanly difficult to do within
that time period.

Senator IluonEs. The problem was massive at that time. I suppose
massive in your own State as well as it was in mine, With only 4
weeks training, you came back to set up a State program of training
teams? Is that the way it happened?

Miss SCHNEIDER. Right. And at that time, during that first year,
we did the training within the State, using State resources as well as
drawing on people outside. the State to help in the training program.
And I would like to add that I think in the past 2 years, we have
recognized the fact that it was probably a more effective approach
for us in Colorado than it has been in sending teams to Texas for
training at regional centers.

Senator HUGHES. Do you feel you can competently run a training
program of your own now in Colorado?

Miss SCHNEIDER. I think that we made a good start 3 years ago,
and I think that we could, given the support.

Senator HUGHES. Resources and support.
Miss SCHNEIDER. Yes.
Senator 'Norms. Tice problem is the coordination and dissemina-

tion of new information on developments in order for you to keep in
contact.

Miss SCHNEIDER. Yes, that is a problem.
Senator HUGHES. Tell me, do you appear on teachers' programs

to conduct seminars and so on?
Miss SCHNEIDER. fly role is usually in the planning and design

phase, and facilitating or helping things to happen for a school district
or for a school. I don't have the time to really conduct a lot of these
things myself, but help other people to do them.

Senator HUGHES. I want to thank you for coming and testifying,
Miss Schneider and to say what a value it is to us to have a State
coordinator come and tell us what is happening. As you can tell from
the administration's witnesses, wo have some conflicts of philosophy
in directions for the future.

You heard their statements, from which it appears to me that they
are phasing out. They say not, but that they are going to gradually
diminish their input and leave it up to the States to take over and
effectively run the drug programs.
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I ton of the philosophy that we have not reached a point whore the
States have the ability to do that, and we need more funds and expan-
sion of programs of the Federal Government and updating and
training at local levels in order to be able to do that in tho future.

But I think that your contribution will be helpful to us, and we
appreciate it. Thank you very much.

Do you have anything else, Senator davits?
Senator JAvrrs, No, Mr. Chairman.
(The prepared statement of Miss Schneider follows:)
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Statement of Janice R. Schneider
Consultant in Alcohol/Drug Education

Colorado Department of Education

This statement is in support of proposed legislation to extend the Drug

Abuse Education Act of 1470 (P.L. 91-527) for an additional three years. As

requested, I will present information about the drug education program of the

Colorado Department of EducatiOn and my views on assistance from the U.S. Office

of Education in the past as well as possible future of drug education.

COLOAADO DRUG EDUCATION PROJECT.

First, I believe it is important to provide some background for

Colorado's Department of Education Drug Education Project, especially as it

has existed over the last thrso and a half years. Colorado's program efforts

were enhanced with the designation of federal funds as of July 1, 1970, to

the Department of Education under the Education Professions Development Act

(EPDA), Part 0, for the preparation of teachers to teach about drug abuse.

After a state-level team completed their training at one of the national

training centers in 1970, training was provided approximately three hundred

sixty persons from all areas of Colorado including students, teachers and

other school personnel, representatives of "community" agencies such as public

health, welfare, law enforcement, and the clergy.

These "school/community teams" implemental a variety of drug education

programa at their local levels actualizing the concept of the "multiplier

effect in training." The teams received technical assistance and follow-up

from the state training team. The wembers of the state team were part of the

staff of the Colorado Department of Education and Department of Health.

A follow-up evaluation with the school/community teams showed that they

had implemented a minimum of eighty-five specific action programs in their

identified community within five months after training. (In some instances
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the "community" could bad been a group of rural towns, the geogrophlc areas of school

districts, or In some instonces, the county.)

The expenditure of the $40,000 federal grant for training during 1970-1971

was supported by special state appropriotions for a one-year period, beginning July I, 1970.

This Included monies to be distributed to the public school districts for "comprehensive

health education programs emphasizing problems of olcohol and drug abuse." It should

be noted that many of the school districts relied on their state appropriation In order

to involve school personnel in the training workshops. However, the teams usually had

to rely on local sources ond their own initiative to acquire funds for their programs.

In July of 1971, the Drug Abuse Education Act of 1970 provided the continued

support to the Colorodo Deportment of Education for the Drug Education Protect. The

amount of the grant each of the past three years has been for $23,850 ond has

enabled the Colorado Department of Education to

I) Provide for a full-time consultant irs alcohol/drug education. This staff

member has provided resource assistance to the degree possible to the State's

public school districts as well as to institutions of higher education and other

agencies and groups;

2) Cnntinuo emphosis on programs of olcohol/drug education. With o decrease

in Federal and State funding for drug educotion, monies under P.L. 91 -527

have enabled the Department of Education to focus on continued education and

training for school vnd community personnel, and on providing some resource

ossistance to schools in program and curriculum planning and implementation.

The Department of Education provided direction for emphasis on drug education

programs that stress attitudinal and offective areas of education rather

than the disseminotion of
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factual data on drugs.

Continue involvement In the State's Inter-Departmental Approach to

Alcohol and Drug Programs. In line with the philosophy that problems

of alcohol and drug abuse do not belong to au agency, such as the schools,

the Department of Education has found it essential that the staff person

be actively involved with other state agencies, especially the Colorado

Department of Health, the single state agency in Colorado for coordinating

programs regarding alcohol and drugs. The drug education consultant is a

representative of the Department of Education on the State Alcohol and Drug

Abuse Advisory Council and its subcommittees. The Advisory Council,

according to state statute, reviews requests for monies for alcohol and

drug programs, makes recommendations regarding program priorities for

funding, and reviews the State Plan for Alcohol and Drug Programs.

The drug education consultant also works with the Interdepartmental

Teak Force on Alcohol and Drugs, assists in the planning and implementation

of soma of the educational programs of the Colorado Department of Health

and other state and local agencies.

ASSISTANCE FROM U. S. OFFICE OF EDUCATION

Assistance from the U. S. Office of Education has involved, basically,

the distribution of project funds, collection of evaluative data and the

providing for liaison between the State and Federal program.

The assistance received from the U. S. Office of Education, Office of

Drug Education/Health end Nutrition Programs, has been limited by the small

staff and their overwhelming responsibilities with the national drug educa-

tion program.

Assistance from their office usually, then, must be conducted by mail

or telephone. The information Support system developed by U.S.O.E. and
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the E.F. Shelley Company facilitates the process of providing data on a

quarterly basis regarding the drug education programs in the States. How-

ever, this does not provide for extensive monitoring and evaluation as CAA

be accomplished by regular onsite visits.

I think that the V.S.0.2. staff are to be commended for their leadership

and the philosophical direction of the national drug education effort. The

Colorado Department of Education Drug Education Project is in agreement with

the need for a variety of program approaches for dealing with problems of

alcohol/drug abuse, the necessity of all age groups and agencies cooperating

in such efforts* and even more basically, that drug education is not solely

the providing of cognitive or factual information but deals with an

individual's level of decision-making, self- concepts, values, and other

confounding numbers of variables.

It has been interesting to note the change in philosophy of the Special

Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention from their initial establishment to

the present. It is my perception that drug education was among their lowest

priorities in the federal strategy) thus a conflict of expectations of the

federal agencies then involved with drug education. However, in the fall of

1973 the materials distributed by the special Action Office as a part of

Drug Abuse Prevention Week were expressing the same attitudes as V.S.O.E. had

been voicing for several years ... cooperative efforts among :gencies,

involvement of youths the need for dealing with the "underlying problems,"

and so on.

In short, the level of assistance that U.S.0.E. has provided has been of

value to the Colorado Project. Ideally. we Would have had more assistance
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except for the realistic limitations I've mentioned earlier.

Considering that the focus in drug education can include many modern

living issues faced by young people today, that we are basically concerned with

responsible decision-making and opportunities to learn how to live as well as

learning to make a living, I suggest the following areas of need that could be

approached through continued drug education;

1) We need to train those who are to become teachers and retrain those

who are already teachers In an effort to humalize education in order that

children and youth can learn to make responsible decisions, that they can

develop and enhance positive self-images;

2) We need to expand efforts in helping children, youth, and adults to

continually identify meaningful alternatives to all forms of self - defeating

behaviors including alcohol/drug abuse;

3) We need to expand programs regarding mental health as well as physical

health, by training or retraining teachers, even parents, to promote

positive mental and physical health;

'0) We need to support a variety of school and community based projects in

order that resources and services are readily available to meet the varying

needs of people. This can range from the use of media in providing education

to all segments of the citizenry, to providing alternative educational

approaches in schools, to the walk-in centers within the community.

Continued and increased funding for drug education would enable us to expand

our current education and training efforts, to capitalize on the changes already

effected. Solid funding support in this effort would certainly substantiate what

we have learned and what we believe in as drug educatios.
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Senator Mons. 'Ishore being no further business before us, this
morning, the hearing is recessed until tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock,

[Whereupon, at 12:43 p.m., the hearing was recessed to 10 a.m.
February 8, 19741
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U,S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ALCOHOLISM AND NARCOTICS

OF THE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND Ptint.te WELPARE,
'ashington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:40 in room
4232, Dirksen Office Building, Mary Ellen Miller, subcommittee
counsel, presiding pro tempore.

Present: Senator Randolph.
Staff present: Miss Mary Ellen Miller, subcommittee counsel;

Robert H. Humphreys, special counsel, full committee, and Jay B.
Cutler, minority counsel.

Miss Mit,LEtt. Senator Hughes, chairman of the subcommittee,
has asked me to apolOgize to the witnesses and guests for his unavoid-
able absence this morning. Because of the snowstorm in Washington
today the Senator was unable to reach the Senate. After spending
more than 2 hours, he had only traveled 2 or 3 miles from his home
in McLean, Va., and had to turn back.

Senator Hughes has therefore asked us to open this hearing in his
absence in order to avoid unnecessary inconvenience to the witnesses,
especially those who have traveled here from out of town and who
cannot stay over until next week.

We have tried to reach other members of the subcommittee to chair
the hearing but most of them are having the same difficulty as Senator
Hughes,

For the sake of those of you in our audience, I am Mary Ellen
Miller. I am counsel for the subcommittee. This is Mr. Cutler, who is
the minority counsel.

Our witnesses today are all people who have firsthand knowledge
and experience in various aspects of drug abuse education and with
the program administered by the Office of Education. They represent
,he different levels of involvement, national and local, and they have
a wide variety of professional experience.

I am sure that each one. will give us valuable insights.
We are pleased to welcome them to the subcommittee on behalf

of the members.
We now receive for the record a statement of Senator Milton

Young from the State of North Dakota.

STATEMENT OF R . YouNO, A U.S, SENATOR FROM THE STATE
OF NORTH DAKOTA

Senator YOUNG, Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee,
I appreciate this opportunity to express my deep personal concern
for time community-based drug education programs that have been
supported by the funds authorized for drug abuse education. In doing

(165)
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so I would not want these remarks to indicate atly opposition to the
equally bnportant school-based programs, but rather to reflect my
own view that both of these authorities should continue.

I know you are well aware of the great outpouring of interest from
our States, communities, and schools, to attack drug abuse. One
indicator I would cite was the more than 000 applications the Office of
Education received when the drug abuse educatioa program was
implement ed.

Mr. Chairman, I personally am quite familiar with the very success-
ful program of the Awareness House is Bismarck, N. Dak. Awareness
House has provided our youth with technical advice and counseling
on drugs to the extent that the people of North Dakota will tell you,
without exception, that this is the most effective way of dealing with
drug abuse. The people of Bismarck have annually provided the
greater share of the support of Awareness House, and that is solid
testimony of the strong local support this program enjoys. However,
the money from the Office of Education is necessary and has been the
critical difference in maintaining what has been termed ''a successful
model" in our Appropriations Committee hearings by top Office of
Education officials.

I strongly believe that it would be a tragedy to lose the highly
worthwhile. community-based programs, such as that in Bismarck,
and strongly urge this committee to insure their continuance in your
bill.

Miss MILLER. I would like to call the first witness, Mr. Arthur
Jaffe, who is director of the SPARK program, Board of Education,
city of New York. SPARK is an acronym for School Prevention of
Addiction through Rehabilitation and Knowledge,

Mr. Jaffe is accompanied by a student who participates in the
SPARK program, Mr. Eric Richards.

Mr. Jaffe, we would like you to proceed in your own way

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR JAFFE, DIRECTOR, SPARK PROGRAM,
BOARD OF EDUCATION, CITY OF NEW YORK, ACCOMPANIED BY
ERIC RICHARDS, STUDENT, JULIA RICHMOND HIGH SCHOOL,
NEW YORK, N.Y.

Mr. JAFFE. Thank you. I would like to summarize the bulk of my
testimony, and be able to respond to questions that you might have.

Eric is a student at Julia Richmond, and he will be able to speak
in terms of at least one student's perception of a program within one
high school.

I am delighted to be here despite the conditions outside which were,
I must admit, very exciting. A few inches of snow does quite a job
on this city, apparently. It is scary.

I think my being hero is important, not necessarily for what I am
about to say, but basically because I think it indicates a concern and
an interest on the part of the Federal Government with respect to
school based drug prevention education programs.

I welcome this kind of concern. It has been, I think, woefully lack-
ing to date. Up until the present time the SPARK program, which
is based in the city of New York, and the 96 high schools of the city
of New York, has been funded solely by the Drug Abuse Control
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Commission of the State of Now York, through the Addiction Serv-
ices Agency of the city of New York,

It is a $4 million program, and to my knowledgeand I may not
be totally expert in thisbut to iny4nowledge not $1 is Federal
money.

I think it is of great concern, and of really great hopes to school
base programs throughout the country, and certainly in the Now
York City area, that Federal money be forthcoming to help with
these programs.

The SPARK program operates, as I said, within the 00 high schools
of the city of New York, with a total population within those 96
schools of 300,000 youngsters,

We have maybe an overall philosophy. We Operate on a number
of assumptions, one of them being that there is a distinct difference
between a youth culture and an adult culture operating within one
environment, namely a school.

We see these two cultures at their extremes, being very often in a
point of conflict. The conflict is around lifestyle and values.

One of the assumptions that we make is that it is the function of
a school base drug prevention program to bridge the gap and to
facilitate communications between the two potential adversaries, so
that if this is successful, there will develop the kind of an academic
quid pro quo, in which kids will see schools as something other than
potentially stullifying institutions where they do a 0-hour bit a day,
and on the other hand schools will see kids as people whom they can
relate to on a feeling level.

Implicit in both is a kind of responsible decision making and
mature behavior in order to facilitate a process of communications.

Vith respect to the programatic philosophy, we simply do not
because we have had no evidence to date, in the thesis that the

dissemination of information alone will change behavior, and we feel
that a school base education and prevention program is in the be-
havior changing business

We do not focus on drugs, per se, in a drug prevention program
Our program does not at any rate.

We firmly believe that there is an adolescent backlash taking
place, and there is nothing more self-defeating than sonic adults going
into a sermonizing and moralizing rap, vis-a-vis drugs.

As an NFL fan, if I see another football player di) his number for
30 seconds about the horrors of drugs with a 5th year reading level I
may join the adolescent backlash.

One of the things certainly would he to eliminate that kind of
expenditure for nonproductive kind. of endeavors.

We believe' that people in the program are the key to the program.
Our stall, the people that are involved with kids, and you will hear
from Eric in a little whilehe will not talk about me, and he will not
talk about program designs, but he will talk about Ron, about George,
about Syd, and about Charley, and so on. These are the people that
make it program.

Without people who can relate to other people, without warm
caring .concerned human beings, you do not have much of a chance in
launching a successful school base education prevention program.
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One of the Important tasks facing any group that is about to put
together a program within a school is staff selection, and I would
urge there that the total focus not be on paper resumes, but a good
part of the focus emerge through sonic kind of a group interview in
which the goal is to assess the quality of the human being that is
applying for the job.

When people come into the program, and we have a staff of approxi-
mately 175 people, and of the 176, approximately 70 are nonboard of
education pedagoguessometimes I will lapse into New York City
Board of Education jargon, and that is one piece of it.

We call our nonboard of education personnel, instructors of addle.
tion. They are community people, and some 30 to 35 of them are ex-
addicts, and they come with a different perception of the problem,
and their marriage, where we married them up with our professional
staff has been to date, we think,productive.

We get them involved in a serious training program which focuses
heavily on development of group process, focuses heavily on utiliza-
tion of training such as reality therapy, peer group pressure, et
cetera.

We believe that maybe the single most effective way of changing a
young person's behavior would be through peer group interaction
with a mature adult facilitator playing an activist interventionist
role in terms of moving that group.

We do not as a program subscribe to pure peer group without
skilled facilitator intervention. There is nothing inherently virtuous in
a peet group. I Would think that theoretically the model peer group
that comes to my mind is the Manson gang. lIad there been a facili-
tator involved with the Manson gang, they might at this point be
working in some worthwhile project in California.

We do not subscribe to one-shot raps. We do not subscribe to large
assembly programs. We do subscribe to young people i;eeting together
on a regular developmental basis.

There is a process that hopefully the groups follow, starting with the
development of mutual support, cohesiveness and trust. Sonic of the
groups have taken to calling themselves the family, or the brother-
hood, et, cetera, expressing the concept behind this feeling of mutual
support and trust.

There are specific ways of obtaining this, and this is part of our
training program obviously.

When the group has done this, they then move to dealing with their
feelings, their feelings about themselves, and their feelings toward
each other.

Basically as an institution; schools have very rarely focused on
feelings. They have focused primarily on cognitive skills.

We believe it is extremely important for an integrated person to
know how he feels, what he feels, and to be able to relate this to
other people, but to say feelings alone is only, we think, doing half
the job.

The movement should be from feeling, upstairs, to a more visceral
approach. That would involve problem solving and decisionmaking.

Within that context, young people are not too dissimilar from city
to city, State to State. There aro problems inherent in the nature of
adolescence, young people have areas of problems, the home, their
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relationship with their parents, and the school, I would suggest, is an
area that gives young people problems.

Their feelings about themselves, their interactions with each'ach Other,
the whole sexual component, sexiill identity, which is developing in
a very rapid pace at this time, and within the groups young people
are taught to identify the problem. Very, very often wo operate with
vague feelings of misgivings, discomfort, depression, and not under-
standing why and being able to identify what the problem is. We
think that is important.

After the problem has been identified, the youngster is asked to
identify what he wanted within that problem area, what were his
goals.

If it is a classroom situation, what was his goal there? Was his
primary goal to down the teacher in an interaction in terms of the
teacher downing him, was his primary goal to pass that class or get
out of that class?

What was his goal?
Then the group, consistent with the statement of the problem,

and the statement of the goal, the group will then advance alterna-
tives consistent with the latter. Each alternative will be explored in
terms of the consequences, and then through group process, and
through individual decisionaking, the youngster will opt for one of
the alternajives after having explored the consequences, will test it
out in real life and get back to the group in terms of what actually
happened, and this is grist for the mill.

In addition to ongoing peer group, we are involved in individual
counseling, group counseling. We are trained, a peer leadership,
working with us and coleading.

Eric's school comes to mindkite flying contest. I think Ron is
into kite flying over there.

Photography workshops, and so on, and we think if a program is
saying to youngsters that drugs is not where it is at, then it is in-
cumbent upon the program to help the youngsters develop alterna-
tive lifestyle and an alternative way of handling himself.

We have four operating modalities in the 96 high schools. In each
school we have one person we call the drug education specialist. In
35 schools we have married that one person up with a community
person. In nine schools we have intervention centers where we have
six people, and there even though the design has broken down to some
extent this year, but by and large we have an interaction between a
psychologist, a social worker, guidance counselor, attendance teacher,
and two community people working together as a teamJulia
Richmond has that, even though they lost their social worker.

Finally the training of youngsters to work with our staff in co-
leading, in recruitment and working with youngsters, and helping to
facilitate a proper referral to a therapeutic identity when addiction
exists.

We are not a treatment program, even though I must say we have
aspects of primary prevention, intervention, and I suspect there is an
overlapping into the treatment area, depending upon your definition
of treatment.

Certainly where a youngster is heavily addicted we are not equipped
to cope with that.
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I will not trouble you with some data this year. It is in the report.
I will be glad to respond to any questions on that.
We attempt to work with parents. We have not been particularly

successful in this endeavor. I can only speculate as to why, one, I
think there is a credibility gap between the parents and the school.

Two, I inn not totally sure that given our need to prioritize our
thrust, that we would prioritize parents high np on the list. The
vingsters are WW1 US far approximately 0 hours a day. They are
hind of a captive group. Parents are not.

The parents are also reasonably set in their Ways. We have the
young people. We can tench the young people, and I think we are
able to work more effectively than attempting to change parents.

What we have done though, is have some parent groups, where the
parents can hoar other parents articulate problems that they thought
mar have been peculiar to them, but which really are not.

With :300,000 students in the city's high schools, it becomes im-
portant particularly for one person operating n school of 5,000 kids
to set up some kind of priority scale, ranging from number one pri-
ority, those youngsters who are heavily addicted, to those youngsters
who are straight and wish, for example, to move into peer leadership
training. In between we have experimenters, and we have kids who
have been dipping and dabbing for a period of time.

We have worked with teachers and with staff. The goal there is to
try to change the climate within the classroom by allowing teachers
to understand what is happening, what their feelings are, by mixing
teachers in with students in a group experience, so that both can share
each other's perception of that classroom.

It makes for a valuable exchange, and we have found that it has
improved performance within that classroom. Of course, I think what
is operating there is that those people who get involved on a voluntary
basis tend to select themselves out. They would probably have rather
successful experiences anyway, but since I am not certain, we might
as Well claim credit for that.

One folk myth that I think I will address myself to is the exaddict
being able to relate better to yolmg people. We do not necessarily
buy that.

Again, there is nothing inherently virtuous in being an exaddict.
We are more concerned with the kind of person he is.

We llaVe found that in our training process we have had to retrain
exaddicts away from the encounter approach which may have sonic
validity in a therapeutic community with addicted people, may have,
but has little or no validity in a school situation because it is predi-
cated on an ego-stripping approach with the assumption that when
the ego is thoroughly stripped, the vacuum will be filled by positive,
healthy, constructive kind of substances and approaches, and this
simply is not relevant to kids who are not addicted, so that has been
necessarily a retraining, program.

We believe in change within a school system. We think that that is
critical. We think it is important that we be seen by, the system as
helping agents, not seen as people who are there to rip off teachers,
administration, et cetera.

There is a kind of tightrope that you have to walk in orderlo
maintain credibility with the school personnel and with kids, because
if both see you as a service agent, then you are doing your job well.
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Hopefully, this is where the Federal Government can make acontribution by encouraging training on o national basis for peoplearound this kind of thinking.
I would like to kind of stop now. 1 know Eric has much to saywith respect to his school and his own experiences. I think I willkeep quiet nt this point, and 1 would he glad to respond to any ques-t ions.
Thank
[The prepared statement of NIr. Joffe follows;)
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SUBCOMMITTEE ON ALCOHOLISM AND NARCOTICS

DIDAY. FEBRUARY 8,_ 1974

Testimony given by: Arthur Jaffe, Dirrctor SPARE Program

Gentlemen'

I wish to take this opportunity to thank }ou for extending an invita-

tion to me to testify before this distinguished group.

In my judgment my testimony must be of importance, not so much for

what I am about to say, but certainly because my presence alone indicates

an interest and concern on the part of the Ferleral Government with respect

to school based drug abuse prevention and intervention programs,

Up until the present time the sole source of support for school based

drug prevention and intervention programs has come from the New York State

Narcotics Addiction ContrOl Commission now known as Drug Abuse Control

Commission. The New York City Addiction Services Agency has joined them

in terms of full monetary support and encouragement. The Federal Govern-

ment's expression of interest and concern, while late in coming. Is eagerly

awaited and regarded as a potential source of great help in the future.

In my presentation I will deal with the philosophy, organization and

operational procedures of the SPARK Program which functions under the aegis

and with the support of the Office of High Schools of the New York City

Board of Education. Please be advised that while I cannot speak for the

32 district school based drug prevention programs, they contain among them

some of the best practices existing within the area of drug education and

prevention.

There is a war taking place within the schools of New York, certainly

for the bodies and possibly for the souls of the younj people--the students.

The adversaries are represented by their extremes are a youth culture in

which drugs both for pleasure and escape play an integral part against

another culture--an older, straighter, almost calvialstic life style.

The latter is represented by the school systems, their administrations and

faculties.
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Given this situation, it then becomes the function of any school-

based addiction prevention program to bridge the gap between the two

polarities. In order to be successful, such a program must not only help

restructure the learning and feeling climate of a school but also change

the processes young people go through to arrive at decisions. It is hoped
as

that/a result of this process, students and schools can develop an academic

gitiA elg aLig. Rather than monotonous, six-hour-a-day institutions, schools

may be viewed by youth as growth-producing places. In turn, schools hope-

fully will see each student, and equip him to solve problems, as an

individual rathor than as a product for and of the educational assembly

line.

This, then, I believe to be the vole of school-based drug prevention

programs in general and the SPARK (School Prevention of Addiction through

Rehabilitation and Knowledge) program in particular. Located in each of

New York City's 96 public high schools, SPARK regards drugs as a symptom

of other problems. We therefore train our staff to operate so that they

spend less than five percent of their time dealing with drugs ".IL se.

Nothing guarantees adolescent turnoff more quickly than an adult's going

into a sermonizing, moralizing and scarifying bag with respect to drugs.

Young people today are far too sophisticated to pay much attention to this

kind of approach. Media bombardment of an all-but-captive audience with

hordes of football players who read in halting voices from cue cards about

the dangers of drugs has almost produced an adolescent backlash.
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Rather, I subscribe to the thesis that drug education that merely

disseminates information does not change behavior. For example, millions

of Americans recognize that smoking does them groat harm: however, millions

of Americans continue to smoke. It therefore follows that the way to

change behavior involves something more than scare tactics, repetition or

mere dissemination of information.

It is SPARK's belief that healthy people have integrated personali-

ties and that change of behavior toward this end is predicated upon visceral

as well as cerebral inputs. In order to facilitate this integration, the

selection of staff for any addiction prevention program is crucial. The

SPARK Program, for example, is a people program. In every instance where

we have interviewed potential staff members, we have set up stress role -

play situations. These enable us to judge whether an applicant is a con-

cerned, caring human being who can relate to his own feelings as well as

those of the people he comes in contact with.

As employees, these flesh-touchers become the cornerstone upon which

this program is built. First, despite their degree of expertise or

training, they undergo intensive and ongoing training in reality therapy,

sensitivity, humanistic education and other group techniques enabling

them to feel for an deal with people. This, plus a personal warmth no

amount of study can provide, enables them to develop a kind of sanctuary

within the school where young people can go to learn to like themselves,

cope with one another and to grow.
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The SPARK Program advocates change of, behavior through the utiliza-

tion of peer group support and pressure. Almost as a matter of course,

our workers must develop ongoing, cohesive groups of young people meeting

at least once a week. Some of our groups have taken to calling themselves

the Family, the Brotherhood or the People's Center as they begin function-

ing in a supportive way.

Because SPARK does not subscribe to one-shot raps or assemblies, the

following small group interaction process takes place. The group (of

preferably 10 or fewer members) is encouraged to relate to feelings.

They learn how to deal with anger, joy, despair. They then move from

feelings to problem-solving. The groups zoom in on how to identify a

specific problem. An individual in the group concerned with that specific

problem discusses his goals or what he wants within this problem situa-

tion. He is asked to describe what he did or what he would do in the

situation.

Next, the group explores various alternatives consistent with that

youth's goal. They turn, finally, to the consequences of each alterna-

tive. It is hoped that by the end of this process, the young person

will emerge with a non-self-destructive alternative for solving a specific

problem. Each alternative will be tested out within the group through

role play and then there is generally a psychological homework assignment

in which the youngster tries out his alternative and reports back to the

group the following week on how it went. The payoff hopefully is the

internalization of the above process by the group mothers.

4
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The recent Jencks' report indicates that the more acquisition of

cognitive skills plays a small role in terms of a student's achieving

a successful career. SPARK subscribes to this basic thesis and through

the use of groups and humanizing experiences that are taking place within

its centers, hopes to be able to provide young people with some affective

skills necessary to live effectively and happily.

OrOup and individual counseling are only two means to this end,

though. Our program has at least as many other approaches as it does

schools. For example, SPARK trains peer leadership cadre, makes home

visits, instigates parent workshops and parent-child group sessions,

strives for community involvement, develops curriculum and, to involve

the school system in all this, teaches training courses teachers.

SPARK also means accompaniment of emergency cases to local hospitals,

visitations by staff to "feeder" junior high schools, student field

trips to therapeutic communities and poetry, guitar, karate or yoga

"therapy."

To accomplish all this, the SPARK Program relies on four modalities.

The first, a trained Drug Education Specialist (DES), is available

throughout the schoolday in each of the 96 high schools. Forty of these

schools in areas with the highest indices of drug abuse are also staffed

'Jencks, Christopher and research associates at Harvard University's
Center for Educational Policy Research. lnequalityt A Reassessment of the
Effect of Family and Schooling in America. New York Basic Books, 1972.
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by a community worker known as an "Instructor/Addiction." Together the

DES and Instructor offer individual or group counseling boforo narcotics

are accepted as an alternative to emotional problems, answer students',

parents' and teachers' questions about drug abuse or refer addicted or

disturbed students to local treatment facilities.

Third, a core of students is aiding the DES's throughout the high

schools. These youth were selected from schools and trAined in sensi-

tivity, encounter and other group leadership techniques at a SPARK Summer

Institute. Their goal, to replace adult authority figures with youth who

are dedicated to turning other students around, developing a counterdrug

culture and recreating the learning climate of the public schools.

The fourth modality involves staffing several schools with a psychol-

ogist or social worker, a guidance counselor, an attendance teacher, a

classroom teacher and b.° lueomictoes/Addiction (some of the latter, former

addicts). These "intervention and prevention centers," as they are called,

are located in nine different high schools in the five boroughs. The

nine schools were selected on the basis of need, available space and

receptivity of the schOol administration.

During the firs: semester of the 1973-74 school year and based on

reports of 81 schools out of the 96, the following data was collected, a

total of 50,916 students reached in introductory classroom sessions and

52,663, at least once in large groups. SPARK staff counseled 10,092

students throughout the term of which 8,387 are presently activet 5,634

of these students are being seen individually and intensively, 2,379 are

a
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being seen in regularly scheduled small group interaction sessions/ 374

students are,being seen primarly for social alternatives.

In-school referrals to guidance counselors, medical staff and other

pupil personnel workers, totalled 1,279. There were 901 referrals made

for out-of-school treatment.

Above and beyond the registered SPARK students there were 579

indivudual conferences with returning graduates and 318 individual con-

ferences with returning drop-outs.

Lastly, 8,767 faculty members were addressed in faculty conferences,

310 faculty members participated in DES conducted in-service courses, 555

participated in DES conducted workshops, and 714 faculty members were

seen for individual conferences with DES.

2,846 parents were addressed in PTA meetings and an additional 733

were seen for individual conferences with DES.

With 300,000 students in the city's public high schools, though,

how was a target population selected and, equally important, how was,it

reached? Generally it might be said that the program is open to all

students in the school who see the need to look at their personal diffi-

culties. But when one Drug Specialist services a school of 5,000

students, his goal mu/It be more closely defthed. He must set up a sliding

scale of human priorities and work first with the student drug abuser/

second, with the experimenter/ next, with the drug-prone pre-addict and

finally with a core interested in group leadership training. This last

group might include any yousgrole model from the school president to a
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future social worker to a truant whose reversal of behavior could affect

hie own and other students' lives as well.

Referral to the program is a two-way street. Some students come to

SPARK through the existing network of counselors, attendance teachers,

health personnel and other school faculty members, as well as through

parents, community agencies or self-referrals. Other students are

sought Out. The drug abuser, experimenter or drug-prone student often

leaves a trail of evidence through his alteration in behavior, so SPARK

woduss follow that trail with respect to attendance, achievements and

interests, as well as deteriorating interpersonal relations. In one

school that might mean confronting aggressive, acting-out students in-

volved in student-teacher conflicts or student-student "ripoffes in

another, it could lead to singling out truants, academic underachievers,

withdrawn students or those having problems at home.

The problems SPARK seeks to solve can be more serious than drug

abuse but, then again, hard-core abuse is too serious for SPARK. Students

found to be already addicted or showing psychotic tendencies are referred

either to therapeutic communities or to medical and psychiatric institu-

tions. After all, the name of the program is prevention, not treatment.

To provide this many-pronged program within each school, SPARK

workers must service students, teachers and parents alike. For students,

they provides
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(1) A knowledgable, empathetic and wholesome model with
whom to "rap" about problems and seek solutionst

(2) A chance te participate in and be responsible for
peer group attitudes and behavior in school, home
and community with emphasis on decreasing drug abuse,

(3) Such alternatives to non-coping behavior as social
and recreational activities,

(4) A resource source on internal and community services
available to students with problems,

(5) Relevant educational information on drug abuse, with
a high component of overall attitudinal change,

For teachers and other school staff, SPARK provides advice and in-

formation on drug abuse, resource materials and curriculum adaptations

in every subject area on all aspects of the problem, a catalyst for

cooperating with other programs existing within the school and oppor-

tunities (in-service courses, conferences, demonstration lessons) for

trainirg in classroom techniques conducive to prevention of drug abuse

as well as to change of behavior.

Last, for parents and community agencies, the school Drug Specialist

is an informed consultant, resource and liaisOn on the many problems

arising out of drug abuse and its prevention.

One folk myth which has heavy economic roots is that former addicts

are able to relate better to young people. SPARK has found that, like

bananas, there are good and bad ones in the bunch. Our concern has been

to select the best human beings, whether they be ex-addicts or not. At

present, we have approximately 3S ex-addicts of some 70 community workers

and over 170 people in the SPARK program.
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In all casss, we have found a heavy period of reorientation and

training necessary. The encounter, approach which most ex-addicts have

lived through as a result of their experiences in therapeutic communities

is simply not relevant to our target population, The ego-stripping

approach which presumably leaves a person open for personality reorgan-

ization cannot be used with those subject to the insecurities and strains

of adolescence.

The SPARK Program, then, is a teacher who receives a long-distance

collect call from a runaway student, who waits at the airport til mid-

night for the student's return and then intercedes as the youth's advo-

cate before her parents until four in the morning. And it is also the

community worker who talks 18 Bronx gang members, including two vice,

presidents and a warlord, into once-a-week discussions on whether a

man should have fears, the propriety of admiring another youth's physique

and the masculinity of Beethoven, Shakespeare and Jean Donne. Again,

SPARK is a people program, dealing with human feelings, emotions and gut

reactions.

Because change is the cornerstone of a drug prevention program- -

for workers, students, administration and system alike--SPARK must con-

sist of personnel skilled at negotiating the system in which they find

themselves. In this instance, we are working within schools. It, there-

fore, becomes critical to understand the nature) of the threat any new

program constitutes within an established institution. SPARK personnel

must work almost as hard at being seen providing service within the school

setting as they do providing that service. It is not the function of the
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SPARK Program to radicalize schools, nor can we allow staff to meet

their own needs rather than those of the school at large.

Based on three years of experience with SPARK, I make the follow-

ing recommendations for any school-based addiction prevention program

located within an urban center,

(1) A policy-making vehicle should be created in which students
play a meaningful role.

12) School systems at the junior and senior high school levels
certainly--and probably elementary school as well-should
include a regularly scheduled, mandated group experience.
Probelm-solving, decision-making and strength-building
would be its focus.

(3) Personnel without college degrees, such as ex-addicts,
must be utilized to a greater degree within the school
system. They would either conduct or assist with the man-
dated small group interaction.

(4) Humanistic education must be systematically explored and
disseminated throughout the school systems and teacher-
training institutes.

(5) Evaluation tools should be developed in order to determine
which addiction prevention programs work and why, as well
as to recommend methods of replicating successful models.

(6) Teacher selection for teacher training institutions must
be restructured. No longer should the ability to pay $60
a credit hour turn a teacher manquti, into a full profession-
al. Instead, the basic requirement for the profession
should be his potential as a caring, dedicated, humanistic
educator.

(7) Teacher training must include a heavy required emphasis on
group dynamics courses. These would allow teachers to deal
with themselves as people and, consequently, to grow.

(8) There should be a marriage between academicians and doers.
Research-, paper-oriented people without the ability to do
can no longer unilaterally design programs. Instead,
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thesis preparation and program planning should be a collec-
tive effort aligning theorists with action-oriented imple-
menters.

(9) A total moratorium should be declared on all television
anti-narcotics "spots' in which a semi-articulate athlete
sermonizes about the dangers of drugs.

So the SPARK Program works--emotionally, intellectually and politi-

cally--with a whole new concept in education. It has junked the theory

of a generation, even 15 years, ago that the readiness of a high school

student for meetirq life's challenges could be judged solely by his academic

achievement. SPARK no longer sees that as truth. We believe that

students' having a value structure they can understand and realize, their

being mature and responsible, achieving interaction with people of dis-

parate ages and backgounds and living.fully and happily by means of non-

self-destructive behavior are rightfully judged to be as imporcant a

gauge as a high school report card.

A challenging byproduct of a drug education program that seeks to

do more than educate about addiction is that if successful with its

counseling, that program may keep many of the city's 300.000 high school

students from sticking a needle in their arms to escape from reality.

Even more important, the program, an enlightened faculty and caring com-

munity--af well as students prevented from abusing drugs plus trained

to deal with emotional probleMs--can together significantly improve the

quality of education in the city's school system.
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\liss MILLER. Iair, would yon like to tell its what you think,
and then we will question you both?

Mr. Bull Aims. In my high school, Julia Richmond High School,
Nfamhattan, 3 years ago we had a really prevalent heroin problem,
and it was dominating. that you would walk through the hallways,
and unless you were in it you would he endangered by it

Nliss sf iLLEU. Would yon pull up the microphone a little hit,
please?

Mr. Riciimins. We had a very heavy heroin problem in our school
about 3 years ago. It was realty heavy, you know, walking to Chas,
trying to get to class, even trying to enter and get out of the building.

We hail a security force that wa!=, virtually ineffective. If you were
inot part of the problem, in a sense you were the problem to them.

11 was pretty bad, if you had any money, because if von went in
with money, the chances are pretty nil of yoIZT coming out with money.

iIt was really a frightening experience n that level. But due to the
efforts of the SPARK program in our school, and more specifically
Ron Austin, who is our drug education specialist, the problem as far
as heroin goes has been virtually annihilated.

We still have drugs in our school, in a smaller concentration due
to the new drug law in New York State, and partially due to the
SPARK program, and peer pressure, and those that do get high
well, their whole awareness of getting 14,h, and why they do it, and

myself encountered drugs for about 3 or 4 years before I went into
SPARK.

By being in SPARK, I found how irrelevant it was and how rele-
vancy was important to my development.

In the SPARK program in our school there is more of an emphasis
on changed students, honesty and consideration.

Those two words are known to epitomize the SPARK structure.
We have viable alternatives in termsit is one thing to say do not
take drugs. but it leaves a vacuum there.

What is the alternative to taking drugs?
What was the reason that you did take drugs?
With that in mind, we have programs olltSh10 of the SPARK

program in our school, weekend trips to Connecticnt, which makes it
easier for somebody, who has really a had home setting, really had
neighborhood settincf, who really wants to get it together, just wants
to get away from it like a few days and go out to the country, and sort
of coexist to a muturdistic sense in nature, which is really a beautiful
feeling.

We have a portrait club which has a magazine, which is really
influential for those who have problems or feelings, and no one else
will listen to them, you know, and sometimes it i.z easier to write
down something as opposed to coining out and saying it.

It is through that articulated medium, through that and many
other mediums that SPARK has made our school better.

Mr. JAFFE. Eric is the editor.
Mr. RicuAnns. Yes. of the magazine.
There are a variety of reasons why people get into drugs. I think

the most important one is a sense of loneliness. I think at least for
me in particular you feel alone, if you are not, and yon feel alone
even when you are.
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To combat that loneliness, you know, you have to understand
that people care, and with the awareness of this caring can develop a
sense of trust in yourself, a sense of trust in others, that once Mani-
ft,SIell in you, can give you the type of tenacity and perseverance
that is necessary for survival.

That is all I can say.
Miss MILLER. Eric, how did you happen to get into the SPARK

program?
Mr. RtcuAnos. Well, I had a really lousy record. I used to be in

the halls, causing trouble, I was very disorderly, and sort of non-
chalant about school and myself.

%Veil, my guidance counselors and advisers said that I had poten-
tial, I was not using it, and why did I not go to SPARK and see how
it was.

Initially I said, "Wow, why should I go to SPARK? What are they
going to do for me?"

I was really alienated in terms of the whole idea of SPARK, be-
cause I figured they could not understand me. At that time I was
not really understanding myself.

When 1 went up there, I was scared, really uneasy, a sense of fear,
but they showed Inc. that they had faith in me, and through that
faith in me I had trust in them.

Miss MILLER. What do you do in SPARK now? Are you one of
the students who received training?

Mr. Rtcumins. Currently I do not have a groupthe last time. I
had a group of my own; ,Ath the assistance of counselors, and I am
president of the SPARK magazine, president of SPARK photography,
so it is public affairs as well.

I go out and we try to organize things so we can go into the school
and bring the families together.

Miss MILLER. Are you a high school senior?
Mr. RicnAnos. Yes. This is my senior year. I plan to go to Miami

University in August. I will major in journalism.
Miss MILLER. YOU have made a good start with your portrait

magazine.
Mr. Jaffe, I noticed in the opening portion of your testimony you

mentioned that thus far the program has not received Federal money.
It has received money from New York State and New York City, 1
take it. Then you have had no money, for example, from the Office of
Education for the training of your people?

Mr. JAFFE. No. We have had no money from the Office of Education,
or from the Special Action Office, or from NIMII.

I must say, in all fairness, that we have not applied, and I guess we
have not applied for two reasons. One, we have been getting funds from
the State, I imareine when those funds start to dry up, as suspect
they will, we will 11%1' to apply.

I think the. second reason is that nobody in New York City thinks
of the Federal Government as being a source of help in this area, and
this may be peculiar to New York City, and I can only speakI am
not presuming to speak for the city, I am speaking for myself and other
people in this field in the city.

The Federal Government does not exist as far as we are concerned
in terms of at least the spirit of support, in tettns of dollars.
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The only thing that occasionally we will see some kind of hoopla in
the press about BNIDD and the emphasis being always in terms of
stopping the flow of drugs in the country, which I think is hoport»nt,
but that appears to he the only kind of emphasis that we have seen
coming from the Federal Government, very little focus 01 treatment,
no focus, at least as far OS We Can see, 011 school days education proven -
tion programs.

MISS MILLER. I think, however, that there has been an evaluation
project going on, which is federally financed, which I assume you
would not think necessary solely for the benefit of the program, but
for the benefit of the Federal agency's general knowledge, is that
right?

Mr. JAFFE. Yes. I am concerned in terms of the function of the
implementation. To date there has been no significant input by the
Federal Government.

Mr. CUTLER. What is the level of funding support front the State
of New York for the program, New York City?

Mr. JAFFE. My understanding is it is purely State funded. The
SPARK program is funded at 53,800,000-some-odd, and I believe it
is all front the Youthful Drug Abuser Act out of the New York State
Legislature.

I do not believe at this time that there is any city tax levy money in
it. I think that is accurate.

Miss MILLER. flow 1111ell training are you able to provide for your
people?

Mr. JAFFE. Training is an area that we have MOM' into Ma
more heavily this year, because we were able to identify this ati an
area priority with the addiction services. We have a crazy system.
Our money comes from the State through the city.

We, on an operations level, work with the addiction services agency.
They talk to the State, and we talk to the city. When we talked to
the city last year, we agreed that training was very, very important.

When the city talked to the. State, they convinced the State that
training was important.

So we were able to receive approximately $20,000 for training. We
wanted more, but for a $4 million program, we thought we could use
more, and we thought that was a start in the right direction.

Our problem in the training is that we need outside capabilities to
supplement our own capability in order to provide what we think is
a really significant training experience, so that ideally if we could sit
down, let us say, the National Training Group at Adelphn because
that is the group I am fatniliar with, and have great respect for them,
and I think they are first rateif we could sit down with them and
work out a design mutually that is relevant to us, and then bring our
Own staff in in a training capacity, with their peopleand they have
some really first-rate peopleand if we can do this within a residential
setting, which is a problem in New York City, then I think we have
the beginnings of the kind of training that we need. We can provide
the follow-up and the support that is needed on an ongoing basis
from our own central staff.

ns I responsive to your question?
hiss Nlit.tAnt. Yes, you were.

What is it that is picventing you from that kind of arrangement
with the Adelphi Center? is it money, or lack of staff time?
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Mr. JAFrx. Well, it is a number of things. One, the State, up until
this year, did not look favorably upon money being utilized for train-
ing. At least this is what has come down to me, because it has gone
through 1S filters, and I am not sore what the real story is on that.

Second, the city has problems with staff going into residential
training. So that last year when we put together a training package
with Ade 1phi for a week, and where I trained my Queens stuff out
there, sonic 50 people, and vou have to understand that these people
are largely responsible for 0'hours and 20 minutes a day, and we, have
a very strong union in New York City. Thank God they are able to
put in more time on their own.

For their training program they are putting in 12, 14 hours in
residence. The controller at that time, Mr. Beanie, the present mayor,
felt that there was something wrong with the professional staff going
out of town.

We went just over the border to the Pickwick Motel, and there were
political repercussions on that, because that was equated with some
of the local school boards going down to Puerto Rico for a convention.

So we had some flack on that.
Lt answering your question now, I think the things that make it

difficult is the climate, the political and fundingwise, and the lack of
dollars.

Miss Miunit. I would like to yield to Senator Randolph who has
just arrived. Senator Randolph is one of our senior members. lie is
the only Senator who was able to make it through the snow this
morning.

Senator RANDOLPH. Thank you very much, Miss Miller.
'We are appreciative of your presence, Mr. Jaffe, and the presence

of the young man who sits with you, Eric Richards, I am not certain
from the rather quick reading of your statement, Mr. Jaffe, as to the
funding of SPARK.

Have you explained that prior to my coining in?
Mr. AYrn. Very simple, Senator.
As I understand it, the funds are 100 percent New York State

Youthful Drug Abuser Act, through the State legislation, through
the Drug Abuse Control Commission, down to the city agency, which
acts as a funneling conduit, Addiction Services Agency.

Senator RANDoLen, New York State funding?
JAFFE. Yes.

Senator RANnoLen. flow long has this SPARK program actually
been in effect?

Mr. JAFFE. We have completed 3 years. It will be 314 years this
June.

Senator RANnoLen. I have noted the statistics on those with
whom yon have consulted and worked.

flow many students are there in the public schools of New York
City, or wliatever the jurisdiction in which you as SPARK are
working, and are those just high school, or are they elementary
students as well?

Mr. JAFFE. Under the decentralized law in New York City, the
elementary schools and the junior high schools, Senator, are divided
into :12 districts. Each district has its own drug education and preven-
tion program funded by the same source as we are. And there are
some extraordinary programs that we have at that level.
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The program that I am responsible for functions only at the high
schools, 90 high schools, which is under centralized control, and there
are approximately :300,000 students in the high schools, and overall
maybe 1,100,000 in the entire city.

Senator ItAxDotett. I know that Senator Javits of course is
intensely interested in the work in the NeW York City program.

I am sure that he would want the record to indicate approximately
how many of the total students, in terms of percent, in the Various
levels of education you have been working with during the post little
more than :3 years.

Mr. JAFFE. I am having trouble, Senator, with the term "working
with."

If you mean on an intensive basis, or if you mean having contact
and exposure to, there would be a significant difference between the
two.

Senator RANDOLPH. Well, break them down, the two categories.
Mr. JAFFE, With respect to the high schools, I would say that over

the past :3 yearsand this a rough guess, over the past 3 years we
have had contact with, and exposure to, maybe 30 to 40 percent of the
youngsters,

In terms of intensive ongoing working relationships, we have
averaged about 20,000 to :30,000 kids a yearmy arithmetic is not
serving me wellWhat is that in relation to :300,000? Is that 1 percent
or 10 percent? I understand 10 percent.

Then probably S to 10 percent on an intensive basis. Maybe :30 to 40
on an exposure, some kind of relationship basis.

Senator RANDOLPH. Now, will you tell the subcommittee if those
ipersons who have been contacted on either the intensive or, let us say,

the preliminary counseling, are all of those young people called in to
have your assistance, your guidance, your strengths, because of a
particular reason, or did you just go across the board and say, well, we
will take this many here and this many there?

How was the selectivity carried forward?
Mr. JAFFE. The selectivity was based upon need.
Senator ItAxnot.pu. Mr. Jaffe, I was asking a question as to how

the selectivity of the students in the categories you have mentioned
the intensive, and perhaps the more casualwas made, and I assume
that there is value in having these students know that there is an
organizational structure that is interested in their problems, even
though you have not gone into them deeply; is that correct?

Mr. JAFFE. That is correct.
Senator ItAsnmen. How was the selection made?
Mr. JAFFE. The youngsters come to us in a variety of ways. The

most effective is by word of mouth, where one young person will tell
another young person, hey, you know, check it out, go on down to
SPA It K, there are sonic good people down there. They will be glad to
work with you and help you.

That we see as the most effective. The most formal is when a young
person is referred by the other pupil personnel services, within the
school.

A lot of our referrals comp from the dean's office, people who are
failing subjects, causing difficulty in the jobs, are referred by the
deans to the program.
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Some youngsters are referred by the guidance counsellor. That is
on a formal

So you run the range of formal referrals, word of mouth, to self-
referral, where a youngster 11115 uhout it through our recruitment
efforts, and just comes on down. to see Vlitlt it is like,

Spoator HAsooLen. Are you saying, Mr.lillfe, that these students
till, till iii one form or allot her, either those who are experimenting with
or using drugs, or feel that they are so close to the problem of usage
that this forms the three types that come into your K program?

Mr. 3.tl., Not necessarily, Senator. One of the problems. that we
have had to work against is the image of the SPARK program being a
haven for junkies, so if anybody u.oes down there, he is a drug kid.

Eric taight want to speak to that.
Senator RANnoLru. Erie, would you wish to talk at this point?

think it would be helpful to us.
N1r. 111(R:tits. Can you rephrase the question? I did not quite

understand.
Senator RANnoLeu, NE. Jaffe has said that the program perhaps

has the problem of being identified with junkies, that is the word that
lie hits used. and there is a desire to have persons come in the program
who perhaps can help others, young people, by knowing themselves
students that want to know the facts, and tell other students. They
have o responsibility, we will say, not oly for their own Problem, but
they think through this educational process, or companionship or
understanding, with all these ingredients that t hey can talk with others
and Jet them know the dangers of drug use.

Mr. RIctrAnos. There is a stereotype about the clientele of people
who are part of SPARK. Everyone thinks, the majority of students
think, now., and even the students, ironically enough, think that the
students in that program, SPARK, are junkies. l'hat is due to naive-
ness and ignorance.

A way yon can eradicate that naiveness and ignorance is by word of
11101101:V0U can go around and explain to those who have skepticism,
due partially to

go
and ignorance of what the program is really

about.
1 would say now that --I know maybe two junkies in the program

in my school; but in effect, per capita is so minimal that it would not
even be worth saving, well you know, that it is there.

Mr. JAE. What has happened is there is both 11 move within the
schools, the incidence of heavy addiction appears to be on the decline,
and we do not find many youngsters who ore heavily addicted, and
those we do find we refer out to tIVatIllelIt centers.

I,Ve are finding a large middle group that HIV into pills and alcohol
particularly. This group is coming in. We are finding another group
of drug prone young people who might very easily topple into the area
of drug abuse if they are not able to cope with some of the kinds of
problems that they have, or some of the feelings that they have.

Hopefully, through the kind of interaction experience we provide,
they can, and there is that primary preventive component working,

that there is that mix within the oogram.
Senator HANO01.1.11. Mr. Jaffe, where does the money come from

with which these young people secure the drugs who are in the school
population?
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Mr. JAFFE. I would defer 111111 to Erie.
Mr. Rienmins. Are you spying where do the funds conic from forthe--
Senator RANDOLPH. Where do the funds come from with which to

make the purchases?
Mr. Riciimms. It k funny, you know, there is a saying flint goes,

"Where there is A Will, there is A tray."
Now ironic that may seem. Though the parents may be poor and

underprivileged in terms of money, there is the availability of drugs,
even if you 410 not have money, you see.

Usually the first time it is free 1111M41V, or it ran be worked out that
you get a quantity of drugs in the school for those who have the money,
and outside of the school where the money is you can '4ell to support
your needs, as well As to pill'ellitSe

It is sort of like a loan basis, There are even those experiences where
there is such a great quantity of marihuana, for instance, that you
really do not have to buy it.

Just by walking through the hallways ,you can get it
Senator RANDOLPH. Someone had to buy it.
.Nfr. litcumtos. Yes. That is usually done through a middleman,

You have the pusher, the junkie or the drug user, and there is a middle-
man in between the two usually, 'phis is how I See it.

Mr. JAFFE. Nlarilmann has Cecome part of the social scene, and the
feedback we get is there is almost a casual passing of marihuana around,

.particularly at parties, et cetera,
You are right, somewhere along the line somebody has to make

money to make that purchase.
I suspect there are n myriad of ways in which that money is gotten,

ranging from the extreme well, not for grassranging from the
extreme by committing n crime for tlw pnrpose of securing the money,
and I thilik that is a small percentage, to hustling in n variety of ways
for it.

Senator RANooLen, You talk about marihuana being just the order
of the day. What are you telling the young people in the SPARK
program about du, use of marihuana?

Mr. JAFFE. I run not sure that we arc telling them t he
Senator RAsnoLeit. Whnt are you counseling with them about

then with reference to this drug?
Mr. JArrE. What emerges in group sessions, when a great depend-

ency appearswell, when a kid says, for exnmple, hey, I lit up a joint
before I went into that class, 01' I hail to light up A joint before I went
to this party. then the focus really is on the now drug law, you are
breaking the law, mid there are consequences emerging from that.

You have got to tmderstnnd that if you get enught with s amount in
your possession, you Call 'UM. serious consequences.

Second, why do you need to smoke n joint. before you go into geom-
etry class?

Why do you need to go smoke a joint before you go to n party?
What is (Terming within you that makes you dependent upon this

kind of distortion of reality, and the focus then is on that, and other
ways in which the youngster can go to that party or geometry class.

f t may 'very well' tint if he is going into a class totally unprepared,
this becomes n terrible experience for him, and it should.
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It 11111V he that an alternative is to go in prepared, or secure help, so
that lit' feels comfortable in that situation.

But there are aitetnatiVes that have to be explored rather than
merely lighting up a :ltint. turning off reality, going through an
experience in a distorted way, and that is where the focus is.

Senator RAsommi. What is the attitude of the general teaching
fraternity as to the work you um doing?

Mr. JAFFE. Mixed. It will range fromand again there is a personal
self-select process operatingthose people that are philosophically on
the same wavelength that we are at, and in terms of feelings, and in
terms Of dealing with kids in it somewhat different way, support with
us, work with us.

It is almost normalI guess that they represent 20 percent of the
average faculty.

There is a great middle of the faculty that can go either way, that
is not overly concerned about us, and that is not anti-us, or pro-us.

Then there is another percentage that gets very upset by us, gets
threatened by us, in that we have to be particularly sensitive in terms
of the image we project so we do not make our job.all that much more

But I think inevitably there must be a certain percentage of any
faculty that would be opposed to us, a certain percentage that would
be much in favor of us, and a large middle group.

The middle group is the one that we concentrate our efforts on.
Senator RAximen, How do the parents feel about this program?
Mr. Rtcumtos. My father is to be considered of the old school, and

anything; new or change from the type of situation he went through
as a student himself he was sort of apprehensive about. He felt threat-
ened by it, in a sense, because he felt, you know, I inn saying this,
and when I am saving it this way, it is the right way, and I do not
think anyone else has to reiterate on it in a different way, and they
are infringing upon my liberty as a parent, my student, my son, how
to function as a student. or even as a human tieing.

He just felt jeopardized by it overall. But actually after a while he
saw changes coining through in me, and he felt more and more en-
thused about the program.

Even now, after 3 years in the program, he says to me once in a
while, you know, he fe'els lie is losing me to SPARK in a sense, and I
come home and I am always talking about SPARK, how it functions,
what lain doing for SPARK.

It makes me feel good, and by sharing that with hint, it makes him
feel he is losing me.

I think generally most parents at first are a little apprehensive
about it.

I can only speculate, because it threatens maybe their position as
parents, but they have to question their theories, their roots, you
know, as far as how they relate to their sons and daughters.

Mr. JAFFE. Erie is giving a g,00d picture, We have not been par-
ticularly successful with parents. I indicated that before.

I think port of the problem is ours as a program, and I think part
of the problem is theirs as a group. This is an area that I think we
have to look at intieh more carefully as a program, and I think we
have to inake.maybe a more concerted effort,
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1 am not at all happy with the kind of relationship we have es-
tablished by and large with parents.

The young lady who was not able to be here this morning, I am
sure her testimony would have indicatedI know her mother --in
response to that question, 1 am sure that her testimony would indicate
that her parents see SPARK in a totally positive way, because Olga
was involved with one of the gangs in the Southeast Bronx.

Three years ago Olga could very easily have moved into a life
ofwell, she was into drugs, and she was into heroin, and she was into
acid at that time.

Sena tor RANDOLPH. How Old is she?
Mr. JAFFE. Olga is 1S, graduated 2 weeks ago, and will be working

within the SPARK program through June, and is going to college in
September.

I know in terms of that particular question, because I had spoken
to her mother, she views is very positively.

The alternative for Olga would have ranged from prostitution to
various crimes, and certainly a life of addiction.

Senator RANDOLPH. Well, then Olga, because of her use of drugs,
and her desire to lick the problem, she would be able to be more
influential with other young people, and are you saying that because
of her experience with the use of drugs she would be able to talk and
counsel about what she felt was happening to her, and she did not
want to have it take place in the life of another young woman, is
that right?

Mr. JAFFE. I think, Senator, in my judgment, that is not entirely
accurate. I think that would give her a 5-minnte headstart, the fact
that she has experienced drugs.

I think after that, much of her impact on other kids would depend
upon the person she is, the kind of training she has had in terms of
group interaction skills, and the kind of ability to project, concern and
caring, and really feeling about other people.

I think all of these things together would make her effective. The
mere fact that she has used drugs, I think beyond that initial impact,
I think would have little or no value.

Senator RANDOLPH. You were saying almost what I said in different
language.

Mr, JAFFE. OK.
Senator RANDoLett. I must say I think her words would mean more

to someone else if she herself had been in a bind,
Mr. JAFFE. I think we are saying the same thing. I think I am

questioning the degree and the followthrough on that.
Senator RANDOLPH. Certainly. She would have to have the warmth,

as you underscored, the desire to want to help someone else. I think
she would help someone else better, because frankly she had the
experience herself, not that we wanted her to have that experience,
but the very fact that she had had it makes her not more knowl-
edgeable in one sense, but more desirous of helping someone else.

think that must he there.
Mr. JAFFE. Probably so.
Nfr. CumErt. Do unt believe, NIr. Jaffe, that if you had additional

funds the SPARK program could reach out to more of the students in
New York City?
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Also, do you feel limitations because of the funding levels you have
right. now?

Mr. JAFFE. Mr. Cutler, the funding level restricts us in 50 schools to
having one person in a school population of between :1,000 and 5,000
kids,

I would think in direct response to your question that, yes, if there
were more funding provided, they would be able to put together
different combinations of teams and reach more people.

Mr. CUTLER. One other question, really two questions.
Yoit were critical of the media's role in regard to the impact it has

oil drug use.
'He question I have is, Given the fact that the media clearly does

make an impression on all of its, what recommendations, if any, would
you have for changing that? Also, what recommendations do you have
to improve how the media brings a message to homes throughout the
Nation?

\Ir. JAFFE. The media is caught in a bind. On the one hand they
make their money by exploiting sensationalism, such as Super Fly,
which absolutely glorifies the role of the coke pusher, to the extent
thatwell, now, 1 am not attributing it all to Super Flybut 1 think
there has been an increase of cocaine within the schools.

On the other hand, they have the Super Fly image, which has
created head shops scattered throughout the city, wbere they sell
shirts with little slogans on them, like Coke is great, and Stash Your
Grass. They sell pencils with hollow openings for kids to put grass in
between classes.

They sell little spoons, like the priest in Super Fly, little spoons that
he would use to sniff coke. This takes place, in some instances,
three blocks from the school, spinning off to sonic extent that media
image.

On the other hand, they feel that they must get some time to getting
across the message that drugs hurt, and they do that in a stilted,
totally nonimpactful kind of way.

Off the top I would suggest that maybe they are caught in their own
bind. Maybe they ought to think in terms of a much more creative way,
focusing on maybe the development of materials to be used its schools,
openended materials that can serve as a kind of motivational thrust
into a small group interaction, and donate these materials free to the
schools.

I think that might he very useful.
Mr. RicitAaos, I think another way too would be to sort of reiterate

what Senator Randolph said, I think it is one thing for a media which
is a systeinwell, it is a system that is really looking, from the outside
to the inside, to say, well, this is how the drug problem looks, and
this is good, and sometimes they make it exotic.

I imagine for movie, like Super Fly, in a Midwestern town, or in
Midwestern towns throughout. the country, it sort. of had an exotic
flavor to somebody who may have never heard of cocaine and its

I think it would be betterand I am really into photography, to
make a film, well, to make a film by people who know the drug situa-
tion, who have lived in the drug situation, who live in neighborhoods,
and maybe encountered it themselves, a really positive film pointing
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out the bad things about it, instead of glorifying it, really putting it
down.

Every time I see a movie like that it makes me feel bad, because
imaginemagine some kids see those movies, and go out with this glorified

image, and he goes out there and does his thing., 01141 everybody thinks
he is beautiful. It is not beautiful.

Mr, CUTLER. One final question.
Could you submit for the consideration of the members of the

subcommittee your comments on the legislation that ;s pending
before it with your suggestions, or changesyou think would lie helpful?
I am sure the Senators would all very much appreciate it

Senator RANDOLPH. Ilas Mr. Jaffe explained his feelings on the
legislation this morning?

Mr. CUTL,R. lie did not touch upon this :wen.
Senator RANDomm. Then it perhaps would be good, Air. Jaffe,

for you to read the measures pending, and give us by letter, as has
been indicated by staff, your reactions, suggestions, based on the
experience which you have indicated here, and it would be very helpful
to the committee.

We wish to thank you, Mr. Joffe, and you, Eric, for coming here.
I want to say that I hope your program is not licked, is not phased

out.
Are you afraid that might happen?
Mr. JAFFE. We are funded on a yearly basis, and we live from June

30 to June :30. As of this moment, I have no real knowledge of what
the budget or dollar amount will be for the next fiscal year.

I suspect there will he money. How much, I do not know.
One of the problems with respect to this is that when you hire

staff, you must in all honesty tell people that we ore funded from year
to year, that there is no guarantee beyond the. year. This hurts
programmatically, because we have lost some awfully good people
because we cannot say we are going to be around for 2, for 3, 4 years.

One of the recommendations that I think is critically important is
that there be some kind of multiyear funding, with maybe heavy
evaluation built in.

To be funded from year to year is programmatically destructive.
So much of our time is geared around the funding crisis every year,
and it takes away from the program.

Senator RANDOLPH. Erie, to you I would like to say, as a father of
two sons, not as a Senator, that I think an emphasis on talking over
with your father or mother, parents, as the cases may be, by those of
You who are in the program, having them to better understand what
is being done, and the value, as you see it, that is coming from the
effort, this may give that necessary strength to a certain percentage
of parents who will help to encourage the lawmakers, who must in
this instance appropriate. the New York State funds with which to
keep your SPARK program an ongoing effort.

Personally, I feel that efforts of this kind are very positive. I believe
that rapport between boys and girls and their parent or parents is very
important.

I just would commend you, Erie, for your effort, and say that as
one NIember of this Semite, and member of this committee, and I am
sure my feelings are shared by others, that we want you to stay in
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there, to use that expression, and to fight these influences which you
know are not only degrading to you, but causes you to fail really to
have the opportunity to succeed, not only individually, but as a group
of young people, to help our youngsters lead when we are going to
need you very, very much.

That is not a preachment. We are going to need you very, very
much. We want you to be ready to step into those places of leadership
and substantial citizenship, which we know you will be better able to
do by your participation, active participation in helping not only you,
an individual, but by helping others.

Education is not _just the conjugation of the Latin verb and the
rules of geometry. Education must encompass the whole personality
of a boy or girl.

I am sure, even though I use this language to express myself, you
know what I mean, you have got a real challenge before you, and I
think you will accept it and not let it pass.

Thank you, Mr. Jaffe, and thank you Eric.
Mr. JAFFE. Thank you, Senator. It was very good to hear your

last words.
Senator RANDotPli. Our next witness is Mr. Paul Perito, president,

National Coordinating Council on Drug Education, Washington, D.C.
We are happy to have you, Mr. Perito. Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF PAUL L. PERITO, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL COOED'
NAT1NG COUNCIL ON DRUG EDUCATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.;
ACCOMPANIED BY GAYLE KRUGHOFF

Mr. PERM, Thank you, Senator, and members of the committee
and staff. It is a pleasure to appear, once again, before this distin-
guished committee to present the views of the National Coordinating
Council on Drug Education.

I feel a' bit strange returning to the Hill, after having served for a
long time within Government. In that capacity I testified on a series
of measures which this committee has been deeply committed to, and
whose leadership inspired sonic very critical -legislation, especially
the establishtnent of the Special Action Office. Also, this committee
effected the passage of the bill about which we are discussing today.

I would like-, Madam Chairwoman, to summarize my statement,
since time is fleeting.

I think it is fair to say that my 'colleagues and I, at the Special
Action Office. focused our attention primarily on the area of heroin
abuse, and the then urgent need to build a health care delivery system
which at that time did not exist . The purpose of building that system was
to care for drug-dependent persons who urgently needed treatment,
but treatment was unavailable.

I think it is also fair to say that education and prevention efforts
aimed at reducing the social costs of drug abuse did not form the cen-
tral thrust of our mission. At that time we were faced with a burgeoning
problem of heroin use in Vietnam.

Wv had drag dependent persons that wanted treatment, but could
not get it.

That system is now in place. That war, and the incidence of new
heroin use associated with it, is now over.
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Since some progress has boon made, it would be unfair to conclude
that the problems of dealing with the broad scale use of recreational
substances of abuse is over. Consequently, it would be unwise for this
committee and the Congress to tcricinate its interest and its financial
conumtment to effect a further 1.-clIction in the use and abuse of
licit and illicit substances.

Even the most cursory review of the Federal budget reveals that
drug prevention activities form it small portion of the total package.

It was interesting to hear Mr, Arthur Jaffe's statement this morning,
that his program has approximately $4 million committed to it, and
that none of that money comes from the 'Federal Government.

My best recollection is that last year Dr. Helen Now lis and her
small staff struggled with $12.6 million, and this year her budget is
approximately $5.4 million. Suffice it to say, the area of drug abuse
education and its concomitant prevention responsibilities has not
formed the central focus of the administration's drug abuse prevention
programs.

I think it is understandable that at the time when we started the
Special Action Office and national interest was focused on developing
a health care delivery system, we intended to work with the most.
destructive forms of drug abuse because of the epidemic nature of the
heroin syndrome and the lack of adequate treatment facilities.

Doctor Jaffe and I never questioned that alcohol abuse was the most
extensive problem of abuse but that it was our sincere and fervent
hope that if we could do something to handle compulsive heroin use,
we hoped it would not move into the broad scale endemic pattern of
use and abuse similar to alcohol abuse.

So now we are faced with the problem, should we collapse our tent
and go home? Has drug abuse been solved? 1 think certain arguments
have been made that we should.

As President of the National Coordinating Council, I believe that
it would be an unfair conclusion. Such a conclusion would not be
based upon data We should not assume that the multiple problems of
recreational use of broad scale substance abuse are over and we have
nothing to worry about,

The Council feels very strongly that this committee, by extending,
or proposing to extend the Drug Abuse Education Act, and enlarge
the concept of abuse to include alcohol as well as other forms of drug
abuse has done a great service to this Nation.

We also believe that the major thrust or drug education should be in
line with the thinking of thoughtful people in this area, namely that we
have to focus on the affect we as well as the cognitive skills, in order
to effect behavior modification of our young people.

We have to recognize that the drug abuse phenomenon is a very
complicated phenomenon, not susceptible to one approach or any
single or simplistic answers.

Now, I have read with interest the statements that have preceded
our testimony. I have been made aware of the position being taken by
the administration against the extension of the Drug Abuse Education
Act. I understand that it has been recommended that nipriory- re-
sponsibilities in the prevention area ought to focus within the single
State agency concept, and within sections 409 and 410 of Public Law
92-255.
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I believe that is laudable thinking for the future, I question, at this
point, whether all of the States are prepared to incorporate drug abuse
prevention-education activities within their State plan, and to devote
significant moneys and commitment to drug abuse prevention efforts,
as well as treatment and rehabilitation.

I believe that the lang,thige, and obviously concomitant appropria-
tions set forth by S. 2848 would be eNevellingV helpful for those people
who have labored long and hard in the vineyard.

It is unfortunate that drug abuse education has received a bad
name, I think it has received a bad name because it has gone through
the typo of metamorphosis that treatment went through before we
arrived at our present situation of m161110(10 city treatment programs
with realistic success criteria.

Today it is usually not stated before a Semite or Douse Committee
that a drug abuse treatment program fails, because occasionally some
people on that program will chip a little, or occasionally use heroin or
another illicit drug and revert to prior behavioral patterns. We are
now less harsh anti judgmental.

We have had a similar development in druo. education as compared
to treatment. Clearly, from 1937, if we can look at the Nlarilmana
Tax Stamp Act, until the middle 1960's, we thought of drug education
in terms of the communication of fear about the use of a whole host. of
substances both licit and illicit, It was naively assumed tlat if you
tell people, especially young people, what a particular thing is good
for them, they necessarily will modify their bevayior. Conversely,
if you say don't use a drug, they will 'follow these instructions. It is
interesting that we anticipated a type of sophistication of young people
that the allegedly informed adult society never lived up to.

For example let's examine our antismoking campaigns, and the
campaigns in which we attempted to get our Nation physically fit.
Dv and large we have found, and there is an enormous amount of
evidence to document the fact that, if you tell people what is good for
them, they do not necessarily do that which is in their best interests.

'rite second point which I would like to make is that we had two
studies that made the headlines, namely the Macro study and the
No. 9 study in New haven.

know:Nlr. Cutler, you are intimately familiar with those studies.
Those studies and their conclusions were correct in that those education
programs which they reviewed did very little. If anything, they might
very well have been counterproductive, however, we ought not to
conclude that all drug education programs are similarly worthless.

What were those programs, which the two studies examined?
Those programs involved two things. Those programs involved

transference of moral judgments about substances of abuse but
particularly about so-called "hard drugs."

The second aspect of those programs is that they were involved
with information transference.

Those programs were intended to take information and transfer
negative advice about the haunts of drug use, never about potential
benefits or pleasures involved in such use. There n as no real attempt
in those pro rains to do that which is anticipated in the language of
S. 2848 widel; mandates and commands, namely that programs similar
to those talked about by Mr. Jaffee, of peer group counseling, pro-
grams which imposed upon young people the responsibility for making
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their own choices and helping to make their own choices about certain
types of risk activities,

Consequently, I think it is unfair, and T will revert back to being a
lawyer now, to conclude on the basis of those two limited studies that
all drug education programs are necessarily counterrroductive and

We have limited examples of programs which, on early evaluation,
like the SPARK program, seemed to be helping sonic young people.

I would like for a second to address myself to the question of
evaluation. It depends on what your standards of evaluation are

The standards of evaluation in the past education programs were
limited. The only question was do they promote total abstinence?

I would respectfully suggest that maybe that type of goal is un-
obtainable, not only in youth programs. but in programs involving
the study of supposedly mature people who abuse a whole host of
substances on a daily basis.

Last year, the gross national product for alcohol was $27.2 billion.
Suffice it to say, this Nation has what I would suggest to be an
unquestionable commitment to alcohol as a recreational drug.

It might well be that this eommitOe ought to give sonic considera-
tion to whether prevention programs ought to teach responsible
drug use, if, in fact, people are going to use substances for recreational
purposes.

As one who has been involved in both the supply and the demand
aspect of drug abuse prevention, as one who is new representing
young people charged with a series of drug related offenses, young
people ask me questions that I cannot answer; namely, whether the
regulatory scheme in the Controlled Substances Act is necessarily
relevant to scientific and medical determinations regarding toxicity.
That is a difficult question to answer.

As we all know, scheduling of drugs is not necessarily relevant to
toxicity and hazards to health. (.onsequently, education aimed at
teaching young people to make rational decisums regarding conduct
that they want to pursue. even when specific legislation does not
necessarily reflect medical or scientific accuracy, might well help
them in dealing with the complex problems they must deal 111111, if,
in fact, they are to live in a society which last year was involved in
the use of ;hugs secured through over 275 million prescriptions for
phyvho-ac tire substances.

All the scientific data, especially the data that Dr. Carl Chambers
gathered recently, supports the fact that although the incidence of
heroin abuse has decreased substantially, the fact is that the inci-
dence of certain other types of phycfm-active drugs, particularly
barbiturates and most recently methaqualone, have increased sub-
stantially among adolescents.

It might be possible to write in certain language, which I would
like to suggest and submit to the committee, regarding S. 2848 which
would broaden the scope of coverage of the act.

My concern with S. 1S45 is, first, we have taken the primary
language of the House hills, and we have imposed upon such language__
that which appears to be 41 rather inflexible evaluation standard.
I think evaluation is critical, but I think we ought to start reevaluating
our goals and he rational about what we really want to achieve.
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I can remember Senator Ilur,c,hes asking, me, when I testified about
certain multimodality Federa treatment programs. Ile asked me
what we expected an addict to do in those programs in order to
determine success.

My response was as follows: obviously we would like a decrease in
au addicts prior antisocial behavior. We would also like reintegration
of that individual into the society so that he becomes a productive
unit and secures enti-iloyment and stops committing crimes.

Hopefully, some, day, we would like also that individual to become
drug free and rely upon no medication at all.

1 teas then asked by the distinguished ranking minority member
front New York would I take 2 out of 3? The answer was obviously
yes.

Consequently, I think we ought to start applying some of those
ratio standards of success to drug abuse education programs.

I have met a few public people who have so unselfishly devoted
themselves to the public good as Dr. Helen Nowlis. llr. Now lis and
her small staff have labored in this prevention area for a long time
and they have subtly caused a change in Federal policy.

Some of the programs going on now in the Office of Education are
exciting. With the enactment of S. 2S4S, w.i.c.1 / recognizes that affective,
AS well as cognitive skills are important, which recognizes that we are
going to have to have some flexibility in early peer group intervention,
which recognizes that we ought to start focusing, not on drugs, but on
those complex problems underlying drug seeking behavior, I think
that we have. chance to do some exciting timings anti to prevent
disfunctional drug seeking behavior.

I recently returned front trying a case in Alaska. I spent some time
there with a group of young educators, supported by private funds,
at the University of Alaska. We went out to some of the Native villages.

There is a program taking place in two of those village; which have
had a particularly acute alcohol problem. What has been happening
in those villages is that when the supply of food and alcohol comes in,
several members of the village go on a bender for 2 or :3 days.

The results are often tragic. In 25° or 300 below zero cold, some
young people in ct state of intoxication will get on their snow machines,
go off to another village, fall off in the wet snow and freeze to death,
or young men will get into one of their boats and they will crash into
the rocks.

What this group of professional educators has been doing, it has
been working with the young people, ages 12 through 14, when the
incidence of drug use increases these educators seek to teach about the
rational choices that young people should make about alcohol. In
the course of which they will have some wine with the young people.
They will then have a test on a breath-o-tneter. They will go out and
LIAO the snow machine. The educators will take pictures of the young
men And young women musing the snow machine, and the next day
they will it down and discuss his or her performance.

There has been a very interesting learning process in that some of
these young people have concluded they performed less well after
three or four glasses of wine than they performed without that wine.
Young people were taught about rational choices and risk-taking
behavior.
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In light of the fact that some of their friends have died as a result
of accidents related to drinking, maybe they ought to nu dif their
conduct, and this Was suggested but not mandated

I no longer have the strietun'S 1 had before, and I tun articulating
this novel message. It is clear to me that simple information t ratIR-
ferren co has not worked. It is clear to me that fear has not worked.
It is equally dear that the transferrence of moral judgments has not
worked. In light of those conclusions, I think we ought to give a
chance to programs like Mr. Jaffe's, like the pregnant in Alaska,
would seem to me if You look at the Federal Government and look
at the mushrooming drug abuse prevention costs from $S2 million
commitment in fiscal year 1969 to $710 million in fiscal Year 1974, with
the fiscal year 1975 law enforcement budget, drug abuse trafficking
provision,. twin $205 million, it would scent to me we might well
consider putting a little more money into creative and committed
prevention efforts with some flexibility, obviously, with evaluation,
hut with rational standards of evaluation and an attempt to prevent
dysfunctional use before treatment becomes necessary.

Maybe we ought to learn something from our experiences regarding
abstinence from 1020 to 1933 in this country.

We also ought to learn something from the fact that epidemics have
a way of rising and falling.

Many more early intervention programs are needed. We ought to
recognize the fact that young people are going to be faced with a
whole host of choices about the recreational use of drugs for recrea-
tional and nonmedical purposes. Are they prepared to handle those
difficult choices?

That is a very uneasy and gnawing feeling in the minds of adults,
recognizing, of course, that there are a whole host of drugs which we
use constantly. Young people are now exploring questions about the
use of prescriptions which are prescribed by their physician supposedly
for legitimate medical purposes.

Nly final comment would be that it might be well, that not only
the purpose clause, but on page 3 of the bill, which is section 3(b), we
could also possibly include some type of prevention education pro -
gram regarding prescribing practices within that section of the act.

It seems to me that since physicians and the pharmaceutical indus-
try. in effect, helped to set prescribing practices, courses in which
alternative approaches to drug taking behavior can be explored
which might also he helpful. lt might also be helpful to integrate such
courses into some of the community education programs now taking
place.

It is interesting to note, for example, that the Russian Government
now has instituted in their medical schools a whole series of courses
relating to psychopharmacology, and related prescribing practices of
physicians.

There scents to be a data correlation between substantial prescrib-
in practices and the continued use of psychotropic substances in
veri din areas. We must find out more about such studies.

We attempted to set up some expansion of the psychopharmacology
departments in our Nation's medical schools. It would not be beyond
the purview of this bill. and certainly tinder the broad purpose clause,
to do something relating, to prescribing practices of American physi-
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Won Id yon go into that it little more?
NIr. PEInTO. Yes, Senator, I would be happy to respond to your

question.
I think that one of the reat problems in the area of drug abuse

education has been the credibility of the educator.
Part of the reason for the credibility gap, i would suggest, is that

although we attempted for a long time to transfer moral jmigments
regarding drug use, and we have attempted to tell young people that
there would be certain untoward effects in the use of certain hard sub-
stances. A lot of young people, for a variety of reasons, tried those
substances and they found there was a gap between their subjective
experience that was different from the allegedly objective information
which they were receiving.

Therefore, they were compelled to conclude from their own ex-
periences that there was not that much objectivity.

They have also witnessed around them the specter of society that
spends $27.2 billion of its gross national product on alcohol. They have
witnessed the fact that 52 million Americans now smoke in a fairly
compulsive fashion.

I think young people are asking us some very difficult, embarrassing,
and gnawing' questions. Is smoking not a form of abuse? I think the
answer clearly is "Yes." It might well be that we have to change our
thinking on concepts of drug abuse.

What I am suggesting, Senator, is that if we are going to have in-
tegrity in the educational process of trying to teach young people to
make mature judgments about risk-taking behavior, and smoking
cigarettes compulsively is risk-taking behavior, notwithstanding the
Surgeon General's report from 1964 to the present timean increasing
number of voung people seem to be smoking in alarming numbers.

Senator ItANDOLPIt. I agree with you.
Mr. PERIM My hope is, Senator, that obviously we do not want to

proselytize for the use of mind-altering drugs, we do not want to
proselytize for the use of alcohol or tobacco, or any other chemical
substances of abuse. However, the fact is if young people are going to
use sonic of those substances, they ought to start using them respon-
sibly, and we ought to start telling them about responsible drug use
They have to decide what choices they, as adults, must make about
those substances which they choose to useand hopefully not abuse.

I think to the extent that we as adults recognize.tbat we are as
caught up as they are in a drug-shrouded sonetv, be it over-the-
counter prescriptions or psychotropic drugs, mind-idtering substances,
or alcohol, the fact is we do not have as adults a particularly good
record for our children to look at.

My hope is, like the Arthur hires of our society, that by showing
young people integrity, because voungpeople have a wonderful way
of cutting through everything, and looking at that individual attempt-
ing to act as a facilitator, to discuss these things rationally, and what
that means, in part, is reexamination of some of our patterns of the
past, possibly we could start changing patterns of substance abuse
among young people. That is very unpleasant for all of us.

My grave concern, Senator, Is that the lessening incidence of
abuse of heroin and all the data indicates that, it would be very er-
roneous for us to conclude that the recreational use of an whole group of
substances, some of which are terribly deleterious to the indi,:idual,
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is over, and consequently I think that the interest of this committee is
necessary and the bills before this committee aro critical if we are to
continue some of the prevention approaches and education approaches
which appear to have promising results.

I do not think We ought to fold mtr tent and go home. The war
on drug abuse has not yet been Won.

If we do, I think it k.p0,:sibie We could face another epidemic in the
future, maybe not heroin, but possibly one of the 'psychoactive drugs.

Maybe it would not be heroin. Maybe it will be methaqualone, as
it was recently. Maybe it will he amphetamines again. Maybe it will
he a new synthetic that will be devised,

But the tact is that I think that is possible. I certainly hope not. My
hope, Senator, is that we all can start approaching, the educational-
prevention situation a rational manner, \N e must face up to the fact
that in the past we have classified certain drugs as "hard drugs"
that are not as toxic as other drugs which are not classified or classified
as "soft drugs."

1 think, in line with that, one of the things that will have to be done,
in addition to that which this committee is doing on S. 2S48 and related
bills, is to give some substantial consideration to the reclassification
of drugs now scheduled in the Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention
and Control Act of 1970 (Public. Law 91-513),

Senator ItAsnotxtt. Mr. Perito, you arc very explicit and very
articulate. Our able chairman, Senator Ilughes., yesterday spoke about
those parents who are really saturated with booze, who are advising
then' children not to use drugs.

I am not sure of the exact language he used yesterday. I think
that is the essence of what he said

You are saying. in a sense, that there has to be an example, a good
example?

Mr. PERIM. And honesty.
Senator RANDOLPH. honesty, integrity, credibility, whatever the

word would he,
The former Surgeon General told me within the past few days that

there was a very marked increase in the use of drugs throughout the.
country among young people. lie went on to say that there Was a very
rapid rise in the use of tobacco, cigarettes by teenagers.

So, the so-called educational program and the television statements
on cigarette ads saying that such and such is bad for health, do you
think those are bitting the mark or foiling, what is your continent?

Mr. Norco. My comment is that the campaigns of 1069 through
1971, the antismoking campaigns, in part, were square campaigns,
but seine of them told young and old that if they started to smoke,
it might not be too late, that they could stop at any particular time.

The design of earlier educational campaigns still was supportive of
the concept of the marihuana campaigns front 1937 through 1945, or
probably through 1950; namely, there was the fear motive plus
adverse health effects which would cause young prople to change
their behavior.

Nly thinking is, hosed upon the data I see, and I look to the very
persuasive argument made by Edward Breeher that those cam-
paigns were not particularly successful. I think that possibly using
the type of pee -group intervention, primarily prevention approach
that NIr. Jaffe is recommending, not necessarh only in high schools,
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but also in the grade schools, and I point to a program, for example,
iii Nliclngan called Learning Tree, where they give pregrade school
youngsters a whole group of learning experiences, the snatching of a
purse, the taking of a drink, lighting of matches, the use of cigarettes,
and they start exploring (hose things which young people during
that very important formative stage must make ratimial chokes
about doing or not doing.

The early evaluations of programs, such as those which I have just
described, are very encouraging. By the time someone becomes an
adolescent, certain patterns have been set pretty well, especially
when it is fashionable within that peer group for everybody to smoke,
it then becomes necessary to start modifying those patterns of choice.

Mr. Brecher, from his research, determined that nicotine, to use
his words, is an "addictive substance," and that it is as hard for
young people to stop using as it is for parents to stop using cigarettes.

I do think that those earlier education campaigns as structured
have not been particularly effective. Just like our health campaigns
involving caloric intake have not been particularly effective, although
we seem to have a nation which buys a tremendous amount of books
about diets, but does not necessarily follow the prescriptions set forth
in those books. flow then can we expect young people to do much
better than adults do,

My concern isand I think we have analogies in the seatbelt
situation, we have analogies in physical fitness campaignstelling
people about adverse effects of anything does not necessarily cause
behavior modification.

Senator RANDOLPH. What can we do, other than tell theta of the
adverse effects?

Mr. PERITO. I believe we can explore with young people and also
with older people both positive and negative aspects of a particular
type of activity, involving the recreational drug use of drugs. We
can explore what tradeoffs they have to make if they decide to use
such drugs. And if, in fact, they are going to use that substance, how
they should use it in the most nontoxic manner. In other words,
let's teach nondysfunction drug use.

I think when you do not thrust your decision at them and let them
make sonic. decisions about the lifestyle they want to lead, hopefully
giving them sonic reasonable alternatives. In my judgment one of
the problems with the rising incidence of alcohol use, Senator, among
adolescents, is that young people, who want to get high with alcohol,
who use alcohol juxtaposed with a whole group of depressant drugs
like methaqualone, have sonic problem they have to work out and we
ought to suggest meaningful and reasonable alternatives to them.

Yon start getting at those problems, and I point to the very en-
couraging language of the "purpose clause" in which the rrpose
of the pending legislation is to focus upon the "cause" rather than the
symptom,. and to find through early intervention approaches sonic, of
the critical formative factors in the community effecting this prob-
lem, namely the church, the schools, law enforcement agencies,
people that young people come in contact with. I think the gm-twing
aspect you are talking about is the needed reevaluation of values
within the society, and to use Mr, ilrecher's expression, lie says when
the quality of life improves, the use of recreational substances for
nonmedical purposes probably will decrease. lie is probably right.
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Miss NItumi. I take it from your testimony that You do feel that
there should continue to be a fairly strong office within the Office of
Education which would concern itself with the abuse of various
drugs?

Mr. PEM. Yes, 1 do.
I believe that way because they are in the best position to integrate

drug education into the total education process. In effect then, 1 ant
suggesting that good drug education means better education generally.

I he Government is in a fairly fortunate position. Dr. Nowlis is a
terribly committed, terribly erudite woman, with very small staff.
She and her staff have labored hard. They have gone through the
processes of learning. They are at the point where they can start
doing good.

To cut them out now is counterproductive. We are not talking
about $100 million. Certainly, vis-a-vis the commitment to treat-
ment, rehabilitation, and research the money going into prevention
and education is dwarfed. I feel very strongly that the Office of
Education should continue their laudatory efforts in the prevention
area.

Mr. CUTLER. What would you recommend as the appropriate
funding levels for drug abuse education and prevention activities as
set forth in the bill by Senator Javits to accomplish those goals?

Mr. PERM. What hill are you referring to, Mr. Cutler?
Mr. CUTLER. Set forth in S. 2848.
Mr. PER1TO. I noticed the funding level is $26, $30, and $34 million.

When look at some interesting corresponding levels in the bill
that this committee cosponsored, the Special Action Office bill, and
then compare those sums to the money that was actually obligated, I
would say that figures in line of $40, :;'50, and $60 million, noting the
reality of the OMB emitting process, would not be unreasonable.

I am sympathetic with the point of view often articulated by the
administration, that is, that by throwing money at something, it does
not necessarily solve the problem. But I do 9uestion whether a commit-
ment of $5.4 million or $12.6 million is sufficient to handle prevention
responsibilities, in light of what we now understand to be an enormous
problem of recreational drug use and abuse.

I guess I disagree with the administration on economics. The fact
s that if we are talking in terms of a therapeutic; community, handling

young people in a 'I'C, we are talking in terms of a service delivery,
of $3,500 to $5,000 per patient year. Even for an efficiently managed
methadone program, if there is a good service delivery, it costs $1,500
to $2,000.

S'hen we look at the computer model, we find sonic of the programs
are spending as much as $6,000 and $7,000 per man-year. If, in fact,
you look at the school systems throughout the country and further
consider the potential for affecting only slight behavior modification,
which might cause a yoting person not to be involved in dysfunctional
drug use, which ultiinately will get Government involved in bigger
fiscal commitment, I would say that it is fiscally responsible, to spend
more money on prevention ear'y, than spend it to rehabilitatelateroll.

it we concentrate all of our efforts in treatment and rehabilitation,
and have a minimal effort in prevention, it would seem economically
counterproductive since treatment is so expensive and not over-
whelmingly effective.
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I would think that the funding levels, as presently stated in the bill,
are certainly reasonable, although I have no hope of ever seeing that
money actually obligated by the agencies involved.

I would say if there was slight elevation in the funding level
ultimately, this Nation would save an awful lot of money, by placing
emphasis where it 115110W needed.

All we have to do is look at our fiscal commitn'ent for law enforce-
ment. At one time we thought that through a concentrated effort we
could totally cut off the supply of heroin coming into the United
States.

Now, we are more realistic. We say, that we cannot do that, but we
are going to focus our effort at selected population areas.

The fact is we are going to spend next year $295 million on law
enforcement. It would seem to me that if wo spent more on drug abuse
prevention it would be money well spent. Let's not wait until it's a
law enforcement or treatment problem.

Mr. CUTLER. You believe these dollars could be effectively utilized
now, funding level, increased funding level?

Mr. PERITO. I would say if the funding levels here ultimately
survive the appropriation-allocation-obligation process, that these
levels certainly would be reasonable.

Now, Dr. Now lis and her staff have some models, they have some
demonstration projects. There is room for some new social research and
development models.

I am not talking in terms of the amounts mentioned by some myopic
spokesmen, namely hundreds of millions. I think that is absurd. but I
would say $26, $30 and $34 million is reasonable in light of the group
that you want to focus upon in with the broad scale nature of recrea-
tional drive use.

Senator RANDOLPH. You are talking about priorities, are you not?
Mr. PERtTO. Yes, Senator, I am.
Senator RANDOLPH. I think that is something that frankly we have

done too little of in recent years, because we, in a sense, have spread
ourselves thin throughout the world for one reason or another.

We have left ourselves, we will say, with only a certain amount of
financial and perhaps even moral strength in this country, and we are
caught short. That is what you are talking about?

Mr. PERITO. Yes, I agree with your statements.
Senator RANDOLPH. Is there actually a reduction in heroin addic-

tionI am sure there is, you have mentioned itand what is your
estimate of the total number of addicts in this country at the present
time?

Mr. PERITO. Senator, I refer back to illy former colleague, Dr. Jaffe,
in saying that I guess we will never determine with total accuracy
the incidence, prevalence figure of heroin use and addiction.

I would think that an estimate of addicts in terms of 200,000 to
300,000 is probably accurate.

I think that what we are seeing, however, is a distinction, and we
notice that distinction in our Vietnam experience, a distinction between
heroin users, sometimes chronic users, who are not drug dependents,
and people who are actually compulsive users. If, in fact, our health
care delivery system is where we wanted it to be, then we can care for
a couple hundred thousand heroin dependent poisons. However, there
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does not seem to be a waiting list of heroin addicts who today want
treatment, but cannot secure it.

Also, if we look at this, I think, very worthwhile system set up by
the Drug Enforcement Administration with the Special Action Office,
the DAWN system, which gives us an early warning network, we see
that the percentage of heroin in the major DAWN citiesdrug abuse
early warning networkhas dropped considerably. This is exceedingly
encouraging.

in my judgment, 200,000 to 300,000 would probably be a fair
figure. Maybe it is a little higher than that, but I would say the num-
ber of users of heroin exceeds that figure.

When we first started to look at the numbers, we thought we were
talking about an addict population, but as we found in Vietnam, you
have to be aware of a substantial user population which is much higher
than the addict population. The figures that now concern me most,

iSenator{ is what appears to be a mushrooming incidence in the growth
of certain type depressant use. There are a whole list of depressants
psycho-active drugs, and the switch between alcohol and those drugs
concern me. Some people are moving from wine to methaqualone, to
downers and back and forth.

Senator RANDOLPH. Now, if heroin addiction, as you have indicated,
is a lesser number than, say, a few years ago, I am interested in
knowing whether you believe that lessening has been due to better
enforcement and the resulting restriction of supply, or would it be
perhaps due to changed attitudes on the part of the young, or would
it be a combination?

Mr. PERITO. I am reluctant to give you a lawyer's answer, but I
think I am going to have to in this instance.

I believe that clearly the effective work being done to control
availability has helped considerably.

If you look at areas like Washington, D.C., where you have a very
effective police effort, it has caused a lot of people to go into treatment
who would not ordinarily go into treatment prior to this intensive
law enforcement campaign.

I think the juxtaposing of effective enforcement hitting at certain
areas, along with treatment availability, has certainly helped.

I think with that, plus broad scale treatment efforts, plus an effec-
tive law enforcement and preventive effort, when you think of it for 50
years in this country, law enforcement was on one side, and treatment
and rehabilitation on the other, and that bringing thorn together0
would suggest really was helpful in reducing the incidence of heroin
abuse and its accompanying criminal syndrome. I have no doubt that
it was a combined effort that helped "turn the corner" on heroin
abuse.

I think that some of the data coming in, the so-called TCU data,
one of the systems that was devised under Dr. Jaffe, when that comes
in, I think your question Senator will be answered with substantial
data to support my conclusion.

My reaction is, looking at those sheets when they came in and
looking at the data, I think a combination of factors have helped. I
am certainly encouraged by some of the enlightened law enforcement
approaches, and again we come back, Senator, to your statement
about priorities.
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1/10,A is looking now at substantial networks of drug trafficking
activities. They are less concerned about possession of small amounts
of nontoxic substance, even if that substance is scheduled. DEA is
focusing on major problem areas.

senator RANDOLPH. My final question,
Do you believe that, let us say, the sale of heroin, and perhaps

other drugs, is carried on more or Tess by individuals or is it an organi-
zation effort?

Mr. PEF.ITO. I guess I am going to have to fall back on my prior
prosecuting experiences.

I spent 4 years prosecuting cases in the Southern District of New
York where most of the substantial organized crime eases are tried.
It is elm,' to me from that experience and from my experiences now
on the so-called other side that is defending people charged with drug
vioictions. It is my belief that you do not have any real substantial
trafficking unless that traffic is connected to an organized and sophisti-
cated activity on the highest level.

Bringing heroin into the United States, I am not talking about the
occasional backpacking, or a person who comes in with a small package,
or a tube inserted in a body cavity, that is miniscule as a trafficking
activity.

I am talking about substantial kilos and tnultikilo operations. You
cannot do that unless you are part of a sophisticated. cartel, unless
you are organized, unless you have linked that supplier with a person
who is going to travel with it.

I think, however, on the other end of the spectrum where it is ulti-
mately transferred to the person who is the ultimate recipient, you
have a lot of people who got into the business because there is a lot of
money to be made,

At the highest level, organized crime, whatever you want to call it
and I being an Italian-American can refer to it as the "Mafia" or
organized criminal syndicate. I believe still have substantial power.
The fact is that there were a lot of people who were heavy traffickers
identified by Drug Enforcement Administration, who still go un-
prosecuted because it is difficult to secure sufficient probative
evidence.

Senator, it is the analogy of the president of General Motors actually
working on the assembly line. '1 hat president no more gets to the
assembly line than the substantial trafficker gets to the glassine bag
of heroin.

Usually, your witnesses for the prosecution are threatened. Even
with our more enlightened immunity statutes, it is hard to make
substantial conspiracy cases. It is a very, very difficult prosecuting
job.

I worked very closely with John Bartels, who is the head of the Drug
Enforcement. Administration. I feel assured that we have a very
qualified and sophisticated man heading that agency. I believe we are
allied in the belief that substantial heroin trafficking operations do
not take place unless you have. organization, whatever name you
happen to give to that organization.

And for organization, you need money. But also in heroin trans-
actions, money conies down first. In order to put up money for multi-
kilo organization, even some of our larger industrial conglomerates
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could not put up the type of money in cash that the heroin network
can front.

The fascinating thingand it was very frustrating to meis that
the police or then the Bureau of Narcotics would go in, intercept a
shipment, and then 2 weeks later, that same amount of money could
be replicated, if the people happened to seize the earlier money.

I think sonic of the organization would dwarf the Chase Manhattan
in their ability to come up with now money,

Senator RANDOLPH. Mr. Perito, you are saying, of course, that there
is the matter of the violator and how he is dealt with through the
processes of the law. And you are saying there is the group to be re-
habilitated,

Mr. PER1TO. I might say 3.ou seldom have a substantial trafficker
who is involved in the use of that substance. They are very sophisti-
cated, and they will not touch heroin.

Senator RANDOLPH. Well, now, I had not thought to ask other
questions, but there is one question I think is necessary to ask of vou,
because you are an attorney. You have been a prosecutor, and tliere
are times in your life where you say you have been a lawyer in the

-sense of representing clients, and I have read in prior hearings and
had it documented in several cases, that persons coming into the
United States, aliens, who are not even citizens of our country, come
in with huge quantities of heroin, into Florida, for example. That was
one specific ease. I am not going to try to say this figure is correct at
the moment, but the value runs into many millions of dollars, in one
single case, where there is apprehension and seizure.

Then the judge allows that person to be freed with a bond, which
is $25,000, $50,000, $100,000, when you are dealing in millions of
dollars. So you are not going to see that person again, are you, unless
he is caught again?

Mr. PEarro. The bail jumping record for the cases in the Southern
District of New York against substantial heroin traffickers is fantastic.
The House Select Committee on Crime hearings shows a chart of
people who jumped bail including aliens. I think it was 85 to 70 percent
of traffickers arrested during this 10-year period. Never been ap-
prehended.

Senator RANDOLPH. When a person is apprehended and seizure is
made, what in your opinion is the responsibility of the court?

Mr. PER1TO, In S. 2848 I should include a section for educating
judges, as well as young people. I think that judges have a substantial
responsibility, when they are dealing with a person who has been
convicted, beyond any question of a doubt, of a crime involving a
substantial amount of heroin to impose a sentence appropriate to that
offense. Whe' we are dealing with a young girl or boy charged with
possessing a substance classified as toxic, when the truth of the
evidence shows it is not toxic, to treat them with much more lenient
fashion makes sense. Judges and prosecutors have to learn to make
distinctions between types of drug cases and types of offenders.

Senator RANDOLPH. Let us forget the second category., am talking
about the alien who comes in with heroin valued at $5 million or what
not.

1 have all this documented in the past. Then that person for $50,000
or $100,000, whatever the amount, well he is gone. NN'hy does the judge
allow it?
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PERITO. Let Ili assume we are talking about a Federal judge.
Some judges allow defendants to be released because they believe
they have no broad discretion under the Bail Reform Act. Until
those interpretations are clarified, we are going to have judges going
both ways. Some judges believe that, in any instance, an individual
has to be released on bail, because of the directives of title 18, U.S.C.
3146, and the following.

Senator RANDOLPH, Do you believe that is necessary?
Mr. PEavro, No, I do not. That might sound strange for a defense

counsel to be speaking this way. But if an individual has roots in the
community, and shows every indication that he will return before
the court for the next proceeding, then he should be released, and bail
ought to be reasonable.

I am saying that the court cannot draw meaningful distinctions.
That is based on an old case back in 1930. I think that act has been
misinterpreted so much that it is incumbent upon the Congress to
clarify it, so that distinctions can be made between individuals with
a substantial likelihood of flight and others who will remain in the
community.

I question whether the eighth amendment, as such, mandates that
bail has to be granted in all cases. I think we have a situation with an
alien where he has no roots in the community, and will likely flee.
In those instances, a judge, under the act, can deny bail.

I mean if he comes in with $100,000 for bail.
Senator RANDOLPH. Or millions?
Mr. PERITO. Yes.
Senator RANDOLPH. $5 or $10 million.
Mr. PERITO. If he is a participant in a cartel, then they can put

up that money without any problem.
Senator RANDOLPH. That is what I say.
Mr. PERITO. Bail money is no problem if you are part of an

organization.
Senator RANDOLPH. It is just a small cost of doing business.
Mr. PERITO. We handled that situation once in a case in New York

in 1968, involving the largest seizure of heroin at that time, when the
defendants were about to put up $500,000 for an alien, we made an
application in court to examine the source of that money which would
be used for the bond.

For some reason the bail application was then withdrawn.
I think again you have got to have an effective educational process,

not only on the part of the judges, but prosecutors, and that when
they recommend there be no bail, even under the act, that they can
bacic it up with certain facts, and certainly the fact of a tremendous
quantity of heroin, no roots in the community should militate against
release in one's own recognizance.

Senator RANDOLPH. Thank you very much.
Gayle, do you have any comment?
Ms. KRUGHAFF. I would just add one note of support for the bill.
We are a membership organization
Senator RANDOLPH. Which bill?
Ms. Kauatiom S. 2848. We are a membership organization, and

we deal with national organizations, and we deal with entities at the
State, county and local level.
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We feel we have a very good tie-in with what is going on in drug
prevention activities around the country at the grassroots level.

It is the experience of the Nat lotud Coordinating Council that
there has been a lot of progress in drug education, that people out
there actually involved m drug MUcation are very eager to adopt,
the changes that have been recommended by model programs.

I think it is premature to cut off Federal funding at this point. I
do not think the States are ready to have it on their own, and I
think the major role the Federal dovernment can play is to facilitate
the exchange of information of what we have already learned, and
pass that down to those local entities.

This is just an added word of support for S. 2848,
Senator RANDOLPH. Thank you very much.
Our next witness is Rev. Harold Burris.
Would you come forward?
We thank the witnesses who are leaving the table.
The prepared statement of Mr. Perito follows.)
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STATINENT OE PAT, L. rFArio,

PRI:STDEir, NATIONAL COORDINATING NUNC L ON DIAJC, EDUCATION

PEFOPE TIfl st.T.co,tviTF.E ON AI,OC1101:1:7!1 A9.) 1AKR

AND PUril.TC Sl'ATT:S SE1IATE

Re: H.R. 9455, S.1845 and S.2848 - Drug Abuse Prevention

Mr. Chaimin and Members of the Subcommittee: It is
a great pka<1,1".3 for me to appear, once again, before your distinguished

Subco,mittee and submit the views of the National Coordinating Council

on hcaag Education relating to the pending legislation. In my former

capacity as Deputy Director of the Special Action Office for Drug

Ahtise Prevention, my colleagues and I focused our attention primarily

upon the area of heroin abuse and the then urgent need to rapidly

expand a health care delivery system to care for drug dependent persons.

Education and prevention efforts aimed at reducing the social

costs of drug abuse did not form the central thrust of our mission.

At that time we were faced with a burgeoning epidemic of heroin use

in Vietnam and an incohate health care delivery system which could

not accomodate the needs of approximately 50,000 heroin dependent

persons who wanted treatment. These individuals sought treatment but

found that treatment was not available.
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That system is now in place. That war, and the incidence

of new heroin use associated with it, has now ended. Clearly progress

has been made. However, we ought not to conclude that significant

progress has been made in dealing with the complex problem of the

broad scale recreational use of an increasing variety of pharmacological

substances. my deep concern is that we should not become too euphoric

about our limited advances and assume that the multiple problems of

substance have now so sIeilificantly subsided that we can collapse

our interest and terminate Our fiscal commitment. Even the most cursory

review of the federal budget for the past five years alerts us to the

fact that education, training and prevention were insignificant

items in the total drug abase prevention package.

On September 11, 1973, the President held a conference at

the White House which was attended by law enforcement personnel and drug

abuse prevention specialists involved in the creation of the Treatment

Alternatives to Street Crime Project (TASC). At that time the President

stated that "we have a long road after turning the corner on drug

addiction".

We may have "turned the corner" on the heroin epidemic of

the late 60's but we cannot fail to be alarmed by the spiraling use

patterns of certain types of psychotropic substances, and especially

the rising incidence of the use of alcohol and tobacco among adolescents

and teenagers. More than 250 million prescriptions for psychoactive drugs

-2-
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are written every year by doctors and the number has increased annually.

Psychoactive drugs, despite the fact that they have been marketed for

only 20 years, have assumed pre-eminence in the pharmaceutical field

to the point where they are now the single most prescribed class of

drugs. There is little question that psychoactive drugs - tranquillizers,

stimulants and depressants - are deeply ingrained in our way of life.

However, I an pleased to see that this committee has not been

lured by the sentiment that complex problems in the area of destructive

and dysfunctional drug use are over and we can now feel assured

that support and interest are no longer necessary.

As President of the National Coordinating Council on Drug

Education, I heartily endorse the philosophy underlying the legisla-

tive language contained in.S.2848. Both S.2848 and H.R. 9456 reflect

the enlightened view, long advocated by the Chairmon of this Committee

and by his distinguished ranking Minority Member of including the

words "alcohol and drug abuse" not only in the title of the act but

in every line of the bill where the words "drug abuse" appear.

Additionally, S.2848 specifically mandates that funds -- shall be

available for such activities as -- comprehensive demonstration programs

in schools and communities which focus on the causes of drug ebuse

rather than the symptoms; which emphasize the need for the affective

as wall as the cognitive approach; which reflect the specialized needs

-3-
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of local communities..." This language, buttressed by the broad

purpose clause, clearly mandates the development of community based and

school based R&D programs which hopefully will aid those 1Daited

early intervention approaches now under way.

The Coordinating Council enthusiastically endorses the

philosophy of S.2848. Our Council was among the first organization

to point out the failures of informition - based programs of the past.

We are pleased to see that the mistakes of the past are not replicated

in this legislation. In our three comprehensive evaluationsof drug

abuse audiovisuals, the Council found most drug abuse films, slide

shows, and film strips sadly lacking in scientific accuracy and in

conceptual integrity. In the third edition of Drug Abuse Films,

only 18% of the more than 200 films reviewed by our expert panels were

recommended for utilization by aladrug abuse program.

Study after study, including the much publicized Macro

Sytem and Number Nine studies funded by the Department of Health, Educa-

tion and Welfare, concluded that early information based thug education

programs were abysmal failures. Our oganization has pointed out that

many thoughtful and creative people in the field turned away from such

programs because of the innaccurate information which they attempted

to disseminate and the hysterical quality surrounding the entire effort.

Another critical shortcoming of these early efforts was the

mistaken impression that drug propaganda was drug education. Drug

education as originally conceived and legislatively supported was destined
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for' failure since it ignored the lessons of history and denied the

attractiveness of the recreational Ilse of chemical substances (in-

cluding alcohol and tobacco), Those :!arlier cappaigns sought to use

fear as an instrument for curbing abuse. Whenthat failed moral

directives and inaccurate scientific inforration forced the focal

point for allei;ei behavior modification.

During the past decade this nation has been struggling

to respond to the fact that millions of its citizens are using, and

continue to use, a broad variety of pharmacological substances, both

licit and illicit, to affect mood and behavior for non-medical purposes.

Recreational drug use is unlikely to be modified by educational or

prevention campaigns aimed either at the transference of moral judgments

or the conveyance of scientiftpally invalid and innaccurate information.

Most of our past efforts to prevent drug "use" through information and

alleged educational programs rested upon the expectations that if young

people understood the facts about prohibited drugs, very few would use

them. Early drug abuse education programs assumed, without proof or

evaluation, that if the facts were fully known about illicit drug use,

young people would accordingly modify their behavior and embrace

abstinence. Our errors of the past are certainly worth noting so that

such mistakes will not be replicated in the future.

Beginning in 1969, American radio and television stations

carried large numbers of superbly acted and directed anti-cigarette

-S-
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commercials which warned the public of the hazards of cigarette

smoking and urged smokers to stop. Many of these messages were aimed

at young people. It was argued that young people wuld be profoundly

impressed by what they heard and saw. Vast nuMbers would be convinced

that cigarette smoking causes cancer and other diseases, impairs

health and shortens life. However, young people during those years

took up snaking in increasing numbers. As Edward Bracher dramatically

demonstrated in Licit and Illicit Drugs, such campaigns had counter

productive effects. Studies concerning the increasing use pattern of

teenage smoking demonstrate that the warning messages against the

hazards of smoking failed to convince young people that they should

not smoke but rather convinced them that they can continue to smoke

for a few year and then decide, when they want,to stop. Brecher

contends that nicotine, like morphine and heroin,is an addicting

substance. He impressively documents the fact that cigarette

smoking in the United States, after years of intensive anti-smoking

campaigns, is at an all time high. Our anti-smoking campaigns amply

demonstrate that well meaning drug education efforts often have done more

harm than good. One of the most significant errors of the past is that

we have made irrational semantic distinctions, based neither on

scientifically valid evidence nor dysfunctional behavior. We have

referred to certain drugs as either "hard" or "soft."

-6-
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We have also defined caffein, nocotine and alcohol as non-drugs, and

as different from heroin, barbiturates and amphetemines. As a result,

we continue to advertise and promote the drinking of alcoholic beverages

while simultaneously campaigning against the recreational use of

barbiturateq. Fhannacologists however, tell us that the two classes of

drugs are barely distinguishable in their effects, ranging from pleasant

sedation to drunkenness and delirium tremors. We support Brecher's

thesis when he concludes that a sound educational program must avoid

establishing a privilege group of "licit drugs" like caffein, nicotine

and alcohol whose use can be promoted despite the hazards and a

condemned group of "illicit drugs" whose use is warned against despite

some potential benefits. I would respectfully suggest that it is

fantasy to assume that drug education campaigns can totally eradicate

drug seeking behavior. Simple information transferrence about the

untoward effects of illicit substances will not necessarily lead one

toward abstinence fram drug use, be it experimental or social - recrea-

tional. The limited success of physical fitness, fat-free diet, anti-

smoking and other health-oriented campaigns should have alerted us

to the inadequacies of this naive belief.

In making these comments and criticisms about campaigns of

the past I should hasten to add that I am speaking about the historical

American attitudes towards drugs, and drug education in particular.

Under the enlightened leadership of people like Dr. Helen Nowlis

-7-
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these attitudes and policies are today in the process of change.

I believe this change will be further accelerated by the enactment

of legislation like 5.2848 which is buttresed upon the enlightened

belief that drug abuse is a complex human phononena: A5 such, there

is no single intervention approach which is necessarily applicable to

all school systems or to all local corrunities.

Speaking personally as one who has been deeply involved on

the supply and demand sides of the drug ab. prevention equation and

as a private practitioner representing individuals charged with drug

related offenses, it is my hope that we will now establish realistic

standards for evaluation of the drug abuse prevention efforts mandated

by the bills now under consideration.

I would respectfully suggest that drug abuse prevention and

education campaivs should attempt to minimize drug use but recognize

that total eradication of drug seeking behavior is probably impossible.

Campaigns aimed at teaching responsible drug use might help us to avoid

dysfunctional drug seeking behavior and restore the credibility of

the drug educators. A re-examination of the progrvns of the past might

cause us to conclude that the ingestion of mind-altering substances

for recreational purposes might well be normative behavior, especially

among curious adolescents and teenagers. The recognition of this fact

ought not lead us to the conclusion that this is healthy behavior.

lkAAever, it should lead us to the setting of realistic goals for drug

-8-
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abuse prevention consistent with that acceptance. Drug abuse prevention

and specifically early intervention strategies should be designed to

present individuals Item using phlrmlcological agents which do

themselves harm and by exten4ion, damage the society in which

they live. By teaching young people about the risks inherent in their

behavior and the choices which they must mine as they mature, it might

4
well be that we can develop a more responsible adult drug using

population. The message then, ought not to be that only abstinence

is acceptable behavior but rather that if one decides to use a sub-

stance, then that substance ,:tght to be used in a rational and

responsible manner. I am fully cognizant of the implications of this

statement. It implies that we must reexamine our present control

structure. We must also rid ourselves of the irresponsible distinctions

between "hard" and "soft" drugs and the definition of alcohol, nicotine

and tobacco as non-drugs. We also must consider the formulation

of a more rational system of controls based upon an accurate assess-

ment of the hazard potential of the pharmacological substances which we

intend to control. Enforcement consequences of such control must not

be overlooked. Such reevaluation forces us to abandon the hypocrisy

of the past where nicotine, alcohol and mind-altering agents were

defined either as "non-drugs" or as "soft" drugs. By setting more

realistic and attainable standards we might also be able to lessen

-9.-
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the social costs involved in the misuse of drugs (i.e., those social

costs that are readily manifested in traffic deaths, overdose deaths,

manhours lost to industry, and wasted and empty lives).

It is my fin belief that the philosophy underlying

S.2848 as well as aspects H.R. 9456 and S.1845 are clearly supportive

of the type of enlightened intervention campaigns and rational educational

.approaches strongly endorsed by our Council. ty setting success

goals such as regular class attendance, acceptable school behavior,

grade improvement, and non-criminal or anti-social conduct we are

moving in the direction of a reexamination of our past attitudes

toward drug use and drug abuse. By recognizing that the community

as well as the school system can and should play a role in shaping the

behavior of young people we have travelled a significant distance in

effecting a change in our past attitudes toward drug education. On

behalf of the Council I heartily corrnend the Chairman and the Members

of this Committee for their enlightened leadership in blazing the trail

in a forest which has been dark for a long, long time.

Thank you again for the opportunity to appear before yvu

this morning.

-10-
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STATEMENT OF REV, HAROLD BURRIS, CEDAR FALLS, IOWA, A
MEMBER OP THE NATIONAL ACTION COMMITTEE FOR DRUG
EDUCATION

Reverend Mims. I am Harold Burris, minister of the United
Methodist Church, and formerly the director of the Wesley Founda-
tion, assistant professor, Department of Religion, University of
Northern Iowa.

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, thank you for this op-
portunity to express my concern over and support for the continuance
of a national drug education program.

For the past 20 years I have observed the drug scene and its de-
structive growth in the cities of New York, Chicago, and now recently
in the State of Iowa. I am convinced that the scourge of drugs is still
with us.

The use of polydrugs, and the ever-rising use and abuse of alcohol
shows no indication of abatement. Two weeks ago in the cities of
Waterloo and Cedar Falls, Iowa, the largest three drug raids in their
history occurred.'

The young people arrested, some personally known to me, were per-
sons of great potential whose lives are now sidetracked by destructive
behavior. The drugs confiscated in each raid were of numerous types.

As a people, we are often driven to response by crisis; we yearn for
these crises to pass quicklywe want to say the scourge is over.

However, as so many of our social ills, we declare victory long before
the task is completed. For the sake of our youth, those involved in the
drug scene, and those growing into the age of decision around drug-
related behavior, I hope we will not slacken, but intensify our services.

The substitution of the Senate bill 2848 to extend and improve the
Drug Abuse Education Act of 1970 can be one step in this direction.

Since the initiation of the current drug education program in 1970, I
have served as a member of the sounding board of the National Action
Committee for Drug Education, and more recently, as a member of
their technical assistance pool, I have been providing management
assistance to State, community, and school-based programs.

At their request, I have given particular attention to the initiation
of the 7 regional training resource and development centers, and
have been involved in the training of nearly 120 preservice teams for
colleges across America.

Finally, I have provided coordinating assistance to 11 components
of LTSOE, ongoing projects which may provide valuable information
about the installation of varied programs in different kinds of
communities.

I support the bill before you because I believe it recognizes some of
the experiences confirmed in recent drug education. Drug use and
abuse are complex behavioral phenomena requiring varied approaches
and broad involvement by all segments of society.

We need to continue the development of various research and
development programs, enabling interdisciplinary groups to pool
their resources to respond not only to drug problems but to all the
developmental crises which contribute to drug abuse. This must
include alternative programs within and outside the school systems.

Waterloo Courier, Friday, Jan. 18, 1974. Cedar Fails Record, Tuesday, Jan. 15, 1974, and SaturdaY
Jan. 19, 1974.
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No amount of money can be appropriated by the Congress to
respond to all the needs of every American community.

We can however, provide training for teams of people in the
schools aru communities so that they can develop programs involving
their youth appropriately to specifically identified personal and
social needs among specified target populations. a national system
is viable because it is less costly, eliminates, duplications, and provides
a service from the Federal Om-eminent which will support rather than
interfere with local initiatives.

Many States have developed in their educational support systems
valuable programs which aid local and county school systems. Such
programs should be funded on the merit of their services, and I hope
we will not provide block grants in such a way as merely to create new
self-serving bureaucracies. Again we cannot duplicate existing services
nor permit funds to be dispersed without some expectation of meaning-
ful direct services to our people.

I believe the time is appropriate as we respond to drug problems to
examine new approaches to youth and their concerns through our
educational system. Preservice programs in colleges and universities
can be a catalyst for educators, teachers in training, school systems,
and school personnel to study and alter ways in which our youth may
improve their self-image., heighten their sense of accomplishment,
respond more positively to authority and peer pressure to recognize
a sense of influence over their own destiny, and in general develop
positive approaches to life situations.

WhOever programs we sponsor and develop at a national level must
be evaluated at least on three levels. First, we must discover if the
funded program is accomplishing the goals which it has set for itself ;
second, does the program respond to felt community needs; and,
third, is drug abuse among youth reduced?

This final component of evaluation is a long-range evaluation which
can only be measured after youth have approached and passed through
the age of decisions around drug use and abuse. Every effort to experi-
ment with alternative programs is significant as we move toward these
goals.

In the area of drug abuse the most important task facing our society
is not drug control itself, rather we must promote among our youth the
best means for honest communication around issues of mutual concern.

I hope we can do a better job of providing, hearing, listening, and
coping skills so that the so-called generation gap can be reduced in
such a way as to diminish and eliminate the wasteful amount of de-
structivebehavior which plagues too many American youth and adults.

I thank you.
Senator RANDOLPH. Thank you very much, Reverend Burris.
I have listened very carefully to your statement. I know as you

present it you have been identified with and involved in the work of
your community for how long?

Reverend Bunnis. I am involved in the work in Cedar Falls, Iowa,
since 1969. 1 have been involved in the development of programs in
the State of Iowa since 1970, and with the national program since
1970, also.
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Senator RANDOLPH. Now, can you document for list or give us per-
haps an illustration of what you believe to 1)0 the effectiveness in, let
us say, developing programs of which you have been a part, specifically
in one or more of the communities iu which you have had leadership?

Reverend 111111MS. I suppose the best place to start is at home.
Where in the city of Cedar Falls, through the State programs that were
begun in 1970, teams of people were trained. Two teams WOW trained
from the public high school and the university high school in the city
of Cedar 1.4'alls.

It is interesting to note that over a period of some 6 months to 7
months after that initial training and with the involvement of youth
in the community, it was finally decided that at the initiation or the
request of young people some knel of service agency for youth needed
to be developed.

A group met together on several occasions, bringing together the
school resources, the community resources and the youth of that
community, and eventually an agency known as "the joint" was
created.

We thought all kinds of chaos would break out from it.
Among the early problems was the tact that we wanted a location

that was visible, available to youth, and the way that that town
happens to he structured, the hest place was downtown in the middle
of the business district.

We had many reservations and concerns hut, because the program
was basically sold to the total community in order to respond to the
needs in the total community, not only to serve the youth, but
educate adults, for referrals, and all kinds of education. and inter-
vention was bought by every group, including the businessmen. Its
early funding was meager, composed of a small YMCA grant. Through
various efforts at training, public relations efforts to sell the city
council, finally the program has been funded, not only by the Y, but
also by the city council. Thus the bounty of training 12 people in a
program at the State level has paid off in a total ongoing program
which is now in its second year of existence,

I have also been involved with a program in Kearney, Nebr. Hero
a community program in concert with the. school system and Kearney
State Teachers College brought together their resources this year to
install a program that would respond to preservice among students
who were in this college of education, that would respond to inservice
needs it) terms of teachers who are teaching or working in the Kearney
school system, and also would respond to the needs of the high school
by involving students from the high school in various efforts of
counseling, of training, and alternatives,

That has turned out to be one of the most fascinating, exciting
programs I know of. They kind of use me, as I told them some months
ago, as a wastepaper basket,sentling me all the material and reports
of the things they have been doing.

It is exciting to see a project that garnered the support of the
total community. All the groups in this community were willing to
admit they had a problem, to which they wanted to respond. The
best way to respond was working together.
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They went about that task, Through the resources of the Regional
Training Center, the training of staff, through the State program in
Nebraska, and through the initiative and cooperation of the various
agencies of that local community, a real spark has occurred, not only
for training, in drug education, but for a community to look at its
whole delivery services for youth in that particular region.

I think that kind of thing is an exciting spinoff from drug education.
Senator RANDOLPH. What you say is very stimulating, very en-

couraging to me. I am sure it would be to others, if they were present
and could have heard what you have said here today.

I do not want to place the smaller city against the bigger city, but
I have a feeling that, let us say, in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, or in Kearney,
Nebr., that you have the opportunity and you have the determination
and the capacity and the will, whatever words could be used, to
handle your drug problem,, where it might not be handled as effectively
in larger areas of population of the country, am I correct in that?

Reverend BURRIS. Well, I think that is correct, only if you face a
prior fact that the smaller town and community has the resources to
respond to its problem, once the problem has been identified, and
once it has identified resources with which they can work.

Too often, small towns are afraid to admit they have a problem.
Second, once they admit they have a problem, unfortunately they
often do not have the resources, the background, or the wherewithal
to turn for the kind of technical training, and the kind of education'
just to get the spark started.

Once that occurs, then I certainly agree that the resources in a
small town can be brought together. They need that outside help,
that initial training, that spark of interest, which in part also says to
them, because you have a problem does not mean your community
is a failure. This is a very significant feeling, and attitude in the
small town.

Small towns do not want to see themselves because they have such
involvement and investment in their town as failures. So to admit
the problem any response has to be turned into a positive way of
responding and building their whole concept, self-concept, self-esteem
as a community.

Senator RANDOLPH. I agree with what you are saying. I live in a
city of 0,000 persons, Elkins. W. Va. We did know we had the problem
at bavis and Elkins College, a Presbyterian-oriented college with some
850 students, men and women.

We knew we had a problem to a degree within the high schools.
The spark for us at that time was the acceptance by Senator Hughes
of an invitation to come to our community and talk and counsel
with us, and we brought a thousand persons together to hear him.

We made arrangements for the radio station to carry his address,
not once, but the station itself, as a public service, carried it day
after day, day after day.

There was a decision made by the elements in the community,
including law enforcement, education, business, youth groups, service
groups, that if we came together in a partnership of understanding
and determination to help, to alleviate or lessen the problem, it
could be done.
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I want to report to you that with this very acceptance of the need
for outside help, and the very undetstanding of the problem, I believe
we have done reasonably well.

I commend you for what you are doing.
My final observation, perhaps not a question, is: you are a minister,

and where does the couch fit into this program from the standpoint
of positive, helpful leadership?

Reverend BURRIS. In many ways. I have always been encouraged
by the number of clergy and lay people, that have been not only in-
volved in their church, but from their church commitments have felt it
mandatory that they become involved in the community, and to
respond to the total community's problems, and needs.

Secondly, I believe that the Church has a responsibility to all of the
young people and their families it has to encounter, to deal with them
around all kinds of destructive behavior, and to try to bring the re-
sources, the spiritual resources we propose to share and to bear to the
very specific needs and concerns of our young people.

So drug abuse and all other kinds of social problems cannot be
ioutside of the doors of the church. They belong n the pulpit and the

pew, on an ongoing basis as part of the Church's life.
Denominationally, I believe that every Church group has a re-

sponsibility to make the same kind of commitment of resources, of
peroonnel, to respond to these particular problems tl the maximum of
their ability.

There is no room for preachers, lay people, boards of agencies of the
Church merely to preach about what is wrong. We have to be a part
of the changing process of the society.

I think at all of those levels the Church has a tremendous respon-
sibility, which it has not exercised to its fullest at this point, but like
every other agency, they must be pulled, pushed, tugged, towards
whatever needs to be done.

Senator RANDOLPH. You have been cluing all of those things, have
you?

Reverend BURRIS. I have tried.
Miss MILLER. Reverend Burris, as you know, in Iowa the various

social and public health services are organized by geographical
areas.

I recently visited area 16, down in the southeast part of the State,
in the Fort Madison- Burlington area, met with their area drug abuse
council, and found a very active area drug abuse council, and active
area alcohol commission.

Fortunately in that area they spoke to each other and attended
each other's meetings, and were very eager to encourage cooperative
programs.

My question is, do you see any difficulty in similarly relatively
rural and smalltown parts of the country bringing the existing alcohol
and drug concerned organizations together in the management of
drug abuse education programs?

Is it going to be difficult? Will they continue to have friction?
Reverend Bunais. I do not think bringing together any groups ever

is an easy task. They all have their turf and history that they want to
protect. 1!. order to deliver maximum services to any given popula-
tion, th I as to be some meshing of resources and personnel.
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So I think this is a difficult job, one that we cannot escape. I think
there are many pitfalls in it One of the most dangerous is control. I
think that is one difficulty that we are dealing with in Iowa.

The great concern is that local initiative is going to be destroyed
by regional and State control. So I think that control has to be ex-
ercised by responsiveness to needs, and not just control for structure
sake, or not just structure for control sake.

In other words, basically what 1 said earlier, I am totally com-
mitted to change in the drug scene, and the drugscene cannot merely
create new bureaucracies around the country. The coming together,
organization and sharing of resources have to.haye the goal of delivery
of services. When services are not delivered, then I question whether
such organizations have much value to the people.

Miss MILLER. I noticed in your testimony you mentioned serving
as a member of the sounding board of the National Action Committee.
Would you explain to us what that is?

Reverend 13titms. In 1970, when the drug program was initiated
within the Office of Education, Dr. Nowlis was asked by the
administration to head a panel of some 25 people around the country,
who would be responsible to the Office of Education in program de-
velopment, in monitoring and assisting, in providing services, skills,
input into the Office in projects around the country.

This sounding board has continued through tte past 3 years to
give that kind of input. Also it has provided technical assistance to
the numerous programs that the Office has developed during this
period.

It has been a marvelous opportunity to get lay input into the
programs. It has been a sharing experience on the part of us who have
been Working in other fields, for example, for most of that time.

I was a campus minister in Iowa, and other members work in
various other kinds of professions and brought their resources and their
experiences to bear on the development of the program. ,

I think the Office of Education has found the National Action
Committee, the sounding .board, and the technical assistance pool a
valuable ally in the development and management of their projects.

Mr. CUTLER. One question.
Do you believe the authorization levels provided in S. 2848, as

introduced by Senator Davits, are adequate, or are they excessive?
Reverend 13URRIS. I do not believe they are excessive. I question

whether they are adequate, and if the figures in the bill represent
what the Office will actually receive.

I therefore feel in the light of the history, the way funds move
from the committee through the Congress, through OMB to the
Office, that a higher level might be more in order in order to secure
the levels indicated.

I think you also have to face the reality of some difficulty m the
funding, in that we are talking about funding at a time when the office
is facing great crisis, because their funding, other than the $6.7 mil-
lion, ends in June, and has meant a serious cutback in terms of their
programs.

I am alarmed and concerned about the number of, for example,
State education coordinators who have been funded through our
program, who as of this point the office 1611 probably not be able to
refund, and we will lose those coordinators.
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In my own State of lows, there is the possibility we will lose Mi.
Collenbei.g. That means starting in some cases 3 years back again,
and in other cases it may mean a kind of destructive coordination,
where the single State agency may put an occasional consultant on
their staff, who has no relationship to the State Department of
Education, and that will provide, it seems to me, for a serious gap.

Mr. CUTLER. Why could we not proceed, as the administration
testified yesterday, through formula grants to the States to accomplish
these same goals'?

Reverend Burris. I do not believe you would accomplish these
same goals with formula grants to the States. I think one of the ways
in winch the States have today developed significant programs is
that they have had to be accountable programmatically to the Office
of Education.

They received the money on the basis of their presenting a proposal
around responsiveness to needs, whether they be in training or direct
service, or preservice, or a combination of air of these.

iI think it would be very unwise merely to put out block grants of
money, and say "you do with them what they want". For oven with the
tight kind of management the office has exercised, I personally have
gone into situations as a consultant, and found a State, for example,
that had received money through the office, that had kind of sideways
decided, or someone had decided that this money should go to hire
the head of an athletic activity for the State, without consulting, and
without comparable responsiveness to drug needs.

I think that would be a very unwise way to put out the money.
I think the money ought to have behind it methods to get response

in terms of service.
Senator RANDOLPH. Thank you Reverend Burris.
As the acting chairman of the subcominit tee todayit does not have

anything to do with the testimony or questioningbut I will carry
back with me, as I am sure other members of the subcommittee will,
our feeling that we would like for you to know insofar as we are
knowledgeable, and informed, that we will attempt to keep in mind
what you and others have said, that just massive sums of money are
not enough, so-called block funding, this is not enough, but only by
the responsibility of individuals can you realize the challenge, and this
work can finally be done.

Perhaps a rebirth at the individual level is what we need most. You
have certainly encouraged me today of that fact.

Thank you very much.
Our next witness is Dr. Audrey Holliday, professor of psychiatry,

Univeisity of California Medical School at La Jolla.

STATEMENT OF AUDREY R. HOLLIDAY, PH. D., PROFESSOR OF PSY
CHIATRY, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA MEDICAL SCHOOL AT
LA JOLLA

Dr. flownAy. Mr. Chairman and members, I will try to para-
phrase some of this because many of the preceding speakers have said
somewhat the same things.

I am very pleased to have been asked to appear before this sub-
committee to give you my views of the need and function of training
centers in drug education and of the role of the Office of Education in
support of those centers.
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I suppose to place this testimony into perspective, I should say that
I am here in support of Senate 1311! 2848 because it certainly gets at
the complexity of human behavior and the psychosocial aspects of the
problem of drug abuse or prevention, and of course the insistence on
adding alcohol to drug abuse. And I would say for myself that maybe
5 years from now, we will call it substance abuse, rather than still
separating alcohol and drugs.

Again, to place this testimony in perspective, I am not at all against
categorical grants and think that they may be necessary, particularly
in the fields of research and training, for some time.

All States are not necessarily ready to use revenue-sharing funds
for these purposes at this time.

I draw your attention to the fact that it was the Federal Govern-
ment that took the leadership in regard to treatment or rehabilitation
of opiate addicts prior to moving to release some revenue-sharing funds
to the States for the same purpose.

The Federal Government has, in many respects, a teaching respon-
sibility before simply making another pendulum swing from the
implementation of the philosophy behind block grants or revenue
sharing.

Further, while it is fashionable in some quarters to denigrate civil
servants, the truth of the matter is that there has long been building a
concentration of expertise in the Federal Government, expertise that
one may not always find readily available in a given State.

In sum, I am not against the principle of revenue sharing, but I
feel strongly that it should take place when a State is ready in a field
and can show available expertise through persons having been trained
or through persons having made an ck..derly transition from Federal
Government to State government positions.

With its training centers, the Office of Education has made a sterling
effort to involve various segments of the community, including schools,
in planning for, and taking action in regard to the problems of sub-
stance abuse.

However, that effort is young, has been in existence for only ap-
proximately 2 years, and it would be folly to destroy it at this point.

All communities and their schools are not yet wholly ready to help
themselves in regard to solving substance abuse problems.

One last general point, and that is in regard to money.
The Office of Drug Education, Nutrition, and Health Education

of the Office of Education had available to it approximately $12
million last year for preservice training of teachers, for working with
various State departments of education, for training centers, and for
55 community and college projects on a research and development
basis. It now has available to it for fiscal year 1975 only $5.7 million.

I heard somebody here today say $5.4 million, so it could be either.
There is, as far as I know, the stun of zero in the President's budget.

for drug prevention efforts in the Office of Education in the year 1975.
Already, it has been necessary to advise two regional training

centers that there are not sufficient funds to continue the regional
effort in regard to training centers and that, unless some monetary
provision is made, it will be necessary to close those two centers within
the next few months. In other words, those two training centers will
not be closed for lack of excellence or need but for lack of funds. It
is not enough to talk in principle about extending the effort of the
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Office of Education in regard to prevention of drug abuse, Funds must
be made available to extend.

I do not know how the Members of the House and Senate in their
infinite wisdom solve these matters. I do know that, for lack of funds,
there is a serious threat to the network of regional training centers of
the Office of Education right now, and even if this bill is passed and
the Drug Education Act of 1070 is extended for an additional 3 years,
there still will be a hiatus in regard to funding of the system because
of the lag in regard to actual appropriations and because of negotia-
tions that must go on with the Office of Management and Budget,
et cetera.

In effect, I would hope that there can be sonic kind of supplemental
appropriation immediately. A system cannot long survive losing its
parts and its trained personnel and then try to Mart up again imme-
diately as a whole when funds are available arid spendable.

I would not think that the Office of Education could wisely use $90
million over the next 3 years even for all drug abuse prevention pur-
poses, but I am not a fiscal expert.

Given the present level of effort and an orderly expansion of effort,
I should think $50 million might be wiser with less in the first year and
an escalation of funds in the next 2 years, depending on what an
evaluation which should be conducted toward the end of the first
year of the extension of this act shows,

Turning to your specific questions in regard to training centers in
drug education and the role of the Office of Education, I will preface
my response only by saying that I have recently had the distinct
pleasure of chairing an interagency Joint Task Force on Regional
Training Centers. The agencies involved were the Special Action
Office of the White House, the Office of Education, and the then
National Institute of Mental Healthnow changed in regard to drug
topics to the National Institute of Drug Abuse or NIDA.

All regional training centers were visited by various members of
the Joint Task Force. I will skip the names of those centers.

Essentially, we visited six National Institute of Drug Abuse Centers
and seven of the OE centersall of them, in other words,

In regard to the role the Office of Education should take in support
of its training centers, it is probably clear by now that I feel that the
Office of Education should take the fiscal and leadership responsibility
for the regional training centers.

I would not, at this time, like to see the provisions of this bill
incorporated into the "Special Projects Act," as proposed by S. 1539.

The regional training centers are an established and on-going
system, a system which appears to work very well. There should be
a categorical program authority for 2 or 3 years until it is known how
well the "Special Projects Act" works,

There are special credibilities which can best be met and main-
tained through, the Office of Education in the field of drug abuse pre-
vention, education, and/or training, and the Office of Education should
support the OE regional training centers.

The Office of Education does have special credibility with the
educational establishment, While training of a given person could,
in some instances, come from both the networks of regional training
centers, it seems most reasonable that the identity of OE in regard to
the support of its training centers in drug education and prevention
should be maintained at this time.
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For example, a school nurse, no doubt, should acquire her nursing
skills from a professional school and might well get additional pro-
fessional information and training at a N IDA regional center.

However, when it conies to relating to the institution in which she
works, that is, the school system, she needs training in an OE center
in regard to the problem of bringing together persons in the educa-
tional system and other persons in time community; for example.,
law enforcement personnel, clergy, lay leaders, administrators, et
cetera, to combat the problem of abuse or addiction by persons in the
school or in the community at large.

In other words, it makes sense to have training in terms of the
constituency being trained.

That constituency is a very large and varied, particularly in view
of the fact of the complexity of response OE has given to the problems
of drug abuse prevention in its training centers.

When one thinks of the number of schoadistricts and communities
and States in the United States, it is clear that the Office of Education,
through its network of regional training centers, cannot train every
single person in need of training. However, it is precisely there that
the teaching function lies in regard to training which may ultimately
be taken over by the individual States.

One would not expect the network of Regional Training Centers
to be utilized forever. On the other hand, the need for it right now is
very great.

That network is extremely valuable for the foreseeable future in
order to aid in the vital need for community personnel, including
school personnel, to integrate in regard to working out solutions for
substance abuse prevention.

There has sometimes seemed to be a tendency over the past few
years for school personnel and other community personnel not to work
closely together, and this is a laudable attempt on the part of OE to
get school personnel and other personnel in the community to work
with each other in regard to solutions to prevention of the behavior
involved in substance abuse.

Be assured that it is not the function of the Office of Education
network of regional training centers simply to give 2-day or 2-week
informational courses about drugs and their respective dangers. The
principal purpose of the. OE regional training centers is to select and
train teams from communities, to the end of having them act

itscatalysts for development of responses to the drug problem and Its
prevention by the community at the community level.

The team comes to mm OE training center and develops, during its
training, a specific plan to combat substance abuse in its community.
This goal has generally been stated to some degree in advance with the
assistance of center staff who contact that team before it comes to
the center for training.

Following the taskoriented training then received at the center,
there is intensive follow-up offered by the center when the team
returns to the connnunity.

This is, of course, very often done in coordination with the local
educational system. This is not to say that information about drugs is
not given caul curricula are not developed. it is, and they are. But the
primary emphasis in training is on welding the team together to take
care of its own problems in the schools and the community at huge with
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considerable emphasis on the possible approaches to substance abuse
problems and their prevention in a given community.

It was clear from visiting the centers that, while there is opportunity
for flexibility and differentiation in response from OE center to OE
centerand that is certainly necessary because of renters serving
different regionscenters carry a common set of goals integrated with
the goal of the National Office of Education.

The procedure of calling together center directors and other person-
nel periodically to work on common problems to attain goals in
covinction with national OE personnel seems to work well.

'I he Office of Education system of regional training centers appears
currently to be a cohesive, centralized, and well-structured system.

The idea behind the OE regional training centers is an excellent
one. It appears somewhat to foreshadow.S. 2848 in the sense that both
recognize the need for a complex, though integrated, response or set
of responses to the very complex behavior manifested in substance
abuse. The implementation of the idea by the regional training centers
appeared to have been excellent.

1 draw to your attention that the use by the Office of Education of
the milligram vehicle in financially aiding teams from communities
to come to a regional training center has been a very good innovation.
It is one way to make certain that the poor and minority ethnic groups
may share their problems, and the need for response to those prob-
lems, with other members of the team selected from that community.

It has been a way to bring segments of the community together to
face problems within their midst, problems of which some members
might otherwise have been unaware.

Because the system is task oriented and is truly a system, it is able
to shift as goals shift.

For example, if it were shown that SPARK has been an effective
approachand 1 think it hasthen, as that system is extended, the
personnel in that system, regardless of specialty, should be trained by
those who have credibility with, and experience and understanding ot,
school systems in which such programs would take place.

Parenthetically, for myself, I should think that the Office of Educa-
tion might well experiment in the next year or two with extending this
model from high school downward because substance abuse problems
do not necessarily, in these days, originate only in the upper levels of
high school.

I do recommend that a formal evaluation of the OE training centers
should now be conducted. This is not to say that each regional training
center does not do a continuing evaluation of itself, and it is not to
say that efforts toward evaluation have not been made.

However, to my knowledge, sufficient funds for a large-scale,
objective evaluation have never been made truly available.

The OE regional training centers program was designed to achieve
certain goals utilizing certain methods. It was, therefore, designed for
an evaluation and funds for a common evaluation must be made
available. This evaluation should be considered a priority and separate
funds for such an evaluation should be included in this bill.

In other words, the bill should not only appropriate funds for action
programs in regard to substance abuse prevention and education, but
also earmark a certain sum for a very good evaluation of the regional
training center system.
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I do not know what that sum would be, but I would estimate that
at a minimum it should be $500,000.

Thank you very much for the opportunity to testify before you[The prepared statement of Dr. Holliday and curriculum vitaefollows:1
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittees

I am pleased to have beet asked to appearbefore this
Subcommittee to give you my views of the need and function
of training centers in drug education and of the role of the
Office of Education in support of those centers.

Prior to that, however, I would like to say, to place
this testimony in perspective, that I wholeheartedly support
S 2848 over HP 9456 because of the recognition it shows of
the complexity of human behavior and problems in regard to
drug abuse and because of its more complex response to those
complex behavioral problems.

Again, to place this testimony in perspective, I am not
at all against categorical grants and think that they may
be necessary, particularly in the fields of research and
training, for some time. All states are not necessarily
ready to use revenue-sharing funds for these purposes at
this tine. I draw your attention to the fact that it was
the Federal government that took the leadership in regard
to treatment or rehabilitation of opiate addicts prior to
moving to release some revenue-sharing funds to the states
for the same purpose. The Federal government has, in many
respects, a teaching respOnsibility before simply making
another pendulum swing from the implementation of the
philosophy behind categorical grants to the implementation
of the philosophy behind block grants or revenue-sharing.
Further, while it is fashionable in some quarters to de-
nigrate civil servants, the truth of the matter is that
there has long been building a concentration of expertise in
the Federal government, expertise that one may not always
find readily available in a given state. In sum, I am not
against the principle of revenue-sharing, but I feel strong-
ly that it should take place when a state is ready in a
field and can show available expertise through persons
having been trained or through persons having made an order-
ly transition from Federal government to state government
positions.fWith its training centers, the Office of Educa-
tion has made a sterling effort to involve various segments
Of the community, including schools, in planning for, and
taking action in regard to, the problems of substance abuse.
However, that effort is young, has been in existence for
only.approximately two years, and it would be folly to de-
stroy it at this point. All communities and their schools
are not yet wholly ready to help themselves in regard to
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solving substance abuse problems. One last general point,
and that is in regard to money. The Office of Drug
Education, Nutrition and Health Education of the Office of
Education had available to it approximately $12 million last
year for pre-service training of teachers, for working with
various state departments of education, for training centers
and for 55 community and college projects on a research and
development basis. now has available to it rot FY 75
only $5.7 million.

There is, as far as I know, the sum of zero in the
President's budget for drug prevention efforts in the Office
of Education. in the year 1975.

Already, it has been necessary to advise two Regional
Training centers that there are not sufficient funds to
continue the regional effort in regard to training cenLere
and that, unless some monetary provision is made, it will be
necessary to close those two centers within the next few
months. In other words, those two training centers will not
be closed for lack of excellence or need but fOr lack of
funds. It is not enough to talk in principle about extend-
ing the effort of the Office of Education in regard to pre-
vention of drug abuse. Funds must be made available to
extend.

I do not know how the members of the House and Senate in
their infinite wisdom solve these matters. I do know that,
for lack of funds, there is a serious threat to the network
of Regional training centers of the Office of Education right
now and even if this Bill is passed and the Drug Education
Act of 1970 is extended for an additional three years, there
still will be a hiatus in regard to funding of the system
because of the lag in regard to actual appropriations and
because of negotiations that must go on with the Office of
Management and Budget, etc. In effect, I would hope that
there can be some kind of supplemental appropr ation immed-
iately. A system cannot long survive losing its parts and
its trained personnel and then try to start up again
immediately as a whole when funds are available and spendable.

I would not think that the Office of Education could
wisely use $90 million over the next three years even for all
drug abuse prevention purposes, but I am not a fiscal expert.
Given the present level of effort and an orderly expansion
of effort, I should think $50 million might be wiser with
less in the first year and an escalation of funds in the next
tvc. years, aepending upon what'YValuation which should be
conducted toward the end of the first year of the extension
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of this Act shows.

Turning to your specific questions in regard to train-
ing centers in drug education and the role of the Office of
Education, I will preface my response only by saying that
I have recently had the distinct pleasure of chairing an
interagency Joint Task Force on Regional Training Centers.
The agencies involved were the Special Action Office of the
White House, the Office of Education, and the then National
Institutes of Mental health (now changed in regard to drug
topics to the National Institute of Drug Abuse of NIDA).
All Regional training Centers were visited by various memb-
ers of the Joint Task Force. These includeds

Drug Dependency Institute
New Haven, Connecticut NIDA

Institute of Social Concern
Okkland, California NIDA

National Drug Abuse Training
Center, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma NIDA

National Drug Abu'ke Training
Cont,er Coral Gables, Florida NIDA

Metropolitan Training institute
for Drug Abuse Treatment
Queens, New York NIDA

National Drug Abuse Training
Center, Chicago NIDA

and incltded:

USOE Drug and Resource Center
Chicago, Illinois OE

USOE Drug Training and Resource
Center, Minneapolis, Minnesota OE I.
USOE Drug Training and Resource
Center, Plainview, New York OE

USOE Drug Training and Resource
Center, ssn Antonio, Texas Resource
Center OE
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Regional Research and Development
Center, Oakland, California

Drug Dependency Institute
Nev Haven, Connecticut

Regional Research and Develop-
mental Center, Miami, Florida

OE

OE

OE

In regard to the role the Office of Education should
take in support of its training centers it is probably
clear by now that I feel that the Office of Education should
take the fiscal and leadership responsibility for the Region-
al Training Centers. I would not, at this time, like to see
the provisions of this Bill incorporated into the "Special
Projects Act" as proposed by S. 1539. The Regional Training
Centers are an established and on-going system, a system
vhich appears to work very well. There should be a categor-
ical program authority for tvo or three years until it is
known hov well the " Special Projects Act' vorks.

There are special credibilities vhich can best be met
and maintained through the Office of Education in the field
of drug prevention, education, and/or training, ant: the
Office of Education should support the OE Regional Training
Centers. The Office of Education does have special credi
bility with the educational establishment. While training
of a given petuun could, in some instances, come from both
the networks of Regional Training Centers, it seems most
reasonable that the identity of OE in regard to the support
of its training centers in drug education and prevention
should be maintained at this time. For example, a school
nurse, no doubt should acquire her nursing skills from a
professional school and might well get additional profession-
al information and training at a NIDA regional center. How-
ever, when it comes to relating to the institution in which
she works, i.e., the school system, she needs training in an
OE center in regard to the problem of bringing together the
persons in the educational system and other persons in the
community, e.g., lay enforcement personnel, clergy, lay
leaders, administrators, etc. to combat the problem of
substance abuse or addiction by persons in the school or in
the community at large. In other words, it makes sense to
have training in terms of the constituency being trained.
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That constituency is very largo and varied, particularly
in view of the fact of the complexity of response OE has
given to the problems of drug abLee prevention in its train-
ing centers, When one thinks of the number of school dis-
tricts and communities, and states in the United States,
it is clear that the Office of Education through its network
of Fegional Training Centers cannot train every single
person in need of training. However, it is precisely there
that the teaching function lies in regard to training which
may, ultimately4be taken over by the individual states.

One would not expect the network of Regional Training
Centers to be utilized forever. On the other hand, the need
for it right now is very great. That network is extremely
valuable for the foreseeable future in order Lu all in the
vital need for community personnel, including school person-
nel* to integrate in regard to vorkiag out solutions for
substance abuse prevention. There has sometimes seemed a
tendency over the past few yearn for school personnel and
other community personnel not to work closely together, and
this is a laudable attempt on the part of OE to get school
personnel and other personnel in the community to work with
each other in regard to solutions to preventing of the be-
havior involved in substance abuse.

Be assured that it is not the function of the Office of
Education network of Regional Training Centers simply to
give two day or tvo week informational courses about drugs
and their respective dangers. The principle purpose of the
OE Regional Training Centers is to select and train teams
from communities, to the end of having them act as catalysts
for develyment of respouses to the drug problem and its
prevention by the community at .1,...: iommunity level. The teem
comes to an OZ Training Center end develops, during its train-
ing, a specific plan to combat substance abuse in its com-
munity. This goal has generally been stated to some degree
in advance with the assistance of Center staff who contact
that team before it comes to the Center for training.
Following the task-oriented training then received at the
Center, there is intensive follov-up offered by the Center
when the team returns to the community. This is, of cour...e.
very often done in coordination with the local educational
system. This is not to say that information about drugs is
not given and curricula are not developed. It is; and they
are; but the primary emphasis in training is on welding the
team together to take care of its own problems in the schools
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and the community at large with considerable emphasis on
the possible approaches to substance abuse problems and
their prevention in a given community.

It was clear from visiting the Centers that, while
there is opportunity for flexibility and differentiation
in response from OE Center to OE Center (and that is
certainly necessary because of Centers serving different
regions), Centers carry a common set of goals integrated
with the goal of the National Office of Education. The
procedure of calling together Center directors and other
personnel periodically to work on common problems to attain
goals in con3unction with national OE personnel seems to
work well, The Office of Education system of Regional Train-
ing Centers appears currently to be a cohesive, centralized,
and well structured system.

The idea behind the OE Regional Training Centers is
an excellent one. It appears somewhat to foreshadow
S. 2848 in the sense that both recognize the need for a
complex, though integrated, response or set of responses to
the very complex behavior manifested in substance abuse.
The implementation of the idea by the Regional Training Cent-
ers appeared to have been excellent.

/ draw your attention that the use by the Office of
Education of the mini-grant vehicle in financially siding
teams from communities to come to a Regional Training Center
has been a very good 1Laovation. It is one way to make
certain that the poor and minority ethnic groups may share
their problems, and the need for response to those problems,
with other members of the team selected from that community.
It has been a way to bring segments of the community together
to face problems within their midst, problems of which some
members might otherwise have been unaware.

Because the system is task-oriented and is truly'a system,
,,7 r4 able to shift as goals shift. For example, if it is shown

that SPARK has been an effective approach (and I think it has)
then, at that system is extended, the personnel in that
system, regardless of specialty, should be trained by those
who have credibility with, and experience and understanding
of school systems in which such programs would take piece.
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Parenthetically, for myself, I should think that the
Office of Education might well experiment in the next year
or two with extending this model from high school down-
ward because sub3tance abuse problems do not necessarily,
in these days, originate only in the upper levels of high
school.

I do recommend that a formal evaluation of the OE train-
ing centers should now be conducted. This is not to say that
each Regional Training Center does not do a continuing
evaluation of itself, and it is not to say that efforts
toward evaluation have not been made. However, to my know-
ledge sufficient funds for a large-scale, objective, evalua-
tion have never been made truly available. The OE Regional
Training Centers Program vas designed to achieve certain goals
utilizing Certain methods. It was, therefore, designed for
an evaluation and funds for a common evaluation must be made
available. This evaluation should be considered a priority
and separate funds for such an evaluation should be included
in this Bill. In other words, the Bill should not only
appropriate funds for action programs in regard to substance
abuse prevention and education but also earmark a certain
sum for a very good evaluation of the Regional Training
Center system. I do not know what that sum would be, but I
would estimate that at a minimula it should be $500,000.

Thank you very much for the opportunity to testify
before you.
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Miss MILLER. Thank you, Dr. Holliday.
From your experience in looking at the whole range of training

centers, do you see a problem of duplication of service in that wehave training centers sponsored by NIMH and by OE
Dr. HOLLIDAY. Our report has not come out yet and will not comeout for a couple of weeks, but I will send you a copy.
The response to that question which was specifically. posed, whywe went to look at all the centers, is that no, there is very littleduplication of effort. The NIDA situation is really, designed to traintreatment personnel, and the OE system is so designed to get com-munities involved in doing something about the problems they haveof abuse.
Miss MILLER. I think since your statement has been so complete,and the hour is so late, that we will relieve you of the burden of anyfurther questions.
At this point I order printed all statements of those who could notattend and other pertinent material submitted for the record.
[The material referred to follows:j
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QUO
NATIONAL. LEAGUE OF CITIES UNITED STATES CONFERENCE OF MAYORS

January 21, 1974

The Honorable Harold E. Hughes
Chairman, Subcommittee on Alcoholism and Narcotics
United States Senate
1327 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Huohesi

We have reviewed Senate bill 2848 which is to extend and improve the Drug
Abuse Education Act of 1970 and are pleased that your committee has included
in this proposed legislation several provisions that are consistent with the
policy of the National League of Cities and U. S. Conference of Mayors. We
refer especially to the inclusion of alcohol in the bill, the call for
comprehensive demonstration programs, and the recognition that preventive
education prooramt must be community based.

We do not believe that the recent House passed bill, H. R. 9456, provides
the flexibility needed to develop community-based programs. The proposed
funding priority provisions and the $100,000 grants to go to each State
Education Department would lead to emphasis being given to school education
programs over community education programs. No one group should be singled
out for drug education in the legislation. Rather, funds should be made
available through a single grant authority to a variety of agencies and groups
to develop the programs which respond to the needs of the community, as
proposed in S, 2848.

Our membership has expressed concern that drug abuse education be continued.
The fact that some approaches to preventive education have proven ineffective
makes it all the more imperative to expend additional funds to formulate and
research new methods.

We would welcome the opportunity to assist the committee in any way to develop
legislation to further progress in the vitally important field of drug abuse
education.

rely y

Allen E. Pritch
Executive Vice Pres
National League of Cities

n Gunther
ecutive Director

united states Conference of Mayors
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STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
JEFFERSON <MY, MISSOURI esioi

ARYHUR L MALLORY
commimloweR

Honorable Stuart Symington
United States Senator
Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

December 18, 1973

Dear Senator Cyaington!

I as writing to encourage your support for the passage of H.R. 9456 pertaining
to the extension of the Drug Abuse Education Act of 1970.

The Drug Abuse Education Act of 1970 funding has made it possible for the
Missouri State Department of Education to provide leadership in the develop-
ment of drug education programa designed to assist our youth in making vise
decisions regarding the use and abuse of drugs. Major emphasis has been given
to developing instructional learning programa relative to positive self-concepts,
interpereonal relations, and alternatives to drug use and abuse. The funds have
also been utilized to generate additional support for various drug education
efforts.

Per each of the three years' funding the numbers of students, teachers, and
community representative directly involved in some type of education program
and the amount of funds provided by the Drug Abuse Education Act of 1970 are
as follow!

1971-72 $38,750

We were able to provide over sixty county and local level
progress involving a minimum of 2,600 teachers and sdminis -
craters in.addition to numerous consultive visits with
these funds. We were able to obtain additional support
from the Missouri Law Enforcement Assistance Council in the
amount of $30,000. As a result of the Law Enforcement grant,
we were able to conduct two five-day programs for approxi-
mately 300 students, teachers, administrators, and community
representatives from forty-two communities.

1972-73 438,750

The U.S.O.E. funds allowed us to provide fifteen training
programs for 1,084 teachers! twenty-two community meetings
attended by 785 students, teachers, and community leaders!
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Howable Stuart Symington
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December 18, 1973

over 100 consultations; and dissemination of drug
information--files, pamphlets, sta., provided for
approximately 13,000.

1973-74 838,730

The data from the first quarter of this year reveals
the following services provided; three community
meetings attended by 165 students, teachers, and
community representatives' four training propane
for 200 teachers; dissemination of drug information- -
films, pamphlets, etc., provided for approximately
2,300. In addition to these direct services made
possible by funds provided for in the Drug Abuse
Education Act of 1970, we were able to receive
additional funding from the Missouri Law Enforcement
Assistance Council in the emount of $70,000. The
Law Enforcement grant is being used to develop teacher
training materials and pr vide fifteen experimental
programs involving over 373 teachers.

If drug education funds are extended, a portion of the Missouri allotment
would be used to assist in the development and implementation of both
prs-servica and in-service teacher training programs. Another portion
would be used to assist local school districts in developing effective
evaluation techniques and planning altetaative programs.

I bops this information will be helpful to you, and it we can be of any
further assistance, please do not hesitate to contact us.

incartly,

Ailid
Comiissioner
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WINDSOR JUNIORSENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
WINDSOR CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT

WINDSOR.NlY4YORK1SSO

DALE D. HAwLEY, Sec.ndery Principal
DONALD J BRUNSWICK
Secondary Ate *clef Principal

LEONARD KELLO
Jun log Nigh ASIOciale Principal

Senator Jacob K. Javita
Committee on Foreign Relations
United States Senate
Washington D.C. 20510

Dear Senator JaVitel

TeiephOnc 601455-1501

MOM MARION DOANE, MAP Teethes'

MRS, JOAN EDWAP53, Atiendenei

16/0 Frit
February 8, 1974

Pursuant to your letter of January 18, 1974, t
would like to support your Bill 52848 which deals
with the poli-drug use and teenagers. I am not
so sure that every school principal would be
interested in following the Spark Plan of New York
City, but I am sure that principals would be more
than happy to have their State Education Departments
distribute monies to the local districts for Drug
Abuse programs.

I appreciate your efforts in the areas of drug
abuse and wish you the best of luck in this
endeavor. If I may be of further assistance,
please feel free to contact me.

Sincerely,

4244
Dale D.
Principal

DEH:mh
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AUBURN ENLARGED CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT

February 19, 1974

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES
130 SOUTH STREET
AUBURN, N.Y, 13021

Tel. (3153 253-0301

414111D FFR 2 3 lak

Senator Jacob K, Davits
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20S10

Dear Senator Javitsi

I have read your bill on Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Act S2848,
and I would like to commend you for this recommendation and say that
1 fully support this bill.

For year, many of us in Education have said that not enough money was
going into preventative Education. Primary prevention is where the
schools can be most effective. Working on problems that would tend
to relate to later drug problems has been our goal for the past few
years in Auburn, and I believe It is the place to put the emphasis
and money.

I can see that the large amounts of money going into our rehabilitation
programs are not very effective and less money put into the root cause
of the drug problem would be much more effective.

I also agree that we should make Alcohol much more important in this
bill, In most of our communities (with the exception of the larger
cities perhaps) Alcohol is by far the number one drug abused.

I have recently been elected Vice President of Health, in the New York
State Health and Physical Education and Recreation Association. If I
can do anything to support this bill, or to help in the implementation
of this legislation, I would be glad to do anything that would help.

Very truly yours,

h e . Navarra_ oor IMA or
HEALTH AND DRUG EDUCATION

/d
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17 BERKLEY DRIVE
PORT CHESTER, NEW YORK 10373

914 - 037.3020
!WARD MIIMPIR

'OWIN L. HOWARD, RIPISSAT
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OWEN H. OALIY
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The Honorable Jacob Javits
U. S. Senate
Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Your Honor:

ilast) F E 8 2 5 1974

February 22, 1974

DISTRICT SUPItRINTINDENT
JOISPH J. SLANSY

°CPU'S SLIPSRINTINDENT
ANTHONY CAMPO

ASSISTANT SUPCRINTIINDIEN1111
J. RONALD OUSCHMITILII

DONALD O. SHIRT

I would like to take this opportunity to express my sincere
gratitude for the leadership position you have taken by
sponsoring Senate Bill S.2848. Those of us who have been
working in the area of health, drug, and alcohol education
have become increasingly frustrated with the lack of
direotion, and misdirection that has emenated from public
institutions. Part of the problem I suppose has been our
own leadership failings, and part of it has been a lack of
sufficient funding to levels that permit the development
and evaluation of model programs.

It is reassuring to me to know that you and your colleagues
have recognized that the drug problem is more than just
treating the chemical affects of drugs on the body, but
an intricate weaving of behaviorial problems that create
the self abusing patterns of drug involvement. The role
of the family, school, peer group, church, and media are
acutely potent in either turning youngsters on, or off to
drugs. In addition the intricacies of an individual's
personality need to be better understood so that we can
identify the various qualities within a person that
persuades that person to get involved with drugs.
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The Honorable Jacob Javits
U. S. Senate
Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Page 2

I would invite your Honor to explore the operations of
various programs in New York State (such as SPARK) that
I believe form a nucleus of good programs that lend
themselves to developing the kind of approach you have
suggested in S.2848. Despise th inordinate burden of
the drug traffic that flows into New York State, I
believe we have been fortunate in being a little better
off than most states in terms of developing preventative
measures. I would be most honored if I could suggest
such programs to you and to serve as a resource person
you can call upon should you need such help.

Once again my sincerest thanks for helping to confront
this problem through a logical and well planned approach.

Respectfully,

T(
Robert L. Davis
Coordinator
Drug and Health Education
and Services

RLD:rfd
cc: Dr. John Sinecore
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NEAR CAST SIDE COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION,1NC.
958 North Boil le Amide

1ndiAnttpolis, !dims 46201
(317) 635.383?

Von Bonet, Acting PiAectoA

February 28, 1974

Committee on Labor and
Public Education
United States Capitol Building
WashingtOn, D. C.

Dear Sirs

This letter is in support of Bill S 2848
entitled "Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education
Act Amendments of 1974". As a staff person
of the Near East Side Community Organization,
I am Involved in the attempt to coordinate
agencies and services with community involve-
ment in the attempt to better aid and equip
this community to deal with problems and
situations with which it finds itself confronted.
The incidence of alcohol and its resulting prob-
lems involving the family and total community
has long been detenninded as a major problem.

This bill, if effectively administered, would
aid communities to deal with their addiction
problem, much as the individual alcoholic or
drug abuser learns to deal with his personal
:'diction. The decision to start rests with
the particular addict or community, but efforts
of support, education and program need the
guiding hand of some expertice. This will
hopefully better deal with the role of the
experts - forcing more direct contact of
such persons with the people and community
struggling with the problem.

Rlistbb

gt)

Sincerely,

(---Qoartf72.3
Ron Bette
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Superintendent of Schools

Assistant Superintendent of Schools

Telephones 363.5800 363 2550 P. 0. Box 327

rig0 JAN 3 0 i9r5

January 25, 1974

The Honorable Jacob K. Javits;.iM
United States Senate -4'

Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Javits:

I appreciate this opportunity to respond to your letter and excerpt
from the Congressional Record dealing with the "Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
Education Act". There is much validity in your premise that alcohol is
a drug and should be specifically included in legislation dealing with
the problem. I also believe in the validity of your premise that drug
abuse is a symptom rather than the problem itself. A great many of our
social problems, such as drug abuse, alcoholism, suicide, much mental
illness, and alienation, could be termed "people problems". These out-
ward manifestations of problems have at their roots the inability of
people to cope with life as they find it. As you pointed out, the
solution lice in working with the causes of these problems, and not
attempting to work with the problems themselves. "People problems",
however, do not begin in junior and senior school age children, they
are simply, most often, manifest for the first time at this point.

To be effective, a program to deal with "people problems" must
begin as early in a child's life as possible. For us in public school
education, this means the early elementary grades. I believe a long-
range solution to problems such as alcoholism and drug abuse must lie
in the development of a program which gives children the understanding
and skills to cope with themselves and the experiences which they meet
as a part of living. I am disappointed that your bill does not include
specific provisions for the development of such elementary level programs.

I would appreciate your considering the inclusion of provisions in
the bill to support the development of preventative programs at a point
where they would be most effective in the earlier years of a child's life.
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Senator Jacob K. Javits -2- January 25, 1974

Should the day come when there is interest in developing programs of
this nature at this level, I would like to offer the services of our school
district. We have a number of staff members with both the philosophy and
skill to work with pupils in this area I believe we have something to
offer towards the solution of this very seriour problem.

Sincerely,

Georg . Krahl
Assistant Superintendent

GRKImlm
cci Dr. Mind T. Creep, Superintendent of Schools

Hr. William K. Fariel, Director of Health and Physical Education
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February 12, 1974

JOHN LUTON. .01

RIM FE8 1 5
.,..v

.4111.11,100 11104,11.01.011.11

Sonoran. Jacob S. Javits
United States Senate
Washington, D. 0. 20510

Dear Senator Javitsi

Cenirat iiIip, new Yor

I am in receipt of your letter encloeing your recently
introduced bill entitled "Alooholism and Drug Abuse
Education lot" (0.2848).

Mr. Blindermen, one of our fifth grade teachers, and I
have discussed your proposal at length. lie have en-
closed our reaction to your proposed bill in the hope
that cur input will be of some help to you.

Thank you for giving us the opportunity to submit our
comments and suggestions in this all important social
illness.

Sincerely,

;40gli416146--.'
Princip

JMGIme

Enclosure

11.33r, (1. 74 14
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CENTRAL ISLIP PUBLIC SCHOOLS

rr g 12,.d SG./
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W. M. SUP141"
Aft, ***** m1+4ca4.6

February 12, 1974

Honorable Jacob K. Javits
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Javitel

JOHN 4 LO CM.
Our1.41140011

AAAA L MM./
4111 furt40411000441

erniral idip, new yorb

I have been a registered pharmacist since 1950 and a fifth grade teacher in
Central Islip, New York since 1960. My experience as a pharmacist, along
with my concern for the eound physical and mental development of children,
have deepened my interest in the inter-relationship education and society
must foster to promote physical and mental health.

I have recently completed a sabbatical devoted to the study of the causes
and effects of drug addiction. My studies have convinced me that most of
the drug abuse programs to late have skimmed the surface of deeply rooted
problems. While your proposed Alcohol and Drug Education Act (92849) in
a step in the right direction, it offers too little, too late. Drug abuse
training programs, drug abuse materials, drug abuse counseling are palliatives;
they do not strike at the core of the illness which permeates sooiety.
The focus of any worthwhile program most be on the early recognition of
deviant development and prompt, positive intervention.

Learning to cope with the stresses of life ie a complex job. Alcohol and,'
drug abuse, compulsive gambling, sexual hang upe, robbery, rape, murder, ,

and indicative of a society that is learning slowly, very slowly. We must
build up, within our young, a strong sense of the inherent value and beauty
of each human being. Positive self image, that much abused concept, is vital
to the healthy growth of our children. How can the schools, the community
and government help? Hy concentrating money and time and interest in

1. Pull psychological and guidance services starting with kindergarten.

2. A team approach where parents, teachers, administrators, psychological
and guidance personnel cooperate with, and utilize fUlly, local
mental health centers to benefit any child needing help.
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3, Educational programs stressing ethical values in school and community.

No mental health program can succeed without maximum cooperation
from the community.

4. Revision of the health currie,ulum vith a strong emphasis on a
comprehensive health educatton program starting in the primary
grades. This should involve personal, family, and community mental
health.

Thank you for your continued efforts to achieve humanitarian goals for
our state, nation and world.

Sincerely yours,

Martin Blinderman

Maims
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HAUPPAUGE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

HAUPPAUGE 11ENJOR MOH {CH001.05400 HAUPPAUGE, NEW YORK 11707
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*WWI
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LEONARD LIVINC
aNNIA.BlAa711.11 1,111,Itavo

Senator Jacob K. Javits
United States Senate
Committee on Foreign Relations
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Sirs

.974

February 8, 1974

The administration in this school heartily
endorse your proposal "Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
Education Act" (Senate #2848).

We believe it is essential that the act, or
one similar to it be passed and signed into law
during this session of the Congress. we are all
concerned with the safety and well.being of young
people throughout the country.

we commend you for your efforts and offer our
assistance in educating our youth to the problems
inherent in alcohol and drugs.

Very truly yours,

RNS/hc Richard N. Supri
Principal
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SoIddy linta
266 WEST 133nr STREET HARLEM, N Y. 30030

Td No 368 8807

Ewan' It Caws
HMIs

February 16, 1974

The Honorable Jacob Javits
United States Senate
Washington, D, C. 20510

AMIUA D. Doan
Dirs4er

Dear Senator Javitii

We at Sobriety Unitd., are more than encouraged
by the legislation put forth by your (S-2849) to extend
the Drug Abuse Education Act and ammend it to become the
Drug and Alcohol Abuse Education Act.

As a community based alcoholism program, with-
out hospital affiliation, we are attempting to bring alco
holism prevention into the Harlem community so that "alco-
holism wise" will be the in thing.

Our program is currently going into the community
schools with outreach education, If the legislation is
approved we will have the advantage of applying for a
grant to extend this program directed at prevention.

Sincere thanks.

Very truly

( eee (.-,t/l(

Amelia D. Daniel (Hrs.)
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United States Senate
Committee in Foreign Relations
Washington, D.C. 20510

February 12, 1974

Dear Senator Javits:

In response to your letter to my school principal, Mr. Sam Gang,

and with regard to your Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Act,

would like to take advantage f your request to express 6014

comments. I agree that herein abuse through such well conducted

programs es methedne maintenance should be continued even if only

for the reason that it.is reasonably successful when properly ad-

ministered. It could be extremely discouraging to compare it with

what happened to our Venereal Disease program some years age...when

e disease control program reaches the point of near eradication, it

is usually the program that is eradicated, net the disease. Today,

as I as sure you are aware, Venereal Disease is again epidemic, I

de believe that the "herein problem" is exaggerated...certainly when

compared to our alcoholism problem..,er mental illness. However, it

is blight n our society, and should be dealt with. What you call

/poly-drug " abuse is another problem, and is evident in our Junior

and Senior High schools. Even if only from a matter f priority I

feel this situation should be approached et the source. Your bill

insinuates "to make grants and contracts" with institutes of higher

learning, and I'm inclined to disagree. "Prevention" implies a

stepping from happening by some interpeeitin, and this can best

be done early...at the institutes f lower learning. There are a

multiplicity of causes for drug abuse, and I'll agree there probably

are a multiplicity of approaches to halt them. My belief is that the

primary read to success lies primarily with certified Health teachers

in the junior and senior high schools. I de net mean Biology r
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Science r Physical Education teachers, most of whom are net trained

to cope with the problem. I believe that "education" does work, but

by the MO token the schools are net a panacea for everything. The

community is generally apathetic, and I speak from personal experience.

'I've arranged community education programs with the guest speakers f

tir highest quality...Dr. Cedric Smith and Dr. Bleck, etc., and yet the

response is pathetic. Being basically concerned with young people, my

students, I have come to the deserved conclusion that they respond

with vigor and intelligence. Therefore I feel that your concentration

should lie with this group of people. Of course tetal process of in-

teraction is useful, trat, the guidance should be through concerned

youth. They can be mere of an influence ever their parents and their

community than vice versa. Schools festering bona fide Health Education

programs should receive the highest priorities both financially and

otherwise, and en a local level. I also think that the causes of abuse

are'but equally as critical as the symptoms, and you cannot desert one

to concentrate en the ether. The entire picture should be exposed...

rather than half. The school team approach ie fine, utiliting Health

teachers, Psychology teachers, Biology teachers...each attacking their

own specialty, with one ultimate goal. The average teacher ie probably

quite naive when it comes to drugs, and could not distinguish a "Joint"

from a Lucky Strike cigarette. Ergo the specialists you talk about. If

yell refer to "support materials" as an aid in prevention, then you ar

talking money, and there is new a severe lack of funds due t austerity

programs. These funds, if they ever become available, should first be

allocated t. the "lower levels of education". Even if given directly

to these schools that fall within certain qualificatins...certified

Health teachers, and carefully scrutinised wealth programs. I again

must disagree with the "former drug and alchel, abusAr" apprac). I

find they are geed to a point, but usually they are using oral therapy

to help themselves, and create student sympathy for their former
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problems. They are ordinarily net tee well oriented in either al-

cohol er drugs, although their former experiences I suppose qualifies

them to approach the subject from "the streets". Their communication

is limited, their impressions negative, and often bitiful. You may

be creating the impression within yourself that perhaps I as not

utilising these people intelligen,ly, and you may be right, although

I am inclined to think otherwise. They compose a "fair" educational

tool, but nowhere do they approach the "professional" adjunct. I

new refer to guest speakers with quality, such as Dr, Cedric Smith

en either Alcoholism er Drug Abuse, er Dr. Marvin Block en Alcoholism.

There are ethers in a University city such as BuffAle, and some are

available. They are generally respected by my students, and fortify

what is taught in the classrooms. I de net understand what is meant

by "technical" assistance to local schools, but if it is a question

of visual and audio aids...fine. The present telas for learning are

rather en the pathetic side, and I refer to films, film strips,

tapes, slides, etc. They are generally net timely, very poorly r-

chestrated, and appeal to an infantile mind. I generally teach

Juniors and Seniors, and their intelligence is underrated, and

frequently insulted with what they are exposed to from an audio

visual aspect. We :lead a better approach here. Perhaps a Natisnal

Lecturers Bureau can be established in order to obtain speakers of

a genuine quality?? Inservice training such as the New York State

Summer Institute on Alcohol Problems should be encouraged. They

should be given every summer...short courses consisting of perhaps

ten days, and eight hour days en subjects mandated in our health

curriculum...and net Alcoholism every year...well planned and well

conceived, and restricted to these basically involved with health.

Community education is fine if seteene can conceive of a method to

inspire the community to participate. I'm sure it can be done, de-
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spite my deplorable failure to have an attendance f mere than fifty

people with help from ttr PTA, our students, and our staff. Some f

the "causes" f drug abuse may very well lie with this apathy. Again,

the purpose f this letter is not t bore you, but rather t possibly

be f some assistance in helping t eradicate the problem. There has

been a great deal f money spent in programs that have been abandoned,

and a good deal f time wasted n programs with little r n accounta-

bility. I feel very strongly that the priorities lie with the local

schools, working with the students, and portraying more confidence

in our students, and giving them a share of these responsibilities.

I believe they will respond if given the opportunity.

Respectfully yours,

Lee Meyer

Williamsville North H.S.
1595 Hopkins Road
Williamsville, NY 1,221
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February 6, 1974

The Honorable Jacob K. Javite
The United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20310

Dear Senator Javitei

Thank you for your thoughtful end informative reply to my
letter of December 10, 1973 regarding support of drug education.
Your letter gives ma positive feedback regarding the extent to
which elected official* such as you attempt to Involve persons
in the hinterland in the complex task of decision-making for the
common good.

I am particularly pleased that the Senate bill 2848 carries
the title, "Alcohol end Drug Abuse Education Act Amendments of
1974," Our greatest drug problem is the abuse of alcohol. It hsa
become so easy to overlook this when referring to drug education.
To use a term from the drug scene, we have tended to develop a
"tolerance" reaction to the misuse and abuse of the domesticated
alcoholic beverages.

In general I applaud the tone, content and provisions of
S 2848. However, I would like to see one of the provisos of H8906
incorporated in your bill.

You state that you are concerned thst "drug abuse education has
been professionally, politically and economically exploited and could
be more so by the $100,000 grants to each State." In answer to this
I think that you should know that I think this statement does not
correspond with the facts as we perceive them. The amounts given
to South Dakota during the past several years have been very meager,
$23,200 per year, to be exact. With this email sum there has been
little possibility for the kind of abuse of funding to which you
refer. We have been carefully monitored periodically by the U.S.O.E.
in the use of the funds and have been held accountable for the
program proposals we have submitted. We have a highly competent Drug
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Education advisory Committee of twenty members representing
school counselors, teachers, and administrators from K through 12
institutions as wall as persons involved in public and private
higher education institutions, 12e have a ten member youth advisory
committee from various high schools, Our Coordinator of Drug
Education is Dr. Orville M, Kepler who has a background ss a public
school educator and se a clergyman who served as the Executive
Director of the South Dakota Council of Churches from 1958 through
1971. The very limited funding to date has caused our efforts to
be very low key compared to what the Alcohol and drug abuse problem
warrants,

If S 2848 becomes the law, we would be very hard pressed to
maintain our modest service is drug education to help school* and
communities in South Dakota since our Legislature has not ear-marked
any funds for drug education. I can assure you that if our state
does receive the 5100,000 as indicated in HR 9456, vs will maka
certain that every dollar is spent to up -grade drug education pro.
veining throughout the state of South Dakota,

on Barnhart
Superintendent of Public Instruction
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CENT AL CHOOL DISTRICT NO.

IRWIN SAOS TS KY, Principe'
Stpecoach Rood School

CENTEREACH, NEW YORK 11720 5u5.588.1100

kEell FEB 1 4 VTI4

Febiwaity 11, 1974

The *notable Jacob K. Javite,
The United States Senate,
Waehington, 7,C, 10510

.ly dean Senatortt

ASteA reviewing yowl. bat, "Alcoholism and !Aug Abuse Education Act (5.21411"
1 see a basic Sattacy in the belt.

The Sattacv ie that o4 Athabilitationi I te4en to SPARS.

Rehabilitation means that a child had to be in the milieu and habit...CU-ad,
oho 44 to say that thie ie do.

YOWL habilitation process *ate ptaee on the etementaty shoot Levet Am
we dal on the alSective 16 well as the cognitive levelb. It i4 true that the
thaditiznat cognitive education does not tobAl: too welt atone. It awns to me,
within the Rope oS my etpm-lence, tat the 144ective levets ate to be utilized
in the elementaty schools.

This cart be done through grants given directly to echoote not Achoct dietrticte
non State Education Vepattmente. The reason 60t LM.e i4 that money ie eometimet,
neveA dittvied (loon through the establishment agencies to the Achoolte day by
day prtoSeeeionai people in the "trenches."

why use inteAvention program on the Junior. High and Senior. High
Use prevention p4ogname: I mad ettggcst a teiocueing oS monlea and philosophy
to the chi/dun aged 5.12 and theta portents with the 6o1XoLuag .5tASS peneonnel.

I. Full time Guidance Couneelon 'Icntal Health f.,ortitem Waned in
a64ec tive Co une Wing pen 250 children in the elementany .school.
a, C/aeatoom teacherte twill be trained to eirot poeeibte users

because o4 the childrten'e emotionat etabitity and need
gnatilication eyetezn. TheneSone one (1) Guidance Counselor
pen 100 may be used.

continued
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The Vona/table Jacob K. JavIt4 - 2 - Febuaky 11, 1974

2, 'tomes avaitabte Sot matettat and media at $1.00 a ch42L1

pen 4C440i.

J. Evaluation team 64411 the State Vepaktmekto on tiE(/ 04 Site
oS Cducattok mkktng tottit the local 4ehoota to evaluate.

Thank you 04 Jiving me the oppoktuaty 44 'speak on your bat.

With beat lotkhe4,

12e4p .0444 you4 4,

luta Sadetkity, Pkinctpat,
Stagecoach Etemetttaty School,
Setden, Uew Voile

1Stgat
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Honorable Senator Javits
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

GROIN IF IttIN SCHOOL
WouPPouT Rob

January 24, 1974

Dear Senator Javitst

Your bill, "Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Education Act"
(S.2840, is certainly a step in the right direction.

The statistical data yeilded by the SPARK program
offers hope and on this basis alone I would Support your bill.

Any suggestions I have relate not to the specifics of
your bill or any other law but rather to the general attitudes
of children and teen-agers.

Watergate and all the corruption related to it has
demoralized young people I believe, to a greater degree than any
other segment of our society. And the inability or unwillingness
of Congress to confront and dispose of this problem is only the
latest in a long series of bad examples.

Although drug abuse of any kind is the poorest possible
solution to any problem, we (adults) should recognize that our own
"cop-outs" give kids the rationalizations they seek to justify
their misbehavior.

Of course, it would be foolish to contend that Watergate,
alone, is the cause of drug and alcohol abuse. dut, if Watergate
turns out to be (in the eyes of youngsters) the final and convincing
proof that the adults of America are notcapable of high moral stand-
ards; if Congress and the people display an indifference to blatant
corruption, then how are we to be successful in any effort to lead
children down the right path?

(continued)
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I afrree with vou. Senator. that a 1',t of kids are
mixed up and we should not relax our efforts to help them no
matter what the cause. However, when we search for the causes
of mis-directed children we always, inevitably, come to the
examples they are given to follow. If you could include some
statement to this effect in the preamble to your bill I believe
it would more effectively convey the sincerity and understanding
we expect from our legislators.

Thank you for inviting comments and suggestions
from principals.

Sincerely, t

Samuel J. Culino
Principal
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COMMACK PUBLIC SCHOOLS
COMMACK. NEW YORK 11725

team Can SW
4913000

IVANHOE 6420

February 8, 1974

40T r E9 1 41974

The Honorable Jacob X. JAvt[S,
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Sir:

GIACIATICE COUNSELORS

FRANK COTOIA. Director
PAULA GEWIliTt

CELIA M HARRISON
FORM V POGO

.00+01 TACOS

This is in reply to your letter of January 18, 1974,
indicating that you would like to have my reaction to your recently
introduced "Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Education Act (S. 28481.

At the outset, let me commend you for your efforts in an
extremely important area. It is obvious that a great deal of money
has been spent without any real investigation as to the success or
failure of the program. For whatever it is worth, let me indicate
that we have a very small program of peer leadership counseling
somewhat similar to the SPARK Program and, in our small situation,
we find it as an effective tool -- but certainly not a solution.
However, 1 would endorse any bill that would broaden the concept
of peer counseling.

Get ot conclude with a simple statement that such counseling
requires a graat deal of insight and training of the instructors in
the program.

I Jo not know if the aforementioned is of any value to you
but, again, thank you for your concern.

1,1,78:DBD

Very truly yours,

CONAACX RICH SCHOOL NORTH

Walter
Principal
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OFFICE OF THE SUPERINIESDENr OF SCHOOLS

EAST MEADOW HIGH SCHOOL
CARMAN AVENUE

EASY MEADOW, L. I , NEW YORK 11554

516-485.700

r
.101 t

GLS,,C.14,2 .014 w 11,Egiv", at, LS, r CortDcorso,Ita

ir MASK VINOCII
411 L4,1 "Ain

Hon. Jacob K. Javits
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Sirs

$REDEAICAJ *ICkER
1 .1 4 .... onto , ,s mt.

SIOSE1 L
47.0 4 oS

11,5 41,3Nuar.,*

February 7, 1974

AlIBVED 7 2 Is,

We of the East Meadow Union Free School District applaud
the Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Education Act (5.2848) which you
introduced. Its intention to "assure early intervention and
primary prevention activities" aro long-range in view and will
go a long way to help our youth find alternatives to drug abuse.

We are desirous of supporting your bill and would be appre-
ciative of receiving any ensuing legislation.

SLTIms

Sincerel

. Sidney L. T Italbaum
Administrative Assistant
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ISLIP TERRACE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
REDMEN STREET

ISLIP TERRACE, LONG ISLAND, NEW YORK 11752

LEE T. PHILLIPS. PAiripal

PHILIP L. SOH HALL, Assistant Principal ROBERT WATAIIOVICH, Dean of Students

AMA COOS III
JUNIPIR 1.'5134

oFCD FEB 111914

February 6, 1974

The Honorable Jacob K. Javits
United States Senate
Committee on Foreign Relations
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Jar Its:

I want to compliment you on the bill which you recently introduced, "Alcoholism
and Drug Abuse Education Act (S. 2840". After receiving your communication
I did in tact hold a meeting with certain members of our teaching staff and con-
sulted with our Director of Physical Education and Health Education. In our opinion
it is a good bill because it focuses attention on the direct causes of drug abuse and
its effects on human behavior.

I am certain that you have become aware of the fact that training of specialized
personnel completely conversant and articulate with the problems of illicit drug
use is so important to the success of any program that would be developed to al-
leviate different cancerus social diseases.

We would urge you, however, to take a further step to urge or even require teacher
training institutions to provide required courses dealing with behavioral modification
and communication as it relates to drug and alcohol abuse. This would assure public
schools that young prospective teachers enter ing the ranks of our profession and who
will be charged with the responsibility of educating young people to the perils of illicit
drug use would be competent arid qualified to conduct mini - courses, educational panels
and be completely familiar with teaching techniques in this specific area in order to
assure some degree of success.

Thank you for giving us this opportunity to communicate our suggestions to you as it
relates to this proposed legislation.

rnk

Sincerely yours,

L.. P4a444.
Lee W. Phillips
Principal
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15_____

OFFICE OF

Honorable Jacob Javits
United States Senate
Washington D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Javits:

21 Sullivan Strout __US_ 7740
ADDRESS VILIHOHI

THE PRINCIPAL

CV FEB8 1974

February 5, 1974

I have received the copy of "Congressional Recor4", December 21,
1973, which you sent me along with your letter of January 18,
1974.

Your most comprehensive bill, (S.2848) does address itself to a
real need,

My reactions to the bill follow:

1. I believe theSPARKprogram is effective because of
trained professional personnel and professional supervi-
sion of the program. Directing funds toward this type of
program is sound.

2. The bill makes reference to community-based programs of
various types. We have many such programs in New York City
now, and I question their value.

3. Reaching children on the High School level is fine, however,
many drug and alcohol abusers never get to High School.
I would venture that most drop out somewhere in Junior High
School.

Most Drug prevention programs in schools are aimed at the
Junior High and Senior High pupils, and justifiably so.
However, I do believe that more should be done on the
Elementary level. For a truly Pre ..entive program we must
get to the children before the fact, and for this reason I
recommend more, much more, be done in the Elementary school
grades.

(Continued on next page)
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OFFICE OF THE PRINCIPAL
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February 5, 1974

Community School District 15 in Brooklyn, (I am an Elementary
School Principal in this district) has a Narcotic Education
and Prevention Program which, I believe, can be effective. Its
impact on the Elementary level is quite limited due to lack of
funds for personnel.

My twenty-four years of experience has been with the New York
City Board of Education on the Junior Nigh and Elementary levels.

If our aim is to modify behavior and change existing patterns
and attitudes toward alcohol and drugs, we had better do it in
the most formative years.

I therefore, make a plea that sound programs, (such as in District
15, Brooklyn) be expanded (funded) to reach every child on the
Elementary School level.

GCM:fg

Yours truly,

C, 14t

George C. Morfesi
Principal
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BOARD OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
rosi UPERV1SORY DISTRICT. °NEMO., MADISON AND HIERIUMER COUNTIES

1:10)( 233, YORKVILLE, N. V.13495
TELEPHONE; AREA CODE 3IS /36.0811

BOARD ME,190:75

Pp., LIP K. Al LIE g.
L,NN ,CI LIE TT
*ACAS, 3,9E," 0.11.3Lip
STANLEY AYATICORT

Honorable Jacob javits U.S.C.
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

My dear Mr. Javits:

February 6, 1974

'424.111,

r..1710111. JOHNSON
urtYYSIINcENTOTCAOOLII

PALA. J STRATVCIAI
as,STANI
JOWY FILLLNISE170

SS.,KNY

JOHN C. SCHOLL, CLER

7.74

I have read with interest your sponsored "Alcoholism and Drug
Abuse Education Act (52848)". It is well done and offers some
very viable programs, especially in relation to inservice education
for teachers. We have been working diligently for some three years
from funds sponsored by the Federal goverment for programs in
Health and Drug Education. We believe very strongly that drug
abuse, veneral disease, illegitimacy, smoking and alcoholism arc
only symptoms of a basic underlying disease; "AN UNHAPPY PERSON".
Our task, then, becomes one of finding the source of this unhappiness
and filling the void created by it. Our teachers are no longer
in loco parentis", as you arc most certainly aware from your New

York City exposure, Mr. Javits, they are now, in many cases, surro-
gate parents.

We wholeheartedly support your efforts with 52848 and, as
teachers and professional health educators, pledge to account to
the public our role in promoting mentally happy, self-actualized
students.

I have enclosed in this letter an offering of programs we
make available to schools in our three county multi-BOCES area;
also a pictorial review of one of our programs together with a
copy of the article "Praise" from the May 1923 Rotarian magazine.

h very good wish,

se .

Coordinator
RiTey

Health and Drug Education

cc: Honorable Donald Mitchell H.C. (R -N.Y,)
Mr. F. Wright Johnson

Enclosures:
Brochure
DUSO Sheet
Copy"Praisc"
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Community Education Project
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CITY SCHOOL DIS

Dr. Edward 1, Green

Oneida Castle Elementary School
Oneida, New York 13421

Phone 363.5910

One'
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CITY OF ONEIDA

3421

Superintendent of Schools

Seymour Redin, Principal

Senator Jacob Javits
United States Senate
Committee on Foreign Relations
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Javitst

Wampprille Elementary School
\camps/life, New York 13163

Phone 363-8810

felf FEB 8 1974
February 4, 1974

I have received a copy of a portion of the Congressional Record dated
December 21, 1973 and have read through the statement and the bill on
alcohol and drug abuse.

I believe that the amendments that you are proposing are comprehensive
and well thought out. I agree with you that not much can be accomplished
on just an information level. Most people who have problems with drug
abuse also need help in developing positive values and a positive self-
image.

I do not have any suggestions for changes in the bill. I wish you and your
colleagues every success in getting it psssed.

Sincerely,

Seymour Raclin
Principal

SR:de
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BOARD OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
Second Super voSOry O.stnct, Monroe:Orleans CSount red

Members of de Bored

Cameron Eves
eresOont

John Schick
V.zsPresOe,r,

Fels Bernet, 0 O S,
Herbert Dar.,

Janet Green, Jr.

Avery Gretton

Connor Morris

Administration

FIrcharcl Ten Hiker, Ed. O.
Dlerr. SQoorre."5..rn
F.6,1,400.0

Archir
Aureert Sr.per.ererde,,,
Orstrwl C en,

Ereran Lyrae*
!mower

Jean Perkins
1,!.ernai

School Dienes

Brockport Central

ChurchvilleChiliCentral

GtteaChili Central

Greece Central

Greecall.f. No 4

HiltatCentral

Holley Central

Kendall Central

Spencerport Central

Wheettend-Chill Central

Senator Jacob K. Javits
united States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Javits:'

RET FEB 8 1974

February 5, 1974

I was extremely pleaMed to read your proposal to amend
the Drug Abuse Education Act of 1970. 1 refer specifically
to 5.2848, the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Act of 1974.

It is the foresight of officials, such as yourself,
that rill eventually make tha greatest impact on prevention
of abuses involving alcohol and drugs. We all recognize the
need to prevent, through the understanding and remedtation
of personality, problems that may cause abuse. The presen-
tation of facts only has not proven successful In the past
and we need resea.ch based programs to prove our methods.
This is the two-way street needed to provide the answers.

I an currently submitting the enclosed proposal to the
State of New York Education Department. It has similar char-
acteristics to the SPARK Program.

EVB:cb
Encl,

Good Luck!

Sincerely,

Dr. Et;ene V. Bowers
Drug L Health Coordinator
SOCES I I
Monroe-Orleans (....,unt lea
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SCilait -

Pi YR C')UNSF.Lt SG 11026RAM

Narrative Statement:

Prevent the drug and alcohol education is dependent upon several factors,

paramount among them are the followIng

1. A reliable knowledge base i.e., the source of the problem and the

nature of the problem that generates the abuse or misuse of alcobol

and drugs.

2. The Identification 0 effective techniques end suitable personrel

to serve as "Intervenors" in the process of abase or misuse of

alcohol and drugs.

3. bays to channel knowledge into meaningful experiences that sill

result in behavior modification in the direction away from the

abuse or misuse of alcohol and drugs,

fie tmple.o It:It ion of the process.

5. she evaluation of results and modification of the program.

Program Objectives Are:

1. The identification of a reliable knowledge base:

Method: The identification and creative interpretation of data

to provide the knowledge base for a preventive drug and alcohol

education progr.,1 for schools may not be sattsfied by th.iorot-

ical research. It is suggested that such information should

come from the source or point of "critical contact" with the

Personl0 involved with drug and ilenN1 abuse. ihorefore. an

essential part of this proposal is the employment of a person

to serve as "Community intervenor" with the fallowing credentials:
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2. A demonstrated ability to relate to youth who are currently

drug abusers, or may display personal eharaeteristies muting

them vulnerable to abuse. This may be within the school en-

vironment or community. The ability to conceptualito the

contributing factors leading to drug and alcohol abuse or

environmental itfluences that may cause young people to be-

come potential abusers.

3. To be able to interpret these to key school personnel, t.e.,

Teachers, Guidance Personnel, Administrators, etc.

Formal Preparation

The "Community intervenor" should have sufftrient onle,

standing of human 13013,10r to ,,,,,,m01sh Il,r , 1,11] ta.0,

described in 1, 2, and 3 above.

',finical preparation may be a BS or BA with a major in the

behavorial scierces e.g., Psychology, Sociology, Health Educa-

tion or equivalent experience. Formal training in counseling

would also be desirable.

At least two to five years experience In some capacity Inter-

acting with youth of Jr. or Sr. High School age In on identified

program e.g., teaching, youth recreation work, drug and aleohel

counselor, etc.

Characterization of the Role

The "Community Intervenor" mill, in addition to his therapy

role In the community, meet regularly with school personnel to

provide input for use In program development. The specific pro-

grams referred to here are: the Peer Counselor De,.elopment, Health
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Teaching and Administration. this Is an essential educational

link between school and community.

Program Costs (Community intervenor)

Although specific costs will appear as part of the budget

for this program proposal, it is important to point out that

salary amounts for the "Community Intervenor" will be en a

shared basis With other community agencies. trolin of Ogden,

Town Council).

the Identification of Effective techniques and Suitable Personnel

To Serve As in,ervenors Within The School Setting

In addition to the 'Community Intervenor", it is expected

that upper level high school students sill be trained to serve

as "Peer Counselors" ("Peer Counselors", for this program, may

be described as students trained to counsel others of approx-

imately the same age) and 'Student to Student Counselors" where

students are trained to work with students of different ages -

the idea being that the older student works with younger students.

"deer Counselor" and "Student to Student Counselor" Training

Students from the Junior or Senior level in high sO!ool

will be selected to be trained by Certified Guidance Personnel.

The methods to be used will loo; audio or video tapes, post-

session super% S LON bs trained personnel, group w,, o; sit in

pairs of peers (or "helpers") and goal setting techniques. this

portion of the Proposal sill involve the greatest amount of "-

prose but will be the key :wittily to successful accomplishment

of program goals.
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Characterleation of "Deer Counselor" and "Studynt to Student

Counselor roles

"Peer Counselor" MI11 interact with fellow students as a

result of referral to a Certified Guidance Counselor. Thy

Certified Guidance Counselor will provide data for the "Deer

Counselor" or "Student to Student Counselor" and alto serve

to control the case load of student counselors. Time will

be provided, during the school day, for student counselors

to perform.

Responsibilities of Certified Guidance Personnel

The Major responsibilities of the certified guidance

counselor will be training and supervision of student counselors.

It is expected that 10-1P students will be trained and require

supervision. the time consumed by both of the activities will

be nearly 100 of one fully-employed counselor. The remaining

time will be spent in program coordination, referral functions,

administration and evaluation.

Channeling Knowledge Into Meaningful Experiences That will Rcsult

in Behavior Modification in the Direction Away From the Abuse or

Misuse of Drugs and Alcohol

the Community fntercenor" sill provide the cajor source

of Information from the community. Direct communication will

be made by this person to the Certificd Guidance Cottnsvlor Airri

possibly the student counselors. Both the Certified Guidance

Counselor and the "Community intertenor" will prohide information

for the Health Education teachers and Administration for inclusion
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in al! cases. the suggested setting for com.uniOditc1 may bo the

case conference.

the implementation of the Process

The implementation of the process describe: above stll be

dependent upon the following factorst

I. Financial support for the program

Administrative support for the program

3. leacher support fur the program

4. interested and dedicated training personnel

(Certified Guidance Counselors)

5. Securing the right person to serve as "Community Inter-

senor"

6. A reliable process to select stuicnt counselors

7. Time for program deielopment

R. Open attitudes on the part of community personnel

Evaluation

it is hoped that the program described herein Atli cause

Some behavioral changes among students who have exhibited

characteristics that may classify them as "misfits" in the

school-cor,untty context, early may have become abusers of

alcohol or drugs (symptoms of personal maladjustment) or may

exhibit personality characteristics vhich may place them In

the category of potential abusers. Certain obvious behavioral

manifestations may already exist, such as; classroom (school)

misbehavior, (acting-out behavior), truancy, class grades.

Students she receive service from this program sill be
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expected to show some behavioral improvements in the following

areas:

%here there have been referrals for dreg or alcohol related
behavior from profession staff, police, self, family, etc.,
it is expected that a decrease in these will become evident.

where there have been instances of acting -out behavior such
as fighting with other students, fighting with staff, abusive
language, disruption of classroom activities, tnapproprtato
conduct in lunch or recreational areas, damaging school property,
stealing, etc., it is expected that a decrease in such behavtor
w.1.1 become evident.

The incidence of tardiness, truarcy, classes cut and total
absences related to these, should show decline.

Classroom grades. shore lower than student's potential, should
show improvement,

Methodology

Comprehensive student records will be kept on the above during

the academic year, and periodic analysts (quarterly cr monthly) will

be made on each Student who participates in the program. While it

does not seem feastole, at this time, to establish a control and

experimental grouping for more precise statistical analysts, efforts

will be made to compare behavioral records statistically.

A series of anecdotal records sill be requestedfrom persons

coming into contact with the student. This sill comprise a sub-

jectlte analysts.

All results sill 're published for professional staff at least

tso times during the academic year. A final summary report sill be

published for the funding agent and professional staff.
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SALAMANCA CITY CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT

SO IROOUO3 DRIVE
SALAMANCA, NEW YORK 14221

TELEPHONE 710 TO 2400

January 30, 1974
The Honorable Jacob K. Javits

, 7.!

U. S. Senator of the state of New York

Washington, D. C.

Dear Senator Javits:

In your letter of January 18, 1974, addressed to the Principal, you mentioned

that we have in this country "The development of a dangerous pattern of poly-deug

use", with which most of us agree. You also requested any comments or suggestions

for revisions of the bill that you introduced. Even though I agree wholeheartedly

with your bill, and believe that it will attack the problem, I must say in my

humble opinion that attacking the problem now is like locking the door after the

horse is cone. I believe that the abuse of drugs could have been diminished

tremendously if our high moral standards in this country were maintained, instead

of gradually deteriorating, eroding, or rotting away because of the lack of will

or interest on the part of some of our law makers, legislators and leaders of

government. This remark is not made in any disrespectful way to you, as I have

always admired your ability, honesty, intelligence and other virtues, not only as

a man, but also as a fine representative of all the people in this state, as well

as the country. If we had other law makers like :o., 3C1 sure the problem that

we now have would have been stopped before it pot almost out of control.

The problem of drugs can be blamed on our Society. I may be entirely wrong.

All my life : was taught to respect other peoples' rights, as well as my own.

I was taught that with every right there must be a responsibility and that if

Pew" or Education A4mtmstro4yo and Outdenent Pottoonrot
MAJet.Otte ae UN OA GE .

ROY W 111.'eo E "ON. V,te Pros.dent
ROPER/ A EEO.
NtOnt0 N cAgeo..e
JACK 0 MAN
Anm F vOieute0, JR
DONALD Fe0OICK

PAUL C KtRSCI4. Ed D, Supeetntendont WtLltAV, 0 VOLEN1,14,5C SO 00, PT MCP*,
JOSEPH A GREER. Busneft Mane,'" GERALD I ACKLEY, Cultneufwn CoOednatc,
DOR.% A OPrEOPECK, Scnont C"sfyo, Opt ROSEMARtE FURLONG, P,osp.c. Err, PT pr,p.1
COO A Sl hEir011. ia . n. <Iv,. Otroenee GLEN E GGERGENt Lo,.. c*. 'N't'N't,*DEAN C 801100F, Corjetpo R0PER7 F PUGME1. -WHEW Eton, Pr.netool

LC." J CARROLL. Cot/motor
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Senator Javits - Sheet Two - Januar/ 30, 1974

I wanted someting that I should work for it honestly and diligently so that

I would always no that I earned it in the proper moral fashion. In these

teachirws, one can see that I had to lelrn that whatever I had, I had to acnieve

it in a way that in benefitting me, it would not cause harm to any one else. I

developed a pride, a satisfaction and an appreciation of how to do and obtain things.

This is what I believe is vroni with our Present society. We get what we want,

we do what we want without any regard of the feelings of others. The permissiveness

of individuals to do anything, at any time such as: to wear or not to wear clothing,

to have long hair or short hair, to staid in disrespect to country and flag, to

smoke anything they want, place the blame on society for every rule broken; what

then can society do? It is compelled to have laws that are actually in of

the criminal or law breaker rather than the victim, it takes the authority away

from the police, the teacher, and the parents. It fosters the exposure of people

to indecent movies, photographs and gives great publicity and praise to sport stars,

movie stars and others for what used to be termed "abnormal" behavior. The

commentaries to all by the television broadcasts are at most times incriminating

and critical and seldom complimentary and are not healthy for ever/one to see and

hear. So, everyone is bad; so what is so wrong in drug abuse? After all, in most

cases, we are hurting ourselves' This is the you persons' philosophy. They see

so much and hear so much about the wrong doings of the leaders, that their confidence

in people, country and everyone else is destroyed. What are the older folks doing?

We are pacifying then to meke then like us. We are tolerating them by letting

them do and act any way they please and then try to help them by spending mo.ley

thru welfare, clinics, educational grants, rehabilitation and public defenders --

everything free.
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Senator Javits - Sheet Three - January dC, 1974

We have to reestablish our attitudes, our respect for others, for our

flag, for our laws and for our country. Through encouragement and proper

exposure, we have to reevaluate our rights and our responsibilities so that we can

once again think that killing someone is a most terriul- crime and improper

behavior such as being a drunk or an addict is really a scourge to society.

Too, we have to improve Ou our court procedures in penalising the pusher

and user and in fact all violators of the law. Instead of delays, postponement

and stalls so that the reason for the crime is practically for,;otten, there should

be a more practical and speedy way for the handling and execution of the case.

I have found that many of the police have thrown up their hands in disgust. When

someone is brought in for an arrest, through legal technicalities, public defenders,

and court decisions, nothing is done with the violator, but they in turn are

ridiculed for being too tough and unreasonable and are publicly denounced. As a

result, the police are placed in a position to be scoffed at, called "pigs" and

derided for trying to do their duty. This to me does not help cut down or eliminate

the crime, whatever it nay be.

From all this, I must believe that there should be a reassessment of the

degree of the crime, and then a degree of punishment can be decistoned justly.

!then a murderer can go without any capital punishment unless on such occasions

as killing a man in unifona, that is, a member of the police force, or repeats

the crime or some other far fetched felony and then become free after a few

years, what does the drug, pusher who, by the way, is making a lot of money, have

to worry about/ After all, to him, this is not as Dad as committing a murder!

The Supreme Court on the one hand forbids capital punishment of the killer; on the

other hand, it allows the execution of the unborn child through abortions.
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lenator Javits - Sheet Four - January r. 1974

Until we establish a philosophy or a doctrine of law and order and raise

our moral standards in this country, our society will deteriorate from within.

There must be certain coals set, certain definitions of right and wrong, and

a creation of a desire to think and resrect others such as respect for man, home,

and country. Then we can pursue the right course or direction. lie must lift

ourselves out of the doldrum of chaos and confusion, as each is on his own and

each is for himself, and get on the approoriate track. When we do this, I believe

each and all will be able to achieve the welcomed result. Then, the climate for

learning and believing the hazards of drug abuse will be receptive. But, until

the young people once more trust the morals and laws of adults, more mouthings

by us will have little effect.

Respectfully yours,

William 0. Valent, Principal

Salamanca Junior-Senior High School
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BROCKPORT CENTRAL SCHOOL
MIDDLE SCHOOL

B4ockpogr, Now York, 14420

Whonew311*.P6rIcipai

froifbilling.VkeP6m601 FEP 4 va

The Hononabte Jacob K. Java*
Onited States Senate
Washington, V.C. 20510

Dear( Senators lavits:

ANA Cod*: 716

Phone: 637.3303

January 30, 1971

7 v,-,'ting in auponse to a bulletin that was sent
to mu se.,,,f paincipat aegaading you Alcoholism and
Daug Abu.se Education Act (S. 28481.

I shake you viewpoint that the only change we can
hope to Meet is to change attitude*, values, method*
o6 decision making, and nespect OUR bodies and OUR
getlow man. I em however(, that when you mention
counsel -in Values, Decision Making, Mentat Health, and
the tike, local administnatons and especially Foaad* 06
Education tuan their( heads aside and aeKuhe to toa akt
dgkoid to taten.

As a Health educator(, 16incenety heel that the
di:action to be heading in febpeciatty at the Middle
School Levet - gaadea 6, 7, and 8) is the direction o4
counses designed to 4e-humanize human beings, and 1
would appaeciate heaaing Pcom you MS to what might be
po**ibte along these tine*.

Sinceaely,

Andaew W. 4azzaho, Jr(.

AWV:dt
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ADDICTION SERVICES AGENCY
5$ 71 WORTH STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y. IOU

Telepho,r: 433_3790

JEROME HORNBLASS, ComminioNy

January 31, 1974

The Honorable Jacob K. Javits
United States Senate
326 Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Javits:

Permit me to congratulate you on the leadership you have demonstrated
in the submission of S2848, the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Act Amend-
ments of 1974.

The New York State Drug Abuse Control Commission and my own Addiction
Services Agency, as the funding and technical assistance sources, take
justifiable pride in the accomplishment of the SPARK program. The recogni-
tion you afford to the program affords us considerable pleasure.

52848 is, in my opinion an excellent and most needed amendment to the
Drug Abuse Education Act. I would, however, encourage some slight modifica-
tion in its language to make clear that the legislative intent is that the
"creative primary prevention and early intervention programs...." are meant
to be conducted in both elementary and secondary schools.

The State and City of New York are currently providing more than 13
million dollars for programs in elementary and junior high schools. These
funds, which are administered by local community school boards, are a most
necessary part of the comprehensive attack of which the high school oriented
SPARK program is an intergal part.

Through the use of a variety of techniques, children as early as the
primary grades are helped to discriminate between helpful and harmful
substances; helped to identify and deal with feelings and emotions; helped
to understand peer pressure and its possible negative aspects.

I am sure that you will agree that the development of coping skills,
the clarification of personal values, recognition of the distinctions between
the use and abuse of any substance certainly must start as r^.eible. Further
our experience indicates that intervention activities are needed in the
early grades of elementary school,

Again, my appreciation for your concern in the area of drug abuse
prevention.

Very trul yours,

Jerome Hornblass
Commissioner
Addiction Services Agency
City of New York

Jii/Jm
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JAMESTOWN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
JAMESTOWN. NEW YORK

orrIce OF VNI
PRINCIPAL GEORGE A. PERSELL SCHOOL

January 31, 1974

Senator Jacob X. Javits
United States Senate
326 Senate Office Building
Wasnington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Javitzs

I thank you for the opportunity to comment on S. 28118 as submitted by yourself
and Senators Hughes, Williams and Dominick.

It is encouraging to find individuals of your stature concerned enough to take
the time needed to encourage the kind of in-put you are requesting. With brevity
in mind, since I an certain you will receive hundreds of responses, I will list
my comments with little amplifications

1. Schools reflect society, and as such, reflect society's problems.
To treat this problem as an educational problem 1s to do exactly
what the bill proposes not to do--that is treat a symptom.

2. Schools have been involved in drug education for the past several
years with no discernable impact-1n some instances the use of drugs
has risen significantly in experimental groups when compared with
control groups. I believe this was the case in the Hienigan program.

3. What is the school's legal position in the peer counseling situation- -
can the schools be held legally liable for problems that may arise
from "peer counseling",

4. Doesn't the apparent fact (symptom) that some young people cannot
relate to or accept adult counseling point toward the real problem
that must be attacked?

5. Why were samples drawn from only three of the nine schoole,having
SPARK.usied?

6. The data collecting appears to be rather loose - -if the behaviors to
be used were identified at the inception of the study, one has to
yonder why special efforts were not made to assure data collection
and compilation (especially information on "unexcused absences"
since it should have been relatively easy to collect and of signifi-
cant importance).

7. The information regarding baseline data and matching, or using total
population matched with experimental group, upon which Tables 2, 3,
4 and 5 are based, 1s quite confusing.
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Senator Jacob K. Javits -2- January 31, 1974

I would personally urge a "go slow" approach in requestir4 legislation which is,
at least partly, based on an experiment which has not been completed and whose
results are to me nebulous. I would further suggest that any program evaluation
be done by an independent, outside agency.

I hope I haven't been too negative, but frankly I do become concerned when educators
are asked to solve social problems over which we have little control. I would like
to refer you to an article in the N.Y.S.T.A. publication, The New York Teacher -
Magazine Section, entitled "What Are Schools .nor ", written by Dr. 10;irt L. Ebel.

Thank you for this opiArtunity.

Sincerely, I
William S. Oullotti

WSD/jp
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ONEONTA CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
ONEONTA, N. Y. - 13820

PHONE 607.432.8200

qtru FEB 4 1974
January 31, 19 74

Honorable Jacob K. Javits
United States Senate
Committee on Foreign Relations
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Javits:

I have shared your letter of January 18th with my
staff.

Without being specific they wholeheartedly support
your position and encourage you to give it your full
attention.

Sincerely,

1,19 d Baker
Peincipal

/lh
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SCOTIA, 51Y1 YORK 11110K
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Senator Jacob Javits
United States Senate
Committee on Foreign Relations
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Javits:

February 1, 1974

7E86 qii

R. J. McGUMC
11.11..01, 1111411/

444.5411
115 C.11.

Your letter regarding "Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Act" was for-
warded to me by our princial for whatever comments I would make. As an
educator 1 have obvious respect for education and I am delighted that you
appear to share this respect.

As I read your proposal I see many things that I agree with, among
these are the beliefs that we must continue our work with methadone, that
drug abuse problems cannot be solved simply by treating the individual
that is addicted, that the abuse of any substances is a complex behavioral
problem and that we must continue In our attempt to discover ways in which
our educational system can become capable of dealing with the problems of
abuse. I as also concerned that too often our stress is spent helping the
already addicted youngster and too little is spent helping the troubled
youngster who, as yet, has not become addicted.

There is one outstanding concern that I have for the programs that
you have outlined. tt is that most of the money appears to be allocated
to the established school system and doesn't recognize that a large per-
centage of trou'..led young people have already rejected these institutions.

I have a sincere belief that some future generation will recognize that
our schools are able to take care of the needs of all young people. However,
it is a reality that some yocngstere in the present generation have turned
their back on the established schools and need some outside guidance. It is
for this reason that I would like to see some of the funds you mentioned
channeled to clearly competent, highly professional counseling agencies.
I have witnessed some fine relationships that appear to be impossible in the
school environment and that must be encouraged if we are to salvage those
who can be helped only ir this way.

Please accept our gratitude for the confidence in our schools that you have
exhibited and please give some consideration to the possibility of incorporating
some help in your bill for private agencies.

11,0 1.1/4N a 1. 7 ,1r ;len., f111.14OCItl, ezM. 4,11,14,..1

Respectfully,

Craig Hitchcock
Cov,I, .401, Sr.+, Corny, W. Y,1
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INSTITUTE FOR MILD MENTAL itEAurti
386 PARK AVENUE SOUTH

NEW YORK NEW YOE% iCO16
1111) 663.9665

FebFtaak?6, 1974

The Honorable Jacob K. Javits
326 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

w. Dear Senator Javits:
Stmt.,/

JOAN O. ItouNIA We wish to convey our appreciation to you
C.Nrrel for your introduction of the bill to provide for

evaluation and research in the drug and alcohol addiction
field. This bill is of particular interest to us in

Bashi ol Tame; light of the Study of the Development of Infants of
OMAD.CACL Addicted Mothers which we developed in the past year.
LION A. i.e.
IMAS mu Al Couc00 As you are probably aware there were more than
MAC/ 0A1AccAL 2700 infants born to addicted mothers in New York CityW.**
WALLAC1 InAMOri last year. The symptoms of withdrawal of these infants
10111 O. were severe enough to bring them to the attention Of
, A. 111A7A the hospital staffs. Some of these infants will continue
AN1CAO LCcov. r O. to need special care and appear to be in high risk of
?CO.. v. 1,..m0 developmental difficulties. In collaboration with sixRACACIMPAOACJA

hospitals in New York City we have prepared a proposal4.1. Will... AU MMMMMM

New. Auftno RUM to study these infanta for seven years to determine the
extent and duration of these difficulties as well as
the ability of these babies to fun' ion as children and

m"."'"'" I"" as adults. This is the first attempt to assess in any
A LfAc

comprehensive manner the long term effects of prenatalMips 1[101111. WArflAILL
addiction. The collaborating hospitals are:

Beth Israel Hospital
Harlem Hospital
Jewish Hospital and Medical Center of Brooklyn
Fordham and Misericordia Hospitals
Lincoln Hospital
Metropolitan Hospital

Our proposal was submitted to the National
Institute of Health October 1, 1973. We were site visited
last December by the National Institute for Drub Abuse.
We hope to hear in early March whether we will be funded
to carry out this critical study.

We would be happy to send you a copy of the
proposal as well as to provide any other information con-
cerning the study which you might wish. We know that your
interest will be an important factor in bringing this project
to fruition.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

e
Frances K. Alston
Principal Investigator

),Ittiteie
Herschel Alt
President
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CHEEKTOWAGA CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
3600 UN1ON ROAD CHEEKTOWAGA, NEW YORK 14333 116.6343400

February 25, 1974

Senator Jacob K . la vi ts
United State Senate
Committee on Foreign Relations
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mr. Javits,

Apologies for this late response regarding 52848. Representatives of 0,4
teaching :toff, guidance deportment, and administration, favor this bill.
We strongly Favor funds for school staff education and involvement. We
favor cooperative educational programs from within the school setting.

Further, our guidonce deportment chairman stresses the importance of
reaching into the elementary schools. While we have no model pro-
gram in our schools, whet we hove done has oppeared to be somewhat
effective. in informal sessions with our sixth graders, I have been con-
sistently informed by students that they hove studied drug abuse, the
reasons for it, and the effects. They indicate that they do not regard
drug obese as mart: Our high school was recently singled out as one
with the least involvement in drug obese. I hasten to add that the news-
paper study was for from scientific or definitive.

We favor the legislation and will urge support For it on the port of our
Congressional delegation.

Sincerely yours,

vy,t
Dr. Omer W. Rertfrow
Superintendent

OWR:rm
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March 13, 1974

goo MAR161g4

United States Senate
Committee on Foreign Relations
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Alcoholism 4 Drug Abuse Education

Senitor Javits,

In reference to your recently introduced
bill "Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Education Act"
(3. 4848), I would like to express my support
and interest.

That there must be early intervention and
primary prevention activities established in
recognition of the fact that complex human
behavior is influenced by many forces can not
be denied. There is a definite need for a joint
rrozram effective.

GMtcb

0 7,..s1,
0, it

L,It C.M,S.II L4

Sincerely yo s,

a cl c)3c1lr

Gerald Mazzola
Associate Director

C...,415,1,..4
14,,SotAl. Act.I.T104

MII CCN MOSiT44.
OLSSOCAtpON
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Ewell B, Ward

Calvert County Club
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George N Grant
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Res 2923848 Bus 3470588

ROUTE 1, 80X 548, CLINTON, MARYLAND 20735

March 5, 1974

Hon. Jacob K. Javits
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Javits:

for some time I have been deeply concerned that the major effort to combat
drug abuse among our young people has been directed toward treatment and
rehabilitation with little or none for prevention. Certainly, treatment
and rehabilitation are necessary, but if momemphasis were put on effect-
ive prevention programs, such as SiTaft Set/Smarteens, the need for expen-
sive trod anent and rehabilitation facilities would be far less. It is
obvious that unless the major effort is directed toward prevention, the
problem becomes self-perpetuating.

Senate Bill 2848 seems to be a step in the right direction in that it
emphasizes prevention. Enclosed is literature describing the Smart Set/
Smarteens program, This program has succeeded where others have failed
because the kids themselves run it - it is their program.

The Lions Clubs of District 22-C, which includes the District of Columbia
and the Maryland counties of Montgomery, Prince George's, Charles, St.
Mary's, and Calvert, are sponsoring and financing this program in a num-
ber of junior high schools. The Lions feel that this approach is more
effective than all the lectures and movies on drugs put together. We
would like to see the program in every elementary and junior high school.
However, there are two limiting factors; it would be far too expensive
for one organization and there is an amazing amount cf apathy toward the
drug problem among many school officials.
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Also enclosed is a booklet, 'Drug Education: A National Disaster," de-
scribing the utter failure of the educational approach to reach our young
people. I am convinced that the only effective educational approach
would be the integration of drug information into existing curriculum
subjects, such as Science, Biology, Social Studies, Physical Education,
etc. This type of drug education in conjunction with the Smart Set pro-
gram should do much to solve, not only the problem of drug abuse, but
also the problem of alcohol abuse which is becoming serious even at the
junior high level.

I heartily agree with the provisions in S. 2848 for community education
programs, particularly for parents, some of whom must certainly share
responsibility for the drug abuse problem. However, I believe it should
be extended to include educators ,and school officials. Perhaps this
would reverse or, at least, reduce the apathetic and indifferent attitude
of many of them.

In his efforts to gain recognitiOn and support of the Smart Set program
as an approach that works, Mr. Robert K. Squire, founder and president,
has applied to WM for a grant of $100,000 to have a professional organ-
ization study the effectiveness of the Smart Set/Smarteens program over
the last five years in schools throughout the country. He and I would
sincerely appreciate your support of the program itself and the research
grant.

I would appreciate an opportunity to meet with you and the co-sponsors of
S. 2848 or members of your staffs to further discuss the alcohol and drug
abuse problem and how best to combat it.

With best wishes, I am

Sincerely yours,

Alan 8. Mackall, Chairman
Drug Prevention Committee

Enclosures

Identical letters to:

Senator Hughes
Senator Williams
Senator Dominick
Senator Cranston
Senator Beall
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BOARD Of COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
DIVISION Of RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

NASSAU REGIONAL OFFICE FOR EDUCATIONAL PLANNING

The honorable Jacob K. Javits
United States Senate
110 East 45th Street
New York, New York 10017

Dear Senator Javits:

NASSAU
COUNIV

March 4, 1974
DTD: 316

lEilC.0 1,1114PME
11C1.C14().,14, YORK 11731

516 197 11700

We wish to commend you for your action in proposing Bill S. 2848
to amend the Drug Abuse Education Act of 1970. Few people
would disagree with the fact that young people, even at the junior
and senior high school levels, are taking drugs in combination and
in increasing and alarming amounts.

It is extremely encouraging to read in the Congressional Record
of Friday, December 21, 1973 that legislators, such as yourself,
believe that: ''The community at large, and the schools particularly
{underlining ours) are in the best position to focus on the causes of
drug abuse rather than the symptoms... to plan and develop early
intervention and prevention programming." and ''Drug education
should be a total process of interaction between individuals which
emphasizes the affective, as well as the cognitive, approach."

Based on this philosophy, the Regional Development Program, Drug
and Health Education, was initiated and designed to bring the State
Education Department Division of Drug and health Education and
Services closer to school districts and to facilitate an exchange of
information within regions and among regions in the State of New
York. The major program thrust in our region, Nassau County, is
to identify, develop, and disseminate exemplary drug and health
education programs, some of which are very similar to the SPARK
program described in the Congressional Record of the above date.
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The Honorable ;acob K. Javits March 4, 1974

Some of the functions we engage in to develop effective programs in
drug and health education are; serve as Chairperson of a Regional
Advisory Council, which directs its efforts to exploring the needs of
the learners in this region of the State; sit on and cooperate with
planning councils to prioritize needs, and identify and plan program
resources; provide consultative services to agencies and individuals
devoted to preventive health and drug education; develop channels of
communication to key personnel at the local district level and the
State Education Department; provide staff development workshops;
conduct assistance and information institutes for large groups;
acquire and locate centrally, sufficient, high quality resources for
teacher use; maintain adequate and appropriate liaison with other
county, state, and federal agencies; and, at times, act as consultant
to other state agencies engaged in establishing effective health and
drug education programs.

We have attached a copy of program descriptions which were developed
through SED funding and/or the assistance of the Regional Coordinator.

We will support and solicit support for Bill S. 2848.

Sincerely yours,

Doris T. Dol ley, M.S. P. H.
Regional Coordinator of
Drug and Health Education

Erwin Krause
Assistant Regional Coordinator of
Drug and Health Education

DTD:dvg
Enclosure
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BOARD Of COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL. SERVICES
DIVISION OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

NASSAU REGIONAL. OFFICE FOR EDUCATIONAL. PLANNING

To:

From:

Subject:

Senator Jacob K. Davits

ATTACHMENT
March 4, 1974
DTD: 316

Doris T. Dolicy, 31.S.P.H. and Erwin Krause
Regional Drug and Health Education Coordinators

103 /541C40 1,447,54
JEAlcm0, hEA MORK WS)

514 507[100

Overview of Programs Developed Through SED
Support for Regional Drug and Health Education Coordination

Number cf Children Served by DOCES- -Over 300,000

Exemplary Health Education Programs

Through the Nassau County Regional Coordinators of Drug and Health

Education, the following schools have received funding froth The State

Education Department's Division of Drug and Health Education and Services

to support their innovative health education programs:

Elmont

Under the leadership of Mr. Martin Peterson, Assistant District

Principal and District Health Coordinator, Elrnont is developing a model

interdisciplinary drug prevention program for elementary schools. The pro-

gram will demonstrate how a team of school nurse teachers can coordinate

health education through health instruction, counseling, health related
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experiences, consultation, stiff education, and parent and community involve-

ment.

Ilerricks

Dr. Emanuel. I'lesent is coordinating a project that involves students in

the development of audiovisual and other media materials in drug education

and mental health.

Entitled "A Creative Activities Approach to Drug Abuse Prevention to

Drug Anuse Prevention Through Education in the Elementary Schools,"

is a success oriented, creative activities centered program, involving

puppetry, film-making, videotape production and related arts.

'itie Haman Resources School

1his Albertson, bong Island, school has received funding for "Innovative

Actevitios for Physically Disabled Children Through an Integrated

Program with Normal Children in Drug Education,"

M- tssapeciva

Mr. Arthur Coccaro, Coordinator of Health Education, has initiated a

project untitled, 'trite rdisu iplinary health Education Teacher Learning

The project will utilize the e.xperti,e of elementary supervisors,

and selected outside consultant:, lli);1 will make hp the Interdisciplinary

Tcam

,s11ore Vni..ersity

:iur the 1. e:er ship .Arel coordinutto of G-.. y E 15-idler, M.11., a (1 Mr.

1%.e North Shure .rniverity 1h. apical has acquired funding through

f,,r a pidj...ct ',I-It:tied, "Th.- tospitat a, a Major Resource for
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Syosset

Mr. Fred DeJong, Health Education Coordinator in the Syosset schools,

has initiated a program that involves the services of high school students who

will be volunteering their time and skills to community health-oriented

agencies.

The program is called "A Model Health Program of Positive Alternatives

Through Student Community Involvement," and some of the community

agencies include Suffolk State Hospital, (loch Psychiatric Hospital, and the

I.H. B. Burv.'ood and Woodbury Nursing Homes.

CBRU Evaluation Program

The SED Division of Drug and Health Education and Services has recently

revised the C,ornputer Based Resource Units (CBRU) in drugs, tobacco, and

alcohol. Teams from iferricks, Lawrence, and BOCES were involved in the

revision. In order to foster this type of health education resource, the SED

is awarding minigrants to regional teams of teachers for a pilot evaluation

study of the three CBRU units mentioned above.

We arc presently' working with thirty health education teachers, who represent

six school districts in our region, in this evaluation study. The purpose of

CBRU is to utilize the computer to individualize health education through re-

sources and activities that are specifically designed for cart. student on the

basis of his age, keel of maturity, his interests, and his needs. It is hoped

that CR:0,1 will provide health educators with another method of making health

and drug education exciting and relevant for young people.
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Hospital-ochool Liaison

The concept of hospital-school liaison has been r4 into practice in Nassau

County through the institution of the Hospital-School Liaison Committee as it

functions in the North Shore University Hospital and surrounding schocl districts.

In addition, the SED Division of Drug and Health Education and Services has

provided financial support for the North Shore Model, using BOCL:S as a

conduit of funding.

On the evening of January 17, 1974, a Dinner Institute was held at Salisbury

Restaurant to discuss the Nortkihare Model. The program incluciNi round-

table discussion regarding the development and support of other alternative

models.

As a direct result of this Dinner Institute, the following hospitals and schools

are now actively engaged in developing their own hospital-school programs

A. Mr. G. Bretton, the Acting Superintendent of the Plainecige district

is establishing a liaison with the Lirunswich Hospital in Arnityville. Mrs.

Doris Do Iley has already net with Mr. Bretton and members o: the hospital

to outline plans for further development of this program.

B. The I3OCES Regional Coordinator of Health Educat c- in Suffolk

County is making plans with the administration of Brookhaven Hospital to

create a program of cooperation between this hospital and surrounding school

districts.

C. Six school districts on the south shorn of Nassau County are placating

to establish a liaison program with Franklin General Hospital of Franklin Square.
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Project SUCCESS

Project SUCCESS, or the "Parke ley Project," is a program that aims at

improving the instructional level of health education ilk elementary schools

with emphasis on a system. of classroom management which includes the use

of learning centers.

The project was initiated in New York State during the summer of 197Z, and

has been enthusiastically received by health educators throughout the State,

iu lulling Nassau County. For a school district to become involved, they arc

required to have a five member team (including a building principal) trained

during a t..vo-week full-time summer training program.

In New York State, Project SUCCESS is being funded by the State Education

Department Division of Drug and Health Education and Services. As regional

representatives of the Division, the Regional Health Education Coordinators

of Nassau DOCES contacted all of the 56 school districts in our County, from

which eight schools were selected to participate in the training during July,

1974. In addition, we are providing the facility in which the training will

place, and are working with the training team in planning the training

session.

Vrie program not only teaches good health concepts (especially those related

to Crug and substance abuse) in an exciting and stimulating way, but helps

vomgsters lean to make wise decisions about matters affecting their health.

l-,rtherninre, all of the units are specifically correlated with other subjects
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in the eurriculam such as art, music, mathematics, ecology, physical educa-

tion, science, social studies, and basic language skills. Perhaps most important

of all, preliminary studies show Lower smoking rates among 'youngsters that

have participated in the program!

Mental Health Education through T. V.

ROOM To Crow" is a series of 26 television programs being developed through

the joint efforts of 130CES early childhood and curriculum specialists, educa-

tional constaltants, and the Regional Coordinators of Drug and Health Education,

through feuding provided in part by the SED Division of Drug and Health Education

and Services.

The overall goal of the T. V. series is to teach parents the basic mental health

concepts essential to effective "parenting," and the techniques that can be used

to implement these concepts in the rearing of their children. The series

emphasizes the need for parents to assist their pre-schoolers in developing

feelings of self-esteem. In a very real sense, the series aims at helping

parents raise children who will have no need to seek euphoria through the

abuse of substances.

Communication

',to facilitate the exchange and sharing of information within regions and among

re'gions in the State of New York, we have developed a monthly newsletter,

FORUM, copies of which are being sent to every health educator in

ssau County's If, school districts, as well as to many other health oriented

p.:blic and privatc agencies. A copy of THE FORUM is enclosed for your

irispection.
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Teacher Learning Center

Presently, we are planning for the creation of a Teacher Learning Center

(TLC). This will be a facility at which teachers, students, counselors, and

other individuals who work with young people (or their peers) can learn group

dynamics concepts, and develop and practice the skills and techniques necessary

for effective communication, group interaction, counseling, and other activities

aimed at drug abuse prevention. Many of the skills that will be developed at

our TLC will be the seme as those being employed so effectively in New York

City's SPARK Program,

Planning Councils and Community Organizations

Among the on-going planning councils, task forces and community agencies

that we are members of and/or cooperate with are the Long Island Interagency

Council on Critical Health Problems, the Nassau County Community Medical

Services Committee, the Nassau County School Health Council, the Parent-

Teacher Associations, the School Health Education Advisory Council, the

Hospital-School Liaison Committee, and others. We work with these groups

in assessing the health needs of our region, and in planning for solutions to

these problems.

For example, we have planned a Luncheon Institute for March l2, 1974, to

which several hundred members of our County' s PTA's have been invited. The

purpose of the Institute is to demonstrate to parents some of the exemplary

health and drug education programs that have received SED funding through

the Regional Coordinators at BOCES. During this Institute, we also hope to

stimulate dialogue between parents and ourselves, so that we can include the
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pi rents of the young people we serve in the planning of future health and drug

education programs and activities.

Most important, our plans are to continue to expand the exemplary programs,

to assist districts in maintaining model programs, and to disseminate those

programs which are effective in preventing substance abuse. We want to

initiate creative community-school programs which will be just as effective as

SPARK, but we need financial support. Thank you for proposing legislature

which would assist us in cur efforts.

Please visit our region if you can find time in what must be a seriously

overcrowded schedulewe feel there are now oases of success which we would

like you to view.

Doris T. Volley, M.S. P. Ii.
Regional Coordinator of Drug
and Health Education

Erwin Krause
Assistant Regional Coordinator of
Drug and Health Education

DTIVEK:civg

4
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BOARD OF EDUCATION
THE CITY OS NEW YORK

BUREAU FOR HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
300 WEST 43RD STREET
NEW YORK. N. Y. 10036

Feb- ruary 26. 1974

RC"-, 4 11/4

Honorable Senator Jacob K. Jsvits
United States Senate

W*06.5niSion, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Jsvits:

72t.trDoD2 265 6352

1. along with my staff ambers at th -ftriau for Health
and Physical Education applaud and strongly en urage your efforts on
behalf of ongoing comprehensive educational p *grams through the
"Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Education Act of 9740 ( 5.264B ).

We further commend you for fetus such programs on
prevention through education approaches which tempt to guide young
people in making positive decisions affecting their own lives and that
of their communities.

am also pleased to enclose copy of a teachers manual for
an in service television program currently in use in our Hew York City
schools. You say note that the thrust of this series is on affective
or humanistic approaches to alcohol and drug abuse education.

Please call on us if we can be of any assistance to your
office on these educational programs.

NSincerelyi

MIN TOBIN
Director

Enclosure) "Reaching Outs A Humanistic Approach
to Drug Education"

rItHWIdo
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TEACHERS MANUAL F CR IN -SERVICE PRCCRAH

REACHING OUT

A HUMANISTIC APPROACH TO tRUO EDUCATION

A NEW YORK CITY
BOARD CF EDUCATION
PRODUCTION
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IN CONJUNCTION WITH

BUREAU FOR HEALTH AND
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
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PREFACE

To date, it is doubtful that any individual or group with any significant

experience in the field of drug and substance abuse will acknowledge that a true

prevention approach has been formulated. The major concentrations of attack have

been in the fields.of recognition, rehabilitation and coppitive education. Where,

then, should the emphasis on a new series be placed? First and foremost was the

audience. For whom was the aeries being prepared? The classroom teacher!

What could the classroom teacher, the nonspecialist, the 3,4,5 period a day

teacher of any and all subjects contribute' Not what he could learn about drugs,

the law, the dimensions of the problem, the nature of addiction, withdrawal, etc.

But, how could prevention be transmitted into the classroom, to eve.y'student,

through every teacher?

Facts? We're already receiving the backlash of students whose comments

are "drugs again...we've had it uo to our ears". We are learning as well, that

cognitive education, just as fear or scare tactics, does not necessarily prevent

drug abuse. Indeed, studies are now becoming available which indicate that infor

mation alone may lead to greater experimentation. Cognitive teaching should take

place in school, but in the correct setting and context, as part of a deeper and

broader perspective.

Recognition? Perhaps this would best be discussed in the workshops. The

teacher simply has to understand that any behavioral pattern changes in the student

is suspect. Each school should have its own procedures for following up on such

unusual behavior. But it should be understood that simply informing the proper

authority does not end the responsibility of the teacher, who is "in loco parentis".

The student is yours. The teacher must see that action is indeed taken.

Rehabilitation? Certainly not the role of the classroom teacher. The

serious experimenter, or the addict, or just any severely disturbed acting out

- 1 -
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child should be counseled by the expert. And, in general, the addict and the

dropout, or non-ettender, are one and the same. The teacher has neither the time

nor the expertise to devote to rehabilitation.

We could have gone the route of educating the teacher through the various

experts! the lawmaker and enforcer experts; the Pharmacological experts, the

former "tell it like it is" addict experts. And you, the teacher, would then be

better informed about the dimensions and the destructiveness of the problem, how

to spot the abuser, the various, ever changing drugs used and abused, and the

law. Ani now you would possibly impress your class with this information and

knowledge ( if the occasion ever arose ). And....and....and, so what? ,:ould you

really use this learning in the classroom? This is not to say that you should not

be informed. This information is significant and important and available in many

of the texts listed in the bibliography. Sutin ardofitself, there is little that

is transferable in the classroom of the non-specialist and the non-health educator.

What then is left? An approach, a concept that deals with the whole child.

In addition to information, we must begin to deal with the feelings of our students.

It is here that eic.cation has been most neglectful. For our youth knows the drug

scene better than we do. He has friends and acquaintances who have used and abused

drugs. He knows of drug involved overdoses, of strung-out peers, and may even

have witnessed death among his friends. He has experienced and witnessed what

many of us have not. And yet, he still may use and abuse, for his attitude is

"not me", or he is pressured by peers, or he wishes to escape at any cost, etc.

The only available role for each of us is to better comprehend the nature

of each of our students and to learn to develop a relationship with each of them.

For A child will learn maximally only when there is a Positive relationship devel-

oped between him and the teacher, and perhaps not at all if there is no coner:n

bond. We must teach our students both the Practical and the personal aspects of

living. It is the student who has the problem and thus succumbs to drugs; the

emphasis should be on the student, and not the drug.

- II -
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Thus the madority of broadcasts deal with affective education,

the education of affects ar feelings and emotions. The teacher must begin to focus

his attention an the human prablems which are the root causes of drug abuse.

We searched schools and districts for teachers who were teaching in this

manner. We searched rehabilitation centers, exnlored what was working for them

and decided that many facets of their programs could be adapted to the classroom.

There are molar concepts recognizable in good classrooms ani goal re'iabilitation

centers. What can we use? Certainly cammaricatian, structure, repansihility,

image-builling, relationships, feelings, expectations, orablem solyinz, problem

avoidance. sound familiar, if course! Teachers have always her :ware of these

key wards and concepts. In the series we simply have attemmted to structure and

demonstrate sire of the techniques used to develop the objectives that these wards

sugge-t. !1 have tried to bring, value issues into the classroam. 'MI this approach

work' Who ',flaws' The cancept is another dimnsion, a necessary 3:'M that all teachers

can and shooli utilize: not lost the experts. What we da know is that we must

ievelaa an individual to his total capacity so that he reed not drop out of society,

but can learn to cope with his problems, to enjoy himself without drugs, to communi-

cate, to accept responsibility, to feel worthy, to deal with the problems if peer

pressure, to prevent the horror of baredom....to cope with real freedom, to create

an environment conducive to individual ,drowth and develoorlent without drugs. Easy?

'tartly! 'Worthwhile? Certainly!
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REACHING OUT

SESSION #1 - WHAT DO WE DO?

The first segment of this series explores the drug and substance abuse dilemma

by posing three basic questions to a variety of people: students, teachers,

parents, community, experts, etc.

1. Where are we?

2. How did we get there?

3. What do we do?

After presenting the enormous problems that still exist in this area, the

broadcast concludes on a more optimistic note.

John Francesconi, Acting Assistant Principal of Instruction,

leorge Washington High School

Arnold Koppel, leacher, Irooklyn Automotive High School

Margaret Mack, Teacher, leorge Washington High School

Wendy Schun, Teacher, Christopher Columbus High School

Students, Public School, Jr. R.I. 104 Manhattan

Students, leorge Washington Nigh School

SUMESTI WlIKSHP DISCUSSI)N:

1. 'ihst is your awareness of the scope ui Lhe Problem within the environment

of your school and your school community?

2. Discuss the causes from your point of iew. Do they vary from school

to school? From community to community? Are they the same for all

ethnic groups? For all economic groups?

3. What should be the role of the teacher in

3.1 Recognition and follow-up?

3.2 Rehabilitation?

3.3 Preventive education?

L. What responsibility does the teacher have to the acting-out child?

The parents? The school community?

- 1 -
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5. What would you, the teachers, like to derive from this course? Whet are

you willing to contribute?

6. Defines use, misuse and abuse.

The nature of the questions posed should result in a variety of responses -

and the course instructor should be prepared to allow and to encourage teachers

to express their feelings, their thoughts, regardless of merit at this time.

This telecast is created to stimulate discussion, to illuminate problems,

not necessarily to offer simple answers or solutions, since there really are

not any. The teachers should be encouraged to make notations of their thoughts

at this first session and to compare them with the thoughts expressed in the

last session.

SUGGESTED REFERENCESt

A Guide To Drug Abuse Education & Information Materials, National Institute of

Mental Health, Washington, D.C.

Gorodetskr and Christian, Whet You Should Know About Drugs, Harcourt, Brace,

Jovanovitch Inc., New York, 1970

Lingeman, R. R., aaiIioramarromit', McGraw Hill, Inc.,

New York, 1969

touria, Donald B., OvercomingDrugsl A Program For Action, McGraw Hill,Inc,

1971

Marin, Peter and Cohen, Allen Y., Understanding Drug Use: An Adult's Guide

To Dru a And The Young, Harper & Row, New York, 1971

Sutton, Horaeo, Drugsr Ten Years To Doomsday, (an article), Saturday Review

Magazine, pp. 1d-21

Thomas, J. A. H., Drug Use Among Children In Metropolitan New York And The

Public Response: A Preliminary Report, Institute For Child Mental Health,

New York, 1972

- 2 -
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REACHING OUT

SESSION #2 THE HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM

The high schol prevention program is explored through an interview with four

specialists from School Prevention of Addiction through Rehabilitation and

Knowledge (SPARK) and the PM Group Prevention Program. Each high school has

a SPARK Drug Education Specialist and fourteen high schools have Peer Group

Programs. Different approaches are viewed and discussed. The purpose of the

telecast is simply to make the viewers aware of the programs available and to

invite comparisons and to promote comments.

GUESTS -- Eva Barksdale, Drug Education Specialist,

Benjamin Franklin High School

Jim Anderson, Drug Education Specialist,

Adlai Steve, son High School

Alex Levy, Peer Group Prevention Program,

George Washington High School

Jerry Sloane, Peer Group Prevention Program,

Springfield Gardens High School

SUGOSSTIONS FOR WORKSHOP DISCUSSION:

1. What has been your experience with drug prevention specialists in your school?

What is your awareness of the program?

2. Compere programs in your school with those mentioned on the telecast.

3. How can you become involved with what the specialists are do4ngl

4. What is your reaction to the pertinont convents made by the drug specialists

in this telecast?

5. How does the high school program differ from the junior high school?

The elements:, school?
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6. Dill4USS the roles of the Drug Intervention Teams and of the Instructor of

Addiction. How have they functioned in your school?

7. What is your reaction to the use of peers for prevention?

SUGOESTBD REFERSMESi

Imhof, John E., Dm; Education For Teachers and Parents, William H. Sadlier, Inc.,

New York, 1970

Teaching About Drugs, A Curriculum Guide' K-12, American School Health Associa-

tion, Kent, Ohio, and Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association, Washington,D.C.,

1970

Lingerlieds, Thomas J., & Bowen, Haskell L., Drug Abuse And The Schools,

American Journal of Psychiatry, vol. 125, June 1969

- 4 -
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REACHIN1 OUT

SESSION #3 THE COMMUNITY SCHOOLS

Three district's prevention programs are explored through interviews with its

Directors. The focus varies with the district. Each of the programs is funded

by NACC throigh New York City A.S.A. ( Addiction Services Agency ) to the

school districts. Funds are provided through grants received as a result of

proposals written. The programs have been financed since 1971. Each district

operates independently and is supervised by A.S.A.

GUESTS: Steve Kaplan, Assistant Director, Drug Prevention Programs, District 18

Veronica Powell, Director, Drug Prevention Program, District 6

Hank Whitney, Director, Drug Prevention Program, District 5

SUOCESTIONS FOR WJRKSHOP DISCUSSION:

1. What is the program in your district? Your school?

2. What is your reaction to the use of former addicts as specialists?

3. How do the community programs compare with the high school programs?

4. How have the specialists made you aware of this program? How should they?

How can you inform them of your needs?

5. What is your reaction to the "humanistic" approach? What can you do in

your classroom in this area?

6. What role do you assume when the specialist, "takes over" your class?

What should the teacher do?

7. In what way can the district schools and the high schools better coordi

nate programs?

SUOqESTED RESOURCES

Addiction Services Agency of New York City

New York State Narcotics Addiction Control Commission

5 -
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REACHING OUT

SESSION #4 - MARVIN

The humanistic approach ( affective education ) is developed throe*: a

"Marvin" story in a classroom setting. The teacher uses "Marvin" to allow

her students to express their feelings. Since there are no right answers,

the students feel free to respond. They are not threatened with the possi-

bilities of failure, rejection or ridicule for a "wrong"

GUESTS: Rita Myer, teacher, Public School 208 Brooklyn

Students, Public School 208 Brooklyn

CONSULTANT: Steve Kaplan, Assistant Director, Drug Prevention Program,

District 18

SUGGESTIONS FOR WORKSHOP DISCUSSION:

1. The student should be the focus of our attention, not the drugs.

2. Discuss ( for the first of perhaps a few sessions )1 What does this

approach have to do with drug prevention?

3. What is "affective education"? Should the teaching about feelings be

part of s teacher's responsibility? React to the statement by Miss Myer

that dealing with feelings is an integral aspect of teaching in any

subject area.

4. How may teachers use the affective approach in the classroom without "Marvin"?

5, How much direction should a teacher give this type of lesson? How would

you conduct such a lesson? How does this non-judgemental approach affect

the discussion? Were the aims of the lesson achieved?

6. Explore some of the directions the lesson could have takenl

6.1 What do people do to relieve and avoid tension and nervousness?

6.2 Why do good habits embarrass others? What does it mean to be

self-righteous?

6.3 How can a good or harmless habit become one that is considered bad?

6.4 How can one break a habit? Share experiences of habit breaking.

answer.

- 6 -
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SUGGESTED REFERENCES:

Glasser, Alliam, Schools Without Failure, Harper & Row, N.Y., 1961

Heath, D. H., Humanizing Schools: New Direction New Decisions,

Hayden Book Company, New York, 1971

Dru&Abuse preventionPrimary Grades, (District 18), Board of Education,

New York City, February, 1973

7 -
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REACHING OUT

SESSION MS - ALTERNATIVE PROGRAMS & MARIJUANA

Two different areas are explored in this program. The first part raises

the question of marijuana use through several high school students who

express their feelings and thoughts. The second portion explores one of

the many alternative schools currently in operation in New York City.

Some are under the aegis of community school districts and others are

attached to specifio high schools. Kwily of these alternative schools have

had success with acting-out students and with drug prevention. Our purpose

is to determine why.

GUESTS! Joan Finton, Coordinator, George Washington Prep

Pst Patterson, Street Worker In Charge, George Washington Prep

Student, George Washington High School A George Washington Prep

SUGGESTIONS Fit WORKSHOP DISCUSSION:

1. Discuss the Marijuana scene in your respective school. Where possible,

the teachers should consult with the DES or Peer Group Leader of the

school. What is your feeling but its use? What is your feel4ep about

teenagers using marijuana?

2. React to the statements made by the students that:

2.1 "Parents might say he's a junkie and not want him."

2.2 ".... don't tell the parents!" ( Referring to the role

of the school ).

2.3 "If you're 18 you do almost anything you please. If you

are not, you need guidance."

3. The students unanimously agreed that marijuana does not belong in the

school. What should the school do to users, user-pushers, dealers?

4. A student expressed the opinion that more severe penalties would result

in less pot use. React,

- 8 -
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5. Alternative schools have been relatively more successful in dealing

with drug abuse, Why? What do the alternative schools do that is

worthy of transfer to the regular schools'

6. Street workers play an inteval role in the alternative schools.

How can they be used in the regular schools?

7. React to the statement that, "the drugs are incidental....and that it is

upon our youth that we must focus our attention; his thoughts, his

feelings, his emotions, his fears, his pride, his 4spirations...."

9
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RUCKING our

31SSICN #6 GROUP DYNAMICS IN THE CIASSROC44

Listening, arguing, discussing are essentials for intellectual growth and

for humanizing people. This telecast demonstrates how a teacher effectively

teaches through the use of group dynamics in her regular high school classes.

The outcomes are both obvious and subtle. We see communication in its

finest sense. Peer pressure is evidenced. Students feel, touch, fear and

derive pleasure. We witness structure, responsibility, image building,

social growth, cognitive lawring...andthere is Joy in the classroom. And

how does one evaluate what took place while the students were waiting to

screen their telecast? Upon entering the room forty minutes after the stu

dents had completed their studio stint, they were still discussing Pygmalion.

QUESTS: Ruth Field, Teacher, William H. Taft High School

Students, William H. Taft High School

SUOCESTI)NS rai W)RKSH)P DIS3USSIN:

1. Divide the class as did Mrs. Field and play a game. Have the class react.

2. Should games be used in the classroom as a "warm up"? React.

3. Divide the class into groups to discuss the telecast and its implications

for teacher use. What advantages/disadvantages were developed as a result

of having smaller groups?

4. Discuss the possibility of beginning the next and future sessions with

a game.

5. Encourage the class to attempt the group technique in at least one class

period in the coming week. Et Prepared to report results.

6. React to the statements by Stan Breite that:

6.1 "Dna of the foundations upon which prevention and rehabilita

tion is built is communication." How can the classroom teacher

provide for more communication?

10
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6.2 ".... all the elements of drug prevention are evidenced:

peer pressure, self-worth, responsibility, structure....

and still there is cognitive learning."

SUGGESTED REFERENCES:

1. Taths, Louis E., and others, Values and Teaching, E. E. Merrill Co.,

Columbus, 3h1o, 1966.

'2. Erikson, Erik H., Identity: Youth and Crisis, W. W. Morton and Company,

New York, 1968.

3. Friedman, Saul and Karalyn, For Kids and Other People Who Care, Holt,

Rinehart and Winston, 1972.

- 11
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REACHING OUT

SESSION 4? - Fri KIDS & 3THPR PEOPIS WHO CARE

This telecast demonstrates the uye of affective education through the

medium of a lesson from the book, "For Kids & )ther People Who Care."

An enlargement of one of the drawings from the book is used to stimulate

students to express their personal feelings. The teacher encourages stu-

dents to offer the thoughts and feelings evoked by the drawing. Since

there are no right answers, stuients feel free to communicate without fear

of being wrong. It is noteworthy how many different directions can be

taken, should the teacher so desire.

GUESTS: Delores Chavious, Teacher, I.S. 162 Bronx

Students, I.S. 162 Bronx

Saul Friedman, Professor, City College of New York, author of

"For Kids & )ther People Who Care."

SIMESTI)NS FIR WAKSH)? DISCUSSI1N

1. Using one of Dr. Friedman's pictures, have the class react. If the book

is unavailable, use any stimulating picture or drawing.

1. How can experiences and reflection about them help students to grow?

3. How does this approach assist students in coping with their problems?

4. If teachers attempted to use group techniques within their own class-

room during the previous week, discuss the results.

5. How could the direction of the lesson have been changed? Should this

have been done?

6. React to the Fleishman Report of statistics that refer to 45t experimen-

tation in the High School and 256 in the Junior High School. How does

thiscompare with your observations in your school?

7. React to some of the comments made by the students, or how you might

react in school:

- 12 -
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7.1 "People are different. Me may not be able to cope

with theft."

7.2 "lamp are there. He may hate this block."

7.3 "He's afraid of what they may do to him."

7.4 "Maybe he don't have as good clothes and is afraid to

go out."

7.5 "He might havo a different personality. They might do

things that are different."

7.6 "At 13, some are already taking drugs, others are not even

thinking Ahemt it. Everybody is different."

7.7 "One of the main things is dope. It's one of the

biggest fears."

7.4 "Friends are taking it so they call you names. You want

to be in the group so you start taking it."

7.9 "Me might be thinking bad things."

8. React to the statement by Dr. Friedman that the nonverbal student,

the non.reader can perceive. He can talk without being an expert.

9. Mrs. Chavious, in answer to the question, "What does this have to do

with drugs ?" respondeds "In order to escape their pretlems they can

share their experiences....once they say this it builds their image....

once you can face it you don't have to use." React.

13
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REACHING OUT

SESSION M8 - DRUG FREVENTIONs HUMANISTIC, AFFECTIVE

Today's telecast shows what two districts have formulated as their programs of

drug abuse prevention. Both demonstrators are counselors. Both work out of the

district office with one assigned to the Drug Prevention Program and the other

assigned to Guidance. One takes advantage of the teacher in the class. Each,

however, agrees that ultimately the classroom teacher should "take over", for

it will only be then, that all students will be reached. Group techniques are

utilized, including the playing of a familiar game in order to "relax" the students.

Notice the ease with which the students begin to express their thoughts and

feelings.

GUESTS1 Judy Schwartz, Guidance Counselor, District 030, Assigned to the

District Drug Prevention Program.

Sidney Goldfarb, Assistant Director of Guidance, District M8.

Henry Mazer, Teacher, Public School 232, Bronx.

Students, Public School 171, Queens.

Students, Public School 232, Bronx.

SUGGESTIONS FOR WORKSHOP DISCUSSION:

1. How can the classroom teacher, utilizing the telecast techniques, transfer

techniques to his classroom in any subject area?

2. Why should relationships, ( teacher-student, student-student, student-teacher ),

be so significant in the classroom? How does this affect learning?

3. What is meant by value judgment? Decision-making? Why is it important to

bring these two factors into the classroom? How can we introduce decision-

making into the classroom?

4. How can the classroom teacher help students learn to solve or cope with

personal problems?

5. React to the techniques employed by the counselors. Should the teacher be

expected to participate? Should the teacher ultimately employ these techniques?

How?

- 14 -
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6. Again, it is recommended that the instructor of the class attempt to

adopt some of the techniques demonstrated for at least part of the

session. It may be feasible for different teachensperticipating in

the course, to take turns at leading the remainder of the group in

some of the procedures.

7. React to the statement bi Stan Breites "Yes! There should be rehabil

itation, but for us, the ttechers, let's keep the healthy, healthy!"

StOESTE1 REFERENCES

Maslow, Abraham, Towards A Psychology if Reins, 2nd edition, 1961,

Princeton, New Jersey, 1964.

Rogers, Carl, and Stevens, Barry, Person To Person: The Problem Ofj3einK

Human, Real People Press, Lafayette, California, 1967.

15
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REACHIN1 OUT

SESSION 09 AFFECTIVE ErUjATION TEACHER INITIATIVE

Today, we witness a teacher using his own devices to teach a lesson in

' Health. The demonstration shows a unit being introduced, but the tech

nioue need not be limited to this purpose. Any teacher, in any subject area,

can use the same approach to get student reaction. It simply reciUlres what

all teachers have always had....initiative and imagination. The teacher

may be Active or passive in his participation. He can actively direct the

lesson or he may choose to simply redirect question and answers. The role

depends upon the purpose. The teacher may also choose to use the same

concept but then divide the class into discussion groups.

GUESTS: John Francesconi, Assistant Principal of Instruction (Act.),

George Washington High School

Students, George Washington High School

SU1GESTIONS FOR WORKSHOP 'ISCUSSION:

1. Allow time for teachers participating in the class to report on exper-

iences and perceptions that they have had since the last session. It

is a procedure that could he utilized weekly.

2. The instructor MAY also make use of "games" or group techniques during

some part of the session. It is recommended that techniques attempted

in the telecast he utilized wherever feasible.

$. React to the use of the techniques used in the telecast. How can you

use this in your own classroom?

L. This technique is primarily experiential and inductive, as opposed to

abstract and deductive. What are some of the advantages/disadvantages?

5. React to some of the comments made by the students. ( Teacher should

take notes of the telecast for reference to in the class session. )

6. React to the manner in which the teacher directed the lesson.

1S
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St/WASTED REFERENCES1

Bruner, Jerome, (Ed.), Learning About Learning, )ffice of Education,

4ashinvton, NC., DT-12019, 1956.

Burton, Terry, What Turns %ids On? (Article), Saturday Review,

koril 15, 1967, po. 72-74.

Miel, A. (Ed.), Creativity In Teaching, Invitations And Instances,

Wadsworth Publishing Company, an Francisco, California, 1951.

17
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REACHING OUT

SESSION #10 - AFFECTIVE EDUCATION - IANELINESS

Making use of a silent French film, a fifth grade classroom teacher explores

the reaction of her students to the theme of loneliness. What evolves is an

honest, frank expression of thoughts and feelings. The students often vary

from expressing what they view as the feeling of the central character in

the film with the feelings that they themselves feel. The teacher in the

telecast simply asks questions and receives a multitude of answers.

There is no deep probing and searching. The nature of the comments, is

evidence of that esseptiel,first step necessary to achieve results in the

classroom, an inter-acting relationship between teacher - student.

GUESTS: Dorothy Parker, Teacher, Public School 7-4, Brooklyn

Students, Public School 7-A Brooklyn

SUGGESTIONS F31 WOAESH3P DISCUSSION:

1. Assuming that you were the teacher of the class, how would you utilize

the film - from motivation through summary - or lesson?

2. Now would you hava reacted to the following statements by the students:

1.1 "He wants someone to like hit because he is so lonely."

1.2 "He's without friends, has no one to talk to, so he don't

feel good."

1.3 "Something's going to happen, there's no one to protect you."

1,4 "Your friends left you because you are not good enough

for them."

1.5 "Nobody wants to listen."

1.6 "You go home and nobody's there - you play solitaire."

1.7 "There are older kids around the corner - you think they're

your friends - but it Melt lead to disaster."

1.4 "You feel not wanted."

1.9 "Sometimes I watch TV and pretend that the guy likes me."

- 14 -
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3. How can the teacher of English, Social Studies, etc., integrate

the teachin^ of sublect matter with this method of approach?

4. How would you follow up on this lesson?

5. React to the technique of using the film and then dividing the class

into small groups for discussion.

SUCaSTED REFERENCES'

Leeper, Robert R., ed. humanizing Education' The Person in Process,

Association For Supervision 4 Curriculum Development, N.E.X., D.C.

Jenkins, Gladys, Schacter, Bauer, William, These Are Your Children,

3rd ed., Scott, Foresaw & Co., Glenview, Illinois, 1966.

19
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REACHING OUT

SESSION #11 - IMAGE BUILDING

Today's telecast explores 2 approaches being utilized by 2 teachers for

the development of self-worth. The first segment uses the relatively simple

concept of building one's body for the purpose of developing confidence and

self-esteem through a greater appreciation of one's physical appearance.

The second segment utilizes another method of physical activity....Movement

Education for the same basic purpose. The student becomes aware of his own

body, the subtlety of body movement, individual interpretations and indepen-

dence, etc. All lead to the fostering of one's self-image and the strengths

derived thereof. It is significant to note that the teacher is not licensed

in Mealth or Physical Education.

GUESTS: Bob Boshnack, Teacher Social Studies Intermediate School 8, Queens

Barbara Ashkenazi, Teacher, Public School 76, Queens

Claudia DiSalvo, Coordinator of Physical Education, District 30.

sincesTrxis FIR WJRICSHDP DISCUSSIN:

1. React to the comments by Mr. Boshnack regarding "ego bombardment."

1.1 ....to the student's comments.

2. How might a teacher "ego bombard" in his own classroom?

3. How does the development of ego relate to drug prevention?

4. That are your thoughts and feelings about Movement Education?

5. How might it be utilized on other levels?

6. How does Movement Education allow for individual expression?

For independent thought?

7. How does Movement Education help to develop self-esteem?

8. React to the comments made by Ms. Ashkenazi and DiSalvo.

- 20 -
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REACHING OUT

SESSION #12 - SPARK & PEER GROUP

A Drug Education Specialist from SPARK, ( School Prevention of Addiction

Through Rehabilitation and Knowledge ), and a student PEER Group Leader

demonstrates approaches that they would use in the high school prevention

program. One demonstrates Irepping" by simply sitting down with a group

of students in the cafeteria. The other demonstrates role-playing,

followed by "rapping". These techniques are used for the purpoSe of open-

ing channels of communication....to express and share, feelings, thoughts

and emotions. It is significant to note how Ambus redirected the students

when they moved off the topic.

GUESTS: Manny Teitch, Drug Education Specialist, ( SPARK ), George Wash-

ington Vocational & Technical High School.

Ambus Bailey, Student Peer Group Leader, George Washington Voca-

tional & Technical High School

SIMMONS FCR WORKSHOP DISCUSSION,

1. Select a topic for role-play within the class. Try. React!

2. React to the idea of teachers sitting with students in the students'

cafeteria and "rapping".

3. That are the techniques and procedures used by the specialists in your

school? What do you think they should do? How can they assist you in

your development? In your everyday teaching?

4. React. Most drug specialists "take over in the school setting. More

of their time should be devoted to teaching teachers what to do in the

classroom.

5. React to the use of student to help prevent drug abuse. Teachers with

Peer Group Programs should report their observations of the program.

What guidelines would you set for peer leaders?

- 21 -
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6. React to the student's comment that pot is no more harmful than

cigarettes or alcohol.

7. React to the comment "that the only time you think about it is when you

rap about ( Reference to cigarettes, but any drug can be

substituted. )

8. React to the comment that "parents should come on strong". It shows

they care....they're disappointed....a slap on the hsnd won't do no

good." ( In discovering drug abuse. )

9. React to the comment by Ambus Bailey that peer groups allow "for learn-

ing values from their own peers."

SUGGESTED REFERENCES

1, SPARK 110 Livingston Street, Brooklyn, New York, 11201

2. PEER 1ROUP 110 Livingston Street, Brooklyn, New York, 11201

- 22 -
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REACHING OlIT

SESSION #13 - ALCOHOL ABUSE

Using the students and the attitudes that they expressed about alcohol on

a previous telecast as a motivation, Alan and Sue conduct an informal "rap'

session. Alcohol use, misuse, misconceptions and misinformation are

explored. The shock evidenced by the students when Sue admits that she is

an alcoholic is indicative of the lack of understanding of the alcohol abuse

problem. Only recently have we really begun to comprehend the magnitude of

the problem. 'Nay recently have we begun to recognize that alcohol, in

combination with ether drugs in order to develop a synergistic reaction,

has become THE drug of abuse of our school youth.

GUESTSs Alan Herzlin, Administrator, Freeport Hospital, New York

"Sue", an alcoholic

Students, George Weatingbouse Vocational & Technical High School

SUGGESTIONS F3R WORKSH,P DISCUSSION:

1. Marijuana and alcohol are often placed in opposition when the question

of legalization is discussed. React.

2. There are approximately 12,000,000 alcoholics in the United States.

What should be the role of the classroom teacher in dealing with

the problem?

3. React to the statement that "the drug is not the problem.... it is the

individual who abuses the drug".

4. Discuss the role of Alcoholics Anonymous. What are the differences in

treatment between the drug and alcohol rehabilitation centers?

5. React to the differences in public posture towards alcohol and drug

abusers.

6. Assuming that beverage alcohol had just been developed by the pharmaceu-

tical industry, what might be the reaction of society today? How would

it be controlled? Should it be controlled?

23
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SUGGESTED REFERENCES:

Alcohol, Use - Non-use and Abuse, Carrol, Charles R., Wm. C. Brown Co.,

Dubuque, Iowa, 1972.

Drinking Among Teenagers: A Social interpretation of Alcohol Use By High

School Students, Maddox, George L. & McCall, B.C., Rutgers Center of

Alcohol Studies, New Brunswick, New Jersey, 1464.

Thinking About Drinking, U.S. Deportment of Health Education & Welfare,

Public Health Service Publication # 1683, Washington, D.C., 1968.

- 24 -
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REACHINI OUT

SESSION #14 - AFFECTIVE EDUCATION - HART ISLAND

A visit to a school in a therapeutic community is the subject of the

final telecast. Phoenix House, on Hart Island, is explored for the

Purpose of determining what it is that works to rehabilitate students

who car, be transferred to a regular classroom to prevent drug abuse.

The program summarizes the ersentials of what all of us in the classroom

should be attempting to achieve.

SUSIESTINS F lR WiRKSH)P DISCUSSION:

I. A therapeutic community generally has an extremely rigid structure.

Should a school community establish similar standards of structure and

responsibility? Why /why not?

2. React to the comment that in man, pride, self-concept, dignity, are

perhaps the most powerful of human needs". How can these be developed

in the classroom?

3. React to the differences in teaching techniques employed by the

Phoenix House staff. How are they different/same from those used by

the teachers in the seminar?

4. From what you have perceived and heard, what do you think may be the

reasons for their successes?

5. React to some of the comments made by Mel, the supervisor of the

cafeteria. He speaks of dignity, pride in a job, of responsibility,

of punishment, of support, of cleanliness and filth, of structure, etc.

6. React to some of the comments made by the teachers in their "rap"

session about relationships, pupil, teacher, principal.

7. React to the comment that the only way that we, the teachers, can

prevent drug abuse is through good teaching. Co you agree with the

comments on what good teaching should be? Why/why not?

- 25 -
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SUOGISTRD RI:MINCES

Phoenix Rouse/11ml Island, Fordham Street, City Island, New York

Cluster, Room 407, 490 Hudson Street, New York, N.Y., 10014, Murray Hart,

Superintendent, Calvin Kaufman, Principal

- 26



District Principal
William VarLare

MARCUS CENTRAL SC11001. DlSIR1CT

JR. SR. 111611 SCI1001,

Rushville, New York 14544

Phone 315 584 6441

klarch 4, 1974

Senator Jacob K. Javits
United States Senate
lorvn;ttee on Foreivl Rclat4ors
Vashinzton, D. C. 20510

Dear ltonorable Jacob K. Javits:

Ronald Davis, High School Principal
Henry McDougal, Jr. High Principal

v 1-(4

I am a drug counselor 4:n a Junior-Senior High School
would like to send a plus to you for your efforts in

com,)ating the Alcohol k Drug use in our society. I have
r,,.)! hill nc 2145 and agree ;:ith it wholehearted).
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BOCES BOARD OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

On FEB 2 319N 27t;

P..rar aest...ces'e. E Ydr4t,An iegh, Neo, Yo,k 17598* 1914) 245-2700

,
;,re- February 20, 1974

: nave

iicnoratle .'Ienstor Jaccb javitssthooiDIslricgs
2.enate
'Washington, D. 20515

Hor..1."alle.aaoob 2"avits:

Just seen a rcpy c..f the Dongressional Ford from
1973 in which y:u -tresent yr anentr.ents to the Drugutn c,r I an most pleased that federal money

teitg sten' Ir. this intnrrtant area. it is also good to real
aloch'cl at 2:e r teihg trei longsiie Dr drug abuse

R.eca".csc ircg, alcohol, anl health e.duca-
ticn, : tt.o.4t:. in hearr.g about some of
the. hirgs tha ing along these lires. As Regional

,.. rrcriinat r f,r%tcvn Heights, I an responsible
f-r st!nu'.atirg, improving the quality of health
=2.1 iru,", wer.y-Cne J.chr-,D1 districts we serve in
t.:r-hera The target population

Board ".""b". students ar.,1 3,500 teachers.
alsc work witr. "tte coh:clo, c.:pc1.4.11y 'here the school

t,a.Ther P:27.1'4,1 "-Le p"....tlic school district.

-b : 'P.n.:, a ocmmunication network anong area. 1.ealth elu"at)rs; the upgraling or health and drug edu-
1:. r ling feedbatk to looal teachers from,

coorlinating the efforts of the
r training werk"..thops for build-

leveloping peer training pro-
7) trg insrsvice training for health-re-

' lat.! pers_:'ne:; rgar 3 health an i dr..1g, education inetruc-
'i-.4a..1 irtrcve teacher effectiveness through

-u..s. I prcvi ling itrput into national,
c't,dte, te-tlt.

inservice programs, I cormuni-
"ate new rta-eria:s ,eachers throurth a newsletter published

s.h:s P.".. issues of l'u.13e Peats for

(Conti n'led



:it i3

In cur area this year, there are three excellent preventive drug
education model programs. In Peekskill, there is a program in peer
counseling where high school students are being trained to go down to
the fifth grade and act as health education teachers. The high school
students will be using specific gamer and toys to teach health and drug
education ideas and principles.

In Yorktown, third grade teachers are using the national T.V.
series, "Inside/NC as an extension of their mental health and drug
education program. At the end of this rroject, the third graders will
be making two T.V. shows of their own. One will critique the shows
they have seen, and one will be a creative story lesson following the
style of the series.

In Lakeland, students and teachers are working on individualized
learning packages in drugs education, safety and firstaid to be used
for grades one through five. These will entail the use of student pro
duced films, filmstrips, slides, movies, coloring books, etc.

This gives you just a quick look at the types of programs we are
running. If you would like more details, please feel free to ask.
Also, when money becomes available, please keep us informed on hew we
can apply for its use in Westchester and Putnam Counties.

It is my hope that this bill passes successfully.

KLP:m

Enclosure

Most sincerely,

raa.1,40

Kenneth L. Packer
Regional Health Coordinator
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A Rich Collection of Materials
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Trip For Lakeland, Panas Students:
Success Due To Intensive Planning
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Health Services Coordinator' Ken Packer Helps Districts Develop
Grants Obtained For Peakskill, Yorktown and lokaland Health
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This is the first issue of WISE
SEATS. The purpose of this newsletter
is to provide a communication link be
tween the health educators in the EOM
region. Teachers are encouraged to
submit articles about projects and ac-
tivities that students are engu:ad in,
which teach any aspect of health.

it is hoped that PULSE BEATS will
keep teachers informed of new health
materials that come into the library,
the research center, And the film
brary at BOOTS.

SEW MATERIALS

ALCOHOL AND ALCOHOL SAFETY, A 3iA-

10R RICH CUPRICCLUM. Vol. I and 11,

V. S. Dept. of Transportation, 1972.
A most complete And comprehensive cur-
rlculum guide that breaks down Alcohol
:.dJcation Into seven major units:
"afety, Attitudes, Fffects, Industry,
.nterpersonal, law d Customs and Proh-

icn Drinking. Each unit is filled with

r large number of activities that are
fun and create a number of techniques
.ncluding art, drama, A.V. debate, dis
tussion, trips, Interviews, etc. This

two- volume guide can be !MI and used
in the PO:CIS Professional Library,

TGMORROW KAPPESS foDAY, Film Strip/
Fecord, March of Dimes, 1973. This

high school level filmstrip replaces
IC} THAN LOVE as a stimulus for dis-
cussions on birth defects. The film
discusses how VD, smoking, drugs, nu-
trition, and diseases can lead to birth

defects in new born children. the

ilmstripfis well done and holds the
.ntereat of high school students. It

c7r1 be borrowed .:., the film library.
(Film 04-0827)

NOVEMBER 073

p,sior/ocr T.V.SER1FS

The purpose of "Inside /Out" is to
help children achieve and maintain
well-being. The thirty-lesson series
engages the minds and feelings of
eightto-ten.year olds through the
presentation of situations common to
their own lives. the programs deal
compellingly with social, emotional,
and physical proble4 that have tra-
ditionally been concerns of health
educators. However, the series takes
an affective approach to the problems
shoving that an open - minded understand-
ing of human feelings is needed to bal
ante knowledge of a more factual or
cognitive klAd.

The program, was developed' by lead
ing health educators, learning special.
ists, and educational broaduasters from
34 agencies, including 29 state depart
ments of education, the program can be
viewed on WAT/Channtl i3 beginning the
week of September 24. The program can
be seen Tuesdays at 1:30 P.M., bednes
data at 0, 3 A.M., i717177TaITYS at

10r45 A.M. The program runs for 30
GeTIT-WIding May 20. Programs missed
are available on videotape'.

A Teacher's Cuide for "Inside/Out"
is available at no cost. Included in
this guide Is a brief descrtptton of
each 15 minute program including specif
lc objectives the program deals with.
Also included are discussion questions
and specific learning activities for the
students and teachers to use at the end
of the program. You may obtain a copy
of this guide by contacting Ken Packer
at BOLES, 245.2700, Ext. 313.
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OLD yo, KtiCq.

A rev methadone Attic has opened
up in alt. Kisco. rhey have a ,,r-on,

counselor who will rr. and urea'. IV
C!,C:t nt.

,:ethadore hointcran,:e treatment
nro.jami, Y9 Mmple Ave.. Nis.'n,
N. Y., I1o;49, telephone 241-1512.

the ,smerican Luw, lsso,iseion his
hired a health education .;onsultant

who will help urn hyrion prlr,ra,s for
the classroom. they arc Irtereste0 In
sutttog up programs haut
seal enslconrentli

LI. Sidney Firghach, tenth Feucat'or
Consultant, emeriran run, 1ssrtlati..,n,

0 Orchard Street, 41,ite S lairs, %,v
Ycrk 19691, telephone 911-215n.

['enrol health wee: ,m.
Free truth brushes, t,,,tbrIsee ,rd dis.

tablets i7:11e f.1 every
1rd r..de stsdett Sri your ,chonl on sac
centAct rrnctr A!! G,thlo,
0,1o.

is on a
!ect in Health 16,c1tI.A. Ihry will to
receiving ahn,t r in :Jar( fonds for
spark In peer eotnsel.ne, 4cird tP tr :n
health educackn on the. rtee.ntary 11'1,1
through the use ,f

SeNIN.R

BEIGES will te running a teminar on
the new New York State Brut, Low and Its
lniolicattons for school policy. In-.

1674S B. Cowhey, Administrative assist.
ant D, A. will speak to teachers and Ad.
ministratcrs on 1:ecem!er 4. rO, At Lake
land High School. A panel will aorstton
hr. Cowhey and then dIscussl,n1 .111 he
opened to the audlerco,

The panel will consist of four
herst hr. Larry Precg, assistant briPci.
pale Horace Greeley High S.hooli Xrs.
Gloria tearce, SST, Ninth Sate', Schotls;
i. on Veen, reacher, 4phi:oat high ichcol;
sod Mike raylor, 'tudent, Crot,n-d.r,
high School. rleae fee: free to cui
theme people And relay An, qJestinns
mIghit want then to osk

the pro,7,rar, will be from 1,1n
all ere Invited,

college proficiency and external
will he offered In

he th r ail 4, February'
in; v, n.. .' e in ibe spring.

p1len1n; tn take these ex.
n! Nati' far .117,.
0.5tf,tly sn what to runty'. If there Is
entu,h Interest, a refresher course will

-iteeed. rCnChCr: vhn tonk the enuree
last yeat did ,ery well on the PV,7so

orQ!inievey evirdro:t,sris !ray he used
ti. e .rn eallege credit of tater-rat de.
aces ur to meet cer41 teacher certifi-

, 4tion rfill!FOWOrtS. There ,re no pre.
for taklag nf'thr tote.

rest; netespord to -ateriel nosemed
Is or tern semester. of a regular

..nIdes, informs
arc avaiial-le rttm

r. l. PALI, r.

4 1 I 11.0',1

NA,J,m 'E-' -I ra r) 611,61p is

the first in scr'es rr ,,,rgEs 1., he

ali'crea f,e hAlth ed.,eitors. revslypeo
m n rcsult te,,Iir.. reqnrsts, the
:a,.r.e presents "ethida t,terits In
n. -11th 0,ecat.ico that are rile or Inex-
pensive. fhe c,orte uot off to A scrod
str.rt with 41 teachers and e,'hool raises

cnrfl/er!. l'uture newsletters
y'41 informed of the vest health

ri,arsa to le offerer!.

pr,:rat WIN 'AN AR

re Ninth ListrItt rental Sudety' will
tar :..nclurt:eg its third Annwl 1,11 Day
rental Health Scminsr, Cr.sslands Mos.
p1tsl, D11 Nos/ether /4, 1971, from d.30 A.M.
no 1:nc this FRU, insetsice day In.
1 ydes :uich rental health teaching
Nit. ire st !on is necessary and
..n -re is limited. tot futthcr InfomstIon

in 4EALT11 EPUOAi1OI. Please
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NEW MATERIALS AT BOLES

Curriculum Guides' ALCOHOL AND ALCOHOL
SAFETY - We now have this couplet. set
of Volumes - Elementary - Junior High -
High School.

U. S. Dept. of Transportation, 1972.
A most cosplete and oomprehensive curric-
ulum guide that breaks down Alcohol Edu-
cation into seven major unites Safety,
Attitudes, Effects, Industry, Interper-

, tonal, Law 6 Customs and Problem Drink-
ing. Each unit is filled with a large
number of activities that are fun and
create a number of techniques including
art, drama, A.V. debate, discussion,
trips, interviews, etc. Each two - volume

guide can be seen and used in the BOLES
Professional Library.

Books, INTRODUCTION TO LUNG DISEASES,
American Lung Association, 1973.

An excellent reference for teachers
teaching about various lung diseases,
i.e., colds 6 infections, allergies,
erphysema, tumors, cancer, etc. The
book contains a lot of good information
written in a way that everyone can under-
stand. All the diagrams can be easily
converted into overhead transparencies.
Catalogue 4616.2 A

SICKLE CELL - A COFPLETE GUIDE TO PREVEN-
TION AND TREATMENT, By Shirley Molter
Linde, Pavillon Publishing Co., N.Y.,
N.Y., 1972. This book tells the complete
story about sickle cell anemia and the
sickle cell tract. It discusses charac-
teristics, treatments, testing, lore
management, genetics, and the world and
public health problems caused by sickle
cell. Catalogue #616.1 L
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A.V. Materials, KEEP ON WALKING, 16 mm,
color, 10 minutes. Catalogue *2-08-35.
A touching story of Marty, a congenital
amputee. Marty tells what it is like to
live with artificial arme. The film
shows great insight and empathy into
Marty's feelings and how he has made an
adjustment to his handicap. This film
can be used with students Eros grades 4-
,2, It will always generate an interest-
ing discussion. Produced by the National
Foundation - March of Dimes.

SICKLE CELL, Color, Filmetrip/Record.
Catalogue 43-08-57. This filmstrip places
the problem of sickle cell anemia in a
historical and social perspective...to
increase awareness of the need for medi-
cal Services for the S.C.A. patient. It

will provide Junior High and High School
students with a knowledge and understand-
ing of the disease. Pr*dsced by the
National Foundation - March of Dimes.

SPEAKER ON ALCOHOLISM

Speakers from Alcoholico Anonymous
can now be contacted through Sponsor
House in White Plains. The number is
WH -6 -7759. This is a good referral
source for students who are drinking or
for helping students cope with a drinking
member of their family.

FOX Lane High school, under the di-
rection of Mike Bush has already started
an excellent alcohol abuse prevention
program. Bill D. from the Sponshor House
spoke to all high school students and now
Mike and Bill are running small group
discussions. If you want more informa-
tion on how Sponsor House can help you,
call and ask for Marianne.
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National Education Week on Smoking
will be observed January 11-17. The
National Interagency Council on Smoking
and Health has aNnounzed that the theme
will be "Non-Smoke:s Have Fights Too."
The campaign is aimed at both launching
a symbol whicl, could be identified with
the growing non-smoking movement and the
distribution of a Non-Smokers Bill of
Rights. Special kits designed to aid in
the promotion of the campaign are avail-
able for $1.00 postpaid from the National
Interagency Council on Smoking and Health,
419 Park Avenue South, Room 1301, New York
New York 10016.

MONEY FOR MODEL PROGRAMS

Lakeland: Under the direction of
Carmine Centuori and fen Packer, Lakeland
has received a little over $2,000 from
the State Education Department for devel-
oping a program called Education For Life.
Elementary school teachers and students
will develop individualised learning pack-
ages in the areas of drug education, acci-
dent prevention, and first aid. These
packages will contain films, slides,
tapes, stories and activities all prepared
by students and teachers.

Yorktown: Under the direction of
Irene Andernan and fen Packer, 3rd grade
students will make use of the TV series
"Inside/Out." SED has provided about
$4,500 in funds for this project. With
the money, $2,000 worth of color TV
equipment was purchased and will remain
property of ROCES. This will allow all
districts to borrow the equipment when
the Yorktown project is finished. After
students have finished viewing the TV
series, they will make two TV programs
of their own. Out 15 minute show will
critique the series and will describe
what they have learned. For the second
15 minute TV show, students will produce
what they think should be the next show
in the series. It will follow the same
style as the profesulonal broadcasts,
but the students will develop their own
content area.

INSERVICE PRCGRAM STARTS

Wednesday, January 30, starts the
second semester of the BOLES inservice
program. For a complete listing of
courses, see the Spring 1971 cataloue,
or call Pi:qv Lyon.; at 245-2700, Est.331
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CONFERENCES

The Annual Conference of SYSAFIPER
will be held at the Concord Hotel from
January 24 to %January 26. The topics
for the health meetings are...
Thursday -

9:15-10:30 Teenager and Alcohol
10:45-12:15 Teenager and Alcohol
2:00-3:10 Group Dynamics
3:45-5:15 Group Dynamics

Friday -
9115-10:30 Health Services
10:45-12:15 Venereal DiseaSe Unit

for 7th 6 8th Grade
The Role of Our Schools
in Heart Disease Preven-
tion
Prevent Periodontal
Disease

2:00-3:30

3:45-5:15

Saturday
10:45-12:15

2:00-3:30
2:00-3:30

3:45-5:15

Student Contracting in
Health Education
Transactional Analysis
Peer Group Leadership
Training
Behavioral Objectives in
Health

CONFERENCE ON DEATH, DYING, AND SUICIDE

The State University of New York Col-
lege at Cortland will be the site of a
Conference on Death, Dying and Suicide on
March 7 s 8. Sponsored by the college's
Department of Health, the conference will
feature outstanding individuals in the
field of Death Education such as Avery D.
Weisman, M.D., Robert Xastenbaum, Ph.D.,
Rabbi Earl Grollman, Leon Pastalan, Ph.D..
Daniel Leviton, Ph.D., and Vandorlyn Pine,
Ph.D. In addition to the featured speak-
ers, there will be a panel discussion en-
titled "A Look at Death and Dying." A
pre-registration fee of $10.00 will cover
the participant's registration and two
luncheon meals. Registration at the con-
ference will be $12.00. For more informa-
tion write to: Conference on Death. Dying
and Suicide, Michael S. Haro, Department
of Health, SONY College at Cortland,
Cortland, N.Y. 13045 Phona:(6071 753-4226

I am interested in HEALTH EDUCATION, and
did not receive a personal copy of PULSE
BEATS. Please put me on the mailing list.

NAME:

SCHOOL:
DISTRICT:
SUBJECT TAUGHT:
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DIL DON H. RICHARDSON
Rah School Prdic.ral

MK'S AVE , V LI-IA

Senator Jacob K. Davits
Committee on Foreign Relations
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Javits:

e Tare 01 Oteentsw:AR

N Y 10141 lel. NY'H 61900

March 6, 1974

MR. KELSEY STONE. J.
Assistant Principal

In January we received your letter inviting reacticns
to the bill which you have introducednAlcoholism and Drug
Abuse Education Act (S.2848).: I appreciate your soliciting
reactions to a bill in this important area.

I took the occasion to ask our students in health classes
what they thought? Since the bill is aimed at affecting
particularly teenagers, I thought the students themselves might
have some interesting reactions.

A substantial number of students in health classes (which
are required of all 10th grade students) responded. A
representative sampling of their letters is enclosed for
your information.

Sincerely yours,

/weeezo.,
Don N. Richardson
Principal
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February 22, 1974

Honorable Jacob K. Javits
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Javits:

DlIftCY0q, DIVISION Of DRUG
ASO

(O,-CATION 55 SCAVICtS
11,11Ily,
0.1D .14 140/

We read with Interest the December 21, 1973 Congressional Record containing
the contents of the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Act 0.2840 which you recently
introduced.

We wish to take this opportunity to express our concurrence with your
observations and the remarks made in preface to Introducing the bill, and also to
bring to your attention some aspects of the drug education program in New York 111
State schools, supervised and administered by the State Education Department.

USOE funds in New York State provided seed money to train school-community
teams and train leaders who, in turn, trained additional personnel capable of
implementing a broad, prevention-oriented approach to drug education. The knowledge
and experience gained initially provided a basis for attracting additional State
funds to support and expand drug education.

Since September 1970 all elementary and secondary schools in the State are
required by the terms of Education Law and the Commissioner of Education's
Regulations to implement a broad, comprehensive program in health education which
must include critical health problem areas such as drug and alcohol abuse. This
requirement is based on the conviction that primary prevention programs must begin
early in the school experience. Consequently, suggested curriculum materials,
originally prepared in printed form and currently upeated, revised and computerized,
are available for all grade levels, K-12. Recommended instructional approaches
stress the interaction of cognitive and affective learning for all students. An
Intensive Teacher Training Program is offered and inservice education courses are
encouraged to prepare classroom teachers, at the elementary level especially, to
implement the philosophy and methodology of preventive drug education and train
them in the selection and use of support materials.

I.
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Honorable Jacob K, Javits February 22, 1974

The evident importance of providing quality leadership for programs is
acknowledged in the Commissioner's Regulations which propose the appointment of
coordinators of drug and health education programs. A state supported Coordinator's
Institute trains personnel to fill these administrative positions. At this time,
coordinators of drug and health education and services are employed full-time in
many of the State's 43 Boards of Cooperative Educational Services, and in 2 large
upstate cities. In New York City the responsibility for administering programs
rests with the Supervisor of Drug aid Health Education and Services employed In
each of the Community School Districts and with 4 Supervisors employed in the
New York City Central Board of Education. The job description for these leadership
positions encompasses assuming responsibility for conducting and/or facilitating
virtually all the activities described in all portions of Section 3b of 5.2849,
i.e. needs assessment, program development, preservice and inservice training,
community education programs, evaluation, etc.

In 1973 State funds were made available to local educational agencies for
the purpose of subsidizing leadership positions and developing model educational
programs for drug abuse prevention within the context of the comprehensive school
health and drug education program. Programs are operating now and we would be
pleased to provide specific information about any or all of them upon request.

We feel that New York State is on the right track. What is still needed is
time to evaluate, to identify and examine strengths and weaknesses, to improve
and refine our efforts when, where and as necessary, and financial support to do
all this.

We appreciate your interest and concern in the alcohol and drug abuse education
problem.

,ISSIJUsid

Yours sinter
v .

ohn S. Sinacore
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March 6, 1574

Honorable Jacob I. Javits
Cosaittee on Labor lad Public Welfare
United States Senate
Tasktazton, D. C. 20510

Dear Amstar :writs!

Thank you for your kind letter of February 19,

1974 and the enclosure of a copy of your recently introduced
bill 'Alcoholics and Drug Abuse Educatiou Acts (5.2848) and
your introductory remarks before the debate.

The letter to Mr. Manville that you received
copy of relating to the problems of the drinking driver

L only a part of the overall problems of educating the
licorice, public to the true ratifications of total driver
education.

Again I as sending you copy of letter
that may have an iotercet to you and the Cosaittee on Labor
and Public Welfare. The public's welfare is a major concern
in particular since we have passed over the two ailliou
death mark in ***** ty.three years that the automobile has
teen a part of our society. In the two hundred (nearly)
years we have been oation, all of our wars combined
resulted in 1,500,000 fatalities. It is evident, Senator,
that we are la such greater war on our nationwide highways.
And in a arch shorter period of time.

Med

Buclosure.

Liao with beat wishes,

Safely,

Bear; Martin
Secretary
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Traffic Engineering and Safety Department
American Automobile Association
6111 Gatehouse Road
Falls Church, Virginia 22042

Gsntlelien1

TEAT KIND OT DRIVER EDGCLTION1 The Driving School
Association of Aserica believes that driver education should be
a RDALITI program that is competitive. The but way to achieve
a quality product is through use of professionals. INSAA policy
supports that position. (CAPITALS ADDED POP EMPHASIS)

Si the imtereats of unnecessary rhetoric, your
detailed endorsement of SIGH SCHOOL driver education is noted.

It is Further noted that you state, 0Consercial
driving school instructors DO PERFORM valuable service by
training eon -high school-age individuals in the basics of
vehicle operation.," The assumption may be to meat some sae
older than 16, 17, 18 or 19 y Id. If that it your premise
and NOT eons one younger; their, it may appear that older citizens
would be in more capable atmosphere with tho "DRIVER TD"
teacher. You cite, in your memorandum, him baccalaureate,
msuter'e .1.14ra...odium 1m Wet, education, specialty in educa-
tional psychology, ooc1ology, couseolleg, ate.

It mesas the assumption is that you must hare
re doctor's or master's degree Se order to teach properly. 80111
ever, tole in an erroneous assumption. The beat drivers is the
world are the operators of our big diesel,, end they are ROT
taught by high school educators. The same applies to heavy
construction equipment operators, airline pilots, etc. Teaching
driving is relatively staple matter Shea left in the hands of
a patient, understanding, professional instructor who devotes
his time and energies to the ORE VOCATION.

The "driver cal" teacher is en the public payroll
supported by TAILS. Ilia SALARY sod I'DRIVLS ED" fU11133 are
LEGISLATED by law. Reduce saxes and you REDUCE LIPIINDITGRES.

The less educated PROFESS/ORAL driving instructors
are dependent cpoo the over ago (20 years and older) A0421010
citisea alto must weigh is his or her owe sled AFTER LEAVING SIGN
SCHOOL if the service (driving lastruction) porforaed is ;earth
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Board of Sduoation
Oity of New York

Distriot 30 Drug Abuse Program
J.H.S. 204

36.41 28th Street
Long Island Oity N.Y. 11106

February 4, 1974

Dear Hr. Algiers

I have carefully read these proposals and I am pleased

to find that new funds are being introduced for drug

prevention. One focus is an important one. Le, to work

in the sohoole both with students and teachers.

I was partioularly interested in the ooncept of peer

counselors and wondered if you have any ideas for the

future as to how students can be trained to help other students

with problems. (13.3-D)

I hope the funds for educational materials (pg3.16) focus

on humanistic aspeots of life rather than on

a pure drug informational level. Drug use is not the primary

cause of a drug problem.

Finally, the evaluation of the effectiveness of any

drug program should inolude some type of "personal growth"

scale or "self-concept" measure which would be given to individuals

involved in the program. The SPARK program evaluations

dealt with changes in drug referrals, actIng.out behavior,

absences and grades.

to:Betty Rill

Yours truly,

tej./1,67 it/44:114
Nancy Wintfeld
Group Teacher Dist. 30
Drug Abuse Program
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In Queens, SPARK students introduce an accredited course to
teach about people (Page 4)",

A student information table at a Manhattan high school (Page 3)
provides a 'Who's Who of faulty, sends messages, lists citywide
cultural events, refers to health agencies and maintains a buy-
and-sell exchange...

SPARK group members bring togetherness to Asian, white, Puerto
Rican and Black students at a predominantly white school (page 2)
in the Bronx...

Thirty Staten Island youth "get high" on volunteer work (Page 1)
for Willowbrook State School, hospitals, daycare and senior citizen's
centers--and by 'adopting" a friendless "grandparent" and

Brooklyn SPARK'ers (page 2) shoot film, not dope as...

G8cPWRG1 V(cEV 'IcE941%

939tcug c2F-13,uwE
VOL. III, MO. II FEBRUARY 1974

<,

Approved by Roxed July,
Assistant Superintendent in charge of
Drug Education & Prevention Programs

OFFICE OF HIGH SCHOOLS'
SPARK Program
110 Livingston St,, Rm. 235
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11201
237-0410
Arthur Jaffe, Director
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SPAAK IGNITES INDUSTRY, COMMUNITY
In a group session at 1 Thirty Port Richmond ; Keeping in touch with

South Shore H.S. (Sam students do volunteer work their community has
Beckman, 531-3608), stu- at Willowbrook State Sciaxi,:yielded two spacial div-
dents decided to opt for Sea View Hospital and Hone, !idends for SPARK members
activity and involvement, Staten Island Hospital. a at washington Irving High
instead of just rapping. daycare center, nursing ;school (Drug Education

Among the suggestions homes and a senior citi- ;specialist Ruth Harwayne,
they came up with was tens' center. ,533-1380).
collecting toys or Also, some of Sarah

! Students there send
clothes, which they had Dyer Thompson's (720-7689) !their SPARK newsletter to,
already done for the SPARK'ers "adopted a grand-!and receive community pa-
Save the Children cam- parent," making regular pers from, various busirees
paign, or entertaining visits to. shopping and and service organizations
in the children's ward running other errands for Ion Manhattan's East Side.
of a hospital. an eldbrly person who has As a result, the Guard-

They selected Kings no family. ,ian Life Insurance Company
County Hospital and ad- Students also opened of America read their ne,s-
vertised for volunteers. tutorial programs for other letter and made a cash ccn-
Twenty students assembled high schoolers and adoles- tribution to the SPARK rap
for after-school rehear- cents at Christ Methodist I, room for supplies and gres.
gals and 17 of the 20 and Shiloh Churches.

I Moreover, SPARK students
showed one day this win- The volunteers then

have also started career
ter in the children's meet weekly to discuss ;exploration with the
ward. their experiences, further

firm. That is, with each
"Children were lying develop human relations

student paired to an em-
in their beds doing noth- skills and explore career
ing," recalls one enter- 'possibilities.
tainer. "After we got Reports one faculty ob-
into our clown, dancer, server; "The feelings of
singer and storyteller competence and worth Which
costumes and put ( . our the work generates have
make-up, their faces lit had some measurable re-

,suits in schoolwork and
The climax of the af- behavior for some very

ternoon was a sing-along.itroubled young oeople."

The purpose of this newsletter is to share SPARK
programs that may be alternatives to drug abuse.

Programs described herein include intellectual,
social, cultural and occupational alternatives to
the youth drug culture.

For further information, the names of the Drug
Education Specialists and their telephone numbers
are listed,

ployee of Guardian Life,
they learn the workings
of a large business organ-
ization.

SPARK students also
read in a community news-
paper about ACCEPT (the
!Alcoholism Center Coordin-
ating Education, Preventia)
& Treatment), and many be-
came interested becauseof
alcoholism problems in
their own families. Then
ACCEPT opened a model pro-
gram for youth and SPARK
members, after a sensitiv-
ity session, decided to
get involved.

First they will work
out a program through meet-
ings with ACCEPT's director
Joel Bennett, then co-
counsel after-school pro-
grams of alcoholic youth.

Through participation,
they also hope to spread
the word'to--and help lids- -
the emerging alcoholism
problem in their own
scho.:1.

Dodge Vocational (Tony
Mail°, 733-3477) SPARFsbi-
dents wrote and edited a
70-page literary magazi,e.
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SPARK IGNITES ETHNIC, FACULTY, FILM WORKSHOPS
A core group of a

half-dozen Abraham Lin-
coln High (Mike Geller,
946-66661 SPARK members
spent last January
through June writing,
filming and editing a
nine-minute color docu-
mentary to fight the
school's biggest prob-
lem; apathy. This year
they are showing it to
the freshman class, the
faculty and students
from "feeder" schools.

Before filmmaking,
though, The Lincolnites
developed a question-
naire to probe prob-
lems in the school,
distributing it to stu-
dents, faculty, admin-
istration, school guards
and custodians alike.

Next they analyzed
the results, but how
best to deal with apathy?
They decided that a
film introducing stu-
dents to thP unusual
activities offered in
their school was the
Answer.

$o they wrote a
script depicting, for
example, some of these
alternatives to apathy;
raising ,animals in the
biology laboratoil,
tutoring slow-reading
students, playing the
violin or basketball.

Those six students
involved nine others in
various stages of the
film's development and
eventually, through
showings and pa ticipa-
tion, hope ach
the entire L.

--YOUR FRIENDS
OFFER YOU A DRAG OF
MARIJUANA IN A CAR OR
AT A PARTY.

--YOU KNOW THE
SEPTEMBER 1 DRUG LAW.
YOU ARE HANGING OUT,
SMOKING, IN THE SCHOOL
BATHROOM WHEN A TEACHER
WALKS IN. YOUR FRIEND
SUGGESTS, "QUICK,
FLUSH IT."

(contd. next column)

Can feelings of isolation and a policy of separa-
tion lead to togetherness within a student body?

Perhaps so.
Black, Puerto Rican and Asian students are in a

decided minority at Bronx H.S. of Science (DSS Irwin
Dubno, 367-72E11). To help them adjust and feel
comfortable there, a student trained at the 1972
SPARK Summer Institute, Taur Orange, conceived of a
Black Awareness Program (BAP).

Taur threw the adjustment problem out to her
SPARK groups and after two hours of brainstorming,
they okayed the BAP. The sessions, recalls one par-
ticipant, went something like this:

ni;YOrwn ts82edS1ltreql02,n9MgeR/inn
and Asian students in the school;

--We want all of us to become better people;

We realize that in the rocess Of becominga better person, we are also beccming a better
Black, or white, or whatever, person.

Senior Gayle Burnett, who now co-leads the group,
recalls that some minority students were having trou-
ble with grades, emotions or cutting. Nonetheless,
many used interracial groups as an excuse to avoid
dealing with themselves. claiming, "r can't open up
with white kids."

So the idea was to put them in a group where they
could no longer say that, Gayle explains, The group
would work to increase self-awareness and self-con-
fidence until the'minority students were ready to
be reinvolved with the predominantly white studentbedy.

In addition co group
cessions, the BAP sponsored
social events, cultural
festivals and prepared a
flyer to help minority stu-
ents pass the math- and
science-oriented school's
rigid entrance examination.

Although they still feel
somewhat isolated from the
,ajority student body, ac-
cording to Irwin, SPARK
inority students have con-

tributed to a change in
climate within the school
AS they - -and others--have
)egun interracial mixing.

Last year's minority
rotps continue to meet
together, but this year
they, themselves, are chan-
neling all new SPARK mem-
bers into interracial gnxips.

(contd. from previous cot.)
These are two role-

play situations devel-
oped by Richmond Hill
SPARK students (IraSie-
gel, e47-0418) for a
projected film.

In cooperation with
the Board of Education§
Bureau of Health & Phjo-
ical Education, the Black students atSpring-

SPARK'ers are originating `field Gardens H.S. (Joyce
the role-plays and will ICumberbatch. 525-0300) who
act them out on film. have "tuned out" on their
Some will also be in- school program come to
volved in the technical PARK to be matched with
side of the production. Black professionals.

Health & Phys Ed will The adults provide a
then make the film avail- friendly ear, as well as
able to interested high scholastic and career
schools. dvice.

&
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GROUP SETS UP INFORMATION AND REFERRAL TABLE
Where do you go in yourSchol fur information on health? cultural

events? school happenings? a buy-and-sell exchange board? city social
agencies? and a "Who's Who?' on faculty and where they can be found?

In the High School of Art s Design (Art Schor, 752-4340), the an3wor is
a corner of the school cafeteria. And all those services are provided duri,,g
several lunch periods daily by eight SPARK students who man a -Student Infor-
mation service."

The SIS began after the students had operated within their own group fcr
six .,onths. Their emphasis then switched from helping themselves to working
with others.

Group members agreed on three underlying principles:

(11 Skills they had learned in group could be adapted to other
situations:

(2) With an adult facilitator, these students were ready to
assume responsibility for their endeavors: and

(31 Some or all of the school population could benefit from
their work.

Students "brainstormed" (that is, orally listed all the possibilities)
for their program to provide some sore of positive alternative to deviant
behavior and unhappiness. That process was interrupted occasionally by
another exercise known as "sociometric pointing,' namely, stopping the group
process and asking certain questions (members keep their eyes closed) until
the group is pointedly aware of its operating process. Some of the ques-
tions include: Who is doing the most talking? the least? Who is following
the process best? worst? Who is really' listening?

Back on track again, students emerged with five possibilities. They
could construct a sculpture on the school terrace, but that idea was re-
jected as too elitist.

The next two options were acting as a grievance committee for students
or organizing peers for valuable social and political causes. However,
after discussion they decided those two possibilities limited themselves to
the student body only. They did not assist faculty as well.

Then two more "brainstorms" emerged: rapping with students referred
to the drug counselor and sending for students who exhibited self-defeating
behavior, to peer- -ounsel them.

These last two ideas evolved into an information service
crisis intervention--and prevention.

Finally that decision, too, had to be studied.
Here were some of the problems the eight students
foresaw: where to have the service? who would staff
it? what information should be researched and main-
tained? how should records be kept? how could the
program get approval to operate? how to advertise?

Prioritizing, students decided that nothing could
be accomplished without administration approval, f.ole-
play was employed: some students played the parts of
school administrators while others played themselves,
trying to obtain consent for the StS.

emphasizing

Through that process, they found they atilt did not
cept of the service. They needed to agree on why such a
desirable and to draft those results.

:n October 1972, they drafted this memo to the principal:

have a similar con-
service would be

4"4'::""

r.., ow. n- .

enroxt page:
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cent )
The /.1-0;ect was

approved. For the
next four months,stu-
dents researched and
cross-filed the info:,
;nation they would be
dispensing.

Then they adver-
tised throughout the
school through posters
and public address
announcements. In

February 1973, they
went into operation.

A typical day might
find them answering
queries like these:

"I'd like to make
an appointment with
the assistant principal
Can you convey this
message to him?"

"I'm having a prob-
lem with my teeth.
Refer me to a dental
clinic in the areA."

"Do you know any-
one selling an easel?
I don't have money
for one, but I do
have an old camera..."

"What teacher do I see to discum
a career in graphics versus the
fine arts?...Wbere is she Wed-
nesdays at 10:30 a.m.?"

SIS'ers meet weekly
for further training
on how to re-
late to
oth-
ers.

A, P, OKAYS PEOPLE ONE CLASS
IN HUMANISTIC EDUCATION

John Bowne students (Martin Allen, 263-0651)
went to their Assistant Principal of Guidance
with this recommendation; to institute a course
based on people, rather than the standard reading.
'citing and 'rithmetic.

The /..P. okayed their "People One" class
last semester. "People Two" this term consists
of ongoing projects.

The year-long course has three parts:
01 - a workshop on group dynamics;
02 - people who help people, including

school staff from the custodian to
the principal: district attorneys:
staffers from Creedmore and Booth
Memorial Hospitals: and women police
officers from the Sex Crimes Unit:

53 student-initiated, school-accredited
projects. Students worked with the
school's vocational faculty to improve
curriculum; visited nursing homes,
hospitals and courts; volunteered for
the Police Department's Human Relations
Unit.

"Because this is an ongoing program, it is also
a viable alternative for preventing drug abuse,"
evaluates DES Marty, "as opposed to the more old-
fashioned crisis counseling '

DANCE, PHOTO, INFORMATION CLUBS

An Afro-Cuban dance club, photographers who
concentrate on shots of group and a human sexual-
ity information service are three youth-initiated
programs at Francis Lewis (Harvey Goodman,357- 92573).

A touchy subject. SPARK's sexuality service got
approval from the administration because of stu-
dent need. In addition, there were trained adult
facilitators and a special program for the peer
counselors. SPARK and the Human Resources Admin-
istration co-trained the youth in counseling
techniques plus information on VD, birth control
and abortion counseling.

Their basic approach is to present alternatives.
For example, a student who indicates pregnancy is
informed: "Here are agencies you can go to for
help." She is then presented with a list of agen-
cies involved in either child care or abortion.

bring professionals
into school setting
SPARK students at

George Wingate (Arthur
Floyd, 467-8255) intro-
duce the outside world
to their school through
a series of weekly "soc-
ial issues seminars."

In brainstorming ses-
sions, the students de-
cide whom to invite, make
the contacts and sched-
ule speakers, then open
the question session af-
ter each three-hour ap-
pearance or panel,

So far, they have in-
vited lawyers and other
careerists, former inmates
from the Fortune Society.
a make-up demonstration
from Essence magazine,
human sexuality experts
as well as a liberationist
from the National Orgarilur
[ion for Women.
* * *****

Each month, students
at Eli Whitney select an
alternative activity and
do it together: roller-
and ice-skating, bowling,
movies.
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SPARK afire WITH multi FACETED
ALTERNATIVE programs

Martin van Buren H.S. (DES Mort Glassel, 468-670J)
students have come up with three unusual SPARK pro-
grams: women's and co-ed consciousness raising, fac-
ulty communications workshops and an entertainment
directory.

An open rap group in September 1973 was running
these sentence-completion games: "Girls like guys
who..." and "Guys like girls who..." After the ex-
ercises, students felt they wanted a setting to talk
about these feelings.

The following month, 30 students began meeting in
groups of 10, once a week, for two hours after school.
They form two women's And one co-ed group. So far,
says Mort, they have begun relating better to one
another and the opposite sex, telling more about sit-
uations at home and attending school more regularly,
in order to be in this group.

At the same time. 40 more students decided to
relate to faculty in a manner that could create a
warmer, more conducive learning climate in school.

They consulted the teacher roster to see who would
be available what period. then sent notes of invita-
tion to teachers who were free. Reinforcing their
written notes with word-of-mouth invitations, they
asked for commitments and, according to their DES,
had to learn how to handle an occasional rejection.

The students served coffee and cake, led faculty
in sentence-completion techniques like "I feel like
leaving school when..." or
"The change /'d like to
see in school

So far, in 10 workshop ses
sions, they have reached 40
teachers. Some enjoyed it so
much they have come 1,ack re-
peatedly. Reports ones It

gave me r insig"-.s into
students" and another. "1 en-
joyed that communication on
a different level."

Finally, students decided
to solve yet another problem:
the older-than-teen cry "I'm
lonely" or "I don't know what
to do tonight."

So stuaents not only con-
tact Hospital Audiences Inc.
for free tickets to events.
They read newspapers and on
an activity bulletin board
outside the SPARK room, list
such free and inexpensive
events as jazz museum pro.-
grams or a karate demonstra-
tion.

Inside the SPARK room,
there is another board with
such personal invitations as
"1 am going to attend the
performance of OR
such-and-such a night. Let Individual coun-

seling is availableme know if you want to join
from 10 a.m. to 10p.m.me." weekdays.

What happens when
Erasmus SPARK mem-
bers (DES Mike Wein-
garten, 292-4505)and
the counseling ser-
vice of Kings Co.
Hospital get togeder?

The Loft, an after-
school facility, lo-
cated a block away
from Erasmus. The
hospital supports the
facility and its yo-
ga, theater, guitar,
crafts, political and
women's workshops.

Also, there are
sensitivity groups of
7-10 participants
each some from Eras-
mus, others drop-outs.
still others from the
community-at-large.

Stay Atter School
Time was it was tough

enough getting students
to go to school. Now
they goand stay after
school hoursbecause of
35 Julia Richman High
(DES Ron Austin, 628 -0024)
SPARK students.

Sixteen of them are
in their third semester
of accredited Group Dy-
namics; the others are
newer to SPARK but have
received training from
the Richman intervention
and prevention team.

With adult facilita-
tors, they run these
after-school clubs:

(a) 25 members of the
poetry and photography
clubs have published Vol.
IV of their literary
megazine "Where Its At.w
They thank Rudin Mgt., an
area real estate firm, for
paying printing costs;

(b) the 12-member drama
group performs an origiral
anti-drug play throughout
the school and community,

(c) 60 students par-
ticipate in the Latin
American and 30 in the
Chinese club. Tryincrease
ethnic pride through del-
ving into their own his-
tory and culture and
through meeting with
groups like Aspire;

(d) the Universe Club
touches on parapsychol-
ogy, astrolbgy and yoga;

le) the 10-member bowl-
ing team won the Manhat-
tan. Divisional Title of
the Police Student Ath-
letic League last faii
and 40 other SPARK youth
play on basketball, ping-
pong, volleyball and
softball teams:

if) with an eye to
preventive health, stu-
dents from all these
clubs and the New York
Hospital staff this year
co-sponsored their sec-
ond annual sickle cell
day. Thsytest Richman Stu-
dents For the disease or
the trait;

(g) they also have held
dances, cake sales. and
bazaars to raise funds
for weekend leadership
training trips.

"We don't initiate
these groups. We don't
say, 'Hey, what can we
organize to help stu-
dents?'" Rather, ex-
plains Ron, the groups
emanate from the needs
of the kids. We adults
provide the space, time
and supervision, but our
ycuth supply the ideas,
input and carry-through."
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PROBLEM-SOLVING : cutting
Cutting at Taft High School (DES Abby Hymowitz, 681-9780) was a prob-

lem: to the school, the teachers and the cutters themselves.
Since sPARK's goal is to exert leer pressure to deal with problems.

members suggested a program of student leaders' dealing with student cutters.
The "Concerned Students," as they chose to be call.?d, were recommended

by their teachers or volunteered on their own. With the principal's approval,
they patrolled the halls three times weekly during different periods. Wear-
ing bluegreen "CS" buttons, they walked around talkingjvith students in the
halls. If they were unable to convince the cutters to return to class, they
brought them to SPARK for further confrontation.

In the SPARK room, open-minded groups were maintained daily. Cutters
were encouraged to speak out. °CS's" polled them for their grievances and
problems.

A change in attitude from pro- to anti-cutting was the goal. Everyone,
CS students, cutters and adult group facilitators, shared experiences about
school and cutting. After a few visits, with help and support offered, com-
mitments were demanded and self-help expected.

Through these goals, SPARK leaders gathered this data:
--More students cut math and than any other subject;

utgEhhgrasiou with a group; the casual cutter,either a one
--Everyone cuts occasionally. K small group does it all the time.

Response to the program has included

--from students: You do reach some don't change
their minds right way...but they hear you.
or °The aidea ske me to go intg the bathroom
and get the Xi s. I m no Cop...

--school security: They are a great help because they can deal
with the students who lists and that leaves us
to deal with hard-core people. e. That s our job.

--teachers: "Even if you help one student, its positive."
--principal Lillian Popp: "This program .is positive; it's sincere

and I have great confidence it will have an effect."

publicity
To publicize the SPARK program at Thomas Jefferson (Lucille Sellers,

498-02501, students washed, dried, cooked and candy-coated apples for a
schoolwide sale. They spoke first to the school's assistant principal for
clearance, then shared cooking facilities with the home economics department.
After raising money for SPARK sweatshirts, they wrote personal notes to
thank school admi-istration and faculty for their cooperation.

they ,oht
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-SWIAN SAM, 1,,,r1rni.
.t. Snot. NI. So

Wearing their SPARK T-shirts, Stuvvesant
(Beverly Smith, 53)-4630) students have
launched a campaign to familiarize the com-
munity and school with SPARK. They have
authored their first newsletter, addressed a
faculty meeting and the parents' association
and made the rounds of hygiene classes.

coeducational group's
SPARK's "Abraxas" program at Aviation H.S.

(Kenneth Tyson, 786-8085) was all-male becnuesof
the population of the school, while "Nirvana" at Queens Vocltional (Joe Stan-
kaitis, 937-3010) was coeducational except for one all-female group known
as The Family."

The idea of some joint school function was discussed by the two DES's,
but only when senior Fran LaBarca of Queens Vocational suggested a combined
awareness group did the experiment begin.

Their question: is a coeducational approach to awareness group method-
ology more advantageous than separate male and female groups? Their angrier:
Although both groups were doing well price to joining together, according
to their DES's, the new process acted as a catalyst. New heights of emotional
sharing were experienced.

Conclusion: By being more like the world around them, coeducational
groups prove more realistic and may be more advantageous for attitudinal
and behavioral modification than all-male or all - female ones.
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ALTERNATIVES

issue news
Eighteen Canirsie (Lloyd

Peckman, 649-0408) students
dedicate free time during
and after school, as well
as evenings, to providing
their student body alter-
natives to the drug
culture.

During the school day,
students edit a SPARK news-
paper. They also conduct
micro-labs as they visit
classrooms to recruit for
the program.

After school, they co-
lead sensitivity groups
four days of the week. Last
year they organized an auc-
tion that raised funds for
a weekend camping trip;
this year they are working
with a Canarsie-area youth
center on a talent show.

But perhaps their coup
is a coffeehouse which has
opened its doors the first
Friday evening of each
month since October 1972.
Students must be "straight
to enter. Admission of
$1.00 entitles them to jazz,
rock or folk music per-
formed by professional or
student musicians, plug all
the cold cuts, cheese ord
crackers, donuts and ctlfee
they can eat.

"It's a place where we
can go at night," says one
of the founders. "Other-
wise, we'd be out in the
streets, looking fortroUble."

GGROcUcPcS cLOST GWG-Ec gc117
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Bushwick (Frank Murray,
386-3O5BI issued four ed-
itions of a student news-
letter. It contained poems,
short stories, essays on
group and a listing of
school and community
events.

Forest Hills(Chuck
Hoffman, 261-64261 drug-
fighters have written,
edited and published a
I6-page Rap Room Report.
The magazine includes
a lengthy article on
things to do and places
to go in /13w York. as
well as a piece on meth-
aqualone, poems and even
a recipe.

This fall the 200-
memoer,
Latin Etudente nion al
James monroe H. (Lenore

azer, 894-9599T initi-
ated "Spanglish' classes
and a tutoring program.

The former, taught by
two or Monroe s Puerto
Rican Culture andSconisn-
language faculty, mixes
the two languages in or-
der to help Hispanic stu-
dents master English and
New Yorkers learn Spanish.

The tutoring program
matches a student who
does not speak and read
English excellently with
another who does. The

RUTrletrotiEle'etAhiTS
language understand their
classwOrk and do homework.

Uncomfortable be-
cause of their unique
problems, overweight
and foreign students
appealed to Jamaica
High School's DES (Ira
Lipton, RE 9-8185) to
start specialized
groups.

Their aim is not
just to talk about their
problems; through their
respective groups, they
seek peer support in
order to either lose
weight or to get a better
grasp of the English
language.

SPARK'ers at Central
Commercial H.S. (Sam
Shapiro, 687-6744)
toured the IBM plant in
Poughkeepsie, N.Y.

* ******
COUNSEL IN 2

FEEDER SCHOOLS
John Dewey's (Alvin

Merker, 946-7676) exper-
imental "four-and-one"
program enables SPARK stu-
dents to spend four days
each school week at their
high school and the fifth
at local "feeder" schools.

Four run sensitivity
and problem-solving ses-
sions for elementary stu-
dents at P.S. 212; two
others conduct group and
one-to-one counseling,
edit a newsletter and help
with homework at Reynolds
Junior High School.

Trained to help younger
students open up, the SPARK
youth counselors report
these adolescent problems:
broken homes, parental al-
coholism, worrisome sib-
ling relationships and
personality conflicts with

The program is two
years old, has been work-
ing well enough that
principals from the two
feeder schools have re-
quested more SPARK peer
leaders.
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THE STATE OF WYOMING
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STATE OFFICE BUILDING CHEYENNE, WYOMING 82001
February 11, 1974

Helen Nowlis, Ph.D.
Office of Drug Education/Health and Nutrition
usor - Code 414
Washington, D.C. 20202

Ref: 74A-018
Dear Dr. Nowlis:

The office of Mental Health and'Mental Retardation Services,
the Single State Agency for Wyoming, has recently been informed of the
possibility of discontinuation of funds to support the Regional Training
Center in Minneapolis. It is the opinion of this office that recon-
sideration should be given toward reallocating funds to insure the
continued operation of this vital facility.

The Minneapolis RTC has served Wyoming well and is quite
familiar with the nature of drug abuse problems which occur in very
rural areas such as ours. In light of the fact that Wyoming and surround-
ing states do not have access to any other training facilities, we would
strongly recommend that every effort be made to maintain availability
of this relource.

We appreciate the time you spent on the phone with us, and
recognize your concern with our problems here in Wyoming, as well as
the rest of the nation.

fAlan R. Y4 , M.S.W.
Coordina6r; Drug Abuse
and Alcohul Abuse

101/jom

cc: Dr. Charles P. Bruning

Sincerely,

Cone J. hunsey, Ed.D.,'"Chief
Mental Health and Mental
Retardation Services

Roar Howard
Drug Abuse Consultant
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STATE OF KANSAS

ROBERT 13 DOCKING
DOVILAIAOR

Helen H. Nowlis
Director, Division of Drug Education/

Health and Nutrition Programs
Dept. of Health. Education, and Welfare
Office of Education
Washington, D.C.

Dear Ms. Nowlis?

11 FEB 1974

JAMA W. D. HARTMAN, AR D
DAAMAN

RONALD) MAINI.P.
exICUTIVI OtOWT,

February 5, 1974

It was rather disturbing news to read of the U.S. Office of Education's decision
to discontinue the funding of the University of Minnesota'e, efforts.

The Region VI Training Center (University of Minnesota) has ?rovided the state of
Kansas with a large number of trained community action teams., We feel these teams
are now the nucelus for the community drug prevention cvInCtla that are
beginning to develop across our state. The reports we have encountered from
Individuals who have attended the Region VI Training Center are laudatory.

Realizing that budgetory consideration frequently demand discontinuance of worth-
while endeavors, it would be less than proper if the people of Kansas did not voice
their appreciation, through our agency, for the praiseworthy effort put forth by the
Training Center and the personnel at the University of Minnesota. This agency is
cognizant of the goals of the Training Center and have fully supported them. We
also wish to congradulate the training personnel, as exemplified by their Program
Director, W. "Sam" Miller, in their professionalism in achieving those goals through
their training of community action teams.

Should the U.S.O.E. find a need to contract for a regional training center, it would
be our hope that the trained personnel and dedication to a mission be recognized
at the University of Minnesota and that It be given favorable consideration.

Thank you for giving us thin opportunity to express our appreciation for the services
rendered us from a noteworthy institution and its staff.

Since

Ronald J. MAri,
Executi /Director

cc/Region VI Training Center
Dr. Hartman

it7M/sc
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WASHINGTON NATIONAL. OFFICE

AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
410 FliisT SIREIT, SI , WASHINGTON, 0. C 20003

February 15, 1974
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MARV ELLEPI.G.:,%!

Honorable Harold E. Hughes
Chairman
Subcommittee on Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator HUcIeSt

We wish to comment on proposed legislation dealing
with the extension and revision of the Drug Abuse Education
Act of 1970 (H.R. 9456, S. 1848, 8, 2848). The ACLU is
aware of the tremendous problem of the abuse of drugs and
alcohol and recognizes educational programs as a positive
remedy. However, we are concerned that safeguards for
individuals participating in such programs are inadequate.

In the House debate over H.R. 9456 much attention
was given to the relative merits of two approaches to drug
abuse education. The first is primarily informational.
The second is variously described as participatory, affec-
tive, remedial, or interventionist. In general this latter
approach attempts to involve students in a closer look at
their own individual relationships to drag use.

To the extent that participatory programs are replacing
or being combined with informational programs, the need for
safeguards increases. Intervention-type educational programs
must be carefully monitored because they pose a threat to
the privacy of individuals, a right guaranteed by the Con-
stitution. This situation is of special concern to us
because the rights most likely to be violated are those of
the most vulnerable, children. Loca} communities often
eagerly pursue drug abuse projects in defiance of the plain
fact that children are entitled to the protection of the
Constitution and laws of this country. The federal govern-
ment can play a vital role in this area by insisting on
procedural safeguards and completely voluntary participation.

As an example of the many potential abuses that can
creep into drug education programs, we refer you to the
recent case of Merriken v. Cressman, C.A. No. 72-2057,
(E.D. Pe., Sept. 28, 1973). This case involved student
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participation in a test questionnaire designed to identify
patterns similar to those manifested by certain types of
drug abusers. Those children selected as potential abusers
by this test would then be subjected to various forms of
involuntary remediation including: counseling by'inadequately
trained personnel and group sessions that would attempt to
change student attitudes by peer group pressure, labeling
behavior as deviant, and possibly punitive sanctions. The
judge saw a clear invasion of the right to privacy in the
facto presented. He expressed grave concern that the rights
of the children were inadequately protected with regard to con-
fidentiality, staff training, proper identification of abuse
patterns, and intervention-type programming. He ruled that,
even if those protections were added, the informed consent of
the parents was required for student participation in this pro-
gram. In reaching these conclusions he considered both legal
issues and psychiatric testimony.

To counter this tendency toward the violation of individual
rights, we urge the Committee to insert the following guidelines
(suggested in part by the Merriken decision) into whatever bill
is reported, requiring every program funded under the bill to
comply with them:

1.) The goal of drug abuse education is voluntary remedia-
tion: the keeping of children away from drugs. the goal is NOT
the identification of drug abusers for the purpose of punitive
sanction or police action. Therefore all programs involving
more than the dissemination of information must be voltntary,
as defined by guidelines 2-7 below.

2.) The prior written consent should be required of the
parents of all children asked to participate in a program, as
well as of the children themselves. This must not be of the
type where silence is construed as consent. Rather it must be
informed and knowing consent where the parent and the child are
offered balanced evaluative information on the purposes, proce-
dures, and drawbacks of the program and must affirmatively re-
spond with consent.

3.) The right of either parent or child to withdraw con-
sent at any time must be made clear.

4.) Children should be entitled not to participate without
incurring penalty. They and their parents should be so informed.

5.) Each institution receiving funds should be required to
adopt adequate procedural safeguards for protecting the confi-
dentiality of student records and participation. Records on in-
dividuals in the program should be accessible to persons other



than those running the program only under the strictest of
standards. Each parent and child should, of course, have un-
restricted access to the child's own records. Further, data
given by individual students to school officials under an
expectition of confidentiality should be privileged, so that
it canner be obtained by subpoena or any other form of compul-
sion from either the child, the parent or the school officials
involved.

6.) To insure against abuses by any person or institution
to whom information may be transfered, the parents should be
notified of any such transfer.

7.) Explicit sanctions should be written into the statute
to enforce violations of the above safeguards.

We believe these guidelines set out the framework of
civil liberties concerns with drug abuse education. The right
of the to privacy and confidentiality must be guaranteed
at every step. The parent-child relationship should be pro-
tected against indiscriminate and uneducated intrusfions. It
is both realistic and necessary to expect programs to work
within this framework. We, therefore urge your Committee to
include them in this legislation.

We would appreciate this letter beinc made a part of the
hearing record.

Si ere

48,,,...../.1./

ope Eastman
Associate Director

HE/sas
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15150 65th Ave. S. #7:6
Seattle, Wash. 98188
April 24, 1974

The Honorable Harold Hughes
Senate Office Building
Washington. D.C. 20202

Dear Senator Hughes:

The dynamically -hanging drug problem throu:hout the country has indicated
an even greater hoed for continuation of resarch and development into the
effective programs. Presently operating Office of Education Drug Abuse
Programs have, and are continuing to formulate and refine, effective
drug abuse prevention models designed to impact drug abusrat the local,
state and national level.

we have recently been informed by members of the Office of Education that
the present programs will not be refunded, but rather that all funding
will be redirected. Although we recognize the need for growth and
modification, we question the wisdom of discontinuing the present
programs. If this should happen, three years of experimental know
ledge and expertise, including successes and failures, will be irrevo-
cably lost. Thousands of people will lose the services of a prior
three years' thrust. In most instances, the human resources of persons
will be left dangling, and seeds that have been planted will not be
allowed to grow.

We were further informed that the rationale for discontinuation of
present programs has been based upon the fact that we were told that the
projects would not be refunded after three years. This is distressing
information, and, in fact, does not provide us any clear reasons for
discontinuing present programs.

Although it was previously believed that after three years, the Office of
Education and its adjacent projects would not be refunded, recently we have
been led to believe that the Office of Education will be refunded
possibly at a much higher level. if this is the case, we believe present
programs should be continued. Strong indications lead as further to
believe that if monies are allocated, the multiplicity of existing
programs will be replaced with a monopolistic program.

Because it appears that possibly arbitrary decisions have been made, the
above rationale has been written. It is in the best interest of tax
payers to continue existing programs and continue the present network
of resources.

Sincerely,

t

(Ms.) Carol Araway
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February 15, 1974

'I he Honorable Harold Hughes
Suite 1327
Dirksons Office Building, N.E.
Washington. D.C. 20015

Dear Senator Hughes:

The Special Drug Education Project of Cleveland, Ohio was one of
many nationwide programs funded under the "Drug Abuse Education Act
of 1970". Since its inception, the Project has gained increasing support
and enthusiasm from the greater Cleveland metropolis. Originally, the
Project was to service and provide tutelage for two target areas, however,
because of increasing demands and interests we have found ourselves
many times in the surrounding suburbs of the central city in addition to
the inner city itself.

At the end of the 1972-1973 funding period, many drug education
projects were either phased out or cut in half for the 1973.1974 funding
period. During the first week of December 1973, the annual Directors
Conference was held in Olive Hill, Kentucky. At this conference, it was
announced that existing drug eclucation programs would no longer be con-
tinued (the drug problem has been solved?) After having gotten over the
initial shock of this announcement, many director heads got together and
voiced their concerns and disaproval at this decision,

Realizing what this meant in terms of a needed service, tax payers
dollars and a total disregard of past achievements, concerned directors
jointly decided they could not just sit back and allow this to happen without
voicing their displeasure. Even more insulting is the fact that a bill to
extend the Drug Abuse Education Act of 1970 (H. R. 9456) has already pass-
ed through the House and is now before the Senate. This bill, if approved
and it's almost certain that it will be, would allow for many of the existing
programs to remain in operation. However, it appears quite evident that

IMUGS
ENSLAVE

PEOPLE

31.45,1 (1 . 74 .
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The Honorable Harold Hughes February 15, ITN

the existing programs will be phased out only to be replaced by new and
untried programs to do the some thing.

This decision not to refund existing programs, 'is contemptuous to
the honest effort and hard work expended by staff and personnel to make
this sorvice useful to the public, It comes at a time when most cornmu-
nities are ju3t beginning to feel the impact of this labor. The question
that we rais.2 is "Why?" The other question is What will you do as a
law maker to try and keep this needed program and others like it opera-
ting until America regains its health from drug abuse'"

We are also requesting a meeting at your earliest convenience to
discuss more intricately the substance of this matter,

Respectfulli yours,

lenn Hawkins, Director
Special Drug Education Project(j(

y
4.4..5:4))/dt..

M one, Assistant Director
Special Drug Education Project

GH/LM 'jmw
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The Honorable Lee Metcalf
United States Senator
427 Old Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Lee:

March 12, 1974

1 an writing to you to indicate my support of 101 9456, a bill to
extend the Drug Education Act of 1970.

The University of Minnesota, over the pact two years, has been pro-
viding excellent "mini-grant" training and technical assistance under a
C.S.O.E, program called "Help Communities Help Themselves". Due to the
lack of adequate funds for fiscal year 1975, two centers (out of eight)
had to be discontinued. One of the is the Cniversity of Minnesota.
This will mean the reassigning of Montana to a different center.

It has been indicated to me by the staff at the center that the
possibility of their program being continued would be good if HE 9456
could be passed expeditiously.

f ask your effort in seeking the passage of HR 9456 as quickly as
possible so that we would not lose a training center that has developed
an understanding of the problems associated with a rural state such as
'AOZtACIA, and a center staff that has developed a great deal of rapport
with my office and the Superintendent of Public Instruction.

Sincerely,

THOMAS 1, )VDGE
COVernor



lion. JACOB K. JAVITS,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.
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FOREST HILLS, N.Y., January 25. 1974.

DEAR SENATOR JAVITS: I am writing to you to very strongly support your
proposed bill, "Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Education Act of 1974 (S. 2848)".

I believe that you should also be aware of the existence of the various school-
basea Community School District I/rug Education Programs existing in New
York City.

Our program, for one, very strongly emphasizes the humanistic and effective
approaches to drug education.

I would like to strongly emphasize that it is my feeling that these programs
are, indeed, effective and working well as is shown by the decreasing number of
youngsters requiring therapeutic treatment programs in New York City.

I feel very strongly that grants must be made available to local educational
agencies (such as Community School Districts) directly to avoid the bureaucratic:11
tie up of funds when they are allocated to State agencies to re-allocate to local
agencies. I support your bill and suggest that a major emphasis be placed on this
availability of grants to local educational agencies.

I would certainly appreciate any further information you may amass on the
progress of this '..;:dslation and its implementation.

Respectfully,
JOHN H. GERAGHTY,

Director, Drug Abuse and Prevention Program,
Community School District 28 Queens.

Ron. JACOB K. JAVITS,
U.S. Senate,
Committee on Foreign Relations.
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR JAVITS: For the past three years the Arlington Central School
District has been planning and developing a responsive early intervention and
prevention program for alcohol and drug abuse. It began in a very limited way
two years ago and has grown slowly since. We now have a comprehensive preven-
tion, education and intervention program at the secondary school level for which
we now have measurable success.

Basically, our program focuses with a team approach on children -:
children and children with problems. A variety of approaches are currently

being used: group and individual counseling, rap groups, home visits, parent
workshops, parent-child group sessions, community involvement, curriculum
development and inservice training for teachers.

We believe, then, that the original Drug Abuse Education Act of 1970, and
especially your act (S.2848), "Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Education Act", are
needed to provide the necessary seed money to initiate programs where they do
not exist or to assist in the expansion of successful existing programs.

The bill should encourage local educational agencies to develop and implement
new programs for parents of elementary and junior high school youth, new pro-
grams for parents of pre-schoolers, and programs for the emerging adults who will
be taking on the responsibilities of marriage and parenthood. Many of the prob-
lems our young people at the secondary level are seeking our staff's help with,
stem from sibling and parent relationships. New parents need training, while
parents of young children (pre-sehool and primary age level) need retraining.

Programs, such as ours, need to be developed, improved, and/or expanded that
help kids cope. For these your bill can provide the seed money.

Very truly yours,
LAWRENCE A. FALLIS,
Director of Special Services.

ARLINGTON CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT,
Poughkeepsie, N.Y., January 28, 1074.
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Senator JACOB JAvvrs,
Old Senate Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR JAVITs: Please accept my strongest support for the amendment
which you introduced for consideration with Senate Bill 2848. As you well know,
the job of drug education is far from done iu our country, and legislation to theopposite would be a tragic error.

I would also draw your attention to the excellent work currently being done
in drug abuse prevention education by U.S.O.E.Region 5 (DirectorMickey
Finn).

In closing, I have also written Senators Griffin and Hart of Michigan urgingtheir support for your amendment. Thank you for your consideration of this
matter,

Sincerely,

OAKLAND UNIVERSITY,
Rochester, Mich,, January 22, 1974.

Senator JACOB JAVITS,
Capitol Bill, D.C.:

Please pass Senate bill 2848 extending and improving Drug Abuse Education
Act of 1970.

LARRY SIMMoNS.

WILLIAM 1). EPLIN01 Jr.,
Director, Office of Drug Education /Abuse.

[Telegram]

HIGHLAND PARK, MICH., January 23, 1974.

Hon. JACOB K. JAVrTS,
U.S. Senate, Committee on Foreign Relations,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR Javrrs: As an educator and parent, I support the "Alcoholism
and Drug Abuse Education Act" (S. 2848).

Yours truly,

FT. STANWIX SCHOOL,
Rome, N.Y., January 26, 1974.

Senator JACOB K. JAVITS,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

Att SENATOR JAVITs: I have read your Senate Bill #S. 2848. This bill on
alcohol and drug abuse education with amendments for 1974 is needed in the public
school of the United States. Unfortunately some elements of this sensitive type
of program fall into the same category as sex education programs. In many public
schools human sexuality is not discussed. Many restraints are placed on public
schools because of regional pressure.

The idea of presenting drug information prior to any serious involvement makes
more sense than our traditional "locking the barn door after the horse is stolen."

I hope this bill fares well.
Sincerely yours,

PAULINE B. SNYDER,
Principal.

FAYETTEVILLENIANLIUS SCHOOLS,
CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 1,

Fayetteville, N.Y., January 28, 1974.

FREDERICK E. DEvila.



Senator JACOB JAvirs,
Russell Senate Office Building,
li'crshington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR JAvurs: I heartily support Senate Bill #2S4S which extends theEducation Act until 197S. Without this extension, programs which are of key

importance for the healthy development of our nation uvill (lie. Specifically, if thebill is not approved, Ow remaining live Drug Education Training Resource ('entersmust. close. The "Itelping Communities Tlwinselves" Program has been oneof the most meaningful, productive, and inspirational experiences available to ourcommunity. Alt h--(nigh we have been actively involved with drug abuse educationand prevention for four years, the training and direction we received while at the
Training Center from January 6-19, 1974 gave a substantially stronger foundation
upon which to base our prOgrams.

In spite of the recent proclamation stating, in effect, that the "drug problem'.'
no longer exists, we firmly believe that the problem, (as well as other socialproblems), will continue to thrive unless programs like "Helping Communities
help Themselves" eon continue to help people deal with issues that arise in their
own communities. As a service provider who works with drug problems everyday, I believe that drugs still utter 1(+r many people an excellent way to achieve
self-destruction. Unless we can increase the skills, insight, and awareness ofpeople in communities throughout this country, drug abuse will never beeffectively dealt with.

Therefore, I ask your support for Senate Bill #2S4S. Thank you for your timeand Interest in the concerns of the people.
Sineerely,

306

CITY OF BLOOMINGTON,
Bloomington, Ind., January 2.,?, 14+74.

Senator JACOB JAVITS,
U.S. Senate,
Committee on Foreign Relations,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR JAVITS: I read your bill entitled "Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
1;:cltication Act (S. 2S4S)-. I feel if this legislation is passed, it would be of hn-
measurable help in a school situation particularly in that Section 2, Part B, says:
that the purpose of this act is b, Fr, vide leadership to school and other institutions
in the community by supporting projects of various types to alleviate this problem.

Ve certainly need governmental support in fighting the plague of drug abuse
and alcoholism. I support this bill firmly.

1 trust you will persuade your colleagues to vote in favor of it,
JOHN E. LONDON, Principal.

EvE BERRY,
Drug Abuse Coordinator.

SEWANHAKA CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL DISTRirT,
Franklin Square, N.Y., January 28, 1974.

lion. JACOB E. JAVITS,
U.S. Senate,
Senate Office Building,
1I'ashington, D.C.

Gt.ovEnsviLLF; ENLARGED SCHOOL DISTRICT,
Gloversville, N.Y., January 22, 1974.

MY DEAR SENATOR JAVITS: I appreciate your sending me a copy of the data
pertaining to the Senate Bill No. 2848 that you recently introduced.

Your comments as recorded in the December 21, 1973 Congressional Record
clearly focus on the magnitude of the drug issue confronting the nation at thistime.

It is indeed encouraging to seethat your proposed legislation calls for a commit-
ment of federal funds to deal with this grave social issue, All too often the social
ills of the nation are placed on the doorstep of the public schools forcures without

ithe necessary monetary support. In other instances as you pointed out, monies
that have been made available have been diverted, misused, a ml mismanaged
and as a result have not been directly applied to the resolution of the drug problem.
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Your proposed legislation appears to be very adequate. My major concern is that
h tin, processing of this bill provisions for getting monies down to the school
distrietteommunity level will be toot and that we will end up with another piece
of legislation that will permit the dissipation of funds for UcHulnistrative services
at the state level. Further, since the legislation provides for S34,000,000 in aid for
the fiscal year ending June 30, P171, it is imperative that procedures for imple-
mentation he espediteil and conveyed to school districts with great dispatch.
Tho_4y and:ire currently engaged in programs dealing with drug :m alcohol
Mouse certainly need the help.

Thank you for sharing this vital intormation.
Sincerely,

Senator JAcOB K. J.kyrrs,
Committee on Foreign Relations,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

A. GLEN. Ev EnnAnT,
Superintendent of Schools.

linENTwoon Puntic SCHOOLS,
Brentwood, N.Y., January e4, 1974.

DEAR SNATOB JAVITs: We concur with you that there seems to be a develop-
ment of a pattern of poly-drug usc. If we arc to counteract this trend, education
must begin at the kindergarten level-through high school, on developing healthy
self-concepts and good mental health.

As opposed to stressing the "do nots" of drug use, emphasis must be on the
"why" of it. Counseling services should he made available concomitant with
protection of confidentiality. Addicts should not be sent to prison but to a special
ward in a psychiatric hospital. They should receive diagnostic tests and treatment
and should not be released until a Board of Physicians deem them "healthy"
to function back in society. Prior to discharge, the addicts should be released into
the community for short intervals, with supervision, for a more realistic transition.
Upon discharge, a Board of Physicians should recommend and mandate that the
addicts report back to their hospital or to some psychiatrist near their homes.

Your continued efforts on behalf of this cause is well founded for the good of our
youth. It must be remembered that drug abuse is a symptom and must be
considered as such.

Very truly yours,
IRENE M. FAGAN,
School Nurse Teacher.

JOSEPH KARSZEN,
Principal, Village Elementary School.

SY0SSET FL'Bbic &Roo Ls;
CENTRAL SCHOOL 1)1STRicT No. 2,

Pell Lane, Syosset, N.Y., January 23, 1974.
lion. JACOB K. JAV37s,
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,
V.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

Mt' I)nan SENATOR Jtvrrs: In response to Your request for comment about
your Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Education Act (S. 2S4S), I would commend
and share your concern for abuse by young persons of prescription drugs and
alcohol. Wore your bill to be enacted, the possibilities of finding better means in
schools and communities of preventing such abuse would certainly be enhanced.

As an educator I think I must add a note of caution about programs that hope
to change society yin education. Schools are conventionally more successful in
teaching information (cognition) than in changing attitudes, habits, and emotions
(affection), Niy own limited observation leads me to feel that advertising, popular
musicians and the recording industry, television, and films influence youths more
in the affective domain. These inertia either originate life styles or widely and
quickly disseminate those produced by innovation among students' peers. Were
the United States legislative branch to induce these industries to discourage
&lig:11111SC, mire might be accomplished.

It also seems to me that, if these media concentrated an anti-drug-abuse effort
upon youths of college age, there might be a valuable ripple effect amongsecondary
students, who avidly and uncritically emulate their immediate elders.
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Finally, anything that can be done to strengthen family life and to expand
psychotherapeutical services in communities would also be valuable, I feel, be-
cause most of the students I encounter as drug abusers seem to have personal
problems related to broken homes or to other family disruptions.

Best wishes in your very worthy undertaking.
Yours sincerely,

Senator JACOB K. JAVITS,
U.S. Senate, Committee on Foreign Relations,
Washington, D.C.

HONORABLE SENATOR J.kvizs: The Committee on Drugs of the American
School Health Association shares your concern about poly-drug use by our citizen-
ry, especially by our young people. We commend you for introducing the
"Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Act" (S. 28481.

The "Teaching About. Drugs" guide, published by the American School Health
Association, suggests a basic program that can be adapted to meet the needs of
a particular school district, starting at the Kindergarten level. The effectiveness
of the implementation by a school district depends upon the quality of preparation
of its staff.

The. American School Health Association is the only national organization
devoted exclusively to the area of school health and the members of the Committee
on Drugs have pioneered in encouraging programs beginning in the lower
elementary grades.

We urge that you and -Your committee consider the funding of a primary
preventive education program through our association that would make assistance
available to interested school districts throughout the United States to enable
them to better meet the needs of their pupils in this critical health area.

Your consideration of this matter is sincerely appreciated.
Yours truly,

(MIS.) ROSE M. DANIELS,
Chairman, Committee on Drugs, AS11A.

HOWARD PIERSON.

AMERICAN SCHOOL HEALTH ASSOCIATION,
Kent, Ohio, January e3, 1974.

Hon. JAcoB JAviTs,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

SAYVILLE PUBLIC SCHOOLS,
Sayville, N.Y., January e4, 1074.

MY DEAR SENATOR: I am very impressed with the information sent pertaining
to The Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Act Amendments of 1974", (Senate
284S). As an educator, deeply concerned with the welfare of children of all ages,
I heartily support the continued efforts of interested government officials to
identify control and hopefully eradicate addictive drugs and their use.

Sincerely yours,
HAROLD J. LIMOUZE, Principal.
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BOARD OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
WASHINGTON-WARREN-NAMILTON-ESSEX COUNTIES

.4014:144YRATIOR OFFICE
WASHINGTON COUNTY eu0.0410 CONCH

HUDSON ALLI. NM YORK 504511
ANJ+4 API{ ,477/1

Tha Honorable .'acoh K. Javits
tnited States :crate
'Aashingtcm C.C. :VIZ

rear Senator Javits:.

44L11 APR 2519/4
April 22, 1974

10011110 F. HUNTIN010,4
me. CI 11.10115.M/110011a

DURWARD 0. WEAVER
...EKE., 011/11,,7.

.06.111147/00047.

1 17 loth proud and relieved that a distinguished Senator such as yourself
is in to,ich with one of the rest tasic problers of drug abuse, that teing a
need for ef°ective preventative measures. I wholeheartedly support your efforts
in this area and offer ry asoistatce to you wherever it ray la warranted.

As the regional Health and Erug Education Coordinator for the Washington,
Warren, Hamilton, and Essex Counties roard of Cooperative Educational Servi.es,
my function is to assist area school districts in developing effective health
programs with special emphasis on drug prevention education. With funds provided
by the State Education repartrent, rivision of Health. and Erug Education and
Services, several area schools have taken great strides in this area.

r have found that corrunities while they naturally want the test for their
children are, as yet, reticent to invest the time atd money (especially money)
necessary to ensure effective drug prevention education. Your thoughts as
exrressed in Pill NT. 52e48 would provide funding to implement programs which
would give the community voce- tatgille success in which they would more readily
invest in the future-

Enclosed please find a brief summary of programs in which some of the schools
in this area have particir,ated. Other programs of import and in sore cases
extensions of the ores listed here had to be scrapped due mainlyto lack of funds.
It is my sincerest lope that your Bill is passed when it comes to the floor.

Thank you very much for your concern and foresight in this most crucial ratter.

Yours truly,

Erridks
Encl

krAtijma
Penteth P. ,opts

Fegional Health Coordinator
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LJARD OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
WAANING1131. 9092.1..9.191,10.4 29019 COUktet

1,1,22
095.S9304 COUNTY DWI.DNO 4NN(t

UDION NC* roar 12039
PrIONIf .4" 7993321

MODEL PROGRAMS

Kenneth R. Taylor, Regional Health Coordinator

2090913 H11,4311411014.
O 412 9u291,2492r,

OUR.ARO D. 1222ED.1,911 0119.913
9.12219.129139w1

Kenneth R. Taylor
793-7721 Ext 227

PEER TRAINING/TEEN INVOLVEMENT

Seventeen students in the Glens Falls High School were trained at
two weekend workshops and 40 hours of evening sessions in effective
communication techniques - Team Building, Values Clarification and
Achievement Motivation.

Commencing February 11, 1974, these high school students Will begin
working with elementary school children in grades 4,5, and 6. Each
student will serve as a group facilitator for six to eight elementary
school children. The high school students will visit the classrooms
five times at three week intervals.

INSIDE/OUT

Teachers of the Greenwich School will utilize inside /out as a part
of their curriculum. In preparation, they will select 15 shows to
present and attend a six session workshop in techniques of utilization.

CBRU

Nine teachers from the Washington-Warren County area will be trained
at a two session inserVice course on individualized instruction and
implementation tf CBRU. They will then use CBRU's in the areas of
drugs, alcohol and tobacco in their class. Evaluation will be by
means of pre and post attitudinal survey.

One teacher is working in the area of mental health.

ELECTIVE 31FALTH COURSE

Seniors at Lake George High School will be offered an elective
course in Health Education. Content will be chosen by the
participants and concepts of active listening and values clarifi-
cation will be stressed. One day each two weeks will be set aside
for the group to evaluate media available in the health area.

The student will teach in the elementary school beginning in Spring.

The students will recommend purchase of one or more films.
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Model Proirals Cont.

-2-

COLLEGE COURSE:

A course entitled 'The Role of the Elementary School Teacher in
Health Education" will be offered in Granville. This will be
a graduate extehtion Course and will be offered to ten to twenty
area elementary school teachers.

INsvRvrce COURSE

A seven session course on Values Clarification will be presented
to area teachers and community leaders.

1/10114

YRTIAkp
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Board of Cooperative Educationaf SerVices
SOLE SUPERVISORY DiS1R Li OF ST lAWRENCE COUNTY

SOX 231 E3 MA, at 0E11 CANTON, NEW FORK 13617 II r315;.386 4504

April 24, 1974

Honorable Jacob Javits
Senate Office Building
Washington. O. C.

Dear Senator Javits,

After reading a copy of the Congressional Record of December 31, 1973 about
.

your proposed amendments for the Drug Abuse atiatIon Act of 1970, I thought
it was timely end fitting to write to you explaining the major purposes of
my leadership program as the Coordinator of Drug and Health Education and
Services for St. Lawrence -Lewis Counties BOCES. And, also, to provide you
with some of the highlights of the Massena, New York Drug and Health Educa-
tion model Program.

In Just the few weeks that my position has been In operation, I have re-
ceived many requests from educators seeking aid In developing effective drug
and health education programs for the classroom. Since my area of responsi-
bility Involves nineteen member school districts, 30,000 students and 2,000
staff and they are located in the largest county In the state, it has been
readily apparent my position alone is not going to be sufficient to effec-
tively carry out a program of preventive drug and health education. Addi-
tional funds seem essential to expand the services of a regional drug and
health coordinator. Among the more Important of these services are: in-

service training for all Interested staff, training sessions for students
involved in preventive health education projects, community meetings to
involve and promote the projects, joint cooperative committees made up of
staff, students, parents, and other Interested community members to indenti-
fy community drug and healtR education needs and develop model programs,
preview and recommendation of drug and health education materials Including
audio - visual items, and the consultation to building principals on those
matters concerning drug and health education and service which are of cur-
rent and pressing concern to students within their buildings.

gsny of the preceding services are being implemented In the Massena Drug
and Health Education model program currently In operation and expected to
continue through the 1974-75 school year, pending available funds. Some of
the highlights of these activities Include: A third grade boy, with very
limited social skills and little interest or v..:.:cuss in academic areas, was.
provided with an opportunity to develop a math center for his class. Hi!
response was so successful that he eisotala given the opportunity to tutor a
second grade student, an experience that has also shown signs of success.
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Page 2 ----

Three high school studentS volunteered to provide tutoring for nine educably mentally
retarded elementary level students In the area of language skills. In a different pro-
gram, based on a one to one relationship, a volunteer high school student has met with
a number of health professionals including a social worker, guidance counselor, school
nurse, with the parents of a fourth grade boy, who has had a difficult time developing
effectIvo SOCiii relationships In his first four years In school. This big brother
buddy arrangement hopefully will bring the young boy out of his shell and Into the main
Stream of school life, by providing him with a desirable model of behavior. The senior
high student should develop a sense Of accomplishment through this responsibility. in
a similar program, a senior high girl, whose relationships with staff and students haS
been severely eroded, and who is on the verge of becoming one of the many school drop-
outs, has requested and has received the assistance of a volunteer high school student.
This volunteer has been programmed into the same class schedule, thus providing daily
opportunities to asSist the girl In making necessary adjustments and remaining In the
high schoOl program. In each of these programs there has been en emphasis on both re-
habilitation for the students in emotional difficulty and for meaningful growth of de-
sireabie personal and social characteristics for the volunteer Students. In trying to
provide those students with the kinds of tools and experiences that wl)! result In a
more positive self-concept, we expect much to be gained by those students that volun-
teered to help those In need, and that by becoming involved in helping others they may
themselves be less likely to become the "problem student" in the future.

in another area of preventive drug and health education, our program provides for class
visitations, of ell grade /ovals by professional health educators, to involve the various
students in a series of activities that allow them to clarify their own feelings and
values about themselves and others. An important outgrowth of this Interaction with the
teaching staffs of St. Lawrence County has been the many requests for additional aid In
developing more comprehensive health education programs. As a result, is full day health
education workshop is In the planning stages for the fail semester of the 1914-75 school
year approximately 1200 teachers, and the supporting staff of health related personnel
and school administrators will take active part In 12 Separate workshops conducted by
12 different health service agencies in the local communities. If is strongly expected
that teacher Interest In preventive health will be amplified and many requests for

.

fuller Implementation of the health education Idea will reach my office. At that point
In time, I expect to need monies to capitalize on the anticipated interest and develop
the kinds of preventive health education

experimental programs designed to meet focalneeds.

Very truly yours,

)ohn S. Inverso
Coordinator of Orug and Health
Education and Services

JSI/jfw

Miss MILLER. Wo thank you very much for coming.
[Whereupon, at 2 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject to the

call of the Chair.]
O


